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PREFACE

During the so-called “refugee crisis” in 2015–2016 there was a surge of vigilante
activities in Europe as well as in North America, taking the form of street patrols,
border patrols and militias. Vigilantes claimed they would do what the police and
other authorities were either unable or unwilling to: maintaining public safety and
secure streets and borders against alleged threats from illegal refugees or crimeprone minorities. These vigilante activities were usually intimidating rather than
directly violent, but there were also cases of violence, and even small-scale terrorist
attacks and pogrom-like events in the name of protecting the locals against alleged
criminals.
This “new” vigilantism caused considerable media attention and public concerns.
However, such vigilantism directed speciﬁcally against migrants and minorities is
certainly not a new phenomenon, having long traditions in many countries. As
scholars in the ﬁeld, we realized that although there have been some studies of
vigilantism as a global phenomenon, we were not aware of any systematic comparative study of vigilantism against migrants and minorities, based on collecting
comparable data of vigilante activities across countries and contexts. Such a study
could enable us to develop typologies of varieties of vigilantism against migrants
and minorities, and explore the circumstances under which these diverse forms of
vigilante activities emerge, ﬂourish or fail.
Although some of these movements and activities had been previously studied
from the perspectives of racist violence, hate crime or right-wing terrorism, seeing
these phenomena through the lens of vigilantism could add new insights. Although
activities carried out by some of these vigilante groups may overlap with these phenomena, many vigilante activities cannot properly be described as hate crime or terrorism and will easily be missed out unless they are studied from a diﬀerent angle.
Starting out with our general ideas about vigilantism against migrants and minorities, and some notions about relevant cases and countries, we used our international
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networks to contact colleagues with known expertise about these cases. This was
obviously a timely topic as our invitations were received with positive interest and
enthusiasm.
The scholars involved in this project were invited on the basis of their previously
established expertise about vigilantism in their respective countries. They were
asked to produce articles with case studies that should cover a number of issues
speciﬁed by us, the project coordinators and editors. In most cases, these tasks
required some extra research and data collection from their side.
Although this eventually became a large international comparative research
project with 17 case studies, we have not received any speciﬁc research funding for
this project. However, the Center for Research on Extremism (C-REX) at the
University of Oslo has covered travel and accommodation costs for two workshops. Most of the authors met in Bratislava on 27–28 September 2017 and in Oslo
on 1–2 March 2018 to discuss draft chapters.
We wish to extend our thanks to Jørgen Eikvar Axelsen, who has been our
editorial assistant at C-REX, doing a tremendous job with copy editing and formatting the manuscripts. Dagﬁnn Hagen has been most helpful with administrative
tasks in connection with the workshops. We also thank Craig Fowlie and Rebecca
McPhee at Routledge, and the series co-editor Graham Macklin for their help to
make this project into reality. Most of all, we will thank the authors of the case
studies for their contributions.
Oslo / Brno, March 2019
Tore Bjørgo
Miroslav Mares

1
VIGILANTISM AGAINST MIGRANTS
AND MINORITIES
Concepts and goals of current research
Miroslav Mareš and Tore Bjørgo

This introduction chapter discuss various deﬁnitions, typologies and theories of
vigilantism. It also presents the comparative research design of the present study,
which contains case studies from seventeen countries across the world.

Why research vigilantism against migrants and minorities?
Vigilantism – generally understood as taking the law into your own hands without
any legal authority – has long historical traditions. This phenomenon plays an
important role in the modern world as well – in many diﬀerent varieties.
Some forms of vigilantism target (alleged or real) criminals or deviants within the
community – whether that is punishment beatings and “knee-cappings” of oﬀenders
by paramilitaries in Northern Ireland (Silke 2007), “necklacing” of criminals in black
townships in South Africa (Kučera and Mareš 2015) or “Sharia patrols” in Iran or
some predominantly Muslim neighbourhoods in East London (Rubin 2001; Sinclair
2013). The case studies in this volume, however, speciﬁcally address out-group vigilantism, directed against migrants and minorities considered to represent an external
crime threat to the community.
Such vigilante activities target entire categories of “others” – ethnic minorities
and/or migrants – often under the pretence of controlling their alleged criminality
or norm-breaking. Ku Klux Klan lynchings of blacks in the United States in the
recent past, contemporary street patrols against alleged criminal migrants in cities in
Western Europe and Canada, self-proclaimed border guards on the borders to
Mexico and Turkey, lynchings of Muslims by Hindu cow protection groups in
India, lethal attacks on migrants and homosexuals in Russia, or party militias against
alleged Roma criminals in Central Europe – these are examples of such vigilante
activities. This modern wave of vigilantism directed against migrants and minorities
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in countries all over the world has triggered our interest into the recent developments of this phenomenon.
A large part of such recent vigilante activities is connected with extreme right
politics and xenophobic sentiments.1 However, to what extent and how speciﬁc
cases are related to right-wing extremism is an empirical question to be investigated.
Some of the phenomena we describe in this volume might also be studied
from diﬀerent perspectives: e.g. as cases of hate crime, racist violence or rightwing extremist terrorism (Bjørgo and Witte 1993; Bowling 1998; Levin &
McDevitt 1993; Hall 2013; Ravndal 2017). These phenomena partially overlap
with vigilantism against migrants and minorities, but only partially (see Figure 1.1
on page 00).
These alternative perspectives would have covered some of the cases and events
we focus on here, but left others out of the picture. By choosing to see the phenomena through the lens of vigilantism we can perceive some features and connections which would not appear through these alternative perspectives. In this
study, we will address the following questions, making use of our comparative
perspective on a broad range of cases:


How do these vigilante activists operate, and how are they organized? Can we
develop a typology of modus operandi?

FIGURE 1.1

The relationship between hate crime, right-wing terrorism and vigilantism
against migrants and minorities.
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What are the reasons, goals or purposes of this form of vigilante activism? We
will explore oﬃcial justiﬁcations, internal group strategies, as well as individual
motivations.
Under what kinds of circumstances do these vigilante activities emerge, ﬂourish or fail? What are the facilitating and mitigating – or permissive and
repressive – factors?
What are the vigilante groups’ relationships with the police, other authorities
and political parties, and how does it inﬂuence the group and its activities?
How can our empirical material and ﬁndings contribute to the broader academic discussion on the phenomenon of vigilantism?

One of the ambitions of this project has been to gather comparable data on a
broad variety of cases of vigilantism against migrants and minorities and analyse the
empirical patterns comparatively by addressing a number of relevant dimensions.
This will enable us to identify and explain similarities and variation across cases. We
have managed to establish a strong international team of experts who have produced case studies from diﬀerent countries and contexts, collecting comparable data
on the same set of issues.

Conceptualizing vigilantism
Various authors in the ﬁeld are deﬁning vigilantism rather diﬀerently, emphasising diverse aspects and criteria. The etymological root of the word “vigilantism”
is in the Latin word “vigil”, which means “watchful” or “alert” (Osborne 2005:
39). Vigiles (“Cohortes Vigilum”) served as ﬁremen patrols and also as municipal
police during night hours in the ancient Rome. They belonged under the governmental structures at that time (Cartwright 2016). The current use of the terms
vigilante or vigilantism has its roots in the Spanish word “vigilante”. It means
“watchman”, “guard”, “guardian” or “regulator” (Kirschner 2011: 572). The
modern term “vigilantism” – in contrast to the ancient historical legacy – is
dominantly connected with non-governmental actors. These actors are active in
the enforcement of subjectively perceived “law and order” and they act autonomously from governmental power. Eduardo Moncanda deﬁnes vigilantism as
“the collective use or threat of extra-legal violence in response to an alleged
criminal act” (Moncanda 2017: 408). However, the exact concept and deﬁnition
of vigilantism is still being discussed among various scholars. For example, this
above-mentioned Moncanda’s deﬁnition does not include the element of nonstate actors (the extra-legal police violence can then be subsumed under this
deﬁnition). Moncanda also understands vigilantism as a group activity (Moncanda
2017: 408). However, some individuals can do vigilante activities without
engagement in an organizational structure. Although we do not have any examples of that in our volume, some lone actor terrorists do have a dimension of
vigilantism behind their violent activities.2
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We can sum up these approaches in the working “traditional” deﬁnition of
vigilantism, which we deﬁne as “the use of extra-legal enforcement of a particular conception of justice or a threat or intention to use such enforcement,
carried out by informal actors, with the purpose to protect subjectively perceived
‘law and order’”.
The frequently used criteria of vigilantism were elaborated by Les Johnston (1996).
He identiﬁed six main elements of this phenomenon. According to Johnston:
(1) it involves planning and premeditation by those engaging in it;
(2) its participants are private citizens whose engagement is voluntary;
(3) it is a form of ‘autonomous citizenship’ and, as such, constitutes a social
movement;
(4) it uses or threatens the use of force;
(5) it arises when an established order is under threat from the transgression,
the potential transgression, or the imputed transgression of institutionalized norms;
(6) it aims to control crime or other social infractions by oﬀering assurances
(or ‘guarantees’) of security both to participants and to others
(Johnston 1996: 220)
The condition of using extra-legal force – or at least an explicit or implicit threat
of the use of such force – is a challenge to researching extreme right vigilantism
in the modern world. Due to legal conditions in democratic countries the oﬃcial
goals of vigilante groupings are usually declared to be within the borders of
legality, despite the fact that the real intention of vigilante activists might well be
to make use of extra-legal force. Many recent groups that we consider as vigilante in our volume do not act against the law of the countries in which they
operate, and they avoid the actual use of violence (although they do display a
capacity for violence). Some of them even declare readiness to cooperate with
law enforcement agencies, rescue services or military forces. On the other hand,
they were established autonomously with the intention to demonstrate their
capability to act besides the present governmental agencies. Even if they sometimes declare that they want to be part of the governmental security systems,
they do not want to lose their organizational independence. In fact, they
understand themselves as a challenge to present security policy and they often
struggle to use their capability in the security ﬁeld for propagandist and other
political issues (mobilization of new supporters, strengthening of recent ties in
their collective, to show their capability to act for domestic or foreign allies etc.).
The identiﬁcation of real goals can be diﬃcult; however, it’s an important part of
the current research.
Our re-conceptualization of vigilantism also requires dropping the criterion of
clear extra-legal activity by vigilantes (despite the fact that in many cases also
current vigilantes break the law). We substitute this condition with the element
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of public performance of their own capabilities for violence to counter activities
and groups of people that are perceived as social anomalies by vigilantes. They
want to win sympathy and support from the part of the public who are
inclined to share their opinions and attitudes. The ﬁfth of Johnson’s element
is related to the threat from transgression is not necessary in some cases of
vigilantism. The threat may not be real, but to a certain category of people it
is perceived or constructed as a threat to the social order. However, how
broadly the group is perceived in the community as a threat seems to be an
important variable for the growth and success of vigilante groups.
Our re-conceptualization of vigilantism is also generally still based on Johnson’s
deﬁnition and criteria discussed above, however, with some signiﬁcant changes. Our
core deﬁnition of vigilantism refers to organized civilians acting in a policing role without
any legal authorization, using or displaying a capacity for violence, claiming that the police (or
other homeland security agencies) are either unable or unwilling to handle a perceived crime
problem.
However, there are several border cases that may stretch or challenge the deﬁnition, such as unorganized mobs and lynchings, or individual vigilantism and lone
actor terrorists. There are also some vigilante groups that are tacitly tolerated by the
police or other authorities. Some organizations (in particular militias) are doing
vigilante patrols or other crime-ﬁghting activities as a minor side task. Moreover,
some citizen patrol groups are declaring themselves as non-violent but may still
appear rather intimidating. However, vigilantism is not a black or white phenomenon. With a core deﬁnition of vigilantism, it is to be expected that there will be a
number of cases in the grey area.
Speciﬁc vigilante activities should be analysed within a time and context related
framework. The use of vigilantism can be temporarily limited, real goals of some
groups can be hidden (they can declare only goals without threat of the use of
force, but they can intend to use it), or a mixed form of activities can be found (for
example, an interconnection between vigilante groupings and private security
companies in some countries). Vigilantism can also be understood as an instrument
to weaken the enemies in civic and ethnic conﬂicts and it can serve as a training
activity for paramilitary groups. Moreover, in some cases it can be supported by
external actors (including hostile states) with the goal to weaken the state authorities. In this sense can it be subsumed under hybrid campaigns or hybrid warfare
(Mareš 2017b).
There are several theories for explaining vigilantism. David Kowalewski identiﬁed two main theories – the “frontier” theory (represented by Richard Brown and
Roger McGrath) and the “counter-movement” theory (represented by Kowalewski himself). The frontier theory is inspired by the experience of the “Wild
West” and it tries to explain vigilantism as a reaction to the lack of “law and order”
governmental authorities. The “counter-movement” theory explains vigilantism as a
reaction to the rise of deviancy (mostly growing crime or perception of crime) in
society. Vigilantes struggle to keep their life environment and life-style (Kowalewski
2002: 427–429).
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We also want to explore the various reasons, drivers or goals behind vigilante
activities – from an actor-oriented point of view. We suggest the following types:






External justiﬁcations present the oﬃcial mission of the group towards the
public, the media and authorities: to protect the community against certain crime threats that the police and other authorities do not have the
capacity (or will) to handle alone. These justiﬁcations are tailored to
resonate with widely held concerns in society (e.g. on crime or migration)
and issues high on the news media’s agenda. Vigilante groups claim to
represent the interests of society in order to control crime or other social
anomies.
Group strategies are the internal reasoning for why leaders believe it will serve
the interests of the group to engage in vigilante activities, typically to attract
media attention and public support, promote the organization and mobilize
new members, to maintain group cohesion, or to undermine the legitimacy of
the government. It can also serve as a training activity for paramilitary groups.
These reasons are not meant for public consumption.
Individual motivations are the drivers behind individual participation in vigilante activities and groups. Such motivations may have to do with a
desire to improve one’s personal identity and status, in particular by individuals who have a tarnished reputation as trouble-makers or criminals.
Others may be attracted by the militarism or belonging to a strong group.
These individual motivations are usually not ﬁt to be publicized, as they
may undermine the oﬃcial justiﬁcation. However, some participants may
also be driven by motives that are congruent with the oﬃcial mission of
the group.

In the concluding chapter we will discuss to what extent these three types of
reasons are matching our empirical cases.
In our volume we are dealing with vigilantism against migrants and minorities.
This is a speciﬁc segment of vigilantism (besides religious vigilantism against deviants in their communities, antifascist vigilantism against fascist groups etc.). We
have a broad range of cases from Western and Eastern Europe, North America,
Israel/Palestine and India.
In all cases included in this book we can identify the declared goal of protecting
society or the community against groups and behaviour that are – at least from the
point of view of vigilantes – considered unacceptable. An anomic behaviour
(mostly crime or breaking the moral norms of majority) is usually connected with
speciﬁc groups of people – immigrants, ethnic or religious minorities etc. Usually
vigilantes claim to protect the traditional societal order (as exempliﬁed by the cases
of Hindu vigilantes in India and anti-homosexual vigilantes in Russia, see chapters
by Ahuja and Laryš, both in this volume). However, some contemporary vigilantes
imagine themselves as protectors of certain liberal Western values as well (mostly in
protection of women’s rights against Muslims). A speciﬁc case is Jewish vigilantes
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on the occupied territories who defend the territory to which they claim national
ownership (see Gazit in this volume).
The protected community is usually the traditional major nation state (see
Koehler’s chapter on Germany in this volume), however, it can also be only a local
community or a region. The protected object is often used in the name of some
groups, as in the case of Britain First! (see Ralph-Morrow in this volume). The pannational and “civilization” arguments are also used, as an example of the “Defend
Europe” by a multinational crew of European Identitarian shows.
Even if vigilantes do not consider the whole target group as “criminal” or
“problematic”, they use racial, ethnic or religious proﬁling in their activities. In
many cases they want to protect their “own” community not only against “extraneous” entities, but also against their supporters, for example, Russian vigilante
terrorists targeted also oﬃcials who helped migrants from Caucasus and Central
Asia (see chapter by Martin Laryš). These “extraneous entities” are mostly accused
of criminal behaviour (for example, the frequently used term “Gypsy crime” in
Central Europe by local vigilantes), which is sometimes speciﬁed (“against the rape
culture”), or of non-respect to other norms of the majority society (rejection of
handshake etc.).
They justify their engagement with the argument that the government is not
able to solve pressing problems by its own means and institutions. We can ﬁnd
various relations to governmental institutions – from cooperative approach
(attempts of cooperation of some chapters of the Soldiers of Odin with local
police) to hostility against the state (as in the case of some US militias). Some vigilantes want to fully substitute the police – as members of one Slovak group
claimed, for example – while others want to improve the security situation alongside with the regular law enforcement agencies (which are to be informed in case
the vigilantes observe criminal behaviour), as Nordic chapters of the Soldiers of
Odin (see chapters in this volume).
Vigilantism is in many countries an important part of the national history – as
is the case with the Ku Klux Klan in the United States or Hindu vigilantism in
India. Current vigilantes in such countries continuously follow their predecessors.
In some regions – as in East and Central Europe – the historical legacies of vigilantes from the interwar and war period (used mostly against political opponents
and Jews at that time) were transferred into new forms of traditional style party
militias vigilantism, aimed mostly against Roma and migrants (the Protection
Corps of the Workers’ Party in the Czech Republic, for example). The wave of
military trained paramilitaries in Central and Eastern Europe and street patrols in
Western Europe seems to be a new phenomenon, mainly emerging as a reaction
to the migration crisis.
Formations without deeper ideological backgrounds were established during this
crisis. They did not use (or avoided) national legacies of right-wing extremism.
This is the case with some of the street patrols (e.g. the Soldiers of Odin in some
countries) and parts of the Identitarian movement. Rejection of perceived Islamization (speciﬁcally counter-Jihadism) and migration are the most important ideas of their
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program. On the other hand, at least some vigilantes used the traditions of national fascism (as CasaPound in Italy) or they used ideologies which were not dominant in the
national history (as vigilante neo-Nazi terrorists in Russia). Many national right-wing
ideologies are in the background of various vigilante groups (as Kahanism in Israel,
Hungarism in Hungary, German National Socialism etc.). A mixture of right-wing
nationalist and religious beliefs is typical of Israeli or Hindu vigilantes. Traditional “white
supremacism” is propagated by the Ku Klux Klan.

Vigilantism and interconnected phenomena
Vigilantism is or can be interconnected with various other forms of activities. In
the tradition of US history, lynching is a speciﬁc phenomenon which frequently
accompanied vigilantism. It is named after Charles Lynch, who was the head of an
irregular court in Virginia in the second half of the eighteenth century (Page 1901).
However, lynching as an act is typical of many historical and contemporary societies in the world. Manfred Berg and Simon Wendt deﬁne in their study about the
international dimension of this phenomenon lynching as “extralegal punishment,
usually entailing death or severe physical harm, perpetrated by groups claiming to
represent the will of the larger community” (Berg and Wendt 2011: 5).
From a diﬀerent perspective, vigilantism can be seen as a form of “informal
policing” where they claim a role in maintaining law and the social order.
Research on policing emphasizes the distinction between the police as an institution and policing as an activity or process (del Barrio Romero et al. 2009). Policing
in this broad sense can be carried out by organizations other than the public police,
such as private security companies and various forms of voluntary policing, some of
which may be sanctioned by the police. Vigilantism may then be seen as civilians
acting in a police role without any legal authority or any sanctioning by the state
(Button 2002). In this perspective, such vigilantism may challenge one of the fundamental characteristics of statehood – that the state is able to maintain a monopoly
of the legitimate use of physical force (Weber 1922). One example of this is the
Danish “DanerVærn” (literally, “Protect Danes”) which emerged in 2014. In its
manifest, it provides an archetypal justiﬁcation for vigilantism:
DanerVærn is a civil rights and vigilante group established in the recognition
that the Danish state is no longer living up to its ﬁrst and primary duty: to
protect its citizens. According to “the social contract”, we renounce our right to
weapons and self-defense, in exchange of the state protecting us. The state has
broken that contract. […] We are free people; it is any free people’s right to
defend ourselves. The state has the necessary means to do so. If the state does
not defend us, we will defend ourselves, with all necessary means … If the state
withdraws, we step forward; if the state steps forward, we will withdraw.
(DanerVærn manifest, 2014)3
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DanerVærn also argues in its bylaws that they are not political group – a rather
paradoxical claim given that their statement above represents a fundamental challenge to the deﬁning character of the state: the monopoly on the legitimate use of
physical force. Apart from its grandiose rhetoric, DanerVærn did not do much in
terms of actual vigilante activities, and therefore did not justify a separate case study
in this volume.4
However, the degree to which vigilante groups are challenging the state’s monopoly
of violence may vary considerably. Whereas some vigilante groups operate more or less
in deﬁance of the police and state institutions (e.g. some fascist and Nazi vigilantes), most
groups seek some kind of tacit or explicit acceptance by the police or other state agencies
or from politicians (Kučera 2017: 18–19; Button 2002). In fact, many of the current
extreme right vigilante groupings try to cooperate with governmental authorities,
although they also want to keep their autonomy.
Another overlap can be found between vigilantes and militias. The term militia
is used in various meanings. For example, it was used as the name of regular police
forces in some former Eastern bloc countries (including the Soviet Union), or it
was used to label paramilitary units of political parties (Capoccia 2005: 60).
Recently the term “militia” is frequently used in conﬂict research. Sabine C. Carey
and Neil J. Mitchell deﬁne militias within the context of counterinsurgency campaigns and civil wars as “armed groups linked to the government and separate from
the regular forces” (Carey and Mitchell 2016). In speciﬁc situations, militias in this
sense can be involved also in policing activities. In cases where they claim they are
in an autonomous position towards the government, they can be labelled as vigilante militia units. Some militia movements are in direct opposition to the government, such as parts of the modern militia movement in the USA, claiming that
the federal government has been taken over by “the New World Order” or the
“Zionist Occupation Government” (Barkun 1998: 58–61).
The term “paramilitarism” is in many cases used for designation of the same
actors as the term “vigilantism”, for example, in case of the Hungarian Guard
(Stojarová 2012: 265, 277). However, the term covers a very broad spectrum of
cases. Governmental, semi-governmental as well as non-governmental actors are
labelled as paramilitaries. Scobell and Hammitt categorize paramilitary groups
according to their dependent, semi-autonomous and autonomous position
towards the state as well as according to their loyalty, semi-loyalty and disloyalty
to the regime (Scobell and Hammitt 1998: 222). In our concept, paramilitary
units are focused on armed conﬂicts (as auxiliary forces in regular wars, as insurgency or counterinsurgency units or as symmetric armed forces in civil wars)
(Mareš 2012a: 9–54). We deﬁne paramilitarism as a collective activity, organized
in a hierarchic structure, which aims at participation in internal or international
armed conﬂicts (including preparedness in such conﬂicts), where the strength and
ﬁrepower of the paramilitary forces is signiﬁcantly lower than the strength and
ﬁrepower of the main armed forces. Paramilitary units are uniformed or they
have clear insignia. They are established on non-commercial bases. Paramilitary
units can be used (but not necessarily!) also for policing purposes. If they have an
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independent, non-governmental character, their activity can be labelled as
vigilantism.
Vigilante and paramilitary activities can be used in militarist propaganda. In the
contemporary era, militarism serves in propaganda of the extreme right as a
contra-factor to the alleged “decadency” and weakness of liberal democracies.
Modern armies are rejected as being instruments of globalized power structures
without real impact on national interests (professional soldiers are often criticized
as puppets, mercenaries etc.). For example, in Central and Eastern Europe,
rejection of the NATO policy has a speciﬁc dimension in many countries. Several pro-Kremlin paramilitary and vigilante groupings were established during the
Ukrainian crisis. Non-state paramilitary formations, organized mostly by extreme
right structures, are propagated as an alternative to regular armies (Potočňák and
Vicenová 2015). They also try to appeal to and recruit military veterans and even
recent professional soldiers as members (Nečej and Stojar and 2013: 30–32). In
some modern conﬂicts (former Yugoslavia, Caucasus, Ukraine etc.) non-state or
quasi-state paramilitary formations played an important role. This fact served as a
model for other paramilitary and militia groupings, and such formations can later
be involved in vigilante struggle.
An interconnection with the military re-enactment scene and with the so-called
survivalist or military prepper scene is typical of some of their activists (Mareš
2016). They organize military trainings (also with military equipment) and try to be
ready for future military conﬂicts. In some Central European countries (the Czech
Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Bulgaria) paramilitary units have been involved in
ethnic riots (mostly anti-Romani) (Mareš 2012b).
Vigilantism can be interconnected with terrorism as well. A widely used deﬁnition of terrorism is that it refers to violence – or the threat of violence – used and
directed in the pursuit of – or in the service of – a political aim (Hoﬀman 2006).
Terrorism can be divided into state and non-state forms. In case of non-state forms
we can distinguish between insurgent and vigilante terrorism (Schmid 2011). In
contrast to insurgent terrorism, vigilante terrorism makes use of terrorist methods to
uphold a certain social or political order. Vigilante terrorism protects the identity of
the “own threatened group” against “the others”. These “others” are perceived as a
deviant and/or criminal threat (Waldmann 1998: 92–94). It is important to mention that only some varieties of vigilante activities can be subsumed under terrorism, however, most of the various patrols, crime control activities at local level etc.
do not qualify as terrorist (Schmid, Jongman, Stohl and Fleming 1988: 46).
Vigilante violence against migrants and minorities is also partially overlapping
with hate crime. The overlap is only partial, as vigilantism includes a dimension of
informal policing or street justice against groups of people accused of involvement
in crime – a dimension that is not present in most incidents of hate crime. There
are also many vigilante activities that cannot be labelled as hate crimes, simply
because no crimes are necessarily committed. Most of the vigilante militias, border
patrols or street patrols described in this volume did not commit violent or other
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criminal acts as part of their vigilante activities, even if there was often a lot of
hatred and prejudices behind their vigilante activities.
Hate crime is commonly deﬁned as “criminal acts committed with a bias
motive” (OSCE 2009: 16) or as “a criminal act that is motivated, at least in
part, by the group aﬃliation of the victim” (Gerstenfeld 2011: 11). Other
deﬁnitions emphasize that it is crimes motivated by hatred towards speciﬁc
groups (Hall 2013). Thus, violence against certain categories of people just
because they allegedly take our jobs or belong to an inferior race is deﬁnitely
hate crime or bias crime, but it is not vigilante violence unless the justiﬁcation
for violence is a claim that the victim category is connected to crime. However, vigilante violence may also be justiﬁed by claims that the targeted group
is threatening the established social or moral order, which for example was a
justiﬁcation for the widespread violence against homosexuals in Russia (see
Laryš in this volume). This is a dimension Barbara Perry (2001) brings into her
conceptualization of hate crime:
Hate crime involves acts of violence and intimidation, usually directed towards
already stigmatised and marginalised groups. As such it is a mechanism of
power and oppression, intended to reaﬃrm the precarious hierarchies that
characterise a given social order. It attempts to re-create simultaneously the
threatened (real or imagined) hegemony of the perpetrator’s group and the
“appropriate” subordinate identity of the victim’s group.
(Perry 2001: 10)
As we will come back to in the following empirical chapter and the comparative
analysis at the end, some of the vigilante violence described in this volume has this
dimension of keeping minorities down in their subordinate place or frighten them
from challenging the social or moral order.

A typology of vigilantism
Vigilantism can be categorized according to various criteria. In their classical
typology, Jon Rosenbaum and Peter Sederberg divided vigilantism in relation to
the intended purposes of vigilante actions. They identiﬁed:
1.
2.

3.

Crime control vigilantism “directed against people believed to be committing
acts proscribed by the formal legal system”;
Social group control vigilantism as “establishment violence directed against groups
that are competing for, or advocating a redistribution of, values within the
system can be considered social group control vigilantism”;
Regime control vigilantism as “the use of violence by established groups to preserve
the status quo at times when the formal system of rule enforcement is viewed as
ineﬀective or irrelevant” (Rosenbaum and Sederberg 1974: 548–556).
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The ﬁrst two categories are the most relevant here. The intensity and brutality of
used violence (or the potential to such violence) can be another criterion of
typology (Kowalewski 2002: 434). The armed or non-armed character of vigilantes
can be interconnected with this issue.
Vigilantism can be divided according to the dominancy of violent activity in
comparison with other forms of activities (for example, military training or patrolling). In this sense we can identify “single-issue” vigilante groups, dominancy of
vigilantism in the activities of some groups or subsidiarity or even random vigilantism in comparison with other activities. “Single issue” vigilantism means that
the group provides vigilante activities only (as the Minutemen Project in the USA).
Dominancy of vigilantism is characterized by a majority of vigilante activities in
comparison with other activities. The Hungarian Guard provides a contrasting
example, as it was active besides vigilantism also in the cultural and in the military
sphere. Subsidiary or random vigilantism is yet an opposite case; for example, the
rare vigilante activities of Slovak Conscripts as they are dominantly focused on
military combat. For the Nordic Resistance Movement in Sweden, vigilante
patrols are also a minor part of their activities (Gardell, this volume).
Categories of high primacy (“vigilantism is both necessary and suﬃcient for
sustaining the organization that carries”), medium primacy (“vigilantism may be a
necessary condition but is not suﬃcient for an organization’s survival”) and low
primacy of vigilantism (“vigilantism can be one among a plurality of organizational
activities”) were presented by Moncanda. These categories are related to the level
of importance of vigilantism for survival of certain groups as organized structures
(Moncanda 2017: 414–115). With respect to the duration of vigilante activities or
organizations we can identify long-term (years), mid-term (months) and short-term
(weeks, days, or even single-case vigilantism).
The political background of vigilante activists must be taken into account, which
is a main theme of our book. Some vigilantes maintain that they are not motivated
politically; their main goal is to eliminate crime (Schmid, Jongman, Stohl and
Flemming 1988: 46). However, claiming that the authorities are not fulﬁlling their
duty to protect the citizens is nevertheless challenging the monopoly of the state
on crime prevention, and holds an implicit political agenda. Moreover, a large part
of vigilantes operate with some form of explicit political goals. These “political
vigilantes” can be divided according to their speciﬁc ideological (for example,
extreme right vigilantism or anti-fascist vigilantism) or religious (for, example,
Islamist vigilantism) background.
The typology elaborated by Marx and Archer can be used for understanding the
relations between vigilantes and the police or other governmental security forces.
Their main criteria are encouragement or non-interference on the one hand, and
opposition or suppression on the other hand. This typology is based on research of
the US self-defence groups at the turn 1960s/1970s. Marx and Archer stated that
these groups were diﬀerent from traditional vigilantism, because “they have not
killed or taken the law into their own hands” (Marx and Archer 1971: 53). Our
view of vigilantism is wider in this book. However, a potential collaboration of
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vigilantes with the police and or other security forces is based on the informal or
unoﬃcial base in this concept, because in case of formalization and oﬃcial recognition of such collaboration these groups lose their vigilante character (they can be
labelled as voluntary auxiliary forces etc.). Some “real” vigilante groups can hide their
real goals (see above) and can declare their willingness to cooperate with the police for
tactical reasons. In contrast, in some societies traditional violent vigilantism can be
supported or tolerated by oﬃcial security forces. Police oﬃcers may turn a blind eye or
even take an active part in vigilante activities in their free-time.5 With respect to these
facts we can take over Marx’s and Archers’s scheme for the purpose of this book and
we can divide vigilante groups into:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Vigilante groups supplemented and encouraged by the police and/or other
governmental security forces (these groups try to cooperate with the police or
other governmental security forces and they are from their side unoﬃcially
respected as partners);
Vigilante groups supplemental and opposed by the police and/or other governmental security forces (these groups try to cooperate with the police or
other governmental security forces, however, they are rejected by them);
Vigilante groups that are adversarial and encouraged by the police and/or
other governmental security forces (they do not want to cooperate with the
police or with other security forces, but they are tolerated or even encouraged
by them);
Vigilante groups that are adversarial and opposed by police and/or other
governmental security forces (they do not want to cooperate with the police
or with other security forces, they are not respected and are rejected by them)
(Marx and Archer 1971: 59–61). In speciﬁc cases vigilantes can use violence
against the police, mostly if the police are understood as an ally of groups
which are targeted by vigilantes (for example, if the police protect targeted
ethnic minorities).

Regarding the typology above it is important to mention that the police staﬀ can
be divided in opinion over whether and how intensively to cooperate with vigilantes. In speciﬁc cases some police forces (for example, the municipal police) can
be more open to such cooperation than other forces (for example, the state police).
For the purposes of this categorization, the police staﬀ is deﬁned as oﬃcers acting as
representatives of their own institution. Policemen acting in their free-time for
vigilante purposes are not considered as governmental representatives.
Vigilantism can be categorized with respect to the environment and the regime in
which vigilante activities are carried out. In relation to the conﬂict situation we can see
vigilantism in pre-conﬂict, conﬂict and post-conﬂict situations (Häggqvist 2017). From
the point of view of regime stability vigilantism can be carried out in stabile or unstable
regimes. According to the character of the regime we can identify vigilantism in nondemocratic regimes (authoritarian or totalitarian), transitional regimes and democratic
regimes (Kučera and Mareš 2015).
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The division into local, regional, national and transnational vigilantism can be
used for understanding the geographical scope of vigilante activities. This scope can
be related to the organization and the structures of vigilante groups (including the
use of speciﬁc names as a franchise – as the spread of “Soldiers of Odin”) or to the
spread of inspiration on tactical/operational level (for example, patrolling in Roma
settlements).
With regard to the general dimension of vigilante activities we can identify
conventional or traditional vigilantism, carried out in rural or urban milieus, usually
in public areas (patrolling, “hunting” enemies etc.). Recently, “cyber-vigilantism”
(or internet-vigilantism) is on the rise, carried out in cyber space (Smallridge,
Wagner and Crowl 2016; Trottier 2017), such as hacking of Jihadist accounts and
websites by the Anonymous and various anti-Islamist hackers (Drmola 2017). In
this volume we are dealing only with conventional vigilantism, despite the fact that
extreme right cyber-vigilantism (mostly anti-Islamic) can also be found. The most
unconventional case is the maritime border patrol organized by an Identitarian
group that crowd-funded and rented a ship to patrol the Mediterranean Sea against
migrant boats (see Gattinara’s chapter on France in this volume).

The spectrum of vigilantism in contemporary world
A broad spectrum of varieties of vigilantism can be found in the contemporary
world (Abrahams 1998). In some countries and regions deep traditions of vigilantism and several historical waves can be found, for example, in the United States
where vigilantism is a dominant theme in many (if not most) Hollywood movies as
well as in the gun culture. In other regions current vigilantism is caused by recent
development without historical legacies. If we take into account the geopolitical
character and ideological background, we can identify several most important
categories of current vigilantism. It is important to mention that in this chapter we
present only a basic overview of this phenomenon.
In the recent era of powerful drug cartels, vigilante groups ﬁghting these cartels
are popular in many countries of Latin America and in the Caribbean (Layton,
Rodríguez, Moseley and Zizumbo-Colunga 2014: 99–101). Vigilante activities are
very strong also in a large part of the so called Third world, especially in subSaharan Africa. According to Thomas G. Kirsch and Tilo Grätz, vigilante actions
here often have a “breathtakingly blunt, brutal message” (Kirsch and Grätz 2010:
2). Vigilantism is here sometimes carried out by long-lasting, formalized groups.
Probably the most famous are the Nigerian Bakassi boys in Nigeria (Smith 2004).
Various vigilantes are active also in Southeast Asia and on the Indian subcontinent.
Recently, religious background has played an important role in vigilante activities. In India it is connected mostly with Hindu dogmatic religious extreme rightist
ideology (Ajuha and Prakash 2017, Ajuha in this volume). In Southeast Asia, vigilante Buddhism is on the march (Lehr 2017). In many Muslim countries, Islamic
vigilantism has been on the rise in the last decades, for example in Iran (Rubin
2001), in Indonesia (Tyson 2013) or in South Africa, where the famous group
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People Against Gangsterism and Drugs (PAGAD), founded in 1996, is operating
(Monaghan 2004).
Several cases of Islamic vigilantism in Western countries attracted public and
media attention, such as the case of Sharia patrols in London in 2013–2014 (Sinclair 2013) or the so called Sharia police in Germany in 2014 (Mareš and Veselý
2015). This form of Islamic vigilantism is probably inspired by the governmental or
semi-governmental “religious police” or by religious militias in Islamic states or
terrorist proto-states (such as the Islamic State in Iraq and Levant).
Extreme right politics is interconnected with vigilantism aimed mostly at ethnic
and religious minorities (however, also at the LGBT community or homeless
people) in numerous European and North American countries. Recently, vigilante
activities are justiﬁed mostly as a reaction to the migration crisis. In some countries,
extreme right vigilantism is caused by a speciﬁc domestic situation, as exempliﬁed
by the loyalist vigilantism in Northern Ireland (Silke 2007) or the Jewish extreme
right vigilantism in the Israeli-occupied West Bank (Gazit 2015, this volume).
Extreme right violence aimed at ethnic and religious minorities led to the
creation of vigilante formations consisting of members of these minority
communities. In the 1990s, Jewish self-defence groups were organized, in
several East and Central European countries Romani home guards protected
their communities during anti-Gypsy riots (Mareš 2012b: 294–295). According
to some scholars, the anti-fascist activities of the Antifa and similar groups
have a vigilante character, because they chase Nazi groups oﬀ the streets,
punish them by using (sometimes) brutal violence, and in some cases enforce
anti-racist and anti-Fascist law when the state authorities are allegedly nonactive against right-wing extremist violence and propaganda (Kučera 2010).

Vigilantism and the extreme right
Our book deals with vigilantism against migrants and minorities, which in most
cases is connected with the extreme right. Conceptualizing extreme right politics
poses a diﬃcult challenge (Rydgren 2018). Several key terms (such as the extreme
right, far right, right-wing extremism, right wing radicalism, and right-wing
populism) are given diﬀerent meanings by diﬀerent scholars. Moreover, these terms
are also often used synonymously. Various scholars use diverse terms in various
meanings or – on the contrary – they use various terms synonymously (as the
extreme right, far right, right-wing extremism, right wing radicalism and rightwing populism). This situation causes deﬁnitional confusion. Attempts to deﬁne
the extreme right are often connected only with speciﬁc actors, for example with
political parties (Mudde 2000) or with violent and terrorist groups (Holbrook and
Taylor 2013).
In this book we were inspired by some of the above mentioned authors (mostly
by Cas Mudde) and we deﬁne the far right as a part of the political spectrum where
the ideological core is based on intolerant nationalism, nativism and demands for
strict “law and order” policy in the ﬁelds which are important for maintaining the
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preferred governmental order (usually on a separate territory, in a national state or
in a pan-national entity). Under the broad label of the far right, a distinction is
commonly made between the extreme right and the radical right. Right-wing
extremist groups usually accept or even condone violence. They also reject the
values of a democratic constitutional state. Between the extreme right and the
traditional right is a ﬁeld which can be labelled as radical right, and which is
populated mainly by right-wing populist parties and some anti-immigration organizations. These parties and groups operate within the framework of democracy
but they also share some of the outlook of the extreme right in terms of nationalism, nativism and demands for strict “law and order” policy. Vigilante movements
tend to emerge within or in the vicinity of right-wing extremist movements but
depending on their views on violence and democracy, they may also be closer to
the radical right, seeking – and sometimes receiving – political support from these
right-wing populist parties.
We can identify several ideological sub-categories of the extreme-right. In a
simpliﬁed way it can be:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Authoritarian conservatism (based on traditional anti-egalitarian societal concepts, it can be interconnected with religious dogmas);
Fascism/neo-fascism + Nazism/neo-Nazism (based in extreme right politics
from the ﬁrst half of the 20st century and its ideological innovation);
“New right”, “Identitarianism” or “Alt-right” (its part, based on ideologically
adrift politics rooted in post-material conﬂicts in modern societies) (Bötticher
and Mareš 2012)
White supremacy, claiming that the white race has a natural right to dominate
other races, represented by e.g. the Ku Klux Klan and similar openly racist
movements.

Vigilantism is historically and ideologically an expression and instrument of a
part of extreme right politics. The struggle for “law and order” and the proclaimed
protection of the own nation or a pan-national group or race is a common justiﬁcation for the use of vigilantism. Vigilantism is typically connected more to the
ﬁrst two above mentioned categories (including vigilantes in South Africa in late
era of the apartheid, see Haysom 1986). However, recently also groupings
belonging modern extreme “New Right” or “Identitarian” movements are sometimes involved in vigilante activities as well (e.g. the maritime patrols against
migrants on the Mediterranean, organized by identitarians, see Gattinara in this
volume). White supremacy groups like the Klan have also been behind highly
violent vigilante activities (see Blee and Latif, this volume).
Vigilantism is used by various extreme right actors. It can be connected with
political parties, mostly with party militias (such as the Hungarian Guard and
Jobbik). Paramilitary groups with military training can be used for vigilante purposes (as the Slovak recruits). Organizations from the milieu of social movements
or subcultures can organize vigilante activities (for example, the National Radical
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Camp in Poland). There exist various forms of “single-issue” vigilante groups (for
example, some chapters of the Soldiers of Odin and the Les Calaisiens en Colère)
with no or limited links to the far right (Bjørgo and Gjelsvik; and Castelli Gattinara
on France, both in this volume). Right-wing extremist individuals or groups can
also be involved in vigilante terrorist activities (as the Ku Klux Klan).
Regarding the last point, vigilante terrorism is one of the categories of rightwing extremist terrorism from the typology by Ehud Sprinzak (besides revolutionary terrorism, reactive terrorism, racist terrorism, millenarian terrorism and
youth counterculture terrorism). Sprinzak stated: “Vigilante terror is used by individuals and groups who believe that the government does not adequately protect
them from violent groups or individuals and that they must protect themselves”
(Sprinzak 1995: 29).
Several signiﬁcant waves of extreme right vigilantism can be found in modern
history. The rise of Ku Klux Klan in the late 1860s was repeated in several later eras
of the Klan’s development (Blee and Latif in this volume). Paramilitaries and party
militias operated after the First World War in Europe (Gerwarth, Horne 2013) and
in the 1920s and the 1930s they were involved in political ﬁghts during the era of
the rise of fascism. Latin American extreme right “death squads” and other groupings
were used against leftist activists and criminals in the second half of the twentieth
century (Huggins 1991: 2–5). In the 1990s a part of racist subcultures (mostly racist
skinheads) created vigilante structures in Western democracies and in the post-communist area (Mareš 2012b: 287). In Central and Eastern Europe a new generation of
extreme right vigilantes was inspired by the Hungarian Guard in the late 2000s and
early 2010s. At the same time vigilantism was connected with the reaction to
growing migration in Western democracies (some militias in the US, neo-fascist
patrols in Italy etc.). A recent wave of vigilantism in Europe and in the USA is closely linked to the migration crisis in the mid of the second decade of the twenty ﬁrst
century. Of course, also many speciﬁc national variants of vigilantism arose in the
past decades. The recent state of vigilantism – most of which is connected with the
extreme right – is the object of our research in this monography.

A research guide for collecting comparable data on vigilantism
In order to systematically and comparatively study the phenomenon of vigilantism
against migrants and minorities and address the research questions listed in the
opening section, it is necessary to collect comparable data from a wide range of
cases from a number of diﬀerent national contexts. In order to achieve this, we
have brought together a strong group of scholars who have in-depth knowledge
about such vigilante groups, movements and activities in their countries of expertise. We have found a combination of cases that represent a large variation within
this broad phenomenon. This means that the units of analysis may range from
broad social movements like the Ku Klux Klan to small informal groups, or to
tightly organized militias. Some of the chapters focus on one speciﬁc group or
organization, whereas other chapters describe several groups within the same
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country, because they are variations over the same theme, or represent important
diﬀerences. We have also been interested in following the transnational diﬀusion of
movements and styles, for example how the Hungarian Guard inspired similar
paramilitary group in other parts of Central and Eastern Europe, or how the Soldiers of Odin street patrols spread rapidly from Finland to many other countries
within weeks, but developed in very diﬀerent directions in diﬀerent settings.
Although we asked our chapter authors to collect data about the same set of
questions (see below), it would not be realistic to request that they should make
use of identical methods for data collection. Collecting such data is complicated
and access to the groups vary a lot. Some researchers were able to interview leaders
and do participant observation of patrols or other group activities, whereas this
methodology would be impossible or too dangerous in other cases. However, in
most cases other forms of primary data were available, such as online discussion
forums, video footage, police or court documents, or secondary data like media
reports or historical accounts. Most authors used a combination of data sources,
primary as well as secondary.
In order to provide data that are as comparable as possible, we have asked our
authors to collect information about the same set of questions for all the case
studies:










What is the political, social and economic context (who is in government,
level of trust in society or to government institutions, situation regarding
minorities, migrants, unemployment, etc.)?
What is the stated purpose and justiﬁcation for the vigilante group? Why do
they claim they are needed? Which values or interests do they claim to
defend? Who or what is the threat? Is this a new or an old movement or
mode of operation in this country? Do they have an explicit or implicit
ideology (e.g. nationalism, fascism, National Socialism, white supremacy,
counter-Jihadism, or identitarianism)?
How are they organized? Are vigilante activities organized top-down (e.g. by
political parties) or bottom-up? Who are the participants? Numbers of active
participants and supporters? What characterize them in terms of demographics,
political/extremist background, criminal record, etc.
What are they actually doing? How do they operate? Do they patrol or guard
certain areas or facilities? Are they armed? Do they operate openly or covertly?
Do they wear any kind of uniforms? If so, how does the police and other
authorities respond to that? Do they make use of violence, force or intimidation? If so, who is targeted? Do they carry out any good-will activities to
improve their image?
What do they communicate verbally and visually (e.g. through symbols, uniforms, processions, etc.)? Is what they say verbally in accordance with what
they communicate visually or do physically?
What is their relationship to political parties, the police, other public agencies
(e.g. municipalities, military, border guards, etc.), the news media, political
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opponents, and diﬀerent segments of the population (including targeted
minorities)? How much support and resistance do they meet, and how much
leeway do they have in their operation? Is group participation stigmatized?
How does this inﬂuence who becomes active participants? Is the environment
permissive or repressive of vigilante groups and activities?
Are the vigilante group’s activities mainly online or oﬄine? Which role does
social media play for the activities of the group?
Are they modelled on similar or like-minded groups abroad? Do they have
actual links with these groups?

Providing that the case studies will cover all these aspects, it will enable us to
carry out comparative analysis along several dimensions. This will be the task of the
ﬁnal, comparative chapters of this volume.

Introducing the case studies
The following section will present brieﬂy the 17 case studies in this volume. They
are ordered roughly according to a typology we develop in the concluding chapter,
starting with the more violent cases of vigilante movements (terrorism, lynchings
and pogroms), then describing paramilitary groups, border patrols and street patrols.
However, some of the country chapters include groups of diﬀerent types, for
example Hungary, which has harboured terrorist groups as well as militias and
street patrols.
The classic case of vigilantism in general and vigilante terrorism in particular is the
American Ku Klux Klan movement, which for more than a century spread fear
among blacks, Jews and other minorities, as well as among some of those who stood
up against them. Kathleen Blee and Mehr Latif’s chapter, “Ku Klux Klan: Vigilantism against blacks, immigrants and other minorities” describe the four major distinct
eras of the Ku Klux Klan. The ﬁrst Klan originated in the aftermath of the Civil War
in the 1870s when the blacks’ emancipation from slavery was the main issue. The
second era occurred in inter-war period in the 1920s, when high rates of immigrants
from Europa was on the agenda. The third era was in the 1950s–1960s, where the
KKK used violence and threats to ﬁght the civil rights movement and other challenges against racial segregation and white supremacy, and the fourth was during the
1970s until the 2000s when the Klan allied with other far-right groups in an attempt
to maintain white dominance in America. The support for the Klan and the methods
they used varied considerably through these four eras, as the context changed signiﬁcantly. One of the main ﬁndings is that the Klan could only continue their
campaigns of terror for as long as they could operate relatively freely without interference (or even with the blessing) of the local sheriﬀ, judge, pastor and mayor.
When the general social and political environment was no longer as permissive with
their racism and violence, and repressive forces from law enforcement and NGOs
put heavy pressure on them, and Ku Klux Klan fell apart or became severely
restricted in what they could do.
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Nir Gazit’s chapter, “Jewish vigilantism in the West Bank”, points to a similar
theme. He describes how Jewish settlers in the occupied territories could continue to
harass and terrorize Palestinian inhabitants for as long as the Israeli military and government did not strike down on their vigilante activities. There were diﬀerent types
of vigilante groups in the occupied territories, varying both on their level of organization and their relationship with the Israeli authorities. The most organized and
institutionalized are the settlements’ defence squads, which are organized, trained and
armed by the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) as emergency response teams in case of
Palestinian attacks, and usually commanded by former IDF oﬃcers. While these
groups are the most passive in their interaction with the Palestinians they often
initiate violent friction by creating informal roadblocks and direct clashes with
Palestinian shepherds and peasants. The second type of vigilantes is of those who
belong to radical right groups or remaining factions of right-wing groups that were
banned in the past. These groups are founded on Jewish supremacy ideas, radical
anti-Arab sentiments, and racism. The less organized groups of Jewish vigilantes are
religious-nationalist teenagers and young adults who establish outposts without a
formal authorization from the Israeli government. They claim the Palestinians are
“raping the Holy Land”, and thus must be expelled. These groups are mostly made
up of marginal young people, some of them teenagers. They are the most active in
initiating anti-Palestinian violent attacks and in violent clashes with the Israeli security
forces in the occupied territories. Gazit argues that the ambiguity surrounding the
formal status of the Israeli state in the occupied territories creates a governmental
void. This void is ﬁlled by greater freedom of action of the settlers, who, in eﬀect,
act as informal agents of the state, behaving as vigilantes and taking the law into their
own hands (Gazit, this volume).
Juhi Ahuja’s chapter “Protecting holy cows: Hindu vigilantism against Muslims
in India” describes a series of violent attacks and lynchings of Muslims allegedly
involved in slaughtering cows and trading beef in India. Such “cow vigilantism” is
the policing of behaviour by Hindu nationalists against non-Hindus (mostly Muslims) in the name of protecting cows, which they consider sacred in Hindu religion. The slaughtering of cows is banned in most – but not all – Indian states, but
beef trade is nevertheless a major industry. Hindu radicals take it upon themselves
to enforce by violent means the ban on slaughtering cows and transporting and
trading cow meat as a religious duty. Ahuja argues that the increase in such cow
vigilantism must be seen in the context of the rising inﬂuence of Hindutva, a Hindu
ethno-religious and nationalist movement that has gained political power in
modern India, and a growing inter-religious and inter-caste intolerance. The cow
vigilantes act on the basis of a perception (real or imagined) that non-Hindus are a
threat to their religio-cultural identity if they breach their established norm of
protecting cows. Such cow vigilantism is also a way to establish Hindu dominance
over minority groups.
Chapter 5, “Violent attacks on migrants and minorities in the Russian Federation” by Martin Laryš describes how more than 600 people, mostly labour migrants
from the Muslim regions of Caucasus and Central Asia as well as homosexuals,
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have been killed and several thousands have been injured by nationalists and neoNazis in Russia during a 17-year period. Although many of these murders can
more appropriately be characterized as hate crimes or right-wing terrorism, a large
proportion of the violence and killings have strong aspects of vigilantism to them.
The perpetrators, mostly neo-Nazi skinheads and militant nationalists, often justiﬁed their violence as a way to defend the Russian people against rapists and criminal migrants. Homosexuals were also attacked in order to defend the moral order
of society from delinquents subverting Russia’s traditional values. For a long time,
the police turned a blind eye on these lethal vigilante activities until a signiﬁcant
change in governmental policy repressed these movements and put a number of
leaders in prison. This led to a sharp decrease in vigilante activities and violence
from late 2013 onwards.
Daniel Koehler’s overview of “Anti-immigration militias and vigilante groups in
Germany” shows that although military sports groups (“Wehrsportgruppen”) and
groups of citizens defending their cities (“Bürgerwehren”) have long traditions in
Germany, it was only recently that these terms took on a vigilante dimension.
Anti-immigrant violence and pogrom-like attacks have also been rife in Germany
but only in a few cases has this violence had a distinct vigilante character. However, in recent years, a number of vigilante groups were formed and acts of vigilante violence were committed as a response to criminal acts (allegedly or actually)
committed by immigrants. The sexual assaults on German women by mostly
North-African migrants during the New Year celebration in Cologne 2015/16 and
the passive police response became a watershed event, releasing a wave of vigilante
movements in Germany (and beyond) against so-called “rapefugees”. Some of
these went in the direction of terrorist attacks on the homes of migrants. Yet, most
of these movements remained in the social media only. Groups that started to
function as a militia or alternative policing and committed criminal acts quickly
became targeted by the authorities. However, lack of public trust in the police and
other authorities creates an opportunity for right-wing extremist movements to
mobilize on the claimed incompetence of the authorities, promoting vigilantism as
an alternative.
A country with deep legacies of vigilantism is described and analysed in the
chapter “Vigilante militias and activities against Roma and migrants in Hungary”,
written by Szilveszter Póczik and Eszter Sárik. The authors explain the traditions of
fascist and nationalist vigilantism and their impact on the recent right-wing extremist scene. In August 2007, the Jobbik Party (Movement for a Better Hungary)
founded the “Hungarian Guard Association for Protection of Traditions and Culture”. This group won huge attention and it caused a rise of popularity of the
Jobbik. It organized vigilante patrols and marches in Roma communities against
alleged “Gypsy Crime”. After its ban in 2009, several successor groups were
established. These groups were fuelled by the migration wave of 2015–2017.
However, they play a much more symbolic than eﬀective role in the (anti)migration politics through marches, anti-Muslim protest and publication (Póczik and
Sárik, this volume). The chapter also discusses a vigilante terrorist racist killer
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commando that was active in 2008–2009, killing six Roma people (and injuring
many others). As in other East and Central European countries, we can see the
dominance of anti-Roma vigilantism, enhanced by anti-Migrant vigilantism during
the crisis in 2015 and later.
Miroslav Mareš and Daniel Milo deal with “Vigilantism against migrants and
minorities in Slovakia and in the Czech Republic”. The two former parts of the
Czechoslovak federation have diﬀerent traditions of vigilantism. However, after
the fall of communism right-wing extremist militias as well as (mostly antiRoma) skinhead racist groups were established in both countries. They justiﬁed
their hate crimes by reference to alleged “ethnic crime” of the attacked minorities. Party militias are typical in both countries. The activities of the train patrols
of the People´s Party Our Slovakia (ĽSNS) ‒ focused mostly on Gypsy crime ‒
had a speciﬁc impact on the popularity of this party. Paramilitary groups are
involved in anti-migrant patrols and in protection the borders. The Slovak
Recruits are one of the strongest non-state paramilitary organizations in the
region. Pro-Russian sympathy is typical of many vigilantes in the Czech
Republic and Slovakia. Vigilantes from both countries cooperate closely.
The chapter “Vigilantism against ethnic minorities and migrants in Bulgaria”, by
Nadya Stoynova and Rositsa Dzhekova, analyses the rise of various formations in
the country a, which is located on the “Balkan migration route” and has signiﬁcant
Roma minority. This migration route provides the reason for the most recent
manifestation of vigilantism in the country, namely anti-migrant patrols and arrests
at the Bulgarian-Turkish border. Nevertheless, ad-hoc and less organized manifestations of vigilantism, predominantly against the Roma, have been observed prior
to the migrant crisis. The wider political context is crucial in understanding the
phenomenon in Bulgaria, as vigilantism should be considered as a phenomenon
emerging in the context of the political, societal and economic crisis in the country
during the post-communist period of the nineties and its lingering implications
(Stoynova and Dzhekova in this volume). The recent wave of anti-immigrant
vigilante groups is also analysed within the context of a persistent “systematic crisis
feeling”, which remains endemic in the country and which was exacerbated by the
scale and intensity of the crisis.
Anti-migration patrols are the topic of the chapter “The Minutemen: Patrolling
and performativity along the U.S. / Mexican border” by Harel Shapira. Analysing
the Minutemen paramilitary border patrol, he is struck by what he describes as the
“militarized masculinity” within the context of “performed patriotism”. The US
government campaign to militarize the border, starting in the 1990s as a “new
strategy to deter illegal immigration” (Shapira, this volume), is an important factor
behind the establishing of anti-immigrant vigilante border groups. Shapira researched almost 200 Minutemen and he found out that they were composed of predominantly elderly white men who were almost exclusively military veterans. His
study shows that a main motivation for the participants was that the Minutemen
border patrols oﬀered them an opportunity to relive their military past.
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The dominant role of a political party in vigilante activities is analysed in the
chapter “Vigilantism in Greece: The case of the Golden Dawn” by Christos Vrakopoulos and Daphne Halikiopoulou. They explain the political, social and economic environment of modern Greek vigilantism and many aspects of the party
Golden Dawn. An analysis of the relations between this party and political groups
and public agencies is a valuable part of this study. They stated: “Police oﬃcers
tend to be Golden Dawn supporters and constituencies with high numbers of
police voters tend to turn around higher Golden Dawn results” (Vrakopoulos and
Halikiopoulou, in this volume). They also deal with far right vigilante activities
beyond the Golden Dawn. The groups (such as Cryptheia) are responsible for
violent anti-Immigrant attacks.
The most common form of vigilante activities in our collection of case studies is
varieties of vigilante street patrols. These groups claim to prevent crime and deter
criminals by patrolling alleged crime-infested streets or public transportation,
thereby providing safety to ordinary citizens. These street patrols generally avoid
the actual use of violence but they do display a capacity for violence by a show of
strength, allegedly to enhance their crime deterring impact. Some of these street
patrols are organized from below by concerned citizens but more commonly they
are organized top-down by far-right organizations and parties. One example of the
latter is analysed by Pietro Castelli Gattinara in his chapter on “Forza Nuova and
the Security Walks: Squadrismo and Neo-Fascist Vigilantism in Italy”. This
extreme right party have organized “security walks” as one of their main activities.
FN militants claim that they take the responsibility of patrolling local areas that are
considered dangerous, thus serving a function that the decaying Italian state is
unable – or unwilling – to fulﬁl. Vigilantism is thus framed not only as a response
to criminality brought about by immigration, but also as a reaction to the ineﬃciency of state authorities. Security walks are also used as a recruitment strategy for
the party by inviting concerned locals to join their patrols.
Pietro Castelli Gattinara’s other chapter, “Beyond the hand of the state: Vigilantism against migrants and minorities in France”, analyses two varieties of vigilante activities, one bottom-up initiative and one top-down. The former, calling
themselves “Les Calaisiens en Colère” (The Angry People of Calais, LCC)
emerged as a response to the large numbers of refugees that had gathered in the
vicinity of Calais (“the Jungle”) and the crime and disorder problems that accompanied this large mass of people. The LCC, which carried out nightly street patrols,
claimed to be entirely non-political and non-violent. The top-down variety was a
range of vigilante activities organized by the Identitarians, a far right nativist
movement. They set up a number of “anti-scum” patrols in streets and public
transport as well as other actions aimed at convincing the French people to “defend
themselves” against insecurity caused by migrants. A special case of vigilante border
patrol was the “Defend Europe” campaign, where Identitarian activists used webbased crowd funding to rent a ship that would patrol the Mediterranean Sea to
dissuade illegal migration to Europe, in particular to expose the human smugglers
and the NGOs helping migrants to reach Europe. Although the sea patrol did not
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stop any migrants, it was mainly a media stunt to inﬂuence policy, and it probably
had some impact in Italian politics in particular.
The chapter by Elizabeth Ralph-Morrow on “Vigilantism in the United Kingdom: Britain First and ‘Operation Fightback’” describes Britain First as a fringe farright political party that carried out “mosque invasions” and “Christian patrols” in
Muslim-dominated urban areas. The ﬁrst “Christian patrols” started in 2014 as a
response to a “Muslim patrol” video on YouTube, which featured three men who
sought to enforce Sharia law in East London. Britain First patrols invaded several
mosques and behaved in calculated insulting ways (drinking alcohol, refusing to
take oﬀ shoes, alleging that Mohammed was a false prophet, etc.) to provoke and
intimidate the congregation. Britain First’s vigilante activities are characterized by
making veiled threats, and do not involve actual use of violence. This threat is
particularly conveyed through the organization’s emphasis on militarism, wearing
uniforms, and claiming that its activities are akin to those of a soldier at war.
Although some of Britain First’s vigilante activities are in response to alleged crimes
such as immigrant “grooming gangs” (that had sexually abused large numbers of
children). At other times the group is apparently acting mainly in response to the
“Muslim occupation” of parts of British cities. Britain First activities were widely
condemned and numerous criminal sanctions were also imposed on the group’s
leaders, including imprisonment for harassment and other charges, as well as bans
to enter parts of speciﬁc cities or any mosque in England and Wales, or encouraging other persons to do so. However, in ﬁlming and uploading videos of its vigilante activities, Britain First have managed to promote the “Christian patrols” and
“mosque invasions2 carried out by a handful of Britain First members to an audience of millions, and even receiving endorsement from president Donald Trump.
The most striking example of a trans-national vigilante movement is the Soldiers
of Odin, which started in Finland in late 2015, and boosted by the stories about
widespread sexual harassment during New Year’s celebration in Cologne, spread to
more than 20 countries within a few months. This phenomenon is analysed by
Tommi Kotonen in his study of “The Soldiers of Odin in Finland: From a local
movement to international franchise”. The Soldiers of Odin (SOO) described itself
as “a patriotic street patrol organization, which opposes harmful immigration, Islamization, EU and globalization”. The members patrol on the streets especially late at
night in order to protect people from violent behaviour and inform the police when
something happens, emphasizing that they act as a non-violent preventive force. A
main reason for the sudden international success of the Soldiers of Odin was its
style – a black hoodie or sweater with a logo of a Viking-like god with the national
ﬂag as a beard, resembling the symbols (“colours”) of outlaw MC clubs. As the
Soldiers of Odin movement rapidly spread internationally, the original Finnish
organization tried to maintain a certain control (and also get some incomes) by
establishing a Soldiers of Odin World Wide leadership group and demanding that
national chapters had to abide by the bylaws of the original Finnish SOO. However,
case studies of Soldiers of Odin in Canada, Norway and Sweden shows that the
various national chapters soon went their own ways.
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Tore Bjørgo and Ingvild Magnæs Gjelsvik’s chapter “Sheep in wolf’s clothing?
The taming of the Soldiers of Odin in Norway” analyses the rapid growth and the
disintegration of the SOO in Norway. The Norwegian chapter gradually broke
away from the Finnish mother chapter and later also with SOO World Wide,
mainly because the SOO Norway leadership was uncomfortable with the increasingly right-wing extremist and anti-Islam proﬁle of the mother organization. One
main reason for this appears to be that the Norwegian SOO leaders and much of the
membership had a diﬀerent agenda than anti-immigration and anti-Islam activism. A
large proportion of the members and leaders were young men known in their
communities as petty criminals and troublemakers, and they saw SOO’s street patrols
as an opportunity to make up for their past and improve their tarnished identity and
reputation. Any association with right-wing extremism or violent vigilantism would
undermine that eﬀort of identity change, making the SOO Norway strive hard to
distance themselves from this. However, the police did not want to cooperate with
Soldiers of Odin, and eventually banned the use of hoodies with SOO symbols
during street walks, claiming that such uniforms would represent a breach of the
police monopoly of patrolling streets to maintain public safety. Partly due to this ban
on uniforms, in combination with internal conﬂicts over the high proportion of
leaders and members with a criminal past within the organization, SOO Norway
closed down after about a year of activity.
The chapter on “Soldiers of Odin in Canada: The failure of a transnational ideology”
by Emil Archambault and Yannick Veilleux-Lepage describes how the Soldiers of
Odin in Canada were marred by numerous breakups, internecine conﬂicts, and divisions, and analyse why this became so. More so than SOO elsewhere, the Canadian
SOO combined vigilante street patrols with community building eﬀorts and charity
actions. They claimed, according to the SOO Canada bylaws, to exist because the
higher authorities failed the Canadian citizens by the allowing of illegal aliens into the
country, and their community minded activities were part of an eﬀort to divert
resources back to deserving Canadians and away from immigrants. Although all the
activities of SOO Canada were within an anti-immigrant, xenophobic paradigm, several splits occurred over the ties to the Finnish mother organization and its anti-immigration and racist image, as well as over the priorities between vigilante patrolling and
community building activities. There were also tensions between a strictly Canadian
nationalist focus and the transnational “European” orientation of SOO Finland and
World Wide.
Soldiers of Odin was only one among several varieties of “Pop-up vigilantism
and fascist patrols in Sweden”, as analysed by Mattias Gardell. He describes a surge
of radical nationalist vigilantism between 2013 and 2017, fed by moral panic on
migrant crime, no-go zones and alleged “rape jihad” of white Swedish women.
The calls to vigilantism appears to have ﬁzzled out for now, with the far-right
turning its attention to other projects. Gardell describes four categories of vigilante
activism: (1) Sweden’s Citizens Militia emerged as a response to riots against police
brutality in a stigmatized underclass suburb. The inner circle all had criminal
records and links to radical nationalist groups. The loose group was involved in
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several violent episodes. (2) Soldiers of Odin had a rapid growth but soon declined.
They were ridiculed and met resistance from the police, local residents, Anti-fa and
an outlaw biker gang, as well as embarrassing media exposure on the extremist ties,
criminal records and violent behaviour of SOO members. (3) Gardet and several
other autonomous vigilante groups also had a rapid growth in 2016 before they
disappeared. (4) The patrols of the Nordic Resistance Movement (NRM), a panNordic National Socialist organization, is probably the most organized and potentially most durable form of vigilante patrols in Sweden. They are disciplined and
trained in knife ﬁghting and other paramilitary activities. However, non-sanctioned
violence is forbidden – except for self-defence (although the threshold for what is
considered provocation is very low). NRM has engaged in numerous vigilante patrols
in Sweden and Finland but this remains a limited part of the organization’s activity.
Gardell argues that vigilante activities in Sweden was mainly a ritual performance,
either to promote the organization behind it, or to articulate the participants’ white
Swedish masculinity, and deﬁne public space as a white space.
In the concluding chapter, the editors will make use of the rich empirical data
from the 17 case studies for comparative analysis of the research questions raised
earlier in this introduction chapter.

Notes
1 There have also been cases of left-wing vigilantism, for example the “Lenin-boys” during
the Commune of 1919 in Hungary, terrorizing the so called “bourgeois” middle classes.
More recent examples of left-wing vigilantism are Antifa groups that surveilled and beat
up people they considered to be fascists, and could be called upon if people observed
neo-Nazis in their community. However, vigilantism from the far left is far less common
than vigilantism from the far right.
2 The racist serial killer in Malmö, Peter Mangs, performed several of his attacks in ways that
made the police believe this was violence among criminal immigrant gangs (Gardell 2015).
3 The DanerVærn web page, (www.danervern.net) is no longer available.
4 DanerVærn is not included in our sample of case studies. This Danish vigilante group was
established in 2014. A main activity has been to protect bridges crossing highways, due to
a rumor that some refugees had thrown stones on cars from such bridges. It has also done
some street and border patrolling. In an interview, the leader stated: “Staten har et
voldsmonopol. Vi udfordrer det Monopol” (“The state has a monopoly on violence. We
challenge that monopoly”). Jyllandsposten 02.01.2016. The DanerVærn home page has
been closed down but they do maintain a Facebook group with very limited activity.
5 That police oﬃcers may turn a blind eye to vigilantism or even be deeply involved is
exempliﬁed by several vigilante organizations in Latin America in the 1950s and 1960s.
Besides police oﬃcers also military oﬃcers took part in these organizations in their free
time (Sprinzak 1995: 30–31).
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2
KU KLUX KLAN
Vigilantism against blacks, immigrants and other
minorities
Kathleen Blee and Mehr Latif

The Ku Klux Klan (KKK or Klan) is the most enduring form of vigilantism in
United States history, extending from the 1870s through to today. The Klan is not
historically continuous, despite the Klan’s claims to the contrary in an eﬀort to project an image of power and constancy (Blee, 2012). In fact, the Klan has appeared
and then disappeared several times throughout U.S. history with diﬀerent targets for
its vigilante violence. Moreover, although the Klan presents itself as a unitary organization, in every Klan era there are separate and competing Klan groups and leaders.
All Klan groups, however, are consistent in their eﬀorts to organize vigilante violence
and threats against racial, ethnic, religious, and national minority groups and nonwhite immigrants to the United States. Jews and those whose ancestry can be traced
to the nations of Africa and Latin America, whether they are native-born or immigrants, are the most historically constant enemies of the Klan. Catholics, Mormons,
Muslims, and those whose ancestry can be traced to the nations of Asia have also
been the victims of Klan vigilantism in most eras, as have, at various times, labor
union organizers, gay men, lesbians, and other sexual minorities, and employees and
supporters of the federal (national) government.
To understand the Klan’s agenda of fomenting vigilantism against particular
groups of people, it is important to view each era of the KKK within the particular
social, political, and economic context in which it arose and mobilized supporters
and, upon occasion, voters. Four distinct eras witnessed signiﬁcant mobilization by
Ku Klux Klans in the United States: the 1870s, immediately after the Civil War
over slavery; the interwar 1920s, which was characterized by high rates of immigration from Europe; the 1950s–1960s, which witnessed legal and political challenges to racial segregation or racially exclusive voting practices in the southern
states; and the 1980s–2000s, during which the Klan allied with other far-right racist
groups to forge a Pan-Aryan alliance. We discuss each era of the Klan within its
historical context to explain how it justiﬁed and gained popular support for
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vigilante agendas and practices, which we deﬁne as actions or serious threats of extralegal violence that replace or enhance the legitimated violence of the state such as the
police, courts, and military. We pay attention to the wider context in which the
Klan developed, how it was organized, its principle vigilante activities and strategies,
and its relationship to electoral and government actors. In particular, we focus on
how the Klan’s use of violence was shaped by its relationship with the state.

Data
This paper draws on diﬀerent sources of data for the diﬀerent eras of the Klan. For the
ﬁrst Klan of the 1870s, we use information from the scholarly accounts that have
reconstructed details of this Klan’s wave of vigilante terror through a variety of historical
sources, especially evidence gathered in the national government’s investigation into the
Klan’s violent activities. For the second Klan of the 1920s we rely on data collected by
the ﬁrst author during the 1980s from unstructured oral histories of former women Klan
members, local newspaper accounts of Klan activity in the state of Indiana where the
Klan was large and politically powerful, documents from local, regional, and national
male and female Ku Klux Klan organizations, and information published by anti-Klan
organizations and newspapers, including details of Klan vigilante activities and the identities of Klan members (Blee 1991). Information on the third Klan comes from published research, largely based on evidence gathered by the police or federal investigators.
For the Klan of the late twentieth and early twenty-ﬁrst century, we draw on studies by
the ﬁrst author that secured insider information about the Klan’s vigilante activities and
plans through semi-structured interviews with Klan members and former members and
observation of the Klan’s public and private events (Blee, 1991/ 2009, 2002).
We present the best information available about the Ku Klux Klan’s vigilantism,
but it is important to note that data about the Klan is always partial. As a secret
society that is often engaged in illegal actions or plans, the Klan takes care to
obscure its leadership, structure, and locations and to exaggerate its size and inﬂuence. Even evidence about the Klan from law enforcement or government agencies can be suspect, as some state oﬃcials have been sympathetic to the Klan’s
violence or reluctant to reveal its ability to pursue vigilante actions with few legal
consequences (Blee, 2017; Cunningham, 2012; McVeigh and Cunningham, 2012;
(Wright, 1985). The sources on which we rely for data on vigilantism in the Ku
Klux Klan thus required extraordinarily complex methods of research to surmount
the Klan’s secrecy, intimidation, and sharp diﬀerence between publicly available
statements of plans and ideologies and what happens within its groups (Blee, 2002).

Klan vigilantism across historical periods
1st Klan: 1860s–1870s
The ﬁrst Klan arose in the wake of the Civil War, which ended with the defeat of
the Confederacy, a secessionist movement of southern states that sought to preserve
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their slavery-based economy and social order. The Klan emerged as a loosely
organized association of white men, largely in the rural areas of the South, who
wielded vigilante terrorism and violence to defend white supremacy and the racial
state. Their name was meant to denote a circle of brothers, suggesting the racial
fraternity that would long be a characteristic of Klan groups. Klan targets were
primarily emancipated blacks and white northerners who had come to the south to
reconstruct the state in the post-Civil War period. Its organization was limited,
with oﬃcials holding titles such as Grand Dragon that were more symbolic than
reﬂective of an actual integrated organization. Indeed, the Klan’s locally based and
largely uncoordinated groups mostly resembled loosely organized gangs.
Due to its loose organizational form, the Klan’s vigilante violence was locally targeted with little overall strategy among groups beyond a shared antipathy toward both
blacks and the northern, federally directed project of reconstructing the southern racial
state. Indeed, it is diﬃcult to identify precisely the acts of violence that are attributable
to Klan groups, as white violence against blacks and their white allies was pervasive
across the post- Civil war era South. Such violence was both vicious and extensive,
taking the form of murders, arsons, lynchings, expulsion from homes and communities, robbery, and enslavement. In the state of Georgia alone, the Freedman’s Bureau
cited 336 murders or assaults in 1868, a signiﬁcant proportion of which might have
been related to the Klan, while the Klan was also responsible for burning schools and
churches and numerous acts of political intimidation (Bryant, 2002). In one county in
South Carolina, white vigilante violence, much likely attributable to Klan members,
took the form of whipping, terrorizing, attacking, and even murdering and lynching
former slaves who tried to leave their plantations (as well as those that hired them) or
who showed disrespect to whites, (for men) approached white women, or were
thought to be fomenting insurrection or resistance to white rule (Parsons, 2005;
Tolnay & Beck, 1995). Moreover, the Klan in that county was responsible for two
large scale raids on jails that ended in deaths after a black militia attempted to block the
delivery of illegal liquor to a local hotel (Parsons, 2005).
The ﬁrst Klan established an agenda that intertwined issues of race, gender, and
region, a pattern that would recur in later Klans. Klan groups insisted that their vigilantism was necessary to protect Southern white women, who they saw as particularly vulnerable with the collapse of the former slavery state to what the Klan
described as the vengeance and sexual depravities of now-freed black men. They
especially highlighted fears about the plight of southern white women who were
living without male protectors (as their husbands/fathers had died in the Confederate
army) on often-isolated plantations across the South, and about the specter of interracial relationships as freed black men could now take advantage of innocent white
southern women. Rejecting the idea that the southern state could be reconstructed
by northern and federal government oﬃcials, the ﬁrst Klan insisted that it was the
only barrier against racial lawlessness and that its violent actions were the only
eﬀective means of controlling an uprising of freed blacks and their allies.
Vigilantism against migrants from the north was a strategy to protect the institutions of southern white supremacy against reform eﬀorts by political organizers
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and politicians from the northern states that had been triumphant in the Civil War.
These northerners were short-term settlers, arriving in the states of the defeated
Confederacy to establish the institutions of governance that would replace the slave
state and establish federal jurisdiction. To the Klan and its supporters, they were
intruding on the rights of the southern self-determination by their eﬀorts to upset
the long-time social order of the South that had been based on white political and
economic control and black exclusion and subordination.
The northern political agents who attracted the violent attention of the Klan
were generally powerful and intentional travelers who were acting on behalf of the
triumphant federal union, quite distinct from a general image of migrants as powerless and displaced people. In contrast, the Klan’s vigilantism against blacks targeted a powerless group who, although legally free from slavery, rarely had any
means of sustaining their livelihood or any legal claim to a residence. Many blacks
ﬂed to the northern states before, during, and after the Civil War. Those that
remained in the South were swept into a system of debt peonage in which they
were forced to work for very low wages, often on the very plantations on which
they were earlier enslaved.
The Klan operated outside the oﬃcial law but with the clear acquiescence of the
white controlled law enforcement and judicial operations in the post-Civil War
southern states. In this sense, the Klan’s vigilante violence simply supplemented the
racial violence that had long been a practice of southern slave states. After considerable outcry about its operations as a terroristic force, the ﬁrst Klan was eventually the subject of investigation by the U.S. Congress, which passed an anti-Klan
law that stripped southern states of legal authority over some crimes of violence
and imposed a ban on wearing masks (targeted at Klan masks) in southern states.
The Klan was disbanded in the 1870s, due both to federal pressure and to the
reestablishment of a white political control in the south that made the Klan less
necessary (Chalmers, 1981; Southern Poverty Law Center, 2011).

1920s Klan
The KKK re-emerged in late 1910s and grew to be the largest Klan by the mid1920s at which point it had enlisted approximately 3–5 million white, native-born
Protestant men and women across the country. Unlike the 1870s Klan, which
operated at the margins of society, the 1920s Klan positioned itself simultaneously
as a vehicle for white supremacism and a mainstream social club for white Protestants. And contrary to its predecessor, this Klan established itself largely in northern
states and cities and towns (Jackson, 1967). The 1920s Klan also was diﬀerent from
the ﬁrst Klan in its eﬀorts to recruit women. Women were mobilized into the
1920s Klan for many of the same reason that brought men – a desire to preserve
and extend the dominance of white Protestants over racial and religious minorities,
and fears that immigration and the internal migration of blacks from southern to
northern states portended a dangerous form of heterogeneity in communities that
had long been dominated by white Protestants. Yet, some women joined the Klan
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to use their new voting rights to empower white women relative to black men
who had earlier been formally enfranchised (Blee, 1991, 1996). Women’s Klan
chapters were separate from but allied with the men’s Klans, eventually enlisting
over a half-million women.
The second Klan began more as a sophisticated marketing scheme than an
ideological campaign (Blee, 1991, 1996; Chalmers, 1981). It was designed by a
couple of entrepreneurs who saw the potential for organizing a racist crusade
through which they could make money by taking a share of members’ dues and
purchase of Klan robes, hoods, and other items. Their plan was a nearly-immediate
success, with Klan groups appearing across the country and recruiting vast numbers
of members through a coordinated strategy of modern marketing and public relations. Three aspects of their strategy were particularly eﬀective in the Klan’s
explosive growth. One was its use of block recruiting. Instead of recruiting members by appealing to individuals, the second Klan absorbed groups of people by
appealing to organizational leaders. Members of social clubs and fraternal organizations joined the Klan as a block, while the congregations of local Christian
churches were swallowed into Klan chapters by the approval of their ministers.
Second, the Klan’s public self-presentation as an ordinary group enabled its ability
to recruit large numbers of members. Despite its clear agenda of white supremacism and its calls to rid the country of blacks, Jews, Catholics, and others, the
second Klan was so dominant in some communities that it was treated by white
native-born Protestants as simply another club, with its activities routinely advertised and reported by local papers; it was often listed along with sewing clubs and
fraternal associations in local directories (Blee, 1991). In this way, the Klan represented a social network, which an informant deﬁned as a “friendly association”(Blee, 1991; 2001: 129). Third, the Klan employed sophisticated techniques
to attract recruits, including massive public events, radio programming, and
advertisements in the newspapers (often with the support of local businessmen)
(Gordon, 2017). Its public events were particularly noteworthy for the time,
featuring such crowd-attracting events as stunt airplanes, parachuting, beautiful
(white) baby contests, parent–child sporting contests, and tents in which titillating
tales of the alleged sexual depravities of Catholic priests and Jewish businessmen
were recounted by alleged victims including so-called “escaped nuns” and white
Protestant women whose virtue had been compromised by their Jewish employers.
The Klan of the 1920s also staged enormous rallies and parades intended to bring
new members as well as to terrorize its enemies. Klan members marched in large
numbers down the main streets of many cities and towns and, in a particularly
striking incident, paraded in formation along a main avenue in the nation’s capital,
Washington, D.C. Although clearly massive, the Klan’s size and inﬂuence were
often overstated by its leaders and supporters to intimidate mainstream politicians
and those in its enemy groups as well to project an image of strength that would
attract new recruits (Blee, 1991; Gordon, 2017). Moreover, the Klan’s recruiting
style, especially its block recruiting, meant that increases in size were often accompanied by increased group instability as many recruits had little commitment to the
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organization or, sometimes, even to its ideology and political agenda. As a result,
their time in the Klan could be very brief.
While the Klan tried to position itself as a mainstream social organization, its
agenda was explicitly that of white, native-born Protestant supremacism. Klan
events combined aspects of a neighborhood block party, with bands, food, drinks,
and a ﬁrst aid station, with the raw politics of racial hatred, with speakers that
harangued the crowd about the dangers of racial and religious minorities (Blee,
1999, 2001). In many ways, the Klan resembled a fraternal order of the 1920s, with
elaborate rituals of clothing, secret passwords, oaths of commitment, and complex
ceremonies that etched a ﬁrm boundary between insiders and outsiders. But the
Klan’s fraternal rituals were not intended solely to create solidarity among members; they were also meant to convey a sense of white Protestant power and
strength to broader audiences of potential members, supporters, and victims (Blee
& McDowell, 2012; MacLean, 1995; Parsons, 2005).
One strategy that the 1920s Klan used to increase its inﬂuence was a focus on
electoral politics (McVeigh, 2009). Unlike the Klans that preceded and followed it,
this second Klan made a major eﬀort to win local and state political oﬃces and to
change national policies about immigration. The strategy had some success. Klanbacked candidates were successful in a number of locations, especially in the states of
Indiana and Oklahoma, even at the level of the governor’s seat in Indiana. Although
the Klan did not seek national political oﬃce, it did rally its members and supporters
to oppose the presidential candidacy of Al Smith, a Catholic, although they likely
played only a minor role in Smith’s defeat. More successful was the Klan’s national
legislative campaign to impose additional restrictions on immigration into the U.S.,
targeted at immigration of Catholics and Jews from southern and eastern Europe.
Klan writers wrote and spoke about immigration as a moral, social, and economic
menace to U.S. society, shaping a sense of white collective grievance. They also
described outsiders—those not native-born and white and Protestant—as threatening
U.S. interests by secretly championing the interests of outside agents. The most
developed of these outsider threat narratives was the Klan’s stance against Catholics
claiming their loyalty to the Pope would outstrip their loyalty to the U.S. Such
pronouncements, proclaimed without evidence, had a dramatic eﬀect in the 1920s,
shaping anger toward the Klan’s enemy groups and mobilizing public opinion in
favor of a revised policy on immigration with more restrictions and race-based quotas
for immigrants.
Because the second Klan sought to wield its massive size to change public policy
and assume public oﬃce, its vigilantism was less extensive and less dramatic,
although still consequential for its enemies. Some members of the Klan were
associated with acts of direct violence, especially lynchings, in the 1920s, but most
of the violence of this second Klan took the form of threats, boycotts, and other
eﬀorts to force non-whites, immigrants, Catholics, and Jews out of their jobs and
communities.
The Women’s Klan was particularly eﬀective in the 1920s Klan’s new form of
vigilante terrorism. Its Indiana chapters organized “poison squads of whispering
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FIGURE 2.1

Ku Klux Klan night rally in Chicago around 1920 (from Library of Congress, unknown photographer).

women” who spread rumors about Jewish merchants and urged women to wield
their power as consumers to boycott Jewish-owned stores, a strategy that collapsed
businesses. In Blee’s (1991: 147) analysis, “Organizing Klanswomen as consumers
had an immediate and phenomenal eﬀect. Businesses with Jewish owners, ranging
from large department stores to small shops and professional services, went bankrupt throughout Indiana.” Klanswomen also circulated rumors about Catholic
schoolteachers that caused them to lose their jobs, and unfounded stories about the
sexual crimes of black men that caused them to ﬂee for their lives (Blee, 1991).
Not all the eﬀorts of the Women’s Klan were aimed directly at non-white Protestants. Some also practiced what Linda Gordon (2017: 45) terms “black psywar”
by distributing rumors that they attributed to Jews and Catholics to make their
enemies appear unscrupulous. For example, the Denver Klan forged a document
that suggested that Catholics were targeting 800 local Protestants for economic ruin
(Gordon 2017). As Gordon notes, such stories could become more powerful by
their lack of evidence, a common outcome of conspiratorial messages.
Unlike the ﬁrst Klan whose vigilantism was exercised outside (but with the
acquiescence of) the formal state because the southern states had become too weakened by the Civil War and its aftermath to ensure the foundations of white supremacy, the 1920s Klan tried to capture the state through electoral oﬃce and public
pressure and enlist the formal state apparatus as an instrument for white and native-
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born Protestant dominance. The second Klan collapsed in the late 1920s, primarily
because of internal issues that included prominent sexual and ﬁnancial scandals that
implicated its leaders, as well as because the introduction of national restrictions on
Catholic, Jewish, and non-white immigration removed its central issue. Its collapse
was also hastened by organized anti-Klan activities by Catholics, political progressives, and others who worked to expose the secret identities of Klan members
and its secret plans for enacting white dominance in anti-Klan newspapers and
publications and who organized mass resistance to some of its public appearances.

1950s–1960s Klan
The third Klan was largely centered in the South, like the ﬁrst Klan, but it
appeared in cities as well as rural areas. The impetus for its rebirth was the U.S.
Civil Rights movement’s success in dismantling some of the legal structure of racial
segregation in schools and public accommodations in the South, known as Jim
Crow laws. The Klan also built on white fear that the federal government would
strengthen voting oversight and that federal courts would strike down as unconstitutional the set of laws and practices in the southern states that were enacted
prevent black voting, such as literacy tests and poll taxes. Unlike the 1920s Klan,
the Klans that emerged in the mid-twentieth century were largely populated by
men, with women participating in the background, primarily as the wives of
Klansmen (Cunningham, 2012).
The third Klan was neither as loosely organized as the ﬁrst Klan, nor as
bureaucratically organized as the second Klan. Rather, it existed as a set of local,
state, and regional Klan organizations with rival leaders but a common agenda of
racial exclusion and violence. Some were quite large: the U.S. Klans, Knights of
the Ku Klux Klan formed by Eldon Edwards assembled an estimated 12,000 to
15,000 members by the late 1950s. Others were smaller but also intensely violent:
members of a small Alabama Klan abducted a black man in the state, castrating him
and dousing his wounds with hot turpentine (Southern Poverty Law Center,
2011). The Klan that attracted the most public attention was the highly secretive,
medium-sized White Knights of Mississippi, which, among many acts of violence,
was responsible for the 1964 murders of three civil rights workers, two of whom
were white (Southern Poverty Law Center, 2011)
The Klans of the third era were intensely involved in vigilante violence against
racial minorities, especially African Americans who they feared would dominate
southern politics if they were allowed free access to voting, and those they termed
civil rights “agitators,” which included southern blacks and whites who sought
racial equity and whites from the north who came to the South to register blacks
to vote and encourage black turnout at the polls. The Klan paid less attention to
migrants in this era, as there was little immigration to the southern areas in which
the Klan was established although the Klan was hostile toward the relatively small
number of Latino/a migrants to the South.
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The third Klan’s vigilantism was directly and intensely violent, using techniques
that ranged from arson, murders, bombing campaigns, threats, assaults, and cross
burnings to other forms of racial terror. A 1963 bombing of a church in Birmingham Alabama that killed four young black girls was long suspected to be the work
of Klansmen, but only in recent years was a Klansman sentenced for this crime. In
many instances in the 1950s and 1960s, Klan violence was closely coordinated with
local law enforcement and judicial oﬃcers (some of whom were openly associated
with the Klan, or later exposed as Klan members) who declined to arrest or prosecute Klan members for even very ﬂagrant crimes and violence. David Cunningham (2012) suggests that in the heavily Klan-dominated state of North Carolina,
the localities with larger Klan memberships were those in which the local state
agencies (courts, police) were less involved in white supremacism. This indicates
that the third Klan functioned as an alternative way to ensure white supremacy and
racial segregation in locations in which this was perceived as changing or as less
secure. This Klan thus took deepest root in areas of the South where the law was
regarded by whites as no longer a reliable guarantor of white supremacy.
Although members of the third Klan participated in highly visible crimes and
violence, the Klan was also integrated into and supported by the networks of
mainstream white society. At times, the violence of the Klan and the power of
mainstream white society worked in parallel, as when local pro-segregationist
businesses, including radio shows and printing companies, supported Klan events
and groups. At other times, the Klan and mainstream white society worked in
complementary fashion; as when the Klan’s violence was unable to prevent racial
integration of southern schools, so segregationist whites simply established a parallel
system of “white-ﬂight” schools.
The vigilantism of the third Klan was in defense of a system of white supremacy
that whites in the southern states supported but that was under threat from the federal government and the civil rights movement. This Klan largely collapsed in the
late 1960s as the resistance of southern states to desegregation waned, in large part
because of the emergence of new forms of school, residential, and political segregation through private white academies, racialized home mortgage practices by banks,
and electoral districts drawn to dilute potential black electoral strength. The Klan also
was eroded by signiﬁcant anti-Klan resistance across the country, especially from the
civil rights movement. However, as Rory McVeigh and David Cunningham (2012)
ﬁnd, the inﬂuence of the 1950s–1960s Klan was long enduring. Counties with
strong Klans in the mid-twentieth century had higher homicide rates decades later
than did counties with weak or no Klans, indicating that the Klan so eﬀectively
destroyed community life in southern localities that social disorganization lingered
long after the Klan collapsed.

1970s–2000s
The Klan re-emerged as part of a surge in organized white supremacism in the late
1980s (Aho, 1990). It largely adopted the ideology of preceding Klans with two
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exceptions. One, it rarely espoused anti-Catholicism, and even admitted Catholic
members. Two, it began to incorporate the virulent anti-Semitism associated with
neo-Nazism and especially with the doctrines of Christian Identity, a pseudo-religious philosophy that argues that Jews are the literal descendants of the devil and that
non-whites are nonhuman (Barkun, 1997). The fourth Klan also reinvoked the
nationalism and nativism of the 1920s Klan to advance its agenda of opposition to
immigrants and refugees from the countries of Africa, Asia, and Latin/Central
America. Such opposition was expressed through vigilante violence, as in Klan
attacks on Vietnamese ﬁsherman working on the Gulf Coast, and immigrants from
Mexico and Central America; each group was depicted as threatening the economic
livelihood and future prosperity of white native born American citizens. Klan violence in the 1970s also targeted political leftists, most dramatically in a 1979 clash
between the Klan and associated neo-Nazis with members of the Communist
Workers Party (CWP) in North Carolina in which ﬁve CWP members were killed
(Southern Poverty Law Center, 2011)
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, a number of Klans moved more underground
to facilitate an agenda of terrorist violence. In the process, they made common
cause with a variety of other white supremacist groups, including racist skinheads
and neo-Nazis, the result of which was a modestly successful eﬀort by several racist
leaders to organize a single uniﬁed national racist movement. Although skinheads
and neo-Nazis tended to deride the Klan as insuﬃciently aggressive in the defense
of white supremacy and as an antiquated collection of older, ignorant, Southern
men, a number of people who ﬂoated through the Klan and other networks of the
racist right were associated with dramatic acts of racial terrorism. In the late 1980s,
for example, members of the White Patriots were convicted in a plot to purchase
stolen military explosives to blow up the oﬃces of the antiracist organization, the
Southern Poverty Law Center (Blee, 2002; Futrell, Simi, & Tan, 2018; Southern
Poverty Law Center, 2011).
The alliance of the fourth Klan with other racist groups was not unproblematic for
the racist movement. A number of neo-Nazi groups in the late twentieth century
embraced a vision of global “Pan-Aryanism” that collided with the America-ﬁrst
nationalism of the Klan (Blee, 2003: 171). Yet, despite such diﬀerences, the Klan and
other racist activists often appeared together at rallies and gatherings in this era,
especially those held at the Aryan Nations headquarters in Idaho (since closed). Also,
several prominent Klan leaders became Christian identity preachers, further linking
them to other sectors of white supremacism.
The fourth Klan engaged in considerable vigilante violence against racial minorities
and immigrants. This included symbolic violence such as cross-burnings and threats as
well as violence against individuals and institutions such as community centers. Klan
members also were involved in violence against the state itself, largely against the
federal government, which the Klan regarded as an ally of civil rights and progressives
and, for those Klan members inﬂuenced by Neo-Nazism and Christian Identity, as so
dominated by Jewish elites such that it constituted a Zionist Occupation Government
(ZOG) (Blee, 2002).
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By the turn of the twenty-ﬁrst century, the fourth Klan had become small and
marginal even within white supremacism. Its demise is due to the successful eﬀorts
of anti-racist organizers and the legal strategies of anti-racist organizations such as
the Southern Poverty Law Center, which bankrupted Klan chapters and cost them
their property by ﬁling civil suits on behalf of the victims of Klan violence. Its
demise also reﬂected a general decline in the overall racist movement after the
federal surveillance of the movement in the wake of the cataclysmic 1995 bombing
of the federal oﬃce building in Oklahoma, as well as the Klan’s inability to attract a
younger and more geographically diverse membership.

Conclusion
The study of the Klan as a vigilante group provides two insights to the study of
vigilantism more broadly. First, the Klan’s use of rhetorical vigilantism against
Catholics, Jews, and liberal northerners across much of its history suggests that nonphysical violent tactics can be as consequential as physical violence in vigilantism.
Further, the use of more indirect and non-physical forms of vigilantism allows
racist groups to disguise their violent intentions while continuing to practice racial
terrorism. Indeed, even as Klan members today are dwindling and quite incidental
within modern U.S. white supremacism, Klan cross-burnings remain powerful and
iconic forms of racial terrorism that send clear threatening messages to their intended targets and that inspire white supremacists more broadly (Blee, 2003; Blee,
Simi, DeMichele, & Latif, 2017).
Second, the Klan’s evolving vigilante strategies and targets underscore the
importance of understanding how collective violence is positioned with regard to
the state. With the exception of the 1920s, the Klan has maintained its hostility
against the federal state as a threat to the dominance of the white southerners. In
both the Klan eras of the 1870s and 1950s–1960s, it directly targeted the federal
state or its agents, while perpetuating vigilante violence with the collusion of local
and state-level oﬃcials; the 1920s Klan was an exception as it sought to directly
inﬂuence federal policies and legislation. Vigilante movement are positioned with
regard to the state in another way, as exempliﬁed by the Klan’s eﬀorts in the 1920s
and 1950s–1960s to support institutions such as schools, churches, and social institutions that would preserve a white dominant social order. In turn, such organizations further enabled racial vigilantism by channeling funds and resources to the
Klan, providing them with a veneer of respectability and cover and allowing Klan
members to evade state prosecution.
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3
JEWISH VIGILANTISM IN THE WEST
BANK
Nir Gazit

Introduction
On 29 August 2017, a group of Israeli settlers threw rocks and glass bottles at
Palestinian homes in the area of Um al-Khair, east of the city of Yatta in the
occupied West Bank. A Palestinian peasant, Suleiman Hathalin, said that he and his
family were regularly attacked by the settlers from the nearby settlement of
Carmel, who try to push them out of their land in order to seize it and expand
their settlement.1 Five months earlier, on 20 April 2017, a group of masked settlers
attacked activists assisting Palestinians in the occupied West Bank near the Baladim
settler outpost. Sarit Michaeli of Israeli human rights group B’Tselem said that
about a dozen activists from the group Taayush – an Israeli and Palestinian nonviolent direct action group – were accompanying Palestinian shepherds when they
came under an “unprovoked” attack.2 On 17 June 2017, settlers from Yitzhar, a
radical West Bank settlement, called the army for help after a fellow settler suﬀered
from dehydration.3 According to the army, the ambulance came to Yitzhar “at the
request of residents, to grant medical treatment. Afterwards, at the exit from Yitzhar, residents threw stones at the [military] ambulance, damaging its windshield.”
Such illegal attacks take place almost on a daily basis in the West Bank, and
range from acts of vandalism against Palestinian private property to brutal physical
attacks that involve stone throwing and arson of Palestinian property. In addition,
from time to time, Jewish vigilantes also target Israeli security forces that are
deployed in the West Bank. While the raison d’être of the soldiers is to protect the
settlers, they are occasionally attacked by the latter when they try to demolish
illegal settler outposts or when they demonstrate a “soft hand” towards the
Palestinians.
A previous article (Gazit 2015) discussed the political signiﬁcance of the Jewish
settlers’ violence and the relationship between vigilantism, the state and other forms
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of political violence in the Occupied Palestinian Territories.4 In the present chapter, I wish to outline in more details the characteristics of the Jewish vigilantism in
the West Bank with a special emphasis on its various ideological and organizational
features. The analysis would emphasize the diverse patterns of this phenomenon
and the various agendas behind it.
As recently claimed by Moncada (2017: 404), within research on vigilantism,
scholars often use varied conceptualizations without explaining how and why their
constructs deviate from other variants. “This tendency might hinder our ability to
reconcile ﬁndings across studies and, in turn, constrains our ability to advance
knowledge regarding the relationship between vigilantism and a range of broader
concerns, including state–society relations, crime and order” (ibid.). However, the
magnitude and diversity of this phenomenon across time and place demand a more
ﬂexible conceptualization that would allow us to reveal the strong relationships
between vigilantism and other forms of political violent mobilization.
Vigilantism is often conceptualized as a collective use or threat of violence by
civilians that act “in the lieu of justice” (Caughey, 1957, p. 219) to impose a
desirable moral order (see also: Abrahams, 1998; Brown, 1975; Pratten and Sen,
2008; Weisburd and Vinitzky, 1984). This deﬁnition, essentially interprets vigilantism as a mechanism of social control. But even vigilante groups that appear to
be constituted primarily to maintain a desirable moral order often have political or
economic agendas that in reality overshadow their concerns with problems of
crime and disorder (Weisburd 1988: 139). Hence, vigilantism often extends social
control and crime control and enters more political domains.
Using an individual act of vigilantism as a unit of analysis may help disclose the
nature and scope of the varieties of vigilantism and ameliorate its deﬁnition
(Moncada 2017: 416). The case of the Jewish vigilantism in the West Bank seems
especially apposite for such an endeavour. Although this case takes place in unique
historical and political circumstances of a prolonged military occupation, which
might limit possible generalizations to other cases, the diﬀerent patterns of the
Jewish vigilantism make this case relevant beyond the limits of the particular Israeli
case. As I shall demonstrate, the Jewish vigilantism takes many forms and is characterized by diﬀerent levels of organization. While some of the vigilante activities
in the West Bank are carried by loosely organized anti-establishment groups, other
groups are much more organized and have strong relations with state authorities
and political parties. Hence, even the general label “Jewish vigilantism” seems
somewhat misleading given the diversity of this phenomenon.
It should be noted that given the unique political circumstances in the West
Bank, the present analysis focuses only on Jewish vigilante activity in the occupied
territories and not on similar phenomena that may take place in Israel.5

Methodology
Data for this research was obtained from various sources. Information on the frequency of the civilian violence come from Hebrew and English newspapers and
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research reports on the West Bank. It is important to note that this information is
partial since many of the events are not documented by either oﬃcial authorities or
the media. Human rights organizations’ reports (i.e. B’Tselem and Yesh Din) and
UN agencies (i.e. OCHA – United Nations Oﬃce for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Aﬀairs) serve as substitutes as they supply reliable data on the
magnitude of the phenomenon.6
In addition, I interviewed 71 Israeli soldiers and 30 Jewish settlers in the West
Bank, between June 2004 and January 2006, November 2011, and throughout
2017. The interviews were conducted in Hebrew and English. They ranged from 45
minutes to three hours and occasionally continued over multiple sessions. Respondents were identiﬁed through a snowball sampling technique and during on-site
observations. Their narratives uncover the motives of attackers and their interpretations regarding their violent activities. In addition, I also reviewed relevant internet
sites that include movements’ webpages and open access Facebook groups.
The analysis is mainly concentrated on the side of the Jewish settlers and Israeli
soldiers. However, it also draws on testimonies of Palestinians collected by secondary
sources, such as human rights organizations and Palestinian media.

Political and legal contexts
The political context of the Jewish settlers’ violence is the Israeli prolonged military
occupation of the West Bank. Since 1967, and particularly since the Oslo Accords
(1993) between Israel and the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO), the
Israeli occupation has been conducted in a framework of structural constraints that
have maintained its under-institutionalized character (Gazit 2009, 2015). Israel has
made no ﬁnal decision regarding the political status of the Occupied Palestinian
Territories; it neither annexed them nor declared its temporal rule there. This has
generated a very complex, not to say a chaotic socio-political and legal environment – a “void of sovereignty” – a political order based on “illegality under the
cover of legality”, and on a wide interpretive space regarding what is “legal” and
what is “not legal” – a situation that invites mechanisms of alternative extrajudicial
political power (Gazit 2015).
According to international law, the Israeli control over these territories is deﬁned
as a “military occupation” and treated as temporary until “a just and lasting peace
in the Middle-East” will allow a withdrawal of Israel’s armed forces (Benvenisti,
2012; Kretzmer, 2002). Yet, since 1967, Israel has established over 130 Jewish
settlements in the West Bank, appropriated Palestinians’ lands and suppressed the
Palestinian population (Zertal and Eldar, 2009). While most of these settlements
were sponsored by the Israeli government and de facto enjoy a legitimate status in
by the Israeli state, there are also dozens of “illegal outposts” [ma’achazim] – unauthorized small settlements that are built on Palestinian land and mainly inhabited by
radical Jewish youth.7
Since 1995, and as a result of the Oslo Accords, the West Bank has been oﬃcially divided into three regional jurisdictions: Areas A and B (under Palestinian
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control) and area C (under Israeli control). About 400,000 Jewish settlers living in
Area C (which constitutes about 60% of the West Bank with about 120,000
Palestinians (4% of the total Palestinian population in the West Bank).8 While the
Palestinians who reside in Area C are subjects of Israeli military law, the settlers, as
citizens of the Israeli state, are subject to Israeli civilian law, although oﬃcially the
“sovereign” in the West Bank is the commander of the IDF (Israeli Defence
Forces) central command. Hence, in addition to the ambiguity around the international legal status of the occupied territories, it is also not clear what kind of legal
system is active in these territories, is it the Israeli state law or the Israeli martial law.
The debate over the political status of the territories occupied by Israel in the
1967 Six-Day War, the Israeli policy vis-à-vis the Palestinians, and the legitimacy
of the Jewish settlements, stand at core of the Israeli political discourse (Erlich,
1993). It also shapes the strained relationship between the Jewish settlers and the
Israeli government. The Israeli government has always considered the settlements
in the West Bank to be an important ingredient of the Israeli “Territorial
Defence”, against threats from the east (i.e. Jordan, Iraq, and Iran). Consequently,
both right-wing and left-wing Israeli governments have subsidized most of the
settlements since the late 1970s. In addition, right-wing parties consider the settlers
an important political base (Zertal and Eldar, 2009). At the same time, the need to
protect the settlements creates a security burden for the Israeli military, and thus
torn the Israeli public.
The Israeli government’s abstention from a formal annexation of the West Bank
has fostered the settlers’ revolutionary impulse and political activism (Feige, 2009;
Zertal and Eldar, 2009 During peace negotiations with the Palestinians and when
Israel shows willingness to remove settlements, the relationship between the Jewish
settlers and the Israeli government turn conﬂictual. Moreover, when such ideas
have been implemented (i.e. the withdrawal from northern Sinai in 1982 and the
implementation of the Disengagement Plan in the Gaza Strip in 2005), or when
the Israeli High Court has ruled against the illegal settlements, the settler violence
also targets Israeli forces in the West Bank (Gazit, 2015).
At the same time, the Israeli government works in collusion with the violent
settlers on diﬀerent levels. First, the government tolerates illegal settlements and
considers them an extension of the Israeli policy. This is done informally so as to
bypass both international criticism and Israeli oﬃcial regulations.9 Second, and an
extension of the ﬁrst, the government’s ground-level forces turn a blind eye on
settler violence against Palestinians and occasionally even participate in it.
Similarly, the settlers have an ambivalent position vis-à-vis the Israeli state.
On the one hand, the mainstream settlers are strongly integrated in the Israeli
polity. They serve in the Israeli military, dominant in the government’s
bureaucracy, and their party, the Jewish Home –Habait Ha’Yehudi, is often part
of the ruling coalition. Yet, the more marginal settlers’ groups are much more
critical of the, in their view, hesitated policy of the Israeli governments. This
ambivalence is evident in the ideological and political agendas of the Jewish
vigilantes.
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Ideological and political agendas
The general stated purpose and justiﬁcation for the Jewish vigilantes is threefold
and combine security, political, and religious agendas. Security-wise, their
activities are meant to increase the protection of the Jewish settlements and
roads in the West Bank. Many of the settlers are dissatisﬁed by the quality level
of security provided by the Israeli military and the soldiers’ “soft hand” when
treating the Palestinians. Many of them feel the military must do more in order
to deter the Palestinians and increase the security of the Jewish settlers, as one
of my interviewees explained:
The soldiers do the best they can [protecting the settlements] but we believe
the army should do more. [It should] be more assertive. Many times we ﬁnd
ourselves stand alone when Arabs get too close to the settlement. We won’t
wait for the soldiers to come and do nothing. We will take care of it ourselves.
They [the Palestinian trespassers] know they should not have any business with
us. When we act, they learn their lesson.
Yet, the main justiﬁcation for their operation is politically framed; the need to
demonstrate Jewish dominancy and Israeli sovereignty in the West Bank, or in
what they term “Judea and Samaria”. This is especially evident in locations of
intense friction between Israeli settlers and Palestinians, for example in the mixed
city of Hebron. In Hebron Jewish vigilantes often penetrate the exclusively Palestinian neighbourhoods and drag the soldiers in to settle disputes. These provocations blur the oﬃcial boundary between the two districts. This dynamic may be
termed “spatial vigilantism”, as the settlers’ violent campaigns work as a mechanism
of spatial and political deviation that extends the domain of Israeli eﬀective control
into new territories, even for a limited period of time (Gazit, 2015). An oﬃcer I
interviewed revealed how this process takes place in Hebron:
They [the settlers] go wherever they want, as if there are no no-go zones. It is
like a childish chase game. Sometimes they are Jewish kids that like to tease
the Palestinian locals but sometimes they are adult men and women who play
these games. This is a real headache for us because we need to make sure they
don’t do much damage and at the same time we need to protect them when
they enter Palestinian territory. Yet they do it on purpose to make a point that
this is their city. All of it.
The informal cooperation between the Jewish settlers and the Israeli rule in the
West Bank is based on the Zionist ideology and especially on religious interpretation of Zionism which considers the occupied territories an integral part of the
biblical Land of Israel (“Eretz Israel”) (Aran, 1986, 2013). According to this ideology, the implementation of practical Zionism in settlement is simultaneously
rooted in mainstream classical Zionist thought (Jamal, 2017) and simultaneously
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based on theological ideas of Jewish messianism. This ideological mixture is characterized by a revolutionary impulse and anti-establishment attitude that permits
and even encourages informal political activity, which transcends institutional and
legal limitations. These sentiments are actualized in the establishment of unauthorized settlements in remote places in the West Bank, in frequent clashes with
the Israeli security forces, and in anti-Palestinian violence.
The religious motivation of the Jewish vigilantism has a special importance
among the more radical vigilantes. Most if not all of the vigilantes in the West
Bank are orthodox Jews, and the Jewish law of Halacha is important in giving
justiﬁcation for anti-Palestinian violence. While most settlers in the West Bank
combine between religious beliefs and modern Zionism, the interpretation of
some groups (i.e. the Hilltop Youth) is more radical and messianic. These groups
often position themselves against the Israeli state and its authority and even use
anti-Zionist rhetoric.10
Religious leaders play a key role in fostering these ideas. Rabbi Yitzchak Ginsburgh, for example, head of yeshiva Od Yosef Chai 11, often use concepts taken
from Jewish mystic texts (such as Kabbalah) to justify contemporary radical activities. For example, he and his students support the idea of Jewish monarchy in the
Land of Israel, oppose eﬀorts to remove Jewish settlement from the West Bank,
and encourage followers to attempt to dissuade soldiers and police oﬃcers from
carrying out evacuations (Inbari 2009). Although Rabbi Ginsburgh does not
directly promote violence, he received widespread criticism for his article “Baruch
Hagever” (in English: “Baruch the Man” or “Baruch the Hero”) in which he
praised Baruch Goldstein who had massacred 29 Palestinian worshippers at the
Cave of Patriarchs in Hebron in 1994.
Other rabbis, such as Yitzhak Shapira, Rabbi Ginsburgh’s student, and Rabbi
Yosef Elitzur, are more explicit in their support of anti-Palestinian vigilantism.
Those two religious leaders published the book Torat Ha’Melech (in English: “The
King’s Torah”), which is a rabbinic instruction manual that outlines acceptable
scenarios for killing non-Jews. In 2010, Shapira was arrested on suspicion of incitement to violence against non-Jews.12 Israeli police investigated but made no
arrests. In 2013, a month after the book’s release, Rabbi Elitzur wrote an article in
a religious bulletin saying that “the Jews will never win without [using] violence
against the Arabs.”13 Again, while this extreme ideology is rejected by the majority
of mainstream settlers and their institutional leadership, occasionally we can hear
echoes of legitimation to Jewish vigilantism in right-wing and mainstream media.14

Who are the Jewish vigilantes in the West Bank?
The settlers in the West Bank are a heterogeneous population. The majority lives
in the larger urban settlements (e.g. Ariel, Alfei Menashe, and Ma’ale Edomim) and
consider themselves to be an integral part of Israeli mainstream society; they are not
the ones actively involved in anti-Palestinian violence. By contrast, settlers who
live in smaller, more isolated and ideological settlements, including the
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unauthorized outposts outside existing settlements (often referred to as Noar
Ha’Gvaot, Hilltop Youth), are more politically radical and inclined to take part in
violent activities against Palestinians and occasionally also against Israeli soldiers and
policemen (Friedman, 2017).
We should diﬀerentiate between several groups of vigilantes in the West Bank,
according to their level of organization and relations with the Israeli authorities:
The most organized and institutionalized are the settlements’ defence squads
(‘Kitot Konenut’). These militias exist in most of the Jewish settlements and are
organized, trained and armed by the IDF, as emergency response teams in case
of Palestinian attacks (Vainer, 2005). They are mostly commanded by former
IDF oﬃcers that often continue their military service in reserves. While these
groups are the most passive in their interaction with the Palestinians, they often
initiate violent friction by creating informal block roads and direct clashes with
Palestinian shepherds and peasants.
Asymmetrical power balances characterize the ﬁguration between these militias
and the soldiers. Most of soldiers guarding the isolated settlements are temporarily
separated from their organic military unit and the local civilian security oﬃcer
often act as their direct supervisor. As a result, a reversed modality of patronage is
created, in which the soldiers are subject to their civilian patrons (i.e. the settlers).
The fact that some settlers are IDF oﬃcers in reserves strengthens the legitimacy of
their patronage over rank-and-ﬁle soldiers, and thus encourages some soldiers to
participate in their vigilante activities.
The second type of vigilantes is of those who belong to radical right groups such
as “Lehava”15 (in English: A Tongue of Fire) and remaining factions of past rightwing groups (that oﬃcially came apart because of they were declared illegal) such
as “Kach” and “Kahane Chai”.16 These groups are believed to have an overlapping
core membership of about 500 people. They are founded on Jewish supremacy
ideas, radical anti-Arab sentiments, and racism, in the legacy of Rabbi Meir
Kahane.17 While they oppose Israeli mainstream politics, they do have informal
cooperation with radical right-wing political parties, such as “Otzma Yehudith” (in
English: Jewish Strength) and a faction of the coalition party the Jewish Home.
The declared goals of these groups are preventing assimilation of Jews and Arabs in
the Holy Land and oppose the presence of Christianity in Israel. While their main
activity is in Israel, they are also active in Jerusalem and Hebron.
The less organized groups of Jewish vigilantes in the West Bank are those who
are often tagged as the “Noar Ha’Gvaot” (in English: Hilltop Youth). Those are
religious-nationalist teenagers and young adults who establish outposts without a
formal authorization from the Israeli government. According to the ideology of the
hilltop youth, the Palestinians are “raping the Holy Land”, and thus must be
expelled. The term “hilltop youth” is regarded by Daniel Byman (2011) as a misnomer, since the movement was founded mostly by married people in their midtwenties. However, in recent years these groups mostly comprise marginal young
people, some of them teenagers, who live in the more radical settlements (e.g.
Itzhar and Tapuah) and in the illegal outposts such as Havat Gillad. These groups
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are the most active in initiating anti-Palestinian violent attacks and in violent clashes with the Israeli security forces in the West Bank. Their numbers are estimated
to be around 800, with approximately 5,000 others who share their ideological
outlook. Many of the hilltop youth activists feel that the mainstream settler
movement has lost its way (ibid.). Hence, they present themselves as more loyal to
the political and theological ideology of Greater Israel (Eretz-Israel Ha’shlema).

Patterns of activity
The settlers’ violent activities take many forms and range from blocking roads and
acts of vandalism in Palestinian markets to violent attacks, such as arson of Palestinian ﬁelds, throwing Molotov cocktail at cars and houses, and beating. Rarely,
they also include acts of manslaughter.18
The patterns of the Jewish vigilantism in the West Bank vary according to the
various groups’ agendas. The settlements’ defence squads, which often maintain
closer relationships and coordination with the IDF, usually restrict their activities to
the outskirts of their settlements. When they attack or harass Palestinians, by blocking roads or damaging Palestinian property, these actions are usually framed as “active
defence” (Hagana Aktivit) or acts of “retaliation and deterrence” (Tguva Ve’Hartaa).
These acts usually develop in frontier zones and peripheral locations, both geographically and politically (Gazit, 2015). In such places, the state’s institutional control
is relatively weak, fostering alternative mechanisms of social control (Johnston, 1996).
In the West Bank, the settlers’ attacks usually take place in remote places in Area C,
which according to the Oslo agreement is under Israeli jurisdiction. Over 90 per cent
of all Palestinian villages that have experienced multiple instances of Israeli settler
violence are located in those areas (Munayyer, 2012). Most severe attacks take place
in geographically isolated areas where the military presence is scarce and where most
radical settlements and unauthorized outposts are located – for example, in South
Mt. Hebron and in the northern West Bank. In some remote and isolated settlements, where small groups of soldiers are stationed inside the settlements, soldiers and
settlers often patrol the area together, and occasionally the soldiers are informally
involved in the vigilante activity. A reserve solider stationed in an isolated settlement
in Mt. Hebron area described this dynamic:
It was really one big lawless place (beit zonot). Our oﬃcer commander rarely
visited us there and we had great relationships with the settlers. We were like
that [the interviewee crosses his ﬁngers]. We visited their homes. We ate
together. So, if [Palestinian] shepherds crossed in, it was obvious we would
kick them away. Yes, we often did it together.
Such attacks usually take place in response to what the settlers consider “Palestinian
provocation”, for example when the Palestinian grazing their herds too close to the
settlement, or in response to Palestinian attacks.
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Many of such Jewish vigilantes are armed and often partially wear IDF uniform
(e.g. military boots or pants). Thus, it may not be easy for the untrained eye to
distinguish between them and the soldiers. Although the settlers are not oﬃcial
agents of the Israeli state, both the military and, presumably, the Palestinians consider them to be acting as state-agents in the West Bank. As a result, they contribute to the manifestation of the Israeli power in the West Bank, even if their
original motivation is to promote what at times is represented as their sectional
political interests.
Acts of retaliation are more frequent by more radical settlers that use violent
clashes with the Palestinians to demonstrate Jewish dominancy in the West Bank.
For example, after a group of teenage Jewish hikers were attacked by Palestinians
near the village of Qusra in the West Bank, activists of the radical right-wing party
“Otzama Yehudit” arrived at the scene to provoke violence and “demonstrate
Jewish presence”.19 Although members of such parties and organizations are often
involved in these activities, they are not always formally initiated by these movements but carried out spontaneously by their supporters. For example, in Hebron,
activities such as graﬃti writing on Palestinians’ shops, vandalism and physical harassment are done almost on a daily basis by local settlers who are associated with
these political movements and their ideological milieu.
A more organized activity is that of Lehava movement. The organization has a
permanent booth that is manned in the centre of Jerusalem every Thursday night.
The activists use the booth to spread their messages, to recruit new supporters, and to
deter Arab presence in “Jewish Jerusalem”. Occasionally, they also march the avenue
nearby, wearing black shirts with their logo, waving Israeli ﬂags and the movement’s
banners, and shouting racist slogans. From time to time, they also verbally intimidate
and physically abuse random Arab victims they come across during their marches.
The movement also has an internet website it uses to disseminate its ideology and to
report its activities.20
The activities of the Hilltop Youth, which tend to be the most violent, are
also the most subversive. The Hilltop Youth is an informal epithet to loosely
organized groups of young males (and occasionally females) roaming the West
Bank. While some of these groups are informally sponsored by older radical
settlers that host them in their homes, others do not have any senior leadership
and are comprised of a band of about a dozen members that may perish after a
certain time. The hostility to the Israeli establishment and its agents is only
second to their hatred to the Palestinian Arabs in the West Bank, and a result of
their suspicion and anti-establishment spirit they seek to remain underground.
They rarely use phones (and especially smartphones) to communicate. Their
symbolic identifying marks are long and wild sideburns and large yarmulkes.
Their sloppy attire signiﬁes their anti-materialist ideological devotion.
In parallel to their anti-Palestinian activity, they also seek to ridicule the Israeli
authorities. Being arrested for questioning by the Israeli security agencies is considered a badge of honour. This hostility also echoes in the soldiers’ and Israeli
politicians’ narratives who describe the Hilltop Youth as Jewish terrorists.21 This
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labelling has triggered some of the activists to go out of the shadows and allow
mainstream media to cover some of their non-violent activities.22 Recently, they
also opened an open Facebook page by the name “Hilltop Youth – A closer
acquaintance” to gain wider public support.
Despite these eﬀorts, the Hilltop Youth are notoriously known for their violent
attacks against Palestinian civilians and property. In parallel to the establishment of
unauthorized outposts in Palestinian densely populated areas and playing hide-andseek with the soldiers, activists linked to these groups have been accused of engaging in vandalism of Palestinian schools23 and mosques,24 the rustling of sheep
from Palestinian ﬂocks and the extirpation of olive groves, or stealing their olive
harvests. Their activities are mostly associated with the Price Tag slogan due to the
graﬃti they usually leave behind after they attack.

Conclusion
The ambiguity surrounding the formal status of the Israeli state in the OTP creates
a governmental void. This void is ﬁlled, inter alia, by greater freedom of action of
the settlers, who, in eﬀect, act as informal agents of the state, behaving as vigilantes
and taking the law into their own hands.
Since the end of the second Intifada, the Palestinian uprising in 2005, there has
been a proliferation of Jewish violent attacks against Palestinian civilians and
property and in the number of Palestinian casualties of Jewish civilian violence
(Gazit 2015). This increase ran parallel to a signiﬁcant decline in the level of
Israeli military violence, in a period when no large-scale operation was carried
out by IDF forces in the West Bank. These trends, although not statistically signiﬁcant, suggest a correlation between the two forms of Israeli violence – institutional military violence and non-institutional civilian violence. In times and
places of low military presence and violence, unoﬃcial civilian political mechanisms come into play. These reproduce Israeli dominance through direct violence
or through initiating Palestinian hostility resulting in provisional active military
involvement.
The collusion of the oﬃcial Israeli control system in the West Bank and the
mundane vigilantism that is carried out by civilian settlers partly explain the relative
tolerance of the Israeli state to this phenomenon. While civilian violence is often
characterized as a force that challenges state monopoly over the legitimate use of
violent means, in our case the Israeli state seems to compromise its monopoly in
favour of alternative sources of power, compensating for its lack of ability to base
its rule on oﬃcial and legitimate political institutions.
However, this policy comes with a price. In parallel to settler militias that are
more controlled by the state, and thus more restricted in their violent activities, other
more radical vigilante groups in the West Bank also develop. Such groups are not
only more violently extreme but also develop an anti-establishment ethos and thus
do not hesitate to clash with the Israeli security force to advance their agendas.
Hence, while the Jewish vigilantism in the West Bank has many forms and faces and
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each group seems to have a unique character, they are certainly connected. One
cannot discuss the activities on any of the groups without examining the wider
political context in which these activities take place. Consequently, it seems that we
should a more contextual analysis of contemporary vigilantism, which would not
only illuminate its diversity but also enable us to disclose the interconnection
between various expressions.
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-to-israel-as-an/.
18 https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/1.709792.
19 https://www.makorrishon.co.il/nrg/online/1/ART2/537/781.html.
20 https://leava.co.il/.
21 https://www.makorrishon.co.il/nrg/online/1/ART2/316/196.html.
22 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BLrojKbmp9I.
23 Tovah Lazroﬀ (21 October 2010). “Palestinians blame ‘hilltop youth’ for school arson”.
The Jerusalem Post. Retrieved 11 January 2012.
24 https://www.haaretz.com/1.5219163.
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PROTECTING HOLY COWS
Hindu vigilantism against Muslims in India
Juhi Ahuja

Introduction
On 28 September 2015, a Muslim man named Mohammed Akhlaq and his son
Danish were brutally attacked by a Hindu mob in their home in Dadri, Uttar
Pradesh, India. The mob, which beat up both father and son with sticks and bricks,
accused them of storing and consuming beef. As they had no way of proving
otherwise, the violent episode resulted in the unfortunate death of Akhlaq. Danish
was seriously injured. Despite the family’s pleas that the meat in question was
actually goat meat, not beef, the police sent samples to a laboratory for testing. It
indeed turned out that the meat was mutton, not beef. Several individuals were
arrested for the crime, to which local villagers protested. At least two of the arrested were aﬃliated to the local village temple, and at least one was linked to the
ruling Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) (Huﬀpost 2017).
The aftermath of the incident was deeply politicized in a climate already fraught
with inter-communal tensions and politics. Media coverage of the attack was
widespread and stoked religious sentiments. National and local political parties
were quick to capitalize on the attack as politicians visited the home of Akhlaq’s
family – all of which was reported on and even televised. Despite the arrests made,
little was done to allay the fears of Muslims who form India’s largest religious
minority group. Given the local authorities’ delayed treatment of the attack (police
were rather slow to respond) and determination to verify the type of meat, it seems
almost as if should the meat indeed have been beef, the crime committed against
Akhlaq and Danish may not have been treated by the state as too severe or reprehensible. Even though the slaughtering of cows is banned in the state of Uttar
Pradesh, the lynching of Akhlaq and Danish by vigilantes is certainly not justiﬁed
by any means. The targeting of Muslims by some sections of the Hindu community raises critical questions of the state of majority-minority religious and
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communal relations in India. It also raises concerns about rising incidents of vigilantism in the name of religion.
The abovementioned incident of Hindu vigilantism against Muslims is one of
many that have occurred since 2014. This chapter aims to delineate the modern
phenomenon of Hindu vigilantism in India and explain the socio-political context
in which it is able to take root and life. It is able to manifest in India because of the
intermingling of (1) the rising inﬂuence of Hindutva; and (2) growing inter-religious and inter-caste intolerance. Placing Hindu vigilantism in the context of the
wider academic study of vigilantism, I argue that Hindu vigilantism against Muslims in India is expressed most commonly in the public sphere in the form of “cow
vigilantism”. Cow vigilantism, which will be explained in detail below, is the
policing of behaviour by Hindu nationalists against non-Hindus (mostly Muslims)
in the name of protecting cows, which they consider sacred. It is not, however,
within the scope of this chapter to discuss ongoing debates about the sanctity of the
cow in Hindu traditions, both historically and in contemporary times.1
Given existing contestations surrounding the legality of vigilante activity within
deﬁnitions of vigilantism, this chapter does not purport that Hindu vigilantism is or
is not extra-legal or illegal. Instead it highlights the context within which it is able
to take place and proliferate. Tacit support from the BJP and its aﬃliates is illustrated by their glaring support for Gau Raksha Dals or cow protection committees,
and lack of a clear public commitment by its elites in addressing cow vigilantism.
The analyses provided in this chapter brings to the fore how the relationship
between the state and civil-society creates space for vigilantism and other forms of
political violence.
The observations and analyses are based on media reports, case studies, and
scholarly articles (few, as this is an under-studied phenomenon).

Setting the context
The study of vigilantism in India had received little attention as a phenomenon per
se by both academia and mainstream media before Narendra Modi’s ascension to
power as Prime Minister in 2014. Destructive episodes in the public sphere tended
to be deﬁned and analysed in terms of inter-communal violence, mob violence,
riots, and terrorism – by academics and the media alike. Although such incidents
obviously still occur and should be deﬁned as such, vigilante activity carried out in
the name of Hinduism is on the rise.2 It is “Hindu vigilantism” precisely because
groups of civilian Hindus attempt to forcefully police certain activities and practices
of Muslims (and Dalits), who form the largest religious minority in India.3 As will
be explained further below, this vigilantism is a result of the rising inﬂuence of
right-wing politics led by the BJP and its aﬃliates, coupled with religious and
ideological motives of Hindu nationalist groups.
As Modi and the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) came to power in 2014, numerous
Hindu nationalist organizations and cultural groups across the country have been
emboldened. Modi’s election to oﬃce can be attributed largely towards the support
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he and his party receives from the Sangh Parivar, the family of Hindu nationalist
organizations in India including the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), Vishwa
Hindu Parishad (VHP), and Bajrang Dal, among others. The RSS, the ideological
backbone of the BJP, is where Modi earned his credentials as a grassroots leader.
Hence, his coming to power and his desire to remain in power depends to a large
extent on his reliance on the Sangh Parivar for its support and inﬂuence over the
huge Hindu support base (Jaﬀrelot 2015). Individual groups within the Sangh
Parivar have expanded across the country and their activities have become more
overt since the BJP returned to power in 2014 (Michael 2018). While the proliferation of Hindu nationalist organizations is not surprising, tensions arise when
these very organizations instigate intolerant attitudes and political violence in the
name of protecting the Hindu religion, culture, and state. It is evident that such
organizations and their ideologies (please refer to explanation on Hindutva below)
have been emboldened when the statistics illustrate that the number of violent
episodes carried out in the name of Hinduism have increased manifold since 2014
(IndiaSpend 2018) and little is being done by the government to curb their violent
activities.4
A major consequence of the invigoration of Hindu nationalist and fundamentalist groups has been the rise of Hindu vigilantism. While “Hindu vigilantism” in
itself is a fairly new term, gaining public attention only since 2014, it is arguably
historically based in the 1966 cow protection movement. At the time, mobs of
Hindu gau rakshaks or self-proclaimed cow protectors attempted to attack the
Indian Parliament in a bid to ban the slaughter of cows nationwide. Although a
blanket ban on cow slaughter has never been implemented, cow protection continues
to be an instrumental political tool and point of communal contention.
The Indian Supreme Court suspended a law in 2017 that would have banned
the sale of cattle for slaughter nationwide. Instead, each state has the constitutional
right to enforce its own laws on cattle slaughter. Most Indian states ban the
slaughter and consumption of beef, barring the Southern state of Kerala where beef
is widely consumed by even Hindus, and north-eastern Indian states such as
Nagaland, Tripura and Sikkim (among a few others). It must be noted that the ban
on cow slaughter has been a bone of contention since the drafting of India’s constitution at the time of Independence. An ideological spat arose when India was to
be conceived of as a democratic, secular nation with freedom of religion and
expression, yet the sentiments of the majority Hindu population had to be
appeased on the topic of cow protection. Indian independence leader M.K.
Gandhi himself believed in cow protection, as much as he believed in secularism.5
As such, Article 48 of the Indian Constitution states,
The State shall endeavour to organise agriculture and animal husbandry on
modern and scientiﬁc lines and shall, in particular, take steps for preserving and
improving the breeds, and prohibiting the slaughter, of cows and calves and
other milch and draught cattle.6
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As illustrated above, there is no legislated ban against cow slaughter, only a vague
directive to work towards the prohibition of cattle slaughter. Right-wing Hindu
groups have time and again attempted to change this. The 1966 cow protection
movement, which failed to institutionalize the ban of cow slaughter, is often cited
by cow protection committees and Hindu organizations as an example of the state’s
unwillingness to protect the rights of the Hindu majority. For example in 2016,
several radical Hindu and cow protection groups (with aﬃliation to the RSS and/
or the VHP) organized a memorial to commemorate the 50th death anniversary of
those “martyred” in front of Parliament (Rai 2016).7 It was also a public event to
continue the advocacy of a nationwide ban on cow slaughter. Such events and
justiﬁcations are expected given the RSS, VHP, and Bajrang Dal’s agenda of banning cow slaughter (Jha 2002, 20).8 It is not surprising then, that activism for cow
protection has increased since the BJP (and by extension the RSS and VHP) gained
power in 2014. Unfortunately, such activism in the name of cow protection has
instigated an increase in the number of attacks on minorities (namely Muslims and
Dalits) as well. While there are no oﬃcial government statistics, independent
journalistic website IndiaSpend.com estimates that 97% of all cow related violent
incidents since 2010 have occurred after the BJP’s ascension in 2014, and 86% of
those killed since 2010 were Muslim (IndiaSpend 2018).

Framing Hindu vigilantism within the wider study of vigilantism
Studying Hindu vigilantism in its modern form is useful in helping us to understand the behaviour of certain Hindu groups against minority groups, and helps us
explore the nexus between right-wing politics and expressions of Hindutva on the
ground. Also, it allows for the analysis of what political and societal conditions
enable vigilante activity to occur repeatedly.
Hindu vigilantism in India manifests itself in several forms. While the most prominent and violent form is cow vigilantism, other types include sporadic violent
action against inter-religious couples (where Hindu mobs attack Muslim or Christian
partners of Hindu individuals), “honour killings” against inter-caste couples, and
moral policing – where members of right-wing Hindu organizations such as the Shiv
Sena allegedly beat up young, unmarried couples in public on Valentine’s Day.
This chapter looks closely at cow vigilantism because it is an example of Hindu
vigilantism that illustrates best the tacit approval of the state in the policing of
behaviour by civilians of civilians. It must be noted however, that although the
state and legal framework does punish perpetrators of cow vigilantism, the perpetrators are usually aﬃliates or members of right-wing Hindu groups or cow protection committees with ties to the BJP, RSS, and/or the VHP. The phenomenon
of cow vigilantism highlights the complex relationship between the state, civil
society groups such as the cow protection committees, and minority groups such as
Muslims and Dalits. Furthermore, it illustrates the dynamic power struggle between
Hindus and Muslims in India, and their ﬁght for communal identity based on
mutual, reciprocal bashing of one another.
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While there is no one set understanding of vigilantism in academic literature, it
fundamentally entails certain assumptions and questions about state-society relations
(Pratten and Sen 2008; Moncada 2017). In the case of India, political culture is
unique such that, the Congress and BJP as the main rival political parties establish
certain norms where and when each is in power. For the BJP, its cadre-based
right-wing organizations such as the RSS, VHP, and aﬃliated groups form the
powerful grassroots by sheer numbers. As such,
vigilantism is not a response to an exceptional situation, but a permanent
condition of the way that the relation between party and state is organized,
with the cadre and the ruling party relationship dividing up the space of civil
society and state by themselves.
(Sundar 2010, 115)
Hence, it is not as useful to delve into the legality or extra-legality of cow vigilantism as it is to analyse the manner in which perpetrators and supporters justify
their motives and enforce their actions. In a post-colonial multicultural state such as
India, political culture determines that the government will not be fully able to
ever eradicate communal strife. Such a culture absolves the state of taking responsibility of managing inter-communal relations – which both encourages vigilante
activity (as people can blame their actions on state inaction), and a top-down
punitive approach (as the state can blame citizens for taking the law into their own
hands as a show of power and righteousness) (Sundar 2010, 114).
Individuals and groups who perpetrate cow vigilantism in India tend to beneﬁt
from both outcomes as they have the agency to maintain the established laws or
norms of Hindutva. While they may be punished for their actions before the law,
they are regarded as martyrs by fellow cadres and supporters of Hindutva. As will
be explained below, their ideological beliefs transcend any violent actions taken to
achieve their ambitions and therefore justify how they publicly legitimize their
behaviour (Moncada 2017, 407). They engage in such vigilantism because they
believe their ambitions will not be met by the state. Nevertheless, it is crucial to
note that the state provides the necessary conditions for the activities to take place
in the form of institutions (Jaﬀrelot 2017). The RSS and VHP support cow protection committees, which invariably harbour echo chambers of radical Hindu
ideologies, where the so-called protection and promotion of Hindu identity is
paramount. In this regard, protecting the cow and establishing social control over
minority groups are eﬀective means. Cow vigilantism in India, then, is concerned
more with social control and the enforcement of hegemony by Hindu nationalists
to dominate communal order (Johnston 1996, 228).
As Johnston (1996) suggests, conceptualizing vigilantism as merely a means of
social control broadens its deﬁnition so much so that it renders itself no diﬀerent
from any other types of political violence. As such, cow vigilantism ﬁts perfectly
within Johnston’s notion that it is a “reaction to real or perceived deviance”
(Johnston 1996, 229). As will be illustrated in the case studies below, cow vigilantes
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act based on a perception (real or imagined) that non-Hindus are a threat to their
religio-cultural identity if they breach their established norm of protecting cows.
Hence even if there is slight suspicion of carrying or transporting beef or cows
respectively, so-called cow protectors perpetrate violent vigilante activity.
In this regard, some actual cow vigilante acts may be spontaneous in the sense
that certain episodes draw mobs of people into the violence. However, cow vigilantism as a social phenomenon is certainly not spontaneous, it is the result of a
deliberately planned strategy and infrastructure of right-wing Hindutva groups.
The institutionalization of cow protection committees and their aﬃliations to the
state by way of the RSS and VHP provide agency and capital for vigilante activity
to take place – also owing to its predisposition and premediation (Johnston 1996,
222). Given that the perpetrators are not from vigilante groups per se (they are ﬁrst
Hindutva groups), cow vigilantism for them is a means of establishing social control
and policing minority groups where they have transgressed out of the norm. It is a
reaction to social deviance (Johnston 1996, 231), rather than an end in itself. For
example, if cow slaughter is successfully banned, believers of the Hindutva ideology may ﬁnd other avenues to establish dominance over minority groups and assert
their Hindu identity.

Case studies
Following the fatal lynching in Dadri mentioned above, another violent vigilante
episode took place this time near the tumultuous Kashmir Valley, in Udhampur on
9 October 2015. Zahid Ahmed (who eventually died of injuries) and Showkat
Ahmed, two local Kashmiri Muslim men, were driving a truck into the Kashmir
valley when their truck was attacked and hit by petrol bombs. The alleged attackers
were self-styled Hindu vigilantes who took advantage of the stationary truck due
to traﬃc on the Jammu-Srinagar National Highway because of a strike called by
Hindu outﬁts over rumours that three cows were killed by Muslims in the area
(Masoodi and Iqbal 2015). It was later discovered that the cows had died from food
poisoning. Although the perpetrators of this cow vigilantism were not found to
have connections to the BJP, RSS, VHP, or cow protection committees (Sharma
2015), they attempted to exploit existing communal disharmony in the area on the
pretext of maintaining the established norms of cow protection.
On 13 January 2016, a Muslim couple was assaulted at a railway station in the
central Indian state of Madhya Pradesh by members of the Gau Raksha Samiti of
the locality, for allegedly objecting to having their baggage checked on suspicion of
them carrying beef (Ghatwai 2016). This occurred after the vigilantes found an
unclaimed bag containing meat in it, which they believed to be beef. It was later
found that the meat in question was buﬀalo (The Hindu 2016). Although two
Samiti members were arrested after the incident, deterrence seems low as such
violent episodes continue.
In April 2017, dairy farmer Pehlu Khan was travelling from Rajasthan to Haryana when he along with his associates were brutally attacked in Alwar by an
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alleged mob of around 200 Hindu cow vigilantes. They were accused of smuggling
cows, despite their pleas that they possessed the necessary documentation to prove
that they legally purchased the cows for their dairy business (Sarkar 2017). Pehlu
Khan did not survive the violent thrashings. Upon further investigations, it was
found that the accused were members of local cow protection committees. The
Alwar police registered a case against the accused for the murder of Pehlu Khan,
and against the deceased Pehlu Khan and his associates for allegedly smuggling
cows (Mukherjee 2018).
On 11 June 2017, a convoy of trucks carrying cattle by Tamil Nadu government
oﬃcials from Rajasthan was attacked by around 50 vigilantes, who blocked the
highway and beat up the drivers while pelting stones at the vehicles. The oﬃcials,
who were from Tamil Nadu’s Animal Husbandry Department had allegedly purchased the cows with all the required documentation and permissions (News18.com
2017). While several arrests were made in relation to the attacks, it remains to be
seen if any strong action will be taken against groups inciting vigilante activity.
The above incidents illustrate the severity of the matter with regards to violence
perpetrated by self-style cow vigilantes. They also indicate that be it cow smuggling, traﬃcking, possession of beef or the mere rumour or suspicion of any of the
above, Muslims in many parts of India are vulnerable to attack by cow vigilantes.
These examples also illustrated the massive role of disinformation in these attacks,
as many take place on false pretexts of cow smuggling or possession. Yet, as seen
from the attack on Pehlu Khan and the Tamil Nadu oﬃcials, the self-styled cow
vigilantes are not interested in the truth. For them, the ideal of protecting the cow
physically and symbolically is so great and pertinent to protecting Hindu identity,
that violence becomes justiﬁed as a means to their desired end (Ahuja and Prakash
2017). Given the numerous cow vigilante episodes since 2014, there is the risk that
such episodes may become normalized (Anand 2007).
At this juncture, it is important to note also that there exists an economic dimension
to cow vigilantism in India as well. While the self-styled cow vigilantes are ﬁghting for
their religio-cultural identity and hegemony, it must also be pointed out that India is
one of the world’s largest exporters of beef (Iyengar 2015). As a consequence of the
wealthy industry, cattle smuggling is rife (Cons 2016). That cow vigilantes are interested in the sole protection of cows, of all animals in India’s meat industry, is of note.
In this regard, cow vigilantism falls under the wider phenomenon of Hindu vigilantism, which in itself is a means to achieving the Hindutva ideal. Hindu vigilantes are
motivated by a desire to (1) weaken their enemies (namely non-Hindus) in a perceived
ethnic conﬂict; (2) to enhance their own social standing; and (3) to forge a superior
religio-cultural identity to ensure their communal power ensures their political prowess.

Hindutva and its rising inﬂuence
In order to better understand Hindu vigilantism against Muslims in India, it is
crucial to understand the political, social and ideological motivations of extreme
right-wing Hindu groups or Hindutva groups, as they are popularly known.
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The term Hindutva is often used in Hindu nationalist discourse to represent the
idea that native Indians should be loyal to their ancestral roots and that they should
recognize the great civilizational history of India, while honouring Hindu culture
(Juergensmeyer 2008). It is religiously fundamentalist in its ideology because there
is an insistence on exclusivity, in terms of what constitutes Hinduism and what
deﬁnes a Hindu person. It is an attempt to hijack the religion and enforce a particular type of Hinduism – one that is deﬁned by one’s loyalty to the land or sense
of nationalism (Juergensmeyer 2008). It purports that Hindus should consider India
as both their Fatherland and Holy Land. There is a clear conceptualization of history in its own terms, the belief that the subcontinent is sacred to the Hindu “race”
and has the ambition of unifying all Hindus under this ideal which is perceived to
be greater than the religion itself. This is problematic because although Hindutva
ideologues are clear that the Hindu race referred to people who resided in the
region of the Indus river (irrespective of their beliefs), it excludes Indians who
identify themselves as non-Hindu in religious terms. By default, other religious
groups in India – namely Muslims and Christians who make up the largest minorities – are excluded from the Hindutva ideal (Schied 2011, 80). Buddhist, Sikhs,
and Jains fall within the Hindu cultural group for most Hindutva ideologues, as
these religions were founded on Indian soil. As a result, there is clear ideological
basis for intolerant attitudes towards Muslims and Christians – who arguably may
not view India as their holy land (Jaﬀrelot 2010).
While the objective and consequence of Hindutva is to instil a sense of (ethnoreligious) nationalism, it is still a form of religious fundamentalism because it
employs religious texts (not necessarily scriptural texts) to justify the need to
expound its mission, and embarks on a mission to semantically and symbolically
give its pursuit divine qualities (Lipner 2016, 111).9 The fact that even the cultural
Hindu belongs to the Hindu (religious) tradition in modern terms blurs the
boundaries of who a Hindu is.10 As such, this Hindu political fundamentalism was
focused on a nationalizing goal, not committed to propagating Hinduism per se
(Lipner 2016, 104–5). It is true that the term “Hindu” carries much religio-cultural
baggage, as it originated in meaning to refer to the Indic populations who lived
beyond the River Indus; it has since colonial times, come to be deﬁned and
articulated more in terms of a religious category in Western discourse, similar to
the constructs of the Christian, Muslim, or Jew (Lipner 1994, 7–8; Keppens and
Bloch 2010; Sugirtharajah 2003).
As with religious fundamentalisms, the attempt to provide a nuanced meaning of
“Hindu” and to re-capture it from the grips of the imperialists, is striking in the
Hindu fundamentalists’ pursuits. Although Hindu political fundamentalists attempt
to homogenize the term “Hindu” such that it adheres to only one meaning, there
is an attempt to re-capture it from the western, colonial, religiously laden meanings
of the term (Sugirtharajah 2003).11 With the belief and promotion of this alternative narrative, there is the intention to create a sense of social solidarity, albeit an
organic, cosmic one that pre-exists, in order to realize the unity of the people in
India, and to establish a formidable nation (Savarkar 1969). In essence, Hindu
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nationalism is the political expression of Hindu fundamentalism expressed in a
variety of forms by political and cultural parties in India such as the Rashtriya
Svayamsevak Sangh (RSS), Bajrang Dal, Vishwa Hindu Parishad (VHP), and by
extension the current ruling party, the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) (Oberoi 1995,
101; Lipner 2016, 104–107).
Labelling certain activities as “vigilantism” in the Indian context may have cultural implications as certain behaviour may not be considered vigilantism, but
rather “protection” or “self-defence”, depending on the context. For instance,
protecting cows in India has become institutionalized such that there are dedicated
cow protection committees and shelters that look after the welfare of the cattle.
The individuals who run these committees are known as gau rakshaks or cow protectors. It is also true that some shelters function purely for the protection of animal
rights, while others are motivated by religio-cultural reasons.
Proponents and ideologues of Hindutva are immersed in their own ideology
such that their entire worldview is aimed at achieving their mission. Central to the
Hindutva idea of the “nation” is the notion that it should be made up of Hindus
who are allegiant to the subcontinent, and were once united during a Golden Age
before the land was invaded by Muslim Mughals and then the Christian British
(Jaﬀrelot 2007, 98).
The so called “Vedic golden age” that pervaded until the Mughals invaded the
subcontinent was considered a sacred time, and it was desirable to return to that
period in the present, modern day (Jaﬀrelot 2007, 30; Liu and Khan 2015; Guichard
2010, 29). Given that Hindu political fundamentalism is a modern phenomenon, it
is not separate from its scriptural variant; meaning that the ideologues of Hindutva
were largely inﬂuenced by Hindu reform and revivalist movements of the nineteenth century (Lipner 2016, 97). For example, scriptural fundamentalists such as
Dayananda Sarasvati played a critical role in essentializing Vedic scriptural authority,
and asserting the superiority of Hindu thought. Further, Hindu nationalism gained
much traction from the Arya Samaj; which is a reform movement that emerged in
the nineteenth century in the context of colonial rule, based on the teachings of
Sarasvati (Zavos 1999). The Arya Samaj played a critical role in the development of
the fundamentals of Hindu nationalist ideology; with its key principles of the Vedas
holding utmost truth, and the time of the conception and practice of Vedic religion
(before foreign invasion) as the “Golden Age” (Jaﬀrelot 2007, 9; Zavos 1999, 63). By
constructing a narrative based on a gloriﬁed past, the ideologues of Hindutva
attempted to justify not only the geographical signiﬁcance to the native Hindus, but
also their racial or cultural superiority.12 Hindutva is ideologically radical due to its
insistence on unity based on a particular Hindu identity.
Within this context of the increasing popularity of Hindutva as a right-wing
ideology and expressions of it in India since the establishment of the Modi government, the meaning of Hindu identity has become further politicized. While the
notion of “communalism” is unique to the Indian context wherein religious
groups tend to identify themselves along ethno-nationalist lines, the rise of Hindu
nationalism and the popularity of its resultant right-wing politics have created the
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ideal circumstance and space for the empowerment of Hindu nationalists. Moreover, in an eﬀort to assert Hindu superiority, Hindu nationalists assume it to be
their ordained duty to contribute to society in a way that will help them in their
aspiration to construct a Hindurashtra or Hindu nation. Given the sacredness of the
cow to the Hindutva project, any perceived attack on the cow is seen as an attack
on the pursuit towards the Hindurashtra. This gives rise to Hindu vigilantism in the
name of protecting cows, and the nation.
It must also be noted that many of the reports on vigilante activity due to cow
slaughter and consumption indicate that in many cases, the victims were only
rumoured or suspected to have slaughtered or consumed beef. Furthermore, in
several reported cases, the victims of vigilante violence were merely transporting
cattle. There is reasonable evidence to suggest that the cow is being used as a
political tool to conduct hate crimes against the Muslim minority, as a method of
intimidation and establishment of cultural superiority. The ideological justiﬁcation
of Hindutva to commit vigilante activity against Muslims is further propounded by
a rising sense of religious intolerance in India.

Intolerance
As these vigilantes grip on to their ﬁxed idea of history and ideals, attitudes of
intolerance against others manifest. Recent incidents of inter-religious clashes on a
national scale have been deeply polarizing and raise important questions about the
meaning of constitutional secularism in India. For example in January 2018, a
medieval epic ﬁlm by the name of Padmaavat, directed by the acclaimed Sanjay
Leela Bhansali, drew massive controversy over whether the ﬁlm should be banned
in its entirety because of certain themes it featured. Some Hindutva groups had
deep objection to the ﬁlm’s portrayal of Rajput culture and Mughal ruler Alauddin
Khilji. Mass demonstrations ensued prior to the ﬁlm’s release in the state of
Rajasthan, where the epic ﬁlm was contextually set. Hindutva outﬁts such as the
Karni Sena threatened to inﬂict harm on the cast and makers of the ﬁlm, and
organized protests to get the ﬁlm banned. It resulted in widespread coverage by
domestic and international media – deeply dividing the nation in terms of the
“correct” version of history, and whether or not mainstream ﬁlm-makers should
have the agency to portray subjects which may be culturally sensitive.
Although the ﬁlm was not eventually banned, a censored version was released.
The episode illustrates the sensitivities of and strength that Hindutva groups have in
India. Moreover, it highlights the deep-rooted sensitivities around the conceptualization of Hindu identity and culture – for which Hindu nationalists exploit
issues of Muslim reformism and Islamist extremism, caste politics, and the state’s
apparent inability to eﬀectively manage communal disharmony to justify their
motivations.
As Hindu nationalists attempt to deﬁne and create their own nation, a Hindu
rashtra, anything that deviates from it is labelled foreign. For the case of Muslims,
since they are perceived to not consider India their holy land, they immediately
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become foreign (despite them being in India for centuries). This fuels already
hostile feelings.
While it is not within the gambit of this chapter to discuss the history of
Hindu–Muslim relations in India, a modern conception of it began during the
partition and independence of India and Pakistan 1947, and has carried on
since. Speciﬁc points of inﬂiction include the crisis in Kashmir, the Babri
Masjid/Ram Janma-Bhumi controversy, and the Shah Bano case.
The most widely discussed incident in India among scholars and politicians is the
Ram Janma-Bhumi controversy, often viewed as the epitome of Hindu nationalist
and communalist politics in India (Liu and Khan 2015, 211). The term “communalism” in India is widely used to refer to the various religious groups, and was
constituted at the time when the British ﬁrst conducted the Indian census (Sarkar
2014, 269; Guichard 2010, 19). Given the theoretical precedence of the Hindutva
ideologues regarding the disruption of the golden era by Muslims, Hindu fundamentalists and nationalists in contemporary times have justiﬁed the demolition of
the Babri mosque in the Indian city of Ayodhya with the argument that it was
illegitimately built by the Mughal invaders in 1528 at the site where Lord Ram was
born (Liu and Khan 2015, 231). Although this is an oversimpliﬁed account of the
controversy, the example has further solidiﬁed the above argument that the mixing
of religious scripture and mythology with political ambition is indicative of religious fundamentalism, which leads to social exclusion, intolerance, and sometimes
violence.

Conclusion
The conditions within which Hindu vigilantism, and especially cow vigilantism,
are able to manifest have ripened since the BJP gained power in 2014. Nevertheless, this chapter does not propound that the BJP, or RSS, or any one politician
for that matter, is solely responsible for the rise in such violent episodes against
minorities. Rather, the Hindutva ideology that has been given space and fuel to
smoulder by the state, along with strong intolerant attitudes, enables the radicalisation of youth to commit vigilante activity as described above. Many sections of
Hindu society may have allegedly legitimate or rational fears, as do sections of
American and British society who voted for Trump and Brexit respectively.
However, when the state creates the space for toxic ideologies which spread
intolerance and instigate violence, it threatens democracy and undermines the
rights of minorities.
This study provokes the study of immigration in India as well, as the Hindu
nationalism render religious minorities as immigrants (though they may have been
there for generations).
Disinformation has a huge role to play, but is that really a saving grace? If full,
complete, true information was available, it does not remove the potential for such
attacks to take place in the future. Perhaps due to disinformation, these intolerant
sentiments are out in the open. It indicates that deep social cleavages exist in Indian
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society and that they run much deeper than just inter-communal tensions. In
addition to the institutionalization of “cow protection”, there is the risk of the
institutionalization of cow vigilantism. Gau Raksha dals and Samitis need to be
better managed, and laws surrounding mob violence need to be tightened.
However, there is no near or easy solution. The desire for a Hindu rashtra or
nation for Hindu nationalists is so strong, that cow vigilantism is a convenient
public avenue for their activism. It is unfortunate that fellow Indian citizens are
made victim. It is not just Muslims, but Dalits are attacked too. These attacks show
the might of the majority against minority groups, and what ensues is a real or
imagined power struggle. Attacks on Dalits as well shows that the discrimination is
not only against Muslims. It is worth exploring further whether the motivations of
Hindu vigilantes are based more on a hatred for minorities, or for a desire to portray hegemony and establish in their view a superior religio-cultural identity – one
which deﬁnes and maintains all social norms, as the state is inept to do so. Whatever the case, in today’s context, Hindu vigilantism seems to serve the ruling
party’s interests (Jaﬀrelot 2017).

Notes
1 For more context on the sanctity of the cow in Hindu tradition, please refer to Jha, D.
N. 2002. The Myth of the Holy Cow. London, New York: Verso.
2 For statistical evidence on the number of documented cow-related hate crimes in India
since 2010, please refer to the IndiaSpend database, http://data.indiaspend.com/ha
te-crime.
3 Although the term “Dalit” is a highly contested and politicised term, it is often used to refer
to castes in India of traditionally lower socio-economic status. Caste in India is still very
much prevalent and is dependent on one’s family lineage, profession, and background.
4 This is illustrated by increased Hindu militancy by groups such as the Hindu Yuva
Vahini and Bajrang Dal.
5 Please see compilation of views of Mahatma Gandhi on cow protection, https://web.
archive.org/web/20111125093504/http://dahd.nic.in/ch2/an2.6.htm “Compilation of
Gandhi’s views on Cow Protection”. Dahd.nic.in. 7 July 1927.
6 Please see “The Constitution of India”, https://www.india.gov.in/sites/upload_ﬁles/np
i/ﬁles/coi_part_full.pdf.
7 Please see also Hindutva websites http://www.hinduhumanrights.info/remembering-th
e-7th-nov-1966-gopastami-hindu-massacre-in-delhi/; and https://hinduexistence.org/
2016/11/07/remembering-the-50-years-of-largest-hindu-killing-by-indira-gandhi-in-g
oraksha-abhiyan-in-delhi/.
8 The Bajrang Dal is the youth-wing of the VHP and is aﬃliated to the RSS.
9 Religious texts can include written, oral, pictorial, and physical artefacts, which are used
to make sense of religious tradition.
10 It is not within the gambit of this chapter to explain conceptual diﬀerences in the terms
“culture” and “religion”.
11 See Sugirtharajah, Sharada. 2003. Imagining Hinduism: A Postcolonial Perspective. London:
Routledge, for the construction of Hinduism as a modern religious category, and the
derivative term “Hindu” as a person who identiﬁes as belonging to the religion.
12 Some scholars argue that methods and ambitions of Hindutva ideologues and those of
reform movements such as the Arya Samaj are essentially attempts to “Westernise”
Hindusim and mimic the models of Abrahamic faiths. Please see Jaﬀrelot, Christophe.
2010. Religion, Caste & Politics in India. Delhi: Primus Books, 164.
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5
VIOLENT ATTACKS AGAINST
MIGRANTS AND MINORITIES IN THE
RUSSIAN FEDERATION
Martin Laryš

Introduction
This chapter analyses the period from Putin’s coming to power in 2000 as the
president of the Russian Federation until now. It examines a heavily under-studied
dynamics of the violent tendencies of Russian radical nationalist organizations and
informal groups. In the ﬁrst decade of this century, more hate murders happened in
Russia than in all European countries combined.
Most of these murders were committed by racist street gangs, lacking a sophisticated ideology and strong organizational structure.
Vigilantism in Russia has lately had several forms. The most dangerous one has been
vigilante terrorism in the form of bomb attacks or demonstrative racist murders, which
sent underlying messages to the state authorities. Another one was created by Movement Against Illegal Immigration (and later copied by other nationalists) with the aim
of performing as a “defender of Russians against criminal immigrants, terrorizing the
common Russian people”. This movement was pressuring the central and local
authorities to ﬁght more decisively against migration. The “raid” movements against
immigrants and homosexuals, organized by both grass-roots and well-known
nationalist organizations, were the main form of vigilantism in Russia for quite a
short period of time around 2012–2014.
Putin’s entering oﬃce and renewing Chechnya’s war campaign coincided with
the rise of violence of racist groups, mostly connected to skinhead subculture. It
was directed against people of “non-Slavic” (i.e. “non-white”) appearance who
were easily recognized on the streets. The ﬁrst skinhead gangs, formed in the
second half of the 1990s in the largest cities, have laid the foundation for what later
became radical militant autonomous nationalist organizations, and even terrorist
groups. Members of these gangs were responsible for the ﬁrst pogroms against nonSlavic immigrants and became a subject to nationwide media interest. The assaults
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were occasionally fatal but they were not as frequent as several years later. Skinheads and football hooligans often targeted marketplaces and dormitories of nonRussian workers (Litoi 2015, Shnirelman 2007, Tarasov 2005, for football hooligan
violence see more in Tarasov 2010). The peak of racist violence took place
between 2006–2010 when racist street gangs were to a substantial extent responsible for at least 386 hate murders and almost 2500 injured people (mostly from
Caucasus and Central Asia), according to data from the Non-Governmental organization SOVA Center, monitoring racist violence in Russia (Kozhevnikova 2007,
2008, 2009, 2010, Verkhovskii & Kozhevnikova 2011). Real numbers would
probably be even higher (Interview A. Verkhovskii 2009).

Forms of vigilantism in Russia
Vigilantism in Russia has three main forms: vigilante terrorism, “people’s gathering” (organized by radical nationalists for protection of local Russian communities)
and “raid” movement (divided into two subcategories because of the diﬀerent
methods and targets of their activities – migrants vs homosexuals).

Vigilante terrorism
The main motive for the acts of vigilante terrorism is the ﬁght against “occupants”
and “colonists” (as nationalists call immigrants and some ethnic minorities, originating mainly from Northern Caucasus) who came, according to them, with the
intention to replace the ethnically Russian population and had the unspoken consent of the Russian state authorities. This terror was in some cases aimed not only
against the immigrants. There was also an insurgent component of the ﬁght against
the state, which in their view had ignored the suﬀering of Russian people in the
hands of immigrants without any interest in protecting ethnic Russians.
The ﬁrst group attempting to use terrorist methods was the neo-Nazi Combat
Terrorist Organization (“Boevaya terroristicheskaya organizatsiya”, BTO) from St
Petersburg, active between 2003 and 2006 (see more in Falkovskii and Litoi
2013, Sidorov 2006, Lvov 2006). At diﬀerent times, the group consisted of 6–11
people. They perceived themselves to be a neo-Nazi elite. “If the skinheads are
infantry, the BTO are new SS soldiers,” wrote one of the BTO leaders (Sidorov
2006). In their printed materials, the members wrote: “We are running the war
on the system. We understand that the main enemy is ZOG (Zionist Occupation
Government, term popular with western neo-Nazis), not ‘blacks’” (ibid.). It was
clear to them that they could not get close to the “ZOG leaders” and that the
revolutionary coup was unrealistic. The only possible way of ﬁghting for them
was “destabilizing terror”. This terror took the form of murders and physical
attacks on “non-white” inhabitants. The gang was well-organized, exploiting
tactics of acting in illegality. In total, the members of BTO were accused and
sentenced for seven murders, eight physical injuries, armed assaults on post
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oﬃces, attempted bomb attacks at a café in which foreign students were meeting,
and illegal possession of weapons and explosives (Abarinov 2006, News.ru 2009).
The bombing at Cherkizovsky Market in the summer of 2006, leaving 14 dead
and 61 injured, is the second important case of vigilante terrorism. The attack was
perpetrated by SPAS group and its main leader neo-Nazi Nikola Korolev,
responsible for several other murders of immigrants. It was committed in the biggest marketplace in Moscow (Cherkizovskiy rynok), considered a kind of “sin
city” – hotbed of ethnic crime and illegal immigration because most of the market
sellers there have Caucasian and Central Asian origins (Zheglov 2007). According
to Korolev, the Cherkizovsky Market was bombed because it was a centre of
illegality – a state within the state where “the Southern occupants” ruled on all
markets (Falkovskii and Litoi 2013).
The third most notable movement inclining towards vigilante terrorism was
Combat Organization of Russian Nationalists (Boevaya organizatsiya russkikh natsionalistov, BORN), consisting of Moscow veterans from the skinhead neo-Nazi scene
and with close ties to the nationalist Russian Image (Russkiy obraz) organization,
founded around 2008. This group killed several Antifa leaders, a judge who was
dealing with prosecution of the racist gang White Wolves, left-wing advocate
Stanislav Markelov and journalist Anastasia Baburova. The last case received international media coverage. Among BORN’s targets were also randomly chosen
immigrants killed in a retaliation attack for immigrants’ “crimes against the Russian
people”. The most brutal assault was committed as a revenge attack for the rape
and murder of a Russian teenage girl in a Moscow suburb by an Uzbek migrant
worker. In December 2008, members of BORN caught a random Tajik guest
worker, killed him, cut his head oﬀ and put it in front of the administrative
building of the Mozhaiskiy district in Moscow. Subsequently, they sent a letter to
the media and NGOs in which they explained their motives, which were typical
for almost all racist gangs in Russia:
(This) surprise for the Moscow oﬃcials has been prepared by the non-indifferent Russian people, who are tired of the invasion of foreigners into their
hometown. Caucasians and Asians rape Russian women, children, and rob and
kill peaceful people. A blind man is one who does not notice what an
unprecedented wave of crime has swept the capital. But, apparently, the suffering of ordinary Russian citizens does not concern the oﬃcial authorities.
They continue to bring in foreign migrant workers and support Caucasian
speculators. They attract migratory ﬂows to our house and are going to grant
Russian citizenship to any resident of the former USSR, regardless of nationality and knowledge of the Russian language. They wanted to spit on the
popular opinion on this matter. We will have to declare it as harshly as possible. We do not need millions of Caucasians and Central Asians here! If oﬃcials
continue to populate Russia with aliens, then we will have to start eliminating
oﬃcials! There is no enemy worse than a traitor with authority, selling his
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Russian origin. State oﬃcials, if you do not start evicting blacks, we will begin
to avenge their crimes to you! And then your heads will already ﬂy.
(Falkovskii and Litoi 2013: 30)
BORN’s last murder was executed in September 2010. The victim was an Armenian taxi driver whom the propaganda website Life News accused (falsely, as it later
transpired) of having beaten a pregnant Russian girl.
The most prominent case of the well-organized racist gang as the border case of
vigilant terrorism is National-Socialist Society (Natsional-sotsialisticheskoe obshchestvo,
NSO). After Maxim Bazylev became leader of this organization in 2007, he
declared:
[…] to cover this country with corpses (…) the NSO must become the most
radical organisation that will set the direction of all national and national
socialist movements, it must become an example worth following, it must
ignite a total terrorist war.
(Falkovskii and Litoi 2013: 98)
The aim of Bazylev and NSO was provoking racial war in Russia by executing
street terrorism targeting non-Russian citizens. Bazylev argued that active steps
must be taken, i.e. the movement must kill “non-white” people. He claimed that
only when the situation in the country is unstable, involving mass unrests, largescale murders and terrorist acts, would it be possible to take over the power. In his
opinion, murders and bombings were necessary to force state authorities to resign.
The most notorious fraction, known as NSO-North (NSO-Sever) killed almost 30
people from Caucasus and Central Asia in 2007–2008. One of the NSO-North
members explained the reasons for his murderous activity in court:
I believe that only the indigenous population of Russia has the right to live on
the territory of the Russian Federation, the visiting people should not reside
on the territory of the Russian Federation, these people, in my opinion, are
occupants who need to be physically exterminated.
(Falkovskii and Litoi 2013: 110)
In this period there were other racist gangs such as Ryno-Skachevskii, White
Wolves, Nevograd 14/88 etc. who killed 10–30 immigrants, stabbing them with
knives several dozen times. They were chosen randomly in housing estates or
around metro stations. Their vigilantism was based on their racial hatred towards
the “non-white” immigrants with the aim of stopping them from coming to
Russia and “protecting the Russians against the immigrant threat”. One of the
perpetrators of the racist murders said in court:
The ruling regime is hostile to the Russian nation, and judges are merely servants of the regime. We do not recognize their right to judge neither our
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comrades, nor the enemies of our nation. From now on, we ourselves are
judges on our land, and there is no such power that would forbid us to protect
the Russian people.
(Falkovskii and Litoi 2013: 32)
This level of racist violence began to decrease at the end of 2009, under serious
police pressure and because of a certain disillusionment within militant groups,
which were usually perpetrating racist attacks. They have gradually started to realize that beatings and murders of “aliens” had no impact on the pace of migration,
government policies, or public opinion – such methods would not bring the
“white revolution” any closer (Verkhovskii 2016: 84).
Out of all the cases described above, only SPAS and BORN terrorist activities
could be characterized as forms of vigilantism. These were mostly cases of crime
control vigilantism, protecting the identity of the “own threatened group” against
“the others”, perceived as a deviant and/or criminal threat (Waldmann 1998: 92–94).
Their actions were intended to force the state authorities to do something about the
immigration “to protect the Russian people”. Activities of BTO and NSO-North
had a more insurgent character with the aim of overthrowing the current political
regime and bringing the “white revolution” with the help of terrorist violence against
random “non-white” people. Immigrants were only meant to be the instrument to
their ﬁnal political goal.

Anti-immigrant “raids”
Over the past years, raids inspired by various ethnic and “social” issues have been
an important part of the activities undertaken by nationalist groups with the aim of
demonstrating their active “civic” position to the public. Between 2012 and 2014/
15, aggressive raids on illegal migrants, homosexuals and drug dealers were particularly popular among the nationalists. Nevertheless, since late 2013 their numbers
have decreased steadily thanks to the repression from the security forces (Yudina
and Alperovich 2016). In the context of severe police crackdowns on “traditional”
racist violence and the failure of political actions, raids of diﬀerent types began to
be seen by many nationalists as the most promising type of activity. Some managed
to work closely with the police and migration services, the others less so, as they
were organized to enforce “law and order” and ﬁght with illegal immigration.
They were not planning to undermine the state law enforcement structures but to
strengthen them and help them to be more eﬃcient. Also, the tolerance of police
was signiﬁcantly higher than in cases of ordinary street racist violence (Verkhovskii
2016: 88–89).
Incursions that were mostly carried out on the workplaces and living quarters of
those considered to be illegal immigrants were attractive as they were aggressive
but not too dangerous at the same time. They required little risk-taking by leaders
or ordinary participants. Raids could have been advertised, and were often covered
on television as well as on videos distributed via the Internet. They became a
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powerful way of attracting supporters, too. The rise of such activities came from
the “grassroots” beyond the main radical nationalist organizations like Igor Mangushev’s Bright Rus (Svetlaia Rus’) and Shield of Moscow (Shchit Moskvy) in
Moscow (Verkhovskii 2016: 88). Members of these organizations, typically about
10–15 participants, broke into dormitories for immigrants, demanding their documents and sometimes expelling them to the streets (Nikulin 2013). The organizers
of other raids (in St. Petersburg it was Nikolai Bondarik, Dmitryi Evtushenko and
Dmitriy Bobrov from National-Socialist Initiative) focused on searching illegal
market stalls, demanding permits for sale and other documents from vendors,
sometimes smashing their products – usually fruits and vegetables. These vendors
were targeted because they were immigrants (Stekolshchikova 2013, RBC.ru
2013). Eventually, the main radical nationalist organizations set up their own “raid
projects”, as did “Russkie” (the Russians) movement (banned for extremism in
2015), who called their project “Guestbusters”.
Assaults, or other forms of limited violence, have had more potential than eﬀorts
to instigate pogroms or simple backstreet murders because the public was more
accepting of them – as a rather unusual, but nevertheless necessary, form of civic
activism (Verkhovskii 2016: 88–89). The campaign was eventually almost stopped
in 2014 with the beginning of the political mass mobilization against the West and
the “Kiev junta” (the new authorities in Ukraine after the revolution). The impact
of the anti-migrant raids was completely smoothed over. The new propaganda
campaign led to a complete political consolidation around the Kremlin to the
detriment of ethno-centric nationalist ideas. In spring 2014, ethno-xenophobia
declined rapidly as did the support for ethnic nationalist slogans (Verkhovskii 2016:
82). The Guestbusters project was closed already in autumn 2014. Bright Rus has
changed its focus to cooperation with the private military group E.N.O.T. Corp.,
which is oﬃcially sending humanitarian help to Donbass, but is unoﬃcially taking
active part in the war (at least until the ﬁrst half of 2017). Former leader of Shield
of Moscow, Alexei Khudyakov, also switched from raids to support of pro-Russian
separatists in Eastern Ukraine. Some other activists formed military-sport groups
and stopped organizing raids in 2016 (Yudina & Alperovich 2016).

“Single-issue” vigilantism against homosexuals
There were other organizations attacking homosexuals (and alleged drug dealers)
by vigilante squads in the same period of 2012–2014. In an ideological way, the
main reason was to defend moral order of the society from delinquents subverting
the traditional values. The level of tolerance towards the LGBT community in
Russia is constantly very low and homophobia is felt throughout all social strata,
including in the law enforcement agencies. In the beginning of March 2012, the
infamous law against “homosexual propaganda” was adopted in St. Petersburg and
some other regions. Radicals of all stripes (Sol 2017) perceived this as an unspoken
show of support for anti-LGBT violence.
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The main organization involved in homophobic vigilantism was the Restrukt
movement founded by well-known neo-Nazi Maksim Martsinkevich. In 2005
Martsinkevich founded Format-18, which recorded videos of its members’
physical assaults on non-Slavic (non-white) victims and ideological (left-wing)
opponents, posting them on the internet. Restrukt originated as an attempt to
give the radical nationalist front new form with the main focus on “protection
of the traditional values” (Lutykh 2017). This new form gave the “raid movement” a powerful boost (Verkhovskii 2016: 88). Restrukt had two subsidiaries
named Okkupai-pedoﬁlyai and Okkupai-narkoﬁlyai – the former focused on
alleged sexual delinquents, a category which included gays. People wishing to
participate in the “hunt for paedophiles” (called “safari”) had to send a certain
sum of money to Martsinkevich for whom this generated a handsome income
as these projects were unbelievably popular. Okkupai-pedoﬁlyai has had 220,000
followers on the VKontakte social network (Yudina and Alperovich 2014).
Martsinkevich presented his supporters as the guardians of morality, protecting
children from sexual violence. They usually shot videos about the capture of
“paedophiles on the live bait”. Performing on social networks under the guise of
minors, his supporters lured “paedophiles” to a date with a young man (aged 14–
16) where they were in turn met by group of young nationalist homophobes.
Afterwards, they mocked them and interrogated the victims on camera. They
accused them of being gay or paedophile, showering them with homophobic
insults as well as bullying them. The records were posted on the internet and
allegedly sent to relatives and friends of “paedophiles”. It turned out to be a sadistic
reality show in which viewers could savour someone else’s humiliation, covering
their ecstasy with the banner of ﬁghting paedophiles. These “safaris” were accompanied by violent threats, abuse, beatings and humiliation of the victims. Victims of
these attacks have often suﬀered depression and psychological damage later on.
Martsinkevich and others tried to exploit the high level of homophobia in the
society under the guise of ﬁghting paedophilia, assuming that most homosexuals
are paedophiles as well. The regional cells of Okkupai-pedoﬁlyai numbered several
dozens and the movement even reached other neighbouring countries like
Kazakhstan, Ukraine or Belarus (Turovskii 2013, Human Rights Watch 2014,
Sputnik i pogrom 2013).
The Restrukt movement was later banned. Together with other members who
got sentences from three to ten years, its leader, Martsinkevich, was sentenced to
ten years in prison in 2017 (Lutykh 2017). Between 2012 and 2013, one of
Martsinkevich’s teenage sympathizers, Filipp Razinskii, founded a similar homophobic vigilante group called Okkuai-gerontophilai. The group pursued young gay
boys who went to meetings with older men. Razinskii held the boys by force,
scoﬀed at them and shamed them. It was accompanied with bullying. The publication of videos on the Internet followed. The purpose of the campaign was
announced publicly: “Make reposts, break their lives!” (Human Rights Watch
2014). There were also some regional imitations of the homophobic violent vigilante squads like for example The Frontier of the North (“Rubezh severa”) in
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Syktyvkar (Komi Republic). Its members were arrested and sentenced after 2014.
The level of anti-LGBT violence has decreased since then. However, this was not
caused by decrease of homophobia in the society but rather by lowering the public
proﬁle of LGBT activists and banning the vigilante homophobic groups (Yudina
and Alperovich 2015, Human Rights Watch 2014). After 2014, homophobic violence lost its vigilante nature and now mostly consists of ad hoc attacks by homophobes on people publicly defending their right of sexual orientation, which is not
happening very often because of the fear of being attacked.

“People’s gatherings” as a vigilante strategy
Another form of vigilantism was based on attempts to instigate pogroms after the
clashes (mostly street ﬁghts) between ethnic Russians and “aliens” (non-Slavic
people) that took place in Russian regions. Nationalists tried to characterize these
cases as inter-ethnic conﬂict and show them to the people as the proof of the
oppression of ethnic Russians by immigrants and non-Slavic minorities. Their tactics were to publicise violent incidents involving people from the Caucasus and
Central Asia to get political beneﬁts and a reputation as the defenders of the
common Russian people. This strategy was created by the Movement against Illegal Immigration (Dvizhenie protiv nelegalnoi immigratsii, DPNI). It was founded in
2002 and later, after being banned in 2011, it became the main part of the Russkie
coalition.
The former leader of DPNI, Alexandr Belov, who was sentenced to 7.5 years
in prison in 2016, conﬁrmed that DPNI at ﬁrst began to collect and analyse
information about the negative role that immigrants played in our life.
We are monitoring their crimes and learning about the methods of ﬁght
against illegal immigration in many regions in Russia and abroad. The main
goal of our mass action is to pressure the state authorities for some action in
the interests of the local people.
(Belov 2007)
The oﬃcial goal was to force state authorities to adopt a tough approach towards
immigration. The informal aim was to score political points and advertise their
activities.
DPNI members and other activists usually arrived in towns and distributed leaflets discriminating the target group. A “people’s gathering” (“narodnyi skhod”) of
locals and nationalist activists was organized. Unlike a rally, it could legally be
called without authorization by the government oﬃcials. The turning point in the
incitement of riots came with the events in Karelian Kondopoga in September
2006. A brawl between Russians and Caucasians in a pub developed into a mass
aﬀray during which two Russians were killed and six persons injured. DPNI
managed to encourage violence. It called a “people’s gathering” in which about
3,000 people participated. It was followed by pogroms on the property of
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Caucasians in the city (looting and arson attacks) and calls for deportation. The
police were unable to control the situation for several days. DPNI recorded its
greatest-ever success, which it sought to repeat over the following years. The
Kondopoga scenario was never successfully repeated, however. The law enforcement agencies were aware of these plans and able to prevent the spreading of
violence (Kozhevnikova 2008). Notwithstanding, attempts to repeat Kondopoga
attack were occasionally accompanied by inﬂexible and unprofessional police
action and a lack of credible information about what was actually happening when
the unrest had taken place. Ordinary conﬂicts developed into larger clashes; if
culprits were not punished (due to corruption, for instance), people were fuelled
by righteous anger, and information vacuums facilitated the spread of rumours,
myths and conspiracy theories which the nationalists exploited and turned ordinary
conﬂict into inter-ethnic clashes (Yudina, Alperovich & Verkhovskii 2013). An
essential part of this strategy was the nationalists’ claim that the Russian government and police are always on the side of the non-Russians. Through a wave of
police repressions against leaders and ordinary members of militant nationalist
organizations these eﬀorts have been halted and there are no such events at present.
With the last attempt around 2015, radical nationalists lost their interest in similar
activities. It happened also because of their fear of police actions.

End of vigilante activities in Russia (2014–2018): police repressions,
banning, fragmentation and marginalization of the radical
nationalists
After the main wave of racist violence taking place around 2009–2010, no leading
political activists were imprisoned. However, their sense of not being punishable
evaporated. The large-scale arrests of those involved in racist violence led to a
reduction of hate crimes. The aim of state authorities was to marginalize the entire
stream of Russian radical nationalism. Alternatives were created for radical nationalists who wanted to break away from the groups that had come under pressure,
like Kremlin youth organizations (Verkhovskii 2016: 80–81). Since 2014, the war
in Ukraine has caused the split in the ranks of radical nationalists. It was followed
by more vigorous police repressions against pro-Ukrainian opposition nationalists
in Russia. The Russian state took very harsh measures against all of them, criminalizing things such as sharing posts on social media. Since that time, almost all
militant radical nationalist organizations were banned and their leaders arrested or
exiled. The number of murders decreased tenfold compared to 2007–2008,
although anti-immigrant violence did not disappear from Russian streets completely (9 killed and 72 injured in 2016 and 6 killed and 71 injured in 2017)
(Yudina & Alperovich 2017, Yudina 2018). The main radical nationalist coalition
movement Russkie (The Russians) was banned in 2015 and its leaders arrested and
jailed (Baklanov 2014, Dzhapoladova 2016, Yudina & Alperovich 2015). Several
new and less-known groups, theoretically capable of vigilante activities against
migrants and minorities, have emerged on the ruins of the Russkie movement but
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they were not very successful in attracting people to its circles. Turf wars between
the last few radical nationalist leaders in Russia started during 2017, when they
accused each other of being provocateurs working for Russian special services
(Yudina & Alperovich 2017). The last anti-immigration raid was organized in
Moscow in February 2017 by Vladimir Komarnitskii who led the Tsitadel project
(one of the small network communities based on the ruins of the “Russkie” coalition). The ambush happened in the underground subway at the vegetable stalls –
no violence took place and police took away the trays of vegetables to their station
for control (Vkontakte: Avtonomnye NS Moskvy 2017).

Political, social and economic context
A swift rise of xenophobia in Russian society in 2000s has been linked to the wave
of migration coming mainly from the Caucasus and Central Asia, and to the conﬂict in Chechnya. The Chechen conﬂict spread into Russian cities through terrorist attacks. Terrorism has played a signiﬁcant role in reducing the sense of
security in Russian society, corresponding to the rise of fears, anxieties and aversion
to all Caucasians, disrespecting their nationality (Laryš & Mareš 2011: 133–134,
Prusenkova 2017).
After 1991, a serious demographic crisis led to a growing demand for unskilled or
low-skilled guest workers and labour immigration from the former Soviet republics.
The great migration treks from Central Asia were a relatively new phenomenon,
gaining momentum only after the diﬀerences in living standards between Russia and
the southern tier of former Soviet republics began to widen drastically in the ﬁrst
decade of the 2000s. Estimating how many illegal workers are in Russia nowadays is a
matter of anybody’s guess. According to Tatiana Moskalkova, Russia’s Commissioner
for Human Rights, there were between 8 and 10 million illegal immigrants in Russia
in 2017 (Vashchenko 2017). Real ﬁgures, however, are less important for the nationalistic discourse in Russia than the perception that the country is being engulfed with
the people who are not only culturally foreign, but dangerous. Moreover, the ethnocultural distance between the new migrants and local population was increasing:
Ukrainians, South Caucasians and Moldovans were being replaced increasingly by
Tajiks, Kyrgyz and Uzbeks (Kolstø 2016: 3). Most of these guest workers belong to
the young generation, born after the Soviet Union disintegrated. They were not
educated in the Soviet system, do not speak Russian very well and do not know
Russian culture. Immigrants can help each other and co-operate within their communities, unlike Russians, whose society is mostly atomized (Laryš & Mareš 2011:
133). It helps them to negotiate with the state authorities (including the police) more
eﬀectively, sometimes even enabling them to evade punishment for crimes by buying
themselves out thanks to omnipresent corruption in the Russian state structures and
possible ﬁnancial resources of distant relatives. In these cases, the nationalists are talking
about “ethnic maﬁas”. Major complaints from the Russian society towards immigrants
are related to their perceived responsibility for the high crime rates, such as robberies,
rapes, etc. directed against the Russian majority and “ethno-cultural threat” towards
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the host society and its, variously conceived, values (Kosmarskaya & Savin 2016: 140–
141). Russian nationalists traditionally see ethnic Russians as marginalized by the state
and other nationalities as favoured. They claim that state fails to defend the Russians
from systematic abuse (Hutchings & Tolz 2016: 309–325).
In the past, the state authorities had largely condoned radical Russian nationalism. The Putin regime had apparently calculated that they could harness nationalist
sentiments in the population and exploited them for their own purposes, as for
instance the establishment of the pro-Putin youth movements. Nevertheless,
around 2009/2010, Kremlin strategists seemed to have second thoughts about the
wisdom of this strategy. The disenchantment was mutual: Russia’s nationalists felt
that Putin has betrayed them by welcoming immigrant labourers and sending billions of dollars in subsidies to the Muslim regions in North Caucasus. When the
hard-line nationalists were driven out of the Kremlin´s embrace, some of them
transferred to the anti-Putin opposition. This became clear when huge anti-Putin
protests erupted in Moscow and other Russian cities after the fraudulent parliamentary elections in December 2011. In these demonstrations, pro-Western
democrats marched together with vociferous nationalists (Kolstø 2016: 2–3).
In addition to an inﬂux of people from the “near abroad”, all major Russian cities
also have a population stemming from the “inner abroad” – the string of ethnically
non-Russian republics north of Caucasian Range. High fertility rates and low standards
of living have induced many people from these areas to migrate to other parts of
Russia. Russian nationalist discourse often does not distinguish between labour (im)
migrants from the near and the inner abroad, but puts them together as one group of
“aliens” or “colonists” who allegedly threaten to dilute the (ethnic) Russian character
of their neighbourhoods. Widespread and growing migrantophobia in the Russian
population soon became the main motor behind the nationalist mobilization (Kolstø
2016: 4–5). Due to an increase in xenophobic rhetoric in many media outlets, dislike
of foreigners was especially wide-spread in 2013. Supported by the anti-immigrant
riots in Biryulevo (blue-collar suburb in Moscow) in October 2013, they were very
quickly replaced by the oﬃcial hatred against the West and new Ukrainian government during the annexation of Crimea and war in Donbass as old-new “external
threat”. Ethno-xenophobia in the society has decreased since 2014 because the state
authorities have found a very comfortable enemy, embodied in the West and its values
(Gannenko 2017, Strzelecki 2017).
Xenophobia and migrantophobia have been almost eliminated from the public
space (especially internet) by criminalizing everything remotely resembling incitement
to hatred on racial, ethnical or nationalistic grounds. Increasingly restrictive “antiextremist” laws in an authoritarian regime are problematized by the fact that any
political opposition to the regime may be now labelled as extremist and criminalized
(the liberal “anti-system” pro-western opposition is also being called “extremist”). In
2016, more than 1650 accusations of extremist crimes were reported. It was 416 more
than in 2014 and 121 more than in 2015, but only the number of non-violent
“crimes” has risen while the level of violent hate crimes is constantly decreasing – from
115 crimes in 2015 to 77 in 2016 (Vyzhutovich 2017).
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Organization and communication
Due to the authoritarian character of the current political regime, electoral policy
for radical nationalists is completely closed as a way of communication with its
potential electorate or as an instrument for societal mobilization. The young
autonomous nationalists were the main asset of key nationalist organizations for
public events until 2014–2015, when they acted as street soldiers demonstrating the
power of radical nationalists.
The attendance at the traditional political nationalist meetings never exceeded a few hundred (Verkhovskii 2016). The main nationalist event is the
Russian March (“Russkii marsh”) taking place every year since November 2005.
In 2011–2013, around 5,000 to 6,000 radical nationalists and neo-Nazis took
part in this event, compared to just 300 in 2017. After the pressure of state
authorities, nationalists were forced to refrain from most of public activities
while rank-and-ﬁle radical nationalists ceased to attend public events. Some
radical ethno-nationalist organizations solved this problem by cooperating with
liberal opposition structures and came to the streets with civic slogans. The
others completely ceased public activities (Alperovich 2017).
Criminalization of posting and sharing anything with supposedly extremist content (or what is deﬁned by authorities as such) has greatly hampered nationalist
online communication. As the word “extremism” has no clear legal deﬁnition in
Russian laws, its ambiguity was widely used against any opposition (more on this
in Kalajdžić 2016, Meduza 2016, Kochetov 2017, Krivets 2016, Torocheshnikova
2018). The social media proﬁles of active organizations display a main focus on the
support for imprisoned nationalists, radical opposition to Putin’s regime, militant
anti-communism, and solving their international disputes. Only rarely will an antiimmigrant post emerge. Usually, they assume that Putin’s regime is attempting to
replace ethnic Russians with the “more obedient” immigrants from post-soviet
non-Slavic countries (Vkontakte: Partiya natsionalistov 2017).
No radical nationalist organization in Russia is registered as a political party.
During the all-opposition, anti-regime protests in 2011–2012, part of the radical
nationalist structure has approached the liberal opposition. The liberal PARNAS
party was their ﬁrst choice to turn to because it shared a similar political agenda –
opposition to the authoritarian regime in Russia and its aggressive foreign policy.
Some radical nationalist activists were even nominated to this party in the 2016–2017
parliamentary and local elections (Yudina & Alperovich 2017). This does not mean
that PARNAS leadership shares the racist and/or xenophobic agenda. It rather
resembles a “marriage of convenience”, using the nationalist organizational structures
and personal resources for achieving their goals on the principle the “enemy of my
enemy is my friend”. Part of the radical nationalists also support well-known opposition ﬁgure Alexei Navalnyi by attending his meetings. An anonymous participant
of the Russian March in 2017 explains the beliefs of most of these activists:
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I support Navalnyi because he is ﬁghting Putin. Putin is the symbol of Russophobia. During Putin’s rule, they (police) arrest nationalists. Putin is mixing
us with Chinese and Caucasians.
(Yakovlev 2017)
The main political opponent for most of radical militant nationalists is Russian
president Vladimir Putin. He is being accused of anti-Russian policy, “Rusophobia” and personal responsibility for immigrant inﬂux and ﬁnancial preferences for
Northern Caucasian republics, especially Chechnya. For state-oriented, neoimperial nationalists the major political opponents in Russia are the liberal political
structures and international/pro-western NGOs. They are perceived as a “ﬁfth
column”, aiming to destroy “traditional values and orthodox faith”, which
according to them is to be replaced with “homosexuality, multiculturalism, political correctness and cultural decay”. These state-oriented nationalists do not attack
migrants, but they can be occasionally involved in anti-LGBT violence (see more
in Human Rights Watch 2014).
The ties and contacts that Russian radical nationalists maintain with their
Western counterparts are not essential for the growth of this movement. Some
anti-immigrant groups resemble their western peers, but they do not maintain
immediate links to them. The closest ties of radical nationalists are with
Ukraine, where part of the leadership emigrated, and to their nationalist
structures – primarily National Corps (“Natsionalnyi korpus”), a political party
that emerged in 2018 from Azov regiment with its own vigilante groups
“National Militia” (“Natsionalni druzhyny”).
Ambiguously, more immediate connections with far-right groups and parties in
Europe are maintained by the Russian state through some loyal organizations and
government organized non-governmental organizations (GONGOs) even supporting them ﬁnancially (see Shekhovtsov 2017). Most of the European far-right
parties perceive Putin’s authoritative regime as a vital alternative to multi-cultural
liberal European values. Moreover, the Putin regime is attempting to legitimize
itself ideologically by sticking to ultra-conservative ideas to cover its kleptocratic
nature (see more at Rodkiewicz & Rogoza 2015). The majority of the European
far-right parties sympathize more with the Dugin anti-western ideas rather than
with pro-Ukrainian and anti-Putin Russian nationalists.

Conclusion
Most of the anti-immigrant violence was committed between 2006 and 2010
against visually distinguishable “ethnic aliens” from Caucasus and Central Asia. It
was executed mostly by racist teenage gangs but there were also vigilante tendencies within the radical nationalist groups. The vigilante terrorism could be identiﬁed in several medially known cases, often inter-connected with the insurgent
terrorism. Other vigilante movements were not so violent, but the “people’s
gatherings” initiated and organized by nationalists for “the defence against the
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criminal migrants” threatened with political destabilization in some regions. The
“raid movement” gained traction in 2012, after the “people’s gatherings” had been
suppressed by state authorities and abandoned by nationalists. This time it focused
on limited violence to avoid police pressure and to win public sympathies. Nonetheless, this method was not very successful and these movements were either
banned or started to turn their attention to other activities around 2014. Hate
crimes have decreased almost tenfold since 2008. The main reason is not an
increase of tolerance within the Russian society, but the shift of attention to other
issues accompanied by the crackdown against radical nationalists. There is still a
high general level of xenophobic violence compared to European countries but it
is more related to an overall high level of violence and criminality in Russia.
Radical ethno-nationalists are cut oﬀ from all important means of communication
within the Russian society. In fact, public activity is almost non-existent while
their focus is directed to the opposition of the authoritative regime in Russia,
keeping down racist rhetoric within the all-opposition front. Without access to the
media and ability to organize public events it is very hard for radical ethnonationalists to spread their message among ordinary Russians. Their public image
has been further damaged by their association with liberal political organizations.
These groups became unpopular because of their ﬁght against Putin and his
aggressive foreign policy, after an eﬀective anti-western propaganda campaign.
Finally, Russia was not aﬀected by the migrant crisis as Europe was since 2014.
On the contrary, the migrant crisis was used by Russian authorities for both
domestic and foreign policy goals. In the domestic policy, it was applied for media
coverage of the mortal crisis in Europe, shattering apart thanks to its decadent liberal values and exaggerated tolerance to non-European immigrants. In general, its
aim was reducing the attractiveness of an economically advanced and culturally
attractive West in Russian society. In its foreign policy, the immigration crisis
appeared as a suitable pretext for supporting vigilante and/or far right movements
in European countries with the aim to destabilize and undermine liberal democracies. Part of this campaign was presenting a contemporary Russian authoritarian
model based on “traditional values” as an alternative to the decadent and politically
correct West.
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6
ANTI-IMMIGRATION MILITIAS AND
VIGILANTE GROUPS IN GERMANY
An overview
Daniel Koehler

Introduction
On 21 May 2016, in the small East German town of Arnsdorf, located in the state of
Saxony, a conﬂict between a 21-year-old Iraqi refugee and cashiers in a local grocery
store was escalating. He had repeatedly entered the store that day to report problems
with a prepaid cell phone card he had bought. Not being able to make himself
understood, he was accused of harassing the store clerk. The police, who were called
two times, brought the Iraqi citizen back to a psychiatric hospital, where he was
treated for multiple mental health issues. When he returned to the store the third
time, a self-proclaimed vigilante group physically apprehended him. This resulted in
a struggle ending with the refugee being beaten and tied to a nearby tree until the
police arrived. Everything was ﬁlmed by another person watching the scene, and the
recording of the encounter later found its way onto the Internet resulting in a
nationwide outcry. Almost one year later, in May 2017, the same person was found
dead in a nearby forest, almost at the same time as the trial against four members of
the vigilante group from Arnsdorf for illegal restraint and physical assault was
beginning. The trial was ended after a couple of hours and all suspects acquitted
(Maxwill, 2017).
The Arnsdorf case brought the issue of extreme right-wing or anti-immigration
vigilante groups to a wider public attention. As a reaction to the large increase of
numbers of refugees seeking asylum in Germany between 2015 and 2017, far-right
anti-immigration mobilization and violence also reached the second highest peak
since the early 1990s, when, following the German reuniﬁcation, a wave of racist
and xenophobic violence swept across the country. A key component of far-right
and right-wing populist propaganda in their eﬀorts to mobilize against the government’s immigration policies was the notion of an existential physical and cultural threat for every German citizen materializing through the stream of refugees
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crossing the borders. Exploding crime rates (especially focusing on rape and other
forms of sexual assault by refugees) were prophesized over and over again by farright groups, which systematically organized street protests and resistance whenever
possible and usually in the vicinity of newly opened or designated refugee housing
units.
Vigilantism as a new mobilization strategy by extreme right-wing groups aims to
capitalize on feelings of existential threats posed by refugees and disappointment
with the perceived German government’s inability to address these threats and
provide adequate protection. This newly opened critical space for criticizing the
government as impotent, corrupt or even conspiring against its own population
provided a chance to oﬀer alternative and extra-legal solutions to these perceived
problems.
While vigilante groups as such are a rather fringe phenomenon in Germany,
some cases of crossover even into right-wing terrorism have become public.
Hence, this chapter will provide an overview of what is known about far-right
and anti-immigration vigilantism in Germany and their context within the
overall violent organized extreme right-wing milieu in the country. A main
argument of this chapter is that far-right vigilantism as a more or less new form
of anti-immigration mobilization has not yet established itself as a signiﬁcant
aspect of the German far-right movement. Even though perceived existential
threats and anti-government conspiracy theories have resulted in an increase of
far-right vigilantism, Germany appears to be withstanding and constraining the
many attempts to create functioning and lasting vigilante groups, with a few local
exceptions. One reason for that might be the strong rule of law and monopoly
of force in Germany, which has a comparatively strict legislation regarding possession of weapons by citizens and posing as alternative policing force. Whether
that remains the case in the future as well depends on the one hand on the
impact of highly polarizing events, such as terror attacks or high impact crime
scenarios. On the other hand, the long term success of right-wing populist
movements and parties, such as the Alternative for Germany (AFD), which use
their anti-establishment platform to erode trust in the German government, will
also play a signiﬁcant role.
This chapter will give an overview of far-right and anti-immigration oriented
vigilantism in Germany. It will address its historic roots and role within the current
right-wing landscape, as well as permissive and repressive factors of the cultural and
legal context. The chapter will also introduce some speciﬁc case studies highlighting how such groups might organize and operate in the future and whether
they add a distinctive new threat to other forms of extremist or anti-immigration
mobilization. As there is currently no qualitative or quantitative research about farright or anti-immigration vigilante groups in Germany and no oﬃcial governmental
statistics exist (except on answer by the Federal Government to a parliamentary
inquiry), the following observations and hypotheses are based largely on secondary
sources, for example on press reports, and selected case studies.
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Militias and vigilante groups in Germany: a historical and
deﬁnitional note
Vigilante groups, called “Bürgerwehren”1 in Germany, have their historical roots
in the nineteenth century, when citizens were called upon to form defence forces
based on the duties associated with the legal status of citizenship. These paramilitary
units played a signiﬁcant part in the German March Revolution of 1848/1849 but
lost their relevance with the subsequent implementation of standing professional
armies. Mostly, these groups have a folkloristic and traditional function in Germany, where “citizen guards” (Bürgergarde) perform displays of local culture and
history at festivities.
Partially referring back to this historic tradition of citizens defending their cities,
modern far-right inﬂuenced “Bürgerwehren” or vigilante groups have a very different common characteristic, which is to provide extra-legal and non-sanctioned
parallel policing and protection against crime. This protection is typically oﬀered
for a rather exclusively understood notion of “the people”, usually meaning other
citizens or somehow legitimate inhabitants of a certain area as opposed to external
foes. The existence of such vigilante groups implies a lack of trust by their members in the abilities of the German government and legitimate law enforcement to
adequately provide protection and public safety and the urgent need to “take
matters into their own hands”. While clearly diﬀerent types of such groups in this
sense need to be diﬀerentiated (e.g. those just alerting the police of suspicious
activities or those actively pursuing forms of lynching justice), no oﬃcial deﬁnition
and statistics regarding anti-immigration vigilante groups exist in Germany so far.
Nevertheless, it is important not to confuse vigilantism with another form of
paramilitary far-right activity with a long tradition in Germany: military sports
groups or so called “Wehrsportgruppen”. These clearly militaristic forms of organization reached their peak in the 1980s and crossed the border into terrorism on
multiple occasions. The most infamous case was the “Wehrsportgruppe Hoﬀmann” (WSG), which was established 1973 by the trained graphic designer KarlHeinz Hoﬀmann and banned as a militant anti-constitutional organization in 1980.
The group is connected (even though this is rarely legally proven) with a number
of individual acts of violence (killings, bombing attacks and arson). After the
group’s prohibition for example, the former WSG-member Gundolf Köhler
committed the most lethal terrorist attack in post Second World War Germany:
the bombing of the Munich Oktoberfest 1980, causing 13 deaths and wounding
211 victims. With about 440 members, divisions all over Germany, a military
infrastructure and hierarchy (including uniforms, ranks and insignia) and members
extensively trained in guerrilla warfare, including the handling of explosives,
insurgent tactics, and raids on military targets, the WSG actively prepared to
overthrow the German government. The WSG regularly acted as a security force
for other extreme right-wing events during which WSG members violently clashed with opponents or the police on multiple occasions. Its ideology was based on
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a militant rejection of democracy rooted in neo-Nazism and portrayal of being the
spearhead of the right-wing revolution (Koehler, 2016c).
In a similar way, vigilante groups can also not be compared with militias of
World War I veterans during the time of the Weimar Republic in the interwar
period, which played a signiﬁcant role in undermining democratic governance and
helping National Socialism to gain power. In addition, paramilitary organizations
like the SA (Sturmabteilung) provided speciﬁc protection for political events such
as speeches and rallies of the National Socialists and were also used to engage in
open street ﬁghts against Communists. All these activities did not have predominantly the goal to provide security for citizens as an alternative police force
but either to directly attack political opponents and defend against them or to
provide an organizational structure for war veterans and resisting demobilization.
The military sports groups or militias of the post-World War II Germany
had the preparation for a violent struggle against a perceived oppressive illegal
occupation government as their main goal and did not care about the protection of private citizens against crime (and immigrants). “Bürgerwehren” is still a
somewhat ambiguous term in German, which only recently caught a strong
anti-immigration and xenophobic connotation, following increasing public
attention to incidents of far-right violence involving such self-organized and
self-proclaimed amateur policing forces.
However, the diﬃculty in measuring the impact of speciﬁcally extreme rightwing or anti-immigration oriented vigilante groups is increased by lack of deﬁnitional clarity and ways to distinguish them from other groups, like, for example,
neighbourhood watches or other associations supported by local police. This problem became clear in January 2017, when the German government replied to an
oﬃcial parliamentary inquiry on that matter, stating that it only had knowledge
about seven vigilante groups with ties into the right-wing extremist movement but
also had to admit that crimes of such organizations is not separately captured by any
current police statistic (Bundesregierung, 2016). Nevertheless, it is clear and was
pointed out in the same government document, that far-right propaganda sees
vigilantism as a key recruitment tool and actively calls for the creation of such
groups across Germany. It seems, that the majority of vigilante activism in Germany might still be conﬁned to the online space, for example to the creation of
dedicated Facebook groups. In February 2016, a journalistic investigation by Vice
Magazine looked at a sample of 15 local interest far-right vigilante groups on
Facebook with membership between 500 and 14,000. It was striking though, that
almost all of these groups were displaying serious struggles to translate any online
sympathy into oﬄine activism, for example to organize patrols or strategy meetings
(Locker & Neifer, 2016). Groups operating at the national level, such as the
“German Defence League” have a visible and comparatively strong presence on
Facebook, and their symbols can be observed regularly in far-right rallies. Nevertheless, their role remains comparatively marginal. They were only mentioned
once in the annual intelligence report of 2012, after members of the GDL clashed
with Salaﬁsts during demonstrations (BMI, 2013, p. 269). Extreme right-wing
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parties like the “Nationaldemokratische Partei Deutschland” (NPD) (National
Democratic Party of Germany) or “Der Dritte Weg” (The Third Way) have tried
to raise the importance of vigilante groups through their own propaganda. The
comparatively limited success in that regard must be seen within the context of the
far-right as such in Germany.
One of the very few studies on modern German vigilante groups and their
crossover with far-right milieus identiﬁed four diﬀerent types: (1) “cooperative
security initiatives”2, (2) “pre-political interest groups”3, (3) “protest groups”4 and
(4) “right-wing extremist violence groups”5 (Quent, 2016, pp. 18–30). While type 1
is characterized by close cooperation with the police and the authorities without a
speciﬁc political agenda (usually created after certain events) (ibid., p. 19), type 2
vigilante groups do not cooperate with law enforcement. They in turn use this form
of activism as a tool to further their own particularistic interests, for example by
changing their public image or gaining access to new resources (ibid., p. 21). Type 3
groups do not cooperate with the police and authorities either, exist mainly in the
virtual space and have predominantly the political goal to challenge the status quo
and delegitimize established political parties, political opponents or the police (ibid.,
p. 25). Finally, type 4 groups usually comprise known members of the extreme
right-wing movement, previously convicted extremists and other activists from
radical groups. They try to be active oﬄine and use vigilantism as an opportunity to
commit violence against their opponents or to control social and geographical areas
(ibid., p. 29).

Context: the far-right in Germany
The far-right in Germany is, on the one hand, composed of extreme right-wing
and right-wing populist parties taking part in elections with varying degree of
success. On the other, a vibrant subcultural milieu partially overlaps with oﬃcial
political organizations but also forms a separate contrast society (Koehler, 2015)
with distinct varieties of subcultural products and styles but also with signiﬁcant
relevance for clandestine political violence and terrorism.
On the oﬃcial political side, the most important extreme right-wing parties are
the National Democratic Party of Germany (Nationaldemokratische Partei
Deutschlands – NPD), The Third Way (Der Dritte Weg), and The Right (Die
Rechte). For the year 2016 German authorities estimated the overall extreme right
movement at about 23,100 persons of which 12,100 were considered to be violent
(BMI, 2017).
Over the last years, far-right activism and mobilization has shifted away from
political parties to subcultural forms of organization. Numbers of oﬃcial extreme
right-wing party membership have steadily declined and are by now surpassed by
those active in subcultural milieus, even though of course both categories are not
mutually exclusive.
This shift might also be partially due to the rise of anti-immigration focused
right-wing populist parties, such as the Alternative for Germany (Alternative für
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FIGURE 6.1

Number of right-wing extremists in political parties and sub-cultural groups
(Germany)

Deutschland – AfD) or grass roots movements, such as Patriotic Europeans Against
the Islamization of the Occident (Patriotische Europäer gegen die Islamisierung des
Abendlands – PEGIDA). In particular, these two types of political activism have
campaigned with a major focus on the government’s lack of capability or intent to
protect the German population against immigrants’ crimes and by that the attempt
to instil a widespread fear against immigration as such.
Germany’s subcultural far-right mobilization, on the other hand, makes up for a
signiﬁcant percentage of the activism and right-wing motivated crimes. The boundaries between these networks, associations and subcultural milieus, on the one hand,
and political parties on the other, are ﬂuid, depending on personal networks and
contacts as well as collaboration between groups and individuals. In addition, the
ideological and personal diﬀerences between groups such as, for example, the Ku
Klux Klan, Aryan Brotherhood, Hammerskin Nation, Autonomous Nationalists or
Reichsbürger (sovereign citizens) are partially signiﬁcant and have prevented a tighter, more cohesively organized collaboration for the most part.
Another aspect of the German far-right is extreme right-wing motivated terrorism and clandestine violence, which has a long tradition in this sphere almost since
the end of the Second World War. To detail the history and characteristics of
right-wing terrorism goes beyond the scope of this chapter and has been addressed
elsewhere (Koehler, 2014, 2016a, 2016c). Nevertheless, organized clandestine violence, such as for example arson attacks, assassinations or explosive attacks not only
involve hierarchically organized groups of long time extreme right-wing activists,
but also individuals previously unknown to the authorities forming rather spontaneous associations for their attacks (called “hive terrorism”: Koehler, 2016b). The
extent of violent extreme right-wing motivated acts with an underlying tendency
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to “terrorize” if not outright falling into the “terrorism” category (for a detailed
discussion about the diﬃculties of deﬁning right-wing terrorism, see: Koehler,
2016c), shows a continuous potential for signiﬁcant threats for the public safety by
the German far-right.
Within this diverse political and subcultural spectrum, vigilantism has become a
propaganda tool for attempted recruitment and mobilization from multiple sides of
the far-right. Right-wing populist and extremist parties and movements call upon
citizens to form vigilante groups for their own protection on the one hand. This is
part of their general delegitimization strategy directed against the mainstream political establishment and a consequence of their political agenda based on a notion of
existential threats faced by the German population due to the negligence of the
currently ruling elites. Extreme right-wing subcultural groups and networks, like
neo-Nazis, skinheads or parts of the sovereign citizen movement on the other hand
have tried to use vigilantism as a new form of organizing clandestine political violence and inﬂuence the local status quo, as well as to challenge the monopoly of
force by democratic institutions.

Watershed moment: New Year’s Eve in Cologne
One speciﬁc event during New Year’s Eve 2015/16 became a watershed
moment for far-right and anti-immigration vigilantism in Germany and even in
other European countries. During the last hours of 2015 an estimated 1,000 male
persons with a predominantly North African or Arabic background between 15
and 35 years old gathered around Cologne’s central station and cathedral area.
Around one hour after midnight the ﬁrst reports about large numbers of serious
crimes reached the police. Nevertheless, local police oﬃcials reported no highly
unusual activities during the ﬁrst days of January, while on social media and some
news outlets reports of victims of widespread sexual assaults and robberies started
to appear. City oﬃcials, including the mayor, Henriette Reker, started to oﬃcially recognize the scale of unfolding events between two press conferences on 5
and 8 January, which also resulted in relieving police chief Wolfgang Albers of
duty. By 16 June 2016 1182 charges (including 497 for sexual assault) had been
ﬁled with the local prosecutor and police and 1276 victims had been identiﬁed
(ZeitMagazin, 2016). Five charges for rape and 16 for attempted rape were ﬁled
as well. Of the 183 suspects identiﬁed by investigators, 55 were Moroccan, 53
Algerian, 22 Iraqi, 14 Syrian and 14 German. Seventy-three suspects had applied
for asylum, 36 were illegally residing in Germany and 11 had a residence permit
(ibid.). Until late November 2016 only six suspects had been convicted, mostly
for theft and to sentences with probation due to lack of evidence and problems
with clearly identifying perpetrators (dpa, 2016b).
A special investigation by the German Federal Criminal Police (BKA) found that
nationwide similar events of mass sexual assault had taken place, albeit nowhere on
the same scale as in Cologne. In July 2016, the BKA counted 881 cases of sexual
assault across Germany at New Year’s Eve with around 1200 female victims and an
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estimated 2000 perpetrators. Only a tiny minority of suspects were identiﬁed (62
by February and 120 by July 2016) but those were predominantly very recent
immigrants and had mostly already committed various criminal acts before New
Year’s Eve. The BKA attempted to explain the events with group-dynamics based on
cultural misogyny, frustration with lack of perspectives, mutual pressure, perceived
anonymity and non-visible reaction of law enforcement, rather than organized and
pre-arranged joined criminal acts (Mascolo & von der Heide, 2016).
The reactions of policy makers and the police were subjected to a parliamentary
commission, which in its ﬁnal report pointed out the missing early and decisive
intervention by police forces to stop the unfolding events and misleading information provided by leading oﬃcials (NRW, 2017). It were exactly those two
points – lack of police intervention and lack of governmental transparency – that
were picked up widely by far-right and anti-immigration propaganda in an attempt
to scandalize the perceived lack of ability of the authorities to enforce the law and
protect German citizens. It was also portrayed as deliberate act of misinformation
about the perpetrators’ ethnicity out of a dictated sense of political correctness or as
part of a large scale governmental conspiracy against the German population.
Hence this series of events across the country were of key importance of for
shaping the far-right and mainstream discourse on vigilantism. Many (if not most)
anti-immigration vigilante groups currently active in Germany refer to the New
Year’s Eve events in their main mission statements and the threat-based rhetoric combined with fuelling distrust of the authorities might have had some eﬀect. In 2016 for
example, the number of applications for permit to carry small defensive weapons (called
“kleiner Waﬀenschein” – small weapons permit in Germany, includes teargas or alarm
pistols) rose by 63 per cent compared with 2015 (dpa, 2016a). far-right propaganda
introduced the term “rapefugee” after this watershed moment, which belongs to the
standard repertoire of extreme right-wing and anti-immigration rhetoric and visual
materials by now.

Case studies
FTL/360
One of the most signiﬁcant cases of a far-right anti-immigration vigilante group,
which also crossed over into right-wing terrorism, is the “FTL/360” or, as it is
called by the German authorities, the “Freital group”.
As a type 4 vigilante group (“right-wing extremist violence groups”), it developed during daylong anti-immigration protests and violent clashes with the police
in the small town of Freital in Saxony starting in March 2015. As described on the
group’s Facebook proﬁle, FTL/360 was founded by a bus driver after Moroccan
refugees had allegedly harassed German teenagers on a bus. Narratives like these are
typical for vigilante groups, trying to establish themselves as legitimate reactions
after traumatic events, while it is now uncommon for these groups to invent such
narratives for their own purposes (Quent, 2016, p. 25). The group’s name was
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composed of the vehicle licence plate code for the town of Freital (“FTL”) and
360, which was the bus line on which the alleged incident took place. The goal of
FTL/360 was to patrol in busses, speciﬁcally during weekends at night, and to
establish law and order. The group’s Facebook page reached 2,600 followers
until November 2015. FTL/360’s founder, Timo S., moved to Freital from
Hamburg in 2014 and was known to the police and intelligence for having
participated in various neo-Nazi rallies. He allegedly was also active in the
periphery of a militant neo-Nazi network banned in February 2016 (“Weiße
Wölfe Terrorcrew”) (Polke-Majewski, 2017; Spiegel, 2016).
On 19 April 2016, 200 German police oﬃcers, including elite GSG9 anti-terror
units, searched various premises in Freital and arrested four members of FTL/360.
As part of the searches a three-ﬁgure number of explosives was secured by the
police. In total, eight members were charged by the Federal Prosecutor General
with attempted murder, physical assault and forming a terrorist organization
(Schlottmann & Schawe, 2015). The trial against seven male and one female FTL/
360 members started on 7 March 2017. Prosecutors connected the group with at
least ﬁve attacks in Saxony, including explosive attacks against a refugee home in
September and November and against a left-wing alternative housing project in
October 2015. In addition, the group, which closely cooperated with other militant
extreme right-wing networks, is thought to have played an important role in an
explosive attack on the car of a left-wing politician and a left-wing party oﬃce in
Freital (dpa, 2017). On 7 March 2018, all eight defendants were found guilty of
forming a terrorist organization and sentenced to between four and ten years in
prison (Rietzschel, 2018). Most of the defendants have ﬁled a motion for revision of
the sentence with the Federal German High Court (Bundesgerichtshof BGH) in an
attempt to reduce the prison terms. However, this motion does not challenge the
basic guilty verdict. A decision of the BGH was not available before this chapter was
ﬁnished.
Another aspect that kept the Freital case under wide public scrutiny was that the
group allegedly received information from local police oﬃcers, which provided
them with knowledge about law enforcement operations and when it was comparatively safe to conduct their attacks. Investigations against three oﬃcers were
concluded without yielding evidence for prosecutions, albeit under circumstances
receiving heavy public criticism (Biermann, 2017).
FTL/360 is a noteworthy case study, since it is the only known vigilante group
that developed into an alleged right-wing terrorist organization. It seems that some
key factors played an important role in that process. First, the group’s leader, Timo
S., has a past in the organized neo-Nazi milieu and was active in the periphery (at
least) of other militant right-wing extremist networks. After becoming active in
Freital, the vigilante group quickly started cooperating with other highly militant
and longer established extreme right-wing organizations, such as, for example, the
“Freie Kameradschaft Dresden” (Free Comradeship Dresden) or with members of
the “Skinheads Sächsische Schweiz” (SSS), which was outlawed in 2001 as one of
the most dangerous neo-Nazi groups in East-Germany (LVZ, 2017). FTL/360
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members also participated alongside other extreme right-wing activists at other
violent incidents, for example in clashes with the police during anti-immigration
protests in Heidenau in August 2015 (ibid.) or during a large-scale hit and run
attack on a left-wing dominated district in Leipzig (mdr, 2016).
Second, the vigilante group was formed at the peak of anti-immigration protests
and clashes with the police in Freital, which means local public support for alternative policing and protection was arguably very high. Also, public anger with
established political parties provided group members with a strong legitimizing
narrative and motivational backup. Third, the group, according to statements by
members, even received support from local police oﬃcers and seemed to have
been well embedded in the local community.
This indicates that the level of interaction and overlap with more established
extreme right-wing networks and milieus, as well as the perceived degree of public
support and legitimacy, is key to understand a vigilante group’s trajectory into
organized clandestine violence.

“Deutsches Polizei Hilfswerk” (German Police Assistance Association –
DPHW)
The “German Police Assistance Association” DPHW was active between April
2012 and June 2013 mainly in the three East-German states Brandenburg, Thuringia and Saxony. It was founded by a former member of a police union (Volker
S.), who himself only had the status of supporter and was not a police oﬃcer. The
DPHW saw itself as the executive arm of the sovereign citizen “Reichsbürger”
movement (Reichsbürger Bewegung – RBB), which usually does not engage in
public patrolling or law and order activism, especially since their members commonly reject the current German rule of law. At its peak, the DPH had about 100
members and was organized strictly hierarchically, using ranks adopted from the
former military of the German Democratic Republic (Nationale Volksarmee
NVA). The group’s main stated goal was to prevent police brutality and failing of
the authorities (Meiborg, 2013). In this sense, the DPHW could have been focused
on controlling the police instead of providing security for private citizens.
Nevertheless, Volker S., who recruited the DPHW members predominantly
from the RBB and rejected any legitimacy of the German state and legislation,
promised to provide law and order for the population, as well as detect and
investigate and prevent any breaking of the law. Seeing itself as a true police force
responsible in areas where other law enforcement could not provide security, the
DPHW based their own legitimacy on the constitutional right to resist against any
form of illegal occupation or removal of democratic government (§20 GG).
In over 50 educational workshops for new recruits, the DPHW claimed to both
cooperate with the police but also provide checks and balances on their conduct.
DPHW members were uniformed and used, whenever possible, names, symbols
and codes closely aligned with local police in an obvious attempt to appear legitimate in the eyes of the population. Main activities of the DPHW included
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patrolling and counselling of members in lawsuits (ibid.). The DPHW was
involved in numerous confrontations with the authorities and legitimate law
enforcement agencies. On 23 November 2012, for example, DPHW members
tried to “arrest” an oﬃcial court appointed bailiﬀ to prevent seizure of premises
used by the group (dpa, 2015). Other incidents involved DPHW members trying
to interfere with police arrests or other actions taken by the authorities against
sovereign citizens. Even though numerous legal charges were ﬁled against DPHW
members, most were dropped, especially those directed against low-ranking activists. Leading DPHW members received convictions for illegal restraint, coercion,
assumption of authority, physical assault and other crimes (Locke, 2016) but the
trials are partially still ongoing in late 2017.
After this wave of lawsuits against the DPHW starting in 2012 the group
remained passive until it was dissolved in June 2013. As of November 2017, the
DPHW still maintains a Facebook page with regular activity and 629 likes. According to the typology of vigilante groups presented above, the DPHW appears to have
been a mixture of type 2 (“pre-political interest groups”) and type 3 (“protest
groups”). As part of the sovereign citizen RBB movement, the group’s main intent
was to rebrand the wider movement into a more pro-population and legitimate
actor, while at the same time directly seeking conﬂict with the established authorities
and undermine the rule of law.
As a vigilante group, the DPHW came closest to forming an alternative police
force, with uniforms, training courses for their recruits, strict hierarchies and activism
resulting in clashes with the authorities. Similar to the FTL/360 group, the DPHW
had multiple links and overlap with a radical milieu, in this case the sovereign citizen
“Reichsbürger” movement. It was observed that this milieu initially greeted the
establishment of the DPHW with great enthusiasm but seemed to have become
predominantly disappointed with it due to the DPHW’s self-proclaimed goal to also
cooperate with the police when necessary (Rathje, 2014, p. 23). Contrary to the
FTL/360 though, the DPHW did not receive signiﬁcant local public support and
was active before the far-right and right-wing populist networks had started to take
an interest in the “existential threat through refugees” narrative.
To provide some context to the DPHW: the Reichsbürger Bewegung (sovereign citizen movement – RBB) developed in the 1980s in Germany and became
increasingly active from 2010, moving from the fringes of the German far-right to
the centre of public attention. When in October 2016 a German SWAT police
oﬃcer was fatally shot during an attempted arrest of a RBB member, authorities
realized the potential threat of that long-underestimated movement (Clauß,
Friedmann, & Menke, 2016). After the incident, police systematically searched
RBB members’ homes and premises for weapons, which they had been acquiring
for years. The overall movement, which is very diverse and does not have a uniﬁed
structure or leadership, was estimated at about 16,500 members across Germany in
January 2018, including about 900 right-wing extremists (dpa, 2018). With an
ideology denying any legitimacy of the German government and its branches at all
levels, invoking pseudo-legal arguments referring to laws of the German Reich
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passed before the end of the Second World War (Rathje, 2014), the RBB has
gained momentum and has signiﬁcantly radicalized during the recent years. Seeing
the German government in all its forms as an illegitimate occupation force, it
legitimizes organized violence to remove that oppression. This attitude became
visible to the public in January 2017, for example, when a group of six RBB
members around a self-styled “Druid” was arrested for allegedly plotting terror
attacks against police oﬃcers, refugees and Jews (Biermann & Geisler, 2017).

Soldiers of Odin
German chapters of the Soldiers of Odin (SOO) vigilante group, which was
founded in October 2015 in Finland, became active in late 2016, mostly in
southern Germany (e.g. Bavaria). In November 2017 multiple diﬀerent Facebook
groups with names referring to a SOO Germany chapter existed. The two largest
in terms of likes and followers (SOO Bavaria with 751 likes and SOO Germany
support chapter with 2,497 likes), however, explicitly claimed not to be associated with the Finish mother organization and declared not to be bound by its
rules and leadership. SOO have a comparatively low proﬁle and only rarely
become visible through oﬄine activities such as patrols or charity events. If so,
hotspots for SOO seem to be the cities of Würzburg and Munich, both in
Bavaria. Activities in Würzburg involve regular (weekly) patrols of usually fourperson teams with dogs (to avoid police intervention due to breaking German
laws regulating open assembly), charity food runs for animal shelters (Jung, 2017)
and applying stickers with “Schutzzone” (“protective zone”) (Zöller & Winkelmann, 2017). In Munich the ﬁrst SOO patrol was noted by the press in
November 2017 (Bernstein, 2017). Based on SOO members’ proﬁles in social
media and their oﬄine backgrounds, multiple links into the organized neo-Nazi
milieu, as well as to PEGIDA were observed (Bernstein, 2017; Grassl, 2017). As
a consequence of SOO’s increased activity in late 2017, the Bavarian domestic
intelligence service (“Landesamt für Verfassungsschutz”) announced to start
monitoring the SOO as an extreme right-wing group (mho/dpa, 2017). So far,
however, SOO seems to be active (oﬄine) to a notable scale only in Bavaria and
has otherwise not taken any prominent role in the German far-right. Applying
the above mentioned typology of vigilante groups once more, it is diﬃcult to
classify the SOO, as currently not much is known about its goals and membership structure. They have so far not acted violently, but it seems to be the case
that a signiﬁcant share of members has ties to the organized extreme right-wing
movement in Germany. Hence, the SOO in Germany does hold the potential to
become a type 4 vigilante group (“right-wing extremist violence groups”).

Repressive and permissive factors for vigilante groups in Germany
As anti-immigration or extreme right-wing vigilante groups are still a fringe phenomenon in Germany, with most groups mostly active online and only a few
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examples that have achieved some form of oﬄine life, it seems that Germany has a
more repressive than permissive environment for vigilantism. Starting with weapons and gun regulations, Germany prides itself on having one of the most restrictive legislations regarding private gun and weapons ownership. Separating into
“small” (for teargas and alarm pistols) and “large” (ﬁrearms) gun permits, the latter
one is generally only available for hunters, professional sport shooters, licensed
security personnel and money transport services. Requirements regarding eligibility
are considered to be very restrictive, including a broadly deﬁned concept of
“reliability”, which is reviewed at least every three years. Authorities have signiﬁcant freedom to withdraw a gun permit if any circumstances that could be
considered to change a person’s reliability (e.g. ideological, psychological, substance
abuse, criminal behaviour) arise. After the October 2016 killing of a police oﬃcer
by a sovereign citizen Reichsbürger, German authorities included that speciﬁc
ideology as a signiﬁcant aspect reducing reliability and have since then systematically revoked gun permits and removed weapons from members of that milieu
(Gensing, 2017).
Another repressive factor in Germany lies within the comparatively strict association laws, which allow authorities to target organizational structures eﬀectively
through group prohibitions or lawsuits against whole groups on the basis of criminal or anti-constitutional goals (e.g. §129 and 129a of the criminal code). As long
as vigilante groups form hierarchically structured organizations, which is common
as they try to mimic the police or the military, they become an easy target for law
enforcement and prosecutors in the case of criminal activity.
Finally, Germany is still considered to be a country with a culture of obedience
and respect towards authorities and law enforcement, which might be a barrier for
the widespread establishment of vigilante groups.
Nevertheless, some permissive factors can also be identiﬁed. The German code
of criminal procedure, for example, allows for every citizen to apprehend any suspect of a crime and hold the person in limited custody until the police arrives
(§127 StPO). This paragraph, however, does not include the right to use weapons,
physical force or even attempt an identiﬁcation of the suspect. Still, vigilante
groups regularly base their activities on this so called “every person’s right”
(“Jedermannsrecht”), which also includes the right to self-defence.
Another permissive factor can be seen in the strong focus of the German criminal code on structural aspects of organizations and not so much on subcultural
milieus. Mobilization tactics, such as, for example, leaderless resistance, are much
more diﬃcult to prosecute and to target with legal measures.
In addition, the restrictive gun and weapons regulations do have loopholes. Of
the currently estimated 15,000 sovereign citizen Reichsbürger in Germany, at least
1,000 were in possession of a full gun permit, arguably having themselves licensed
as hunters or sportsmen to get legal access to ﬁrearms (Jansen, 2017). A similar
problem might arise from private security corporations, which saw continuously
rising numbers in Germany during the last decade and also can have access to
weapons permits. There regulation and training, as well as screening of personnel
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has been criticized as insuﬃcient, especially after numerous incidents involving
extreme right-wing employees of private security corporations guarding asylum
centres abusing and even torturing refugees (Lasarzik & Leurs, 2014).

Conclusion
Summing up this chapter, the limited research and available data on the phenomenon of anti-immigration or far-right vigilante groups in Germany only leaves
limited space for scientiﬁc exploration. Governmental statistics about this form of
political mobilization do not exist and most information comes from press sources.
Only very few vigilante groups (e.g. FTL/360 and DHPW) have had signiﬁcant
impact beyond their local context either through the severity of their criminal acts
or through their (short lived) visibility. While hundreds of groups and initiatives
claiming to be vigilante groups exist on social media sites (e.g. Facebook), the vast
majority of them do not seem to have any signiﬁcant oﬄine impact. Nevertheless,
this is diﬃcult to verify, since rural areas for example could be experiencing a
strong social dominance and control by such groups. As no comprehensive studies
about the real extent of vigilante activism in Germany have been done so far, one
can only refer back to press and governmental (e.g. court verdicts) sources to
estimate its impact.
From the current situation in Germany, it seems fair to say that vigilantism has
become a major propaganda tool for far-right and anti-immigration movements, parties and networks. The major push to call for formation of vigilante groups came after
the watershed events around New Year’s Eve 2015/16 in Cologne and other major
cities. Vigilantism was and still is presented as the natural right to self-defence for the
German population against an existential threat of mass migration bringing crime and
erosion of German culture with it. In addition, the call for vigilantism has become a
manifestation of the outcry against the claimed incompetence and corruption of the
establishment and the subsequent empowerment of the population against the ruling
elites. Diﬀerent special interests within the far-right and anti-immigration milieus have
resulted in various types of vigilante activism, which are used for various political or
non-political goals (Quent, 2016).
Vigilantism, however, remains a fringe phenomenon in Germany so far.
Restrictive gun and association laws, as well as a strong culture of obedience to
established authorities, seem to have limited the space for vigilante groups to spread
and reach a critical mass. Groups who reached some signiﬁcance beyond their local
context had active and strong relationships with existing extremist or radical milieus
(e.g. the neo-Nazi or Reichsbürger movement). Some groups enjoyed strong local
support and took advantage of conﬂicts, frustration and anger with mainstream
politics in some communities. When they increased organizational sophistication to
function as a militia or alternative policing force and committed various criminal
acts, they quickly became targeted by the authorities.
Nevertheless, established extreme right-wing groups as well as right-wing
populist and anti-immigration movements have increasingly become interested in
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vigilantism as a tool to mobilize parts of the population they were unable to
penetrate before. Eroding trust in the authorities’ abilities to provide law and order,
which is facilitated through far-right and anti-immigration propaganda, goes hand
in hand with the call for vigilantism. The future of this form of mobilization
depends on additional watershed events and the police’s ability to win back trust
from the population where they have lost it.

Postscript
After this chapter was completed, riots with vigilante dimensions took place in the
city of Chemnitz in East Germany, in response to a brawl and a fatal stabbing of a
local man, with an asylum seeker as suspected perpetrator. Violent anti-refugee
riots led by hooligans and neo-Nazis took place there on August and September
2018. A group called “Revolution Chemnitz” formed by local extreme right-wing
activists started to patrol Chemnitz as self-declared vigilantes, attempted to check
passports and immigration status of presumed refugees and violently attacked other
immigrants. Eight members of that group were formally charged with plotting a
terrorist attack against leading politicians and journalists, among others. According
to the charges, the group was in the process of acquiring ﬁrearms and compared
itself to the National Socialist Underground (NSU) terror group, which they
described as "kindergarten pre-school" level in chat conversations.

Notes
1
2
3
4
5

Meaning literally citizen defence force.
“Korporatistische Sicherheitsinitiativen”
“Vehikel für vorpolitische Eigeninteressen”
“Protestgruppen”
“rechtsextreme Gewaltgruppen”
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7
VIGILANTE MILITIAS AND ACTIVITIES
AGAINST ROMA AND MIGRANTS IN
HUNGARY
Szilveszter Póczik and Eszter Sárik

Introduction
As a country, Hungary has witnessed a long tradition of far right movements and
political parties as well as paramilitary and military organizations. Together they
represent combatant nationalist and social conservative reactions to diverse political
and social trends in diﬀerent historical periods. The goal of these Janus-faced
movements who considered themselves vigilante organizations was much less about
the prevention of crime than the persecution of persons and groups they called
“parasites”, “degenerates” or “internal enemies” (Gellner, 2009). These groups
were considered to oppose the majority’s value set and to represent a threat to the
ruling political and ethnic community. The roots of such movements go back to
the end of the nineteenth century when in the course of capitalist development,
social tensions widened, and nationalism became the leading idea of politics in
whole of Europe. In a certain parallelism, a number of political movements came
to life that claimed to unify and achieve social and national goals through a great
“national social” revolution, destroying the cosmopolite communists and the not
less destructive power of ﬁnance capitalism at the same time (Szabó, 2015).
This was particularly typical in Eastern-Middle-Europe because this region was
not only multiethnic but also suﬀered under heavy social antagonisms and continuous waves of immigration. Attracted to the intensive economic development,
liberalism and safety of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, Jewish immigrants arrived
in large numbers from politically, economically and socially underdeveloped
regions of Eastern Europe, particularly from Russia. In Austria, the Jewish Emancipation Law of 1890 and in Hungary, the Law XLII of 1895 secured the equal
status of the Hebrew community with other confessions. The Jewish community
contributed far more to the economic development of Hungary than its population
rate would have suggested. However, the immigration of Jews and their fast and
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spectacular social rise triggered resentments within a social strata who felt threatened by capitalism (Komoróczy, 2012). Even though, at the time, Hungary was
witnessing a great capitalist transition; this phenomenon had its dark sides too. Both
the capitalist economic modernity and the early socialist movements attacked and
weakened the old social structure rooted in late feudal circumstances, particularly
the ruling position of the conservative agrarian, the catholic aristocracy and gentry
landowners. With the Jewish minority being overrepresented in the ﬁnance and
investment business and at the same time playing an active role in socialist movements, they soon became the personalized symbol of both the destructive and
cosmopolite economic liberalism and the anti-national and cosmopolite i.e. internationalist communism. Beyond them, other ethnic groups with separatist aims
were treated as potential threats too. In this era a great number of Romany (called
Gypsy, Zigan, Cigány at that time) immigrated to Hungary from Eastern regions
who sustained their vagrant (peripatetic) ways of life and according to the public
opinion were overrepresented in criminality (Póczik, 2016).
The ideologies of xenophobia, anti-minority and anti-migratory far right initiatives in today’s Hungary are rooted in the historical development described above.
These protest movements do not essentially diﬀer from other current extreme right
movements of neighbouring countries (Slovenská národná strana, Partidul România-Mare etc.), but deﬁnitely show some variability in their presence and weight
from other countries’ far right movements. They communicate in terms of an antidemocratic and anti-modernist political agenda – including anti-ﬁnance capitalism,
anti-liberalism, anti-feminism (anti-genderism) and homophobic attitudes. Their
attitudes are determined by sharp anti-communism, racism, as well as racial or
cultural anti-Semitism, militant nationalism, ethno-centric attitudes and a deepseated antipathy towards foreigners. These groups demand “law and order”,
national and political unity and closed and regulated national economy based on
small enterprises instead of corporations. They also demand the maintenance of a
great power vision including the idea of – biological or cultural – national superiority (supremacy) based on pre-eminent national (ethnic) abilities, a heroic past
determined by religious and family values and symbols of rigorous military organizations. The core elements of the activities of these movements are a kind of
social control, political(ly) motivated violence and other hate crimes as well as propaganda.

The Hungarian far right and the Fascist tradition
The lost war of 1918, the post-war chaos and the power takeover by the Communists (known as Commune or Hungarian Soviet Republic of 1919) combined with
the “red terror”1 led partly by persons of Jewish ethnic background intensiﬁed the
anti-Semitic climate in Hungary. In 1920, Hungary lost more than two thirds of its
territory and 65% of its population, among them 3.3 million ethnic Hungarians, due
to the Trianon Peace Treaty (Macartney, 1962; Bernstein, 2003). So it was not a
surprise that – like the Freikorps in Germany – a number of special military branches
and associations (Zinner, 1989; Ormos, 1990; Ujváry, 1991; Pelle, 1998) came to life
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intending to take revenge and to regain the lost territories. But they ﬁrst wanted to
frighten the “renegades of the nation”, particularly the left wing and Jewish juveniles.
The so-called Irredentist (Redeeming) Movement for the restoration of Hungary’s
“historical” borders (Zeidler, 2002) linked diﬀerent forms of anti-Semitism and
completed it with the motive of “stab-in-the-back myth”, which is similar to the
German conspiracy theory “Dolchstosslegende” (Watson, 2008). In the period of the
white terror (August 1919 – December 1921), the persecution of Communists was
connected with anti-Semitic pogroms (Kulcsár, 2010).
After this period, in a nearly 20-year era of the relative consolidation secured by
Regent Admiral Miklós Horthy (Sakmyster 1994), these paramilitary groups became
part of the Hungarian Fascist (Hungarist) Movements. At ﬁrst, they were split into
several small parties but later uniﬁed under the Arrow Cross Party – Hungarist
Movement (Lackó, 1969; Karsai, 2016) having about 300,000 party members and
winning 15% of the mandates (29) in the Parliament in 1939. The former quasimilitary units became active again before WWII and participated in correcting the
borders in cooperation with the Army and Gendarmerie. They directed their activities against the foreign ethnic groups living in the occupied territories, mainly the
Jews. Later, in WWII, they were integrated into the regular Army and Gendarmerie.
On 19 October 1944, in a coup d’état the Arrow Cross Party took power and in the
last month of the war they organized the deportation of Jews by handing them over
to the Nazi authorities determined to carry out the Holocaust. The Arrow Cross
Armed Service (organized on the model of the German SS) started mass murdering
Jews in the Capital by shooting many persons into the Danube River.
After 1945, the Paris Peace Treaty prohibited establishing or re-establishing any
Fascist organization. The top Fascist leaders and other ringleaders were sentenced to
death but the so-called “deceived Nazi Party members” were granted a “pardon”.
They were integrated into the newly formed Communist Party, which was preparing
for coming to power at that time (Vámos, 2011). In spite of the deﬁnite anti-Fascist
ideology of Communists, some of the aforementioned persons managed to make
carriers in the era of the Communist dictatorship achieving relatively high positions.
The former Fascist leaders and other Arrow-Cross movement members emigrated and
were able to avoid the Nuremberg Trial.
In the epoch of the suppressive communist dictatorship, the ruling Communist party
(MSZMP – Hungarian Socialist Labour Party) intended to break the ethnic and national
solidarity. They propagated proletarian internationalism and carried out ideological
campaigns against the Hungarian ethnic minorities who were being forced to live outside
Hungary. The Communists were also opposed to the historical inter-ethnic sympathies
of the Hungarians towards Poland and Croatia (Póczik & Sárik, 2018).

The political and social transition 1990–2000 and the rebirth of far
right political tradition
The promising – but eventually quite unfortunate – political and economic changes that have occurred as part of the transition since 1990 found the Hungarian
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society highly fragmented. As shown by polls and crime latency research, the fear
of crime, the mistrust in police and state administration as well as the fear and hate
against the underprivileged Roma minority and vice versa was growing (Tóth,
2010; Póczik, 2004). “The general mistrust to the public institutions is a basic trait
of the society until today” (Péterﬁ, 2014).2 Hungary was only partly able to utilize
the economic chances given by the capitalist (re)transition and EU-membership
and suﬀered great losses in the crisis of 2008. Currently, Hungary is the poorest
country even in the Visegrad-4 group, showing relatively low economic growth
and extremely low salaries. The society is highly polarized in all respects, a thin
upper class started to become disproportionately rich whilst the lower middle
classes experienced intensive impoverishment. The working class of the communist
era turned out to be the absolute losers due to the transition. Currently, 40% of the
total population lives at the edge of poverty and more than 400,000 persons in
total poverty (Havasi, 2017).3 This social group living in absolute poverty is made
up almost entirely of people with Roma origins (Cserti & Orsós, 2015). This
means that both social poverty and ethnic poverty exist simultaneously featuring
deprived and segregated social neighbourhoods with the usual additional problems
of aggression, violent crime, crime against property, mental and physical disease,
high number of children, low rates of education, eliciting fear and hate by the
majority society (Tökés, 1996).

The ﬁrst steps towards the far right
After the transition of 1990, the extreme left-wing movements diminished from the
political scene, whilst the extreme right swung into action as small and fragmented
but very active groups. These groups were concerned partly with the continuation of
the Hungarian chauvinistic and Fascist tradition and partly with the rootless racist
juveniles (skinheads, rockers, football hooligans) who conducted verbal propaganda
and committed aggressive excesses against allegedly criminal or deviant Roma. In
spite of their activism they were unable to build an eﬀective political force and
remained in political quarantine. A number of legal NGOs and underground organizations maintaining close contact with parliamentary far-right party sections were
active, but mostly on the level of propaganda. However, it was well known that
they were behind occasional violent acts, too (Bíró Nagy, Boros & Varga, 2012).
The political rivalry during the Hungarian transition was followed by violent
attacks (beating, stabbing, murder, bombing) directed partly against politicians and
partly against businessmen involved in politics, illegal trade as well as transnational
organized crime. In some of these cases, political hatred was also a motive for
attacking politicians and hate motivated violent attacks were committed against
Roma and Jewish political activists too. In other cases, skinheads or right-wing
extremists attacked non-white immigrants and members of the LGBTQ community.
Beyond the democratic parties and NGOs, new right-wing, extreme right-wing
and semi-Fascist organizations came to life fuelled by the regained democratic
freedom to establish political and non-political organizations. Despite the
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international treaties that prohibited establishing or re-establishing Fascist organizations, they had the newly experienced right to express any opinions without
censorship or restraint. Some former emigrants of the Arrow Cross Movement and
ﬁghters of the Revolution of 1956 moved back to Hungary from abroad and
began to establish nationalist organizations and parties on the periphery of the
mainstream democratic policy that orchestrated social reforms.

Polarization of the right wing in the Parliament
In the period of transition, the leading political force and ﬁrst government party MDF
(Hungarian Democratic Forum) uniﬁed all national and anti-communist reformoriented groups but they got fragmented very soon. In 1993, an excommunicated
parliament deputy of MDF established the Party of Hungarian Interest (Magyar Érdek
Pártja) and tried to form a militant youth organization of (right-wing) skinheads calling them
“nationally thinking juveniles”, which was ﬁnanced – as later turned out – by the
Baath Party of Saddam Hussein.4 The national radicals led by the dramatist István
Csurka, established the new nationalist Party for Hungarian Justice and Life (MIÉP –
Magyar Igazság és Élet Pártja) in 1993 representing a (cultural) anti-Semitic and antiZionist/anti-Israel position. MIÉP won 5.5% of the votes and gained parliamentary
representation with 14 seats in the 1994 election but in the next elections the party
scored only 4.4% and won no seats in the Parliament. In 2005, MIÉP joined Jobbik in
a party coalition. The Jobbik Party was the newly established radical Hungarian
nationalist political party of the youth. A new political formation was registered under
the name of the MIÉP–Jobbik Third Way Party Alliance. It stood up for Christian
values and for the rights and autonomy of Hungarian minorities in the neighbouring
countries. The MIÉP–Jobbik Party Alliance’s program was based on a “law and order”
agenda, focusing on growing crime, wide spread fear of crime, necessity of crime
prevention and repressive criminal policy. In the aftermath of the 2006 elections when
the alliance broke up, MIÉP lost its relevance.

Semi-Fascist movement fragments and militias outside of the
political scene
In the period 1989–2000, various neo-Fascist organizations were established on the
initiative of former Fascist leaders living abroad (Tóth, 2008). Good examples of these
organizations are the Hungarian National Socialist Action Group, which was later
renamed the Hungarian National Front Line (Magyar Nemzeti Arcvonal – MNA),
which cooperated with the World-National People’s Power Party chaired by the
emissary of the Australian-based Hungaro-Fascist emigration group, the Association of
Victims of Communism (Eörsi, 2004) and the Hungarian Hungarist Movement
(Magyar Hungarista Mozgalom), which was later renamed the Hungarian People’s
Welfare Association.
In 2001, the renegades of the above mentioned organizations and small skinhead
groups founded the (Hungarian) Blood and Honor Cultural Association (BHCA)
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which became a member of an international network operating under the same
name. They not only declared their loyalty to the Hungarian national ethnic
community and to the Christian ethical value set but also declared the intention to
pursue a cultural ﬁght. Previously, they organized the Day of Honor in memory of
the attempted break out by Hungarian troops, German military and SS units from
the Buda Castle while being shelled by the Red Army on 11 February 1945.
Afterwards, they also organized a 60 kilometre long memory march called “Kitörés
60” every year, but it was prohibited in 2006. Later on, the Uniﬁed Movement for
our Homeland continued the activities of the Hungarian Blood and Honor
(Domokos, 2005; Marsovszky, 2012). This incorporates numerous groups, among
others the Outlaws’ Army described below.

Advancement of the current militant far right
In the years after 2000, all these organizational initiatives became more or less insigniﬁcant. They could not become parliamentary parties, nor could they gather an active
mass basis and nor could they build an attractive ideological proﬁle. In 2004, Hungary – governed by a new coalition of Socialists and Liberals – became an EU member
state and was optimistic about the future. Nevertheless, this optimistic climate ended
shortly and by 2006 the Socialist-Liberal governments became totally discredited.
They consciously deluded their voters, ruined the economy, drove the country into a
debt-trap and pushed their citizens, particularly the descendants of the relative winners
of the Communist era, into deeper and deeper poverty. The unemployment rates
grew beyond 10%. When the Prime Minister in 2006 admitted his political dishonesty
and the catastrophic ﬁnancial situation of the country, violent riots broke out in
Budapest and other towns. Diﬀerent juvenile groups, organized football hooligans and
extreme right wing organizations took part in street ﬁghts. These demonstrations were
repressed brutally by the police using unlawful means and methods. This meant the de
facto end of left wing politics. However, the Socialist-Liberal coalition managed to
remain in power until 2010.
As predicted the elections of 2010 brought a great success for the conservative
parties. The coalition of the hardliner conservative centre-right wing FIDESZ and
Christian Democrats established their government with a two thirds majority in the
Parliament. The formerly chanceless (2006: 119,000 votes) far right Jobbik Party
also gained a strong position, winning 12.2% of the deputy seats (47 deputies).5 In
the elections of 2014 Jobbik became even stronger: it polled more than one million votes, securing 20.55 percent of the total, making them Hungary’s third largest
Parliament party having 23 deputies, i.e. 11% of all deputies.

The Jobbik Party – the wolf in sheep’s clothing
In 2002, the Jobbik Party (Movement for a Better Hungary – Right-Wing Youth
Association / Jobbik Magyarországért Mozgalom – Jobboldali Ifjúsági Közösség)
was established by both Catholic and Protestant university students and became a
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political party in 2003. As mentioned earlier, the Jobbik Party also tried to operate
jointly with MIÉP. Jobbik described itself as “a principle-based conservative and
radically patriotic Christian party” whose 2fundamental purpose” was the protection of “Hungarian values and interests”. They emphasized the importance of the
Christian values – partly because they treated it as a source and framework of crime
prevention (Sárik, 2011). However, the Jobbik party was ostracized from the “political class” and was described by other legal parties and the mainstream Hungarian
and European media as a neo-Nazi, extremist, racist, anti-Semitic, anti-Ziganist,
xeno- and homophobic organization with strong masculine (macho comradeship)
tendencies.
Until its spectacular “transﬁguration” since 2016, Jobbik’s ideology was a combination of ethno-nationalism with an anti-elitist populist rhetoric and a radical
critique of existing political institutions. Anti-globalist and sceptic of European
integration, Jobbik speciﬁcally opposes Israeli and Jewish investments in Hungary.
On a practical level, Jobbik demands territorial autonomy for Hungarians living in
Slovakia, Ukraine, Romania, and Serbia, but on an ideological level, Jobbik is an
adherent of irredentism (reconstruction of the ancient Hungarian Empire) calling
for revision of the Trianon Peace Treaty. This attempt is underlined with a historical revisionism: the relativization of the Holocaust and the rehabilitation of
ultra-conservative and Fascist governments of the period 1919–1945, particularly
the role of Admiral Horthy.
The party also pursued intensive international organizational activities. In May
2008, a delegation of Jobbik’s Committee of Foreign Aﬀairs met Nick Griﬃn,
chairman of the British National Party in London. The Alliance of European
National Movements (AENM) was formed in Budapest in October 2009. The
founding members of the alliance were the Jobbik, the National Front in France,
the British National Party in UK, the Tricolour Flame in Italy, the National
Democrats in Sweden and Belgium’s National Front. According to research conducted by the Political Capital Institute, over the last few years Jobbik has served
Russian interests. They did so by social and political destabilization at country-,
EU- and NATO-level for the external legitimacy of Russia and for the purposes of
gaining information and spreading disinformation for and by Russia led by Putin.
The Russian inﬂuence extends to other right-wing extremist organizations (64VM
Youth Movement, Hungarian National Frontline, Conquest 2000) as well as to
social media surfaces (Juhász, Győri, Krekó & Dezső, 2015).
Jobbik had several ideas that attracted votes such as their demand for repressive
crime prevention, for tightening up punishment, the criminalization of promoting
“sexual deviancy” in order to “protect public morals and the mental health of the
young generations” and the idea of the reestablishment of the Gendarmerie6 was
also popular. Since the beginning of the migration crisis in 2015, they wanted to
re-establish a separate Border Guard that was integrated into the police during the
preparation for Hungary’s integration into the Schengen Area.
Jobbik discovered and identiﬁed a new enemy: namely the Roma minority
when they racially characterized this population as “genetically determined” or
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Hungarian Guard’s memorial march in honour of Governor Horthy, 19
November 2009
(Photo: Béla Szandelszky)
FIGURE 7.1

“born” criminals. Jobbik launched a campaign against the so-called Gipsy crime: a
notion used by the police of the Communist era for ethnic proﬁling. This way
Jobbik instrumentalized the main ethnic resentment of the Hungarian population:
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the anti-Ziganism (Harper, Steger & Filcak, 2009). “Earlier no organization dared
to propagate it publicly. The action of Jobbik changed this situation making racism
openly presentable again” (POLCAP, 2008).
Based on our own ﬁeld research (Póczik, 2011), we can state that the social
character was the main driver in attracting great masses to Jobbik. This could be
concluded on the basis of voters’ composition. They were nationalist juveniles,
partly students with a high degree of perceived insecurity (about 16%), social
groups of the lower middle classes threatened by crime and social misery, losers
from the social changes of the transition and the EU-membership, unstable existences and par excellence racist groups from the metal-rock music scenes and
football-freaks, etc. (REP, 2015).

Janus-faced vigilantism – the Hungarian Guard
To highlight the attempt to recover public safety, the Jobbik Party founded the
“Hungarian Guard Association for Protection of Traditions and Culture” (Magyar
Gárda Mozgalom Hagyományőrző és Kulturális Egyesület) in August 2007. The
Hungarian Guard as a top-down organization served as the unarmed but uniformed (para)military wing of Jobbik. The party militia was chaired by the Jobbik
party leader Gábor Vona himself. According to the Foundation Declaration7 of the
Guard, it set the goal to protect the Hungarian culture and history. The Guard
(and later its successor UMGM) aimed to take part in crime prevention and protection of the citizens as well as in charity actions such as park cleaning, soup
kitchen, ﬂood protection etc. Under the slogan “Faith, force and will!” and the
salutation “Wish a brighter future!” – borrowed from juvenile organizations of the
period between the two World Wars – the Guard declared that they would aim to
“defend the physically, spiritually and intellectually defenseless Hungary” (Kerepeszki, 2010). They aimed to substitute the dismantled Hungarian Army and also
to act against the criminals who
keep terrorizing the Hungarian citizens […] if the Jobbik gains power […] the
members of the Hungarian Guard will form the backbone of the new Hungarian gendarmerie, will be invested with public authority, and will march
here, on the streets […] with weapons on their side.
The Guard’s uniform was composed of black boots, black trousers with a white
shirt and black vest that had a lion ﬁgure on its back and an escutcheon on the
front side, a shielded black cap and a red-white striped scarf. The Guard’s
escutcheon was based on the escutcheon shield of King Emeric of Hungary which
features the Árpád-stripes8 with nine golden lions in four red stripes (3–3–2–1 lions
per stripe). The Guard’s uniform was similar to the Arrow Cross uniform.
The social composition of the Guard was quite heterogeneous. The vast majority of the members were male (but some were also female), nationalist juveniles of
the (lower) middle class, former military and police oﬃcers, soldiers of the French
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Swearing in and inauguration of new members of the Hungarian Guard,
October 2007
(Photo: Béla Szandelszky)

FIGURE 7.2

Foreign Legion and other mercenaries, entrepreneurs and diﬀerent weapon freaks
and militarists appeared in its ranks, too. Until the dissolution of the Guard, more
than a thousand people became members of the Guard in public inauguration
ceremonies in “comradeship” with other smaller or local paramilitary organizations,
i.e. the right-wing quasi military National Civic Guard Association (Nemzeti
Őrsereg)9 established in 2007, later the 64VM and the Outlaws’ Army (Betyársereg). In the period 2007–2009, six inauguration ceremonies took place on historically prominent sites of Budapest (Royal Palace, Square of the Heroes) always
in March or October.10 The Guard also had youth and children’s organizations in
which the members were called cadets and lion whelps.
In September 2007, the Guard started a nation-wide “anti-crime tour” in the
bigger towns of Hungary. They held citizen forums and protest demonstrations in
Romany settlements against “Gypsy crime” for “safety in the province”. All these
were followed by protests from left-wing organizations. Clad in uniform, the
Guard also marched against “the terror by Gypsy criminals” that took place in
smaller settlements. These were villages where the segregated Roma communities
had serious conﬂicts with the Hungarian majority or where individual Roma perpetrators committed serious violent crimes. In December 2007 in Tatárszentgyörgy, in April 2008 in Nyírkáta and Vásárosnamény, June 2008 in Pátka and in
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March 2009 in Sarkad, uniformed units of the Guard of 100–200 persons held so
called protest demonstrations with threatening intent. The function of these marches was more about political propaganda for the Jobbik Party and intimidation of
the Roma minority than vigilant activity. In reality, the Guard’s eﬀective vigilant
activity was quite limited, though in a couple of cases the local units of the Guard
prevented illegal occupation of dwellings and also the expansion of conﬂicts
between Roma and non-Roma. Still in several cases, the anti-criminal demonstrations and marches ended up in violent conﬂicts between the Guard members
and Roma persons or counter demonstrators.
By the end of 2008, the Guard split into two parts having diﬀerent “captains”
but the same ideology and goals. In December 2008, based on a motion by the
Prosecutor General, the Metropolitan Court Budapest disbanded the Guard
explaining that the activities of the organization were against the human and
minority rights guaranteed by the Constitution. The Guard appealed against the
verdict, but in July 2009, the Budapest Tribunal upheld the prohibition on the
Guard and the Supreme Court did the same. In 2013, the European Court of
Human Rights in Strasbourg upheld the ban on the Guard, ruling that it was “the
least violent manner” to deal with a group that posed a clear threat to minority
groups. Since its dissolution the Guard has attempted to re-organize itself as the
New Hungarian Guard, but the government acted against the so called “criminals
in uniform” and in February 2010 the Parliament passed a law that signiﬁcantly
raised the punishment for participating in a dissolved organization.11

Uniformed units of the Hungarian Guard march through the Roma community of Tatárszentgyörgy
(Photo: Bela Szandelszky)

FIGURE 7.3
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Some parts of the prohibited Hungarian Guard attempted to re-organize themselves as legal unarmed auxiliary police NGOs.12 In Hungary, the Civic Auxiliary
Police (Polgárőrség) is a state controlled and state supported association of NGOvolunteers having limited policing powers to participate in crime prevention and
crime control. Some groups of the dissolved Guard joined them or established their
own auxiliary police NGOs for legal purposes and to step into the circle of
respectable people. One of the successor organizations was the Auxiliary Police
Association for a Better Future (Szebb Jövőért Polgárőr Egyesület). This group was
involved in a bloody mass tussle between Roma and participants of an anti-Roma
demonstration in April 2011 in the settlement of Gyöngyöspata (Miklósi, 2011). As
a consequence, the Auxiliary Police Association for a Better Future was dissolved
by the court in 2014 (Janecskó, 2014). The Government labeled them “uniformed
criminals” and the Parliament issued a law on “prohibited policing activity”. This
also led to the law on the civic auxiliary police being sharpened.

Anti-vigilante legislation – dilemmas of law making and judicial practice
In studying vigilantism, there are two types of crimes which should be examined
due to their strong relation to the phenomenon. Private Justice, on the one hand,
and acts that can be interpreted under the umbrella-category of hate crimes, on the
other. These two types together are more or less able to describe vigilantism as a
whole, the ﬁrst from the control aspect of it and the other from the content side
which means hate and bias motivation in the activities examined.
The crime called “Private Justice” represents the classical interpretation of vigilantism; when the vigilante action or behavior reacts to real criminal actions, in
spite of alleged wrong-doings or perceived legal or moral disorder. This crime was
formulated in order to punish those oﬀenders who use violence to enforce their
legal or allegedly legal material (!) claims. In other words, this behavior was legislated as a crime in the Criminal Code to hinder those aggressive behaviors that
were deﬁnitely conducted for enforcing nothing but concrete ﬁnancial claims.
However, Private Justice cannot be purely identiﬁed as a homogeneous crime in
the terms of its legal dogmatic position. It was introduced into the Criminal Code
in 1948 in Hungary, but due to its double-faced character, its position remained
uncertain. Though its property-protective aspect is dominant in its character, Private Justice-activities endanger both private property and public peace, due to
which the crime was placed under diﬀerent titles in the Penal Code from time to
time. It necessarily implies that the legislator intended to suggest diﬀerent meanings
and approach. From 1961, it was regulated under the title of “Crimes against the
Social and Private Property” later the Act IV of 1978 positioned it among the
“Crimes against the Public Peace”. Currently, the Hungarian Criminal Code13
classiﬁes it as a “Violent Crime against Property”. Regarding the fact that from
1998 Private Justice also holds “oﬀending in a group”14 as a qualifying circumstance, those vigilante activities which aim to take revenge on certain crimes
committed against property, can be punished for Private Justice (Radnai, 2015).
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Nevertheless, most of the vigilante acts do not necessarily reﬂect to actual
property crimes,15 but rather perceived or imaginary anti-social behaviors by minority groups who are generally associated with the phenomenon of criminality. In
the last decades, several ethnic groups became targets of artiﬁcially induced hate
campaigns. In the 1980s, the Poles were described as lazybones, in the 1990s the
Russians as Maﬁosi and the Chinese as smugglers and illegal traders serving the
Triads. But the constant target of spontaneous ethnic hate was and still remained
the Roma minority. To protect the vulnerable groups from any illegal and
endangering actions, the Hungarian legislators deﬁned several behaviors as hate
crimes: Apartheid, Incitement against a Community, Open Denial of Nazi and
Communist Crimes, Use of Symbols of Totalitarianism, the Degrading Treatment
of Vulnerable Persons, Violence against a Member of a Community and the qualiﬁed forms of Harassment. The crimes listed contain features that would deﬁnitely
cover jeopardizing or harming the status or the existence of a certain community,
but in reality Violence against the Member of a Community (Section 216), Incitement against a Community (Section 332) and Use of Symbols of Totalitarianism
(Section 335) should be relevant with regards to the topic of vigilantism.
The section “Violence against the Member of a Community”16 covers diﬀerent
modi operandi of crimes and lists sensitive groups who might be subject of violent
crime due to features such as their nationality, ethnicity, race or religion, or in
particular, on the grounds of disability, gender identity or sexual orientation. The
legislation can be titled suﬃcient to protect the listed minorities from any deﬁnite
violence and threat used against them, explicitly because of their group features.
Section 216(1) – Any person who displays an apparently anti-social behaviour
against others for being part, whether in fact or under presumption, of a national,
ethnic, racial or religious group, or of a certain societal group, in particular on the
grounds of disability, gender identity or sexual orientation, of aiming to cause panic
or to frighten others, is guilty of a felony punishable by imprisonment not
exceeding three years. (2) Any person who assaults another person for being part,
whether in fact or under presumption, of a national, ethnic, racial or religious
group, or of a certain societal group, in particular on the grounds of disability,
gender identity or sexual orientation, or compels him by force or by threat of force
to do, not to do, or to endure something, is punishable by imprisonment between
one to ﬁve years. (3) The penalty shall be imprisonment between two to eight
years if violence against a member of the community is committed: a) by displaying
a deadly weapon; b) by carrying a deadly weapon; c) by causing a signiﬁcant breach
of interest; d) by tormenting the aggrieved party; e) in a gang; or f) in criminal
association with accomplices. (4) Any person who engages in the preparation for
the use of force against any member of the community is guilty of a misdemeanor
punishable by imprisonment not exceeding two years.
However, in many cases the given criminal act does not reach the level of violence. The vigilante group often represents danger purely because of its features of
a well-organized and symbolically (and sometimes physically) armed community.
This is well illustrated by the infamous march in Gyöngyöspata (see above in
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subchapter III.2) when the criminal act could be judged as “Incitement against a
Community”. Article 332 (Hungarian Criminal Code) provides people with protection against non-violent conduct motivated by racism, xenophobia or other bias
motive (e.g. homophobia), according to which anyone publicly inciting hatred
against the Hungarian nation or any national, ethnic, racial or other groups of the
population shall face punishment for a felony oﬀence with imprisonment for up to
three years (Balogh, 2011). This regulation reﬂects verbal actions generating hatred
towards protected communities, which could be applicable in most of vigilante
situations. In cases when the incitement to hatred is strengthened by visual representations, “Use of Symbols of Totalitarianism” can also be applied in legal
cumulation with it.
For the clear and comprehensive interpretation of the Gyöngyöspata case, it is
important to note that the Hungarian Civil Liberties Union (TASZ) ﬁled a civil
action against the Hungarian police for breaching the right of equal treatment of
the Roma inhabitants. In 2015, the Municipal Civil Court of Eger accepted the
case and declared that the police was responsible for the breach of the aforementioned rights of citizens as they did not protect the Roma inhabitants from Auxiliary Police Association for a Better Future, who was invited to Gyöngyöspata by
the Jobbik in order to threaten the Roma inhabitants. The Court of Eger stated
that the police’s passivity induced a situation in which the Roma were discriminated against and harassed. Though the application was accepted at the ﬁrst
stance, the Court of Appeal of the town Debrecen rejected it in April 2016. Upon
the request for review, the ﬁnal decision was taken in 2017 by the Curia of Hungary,17 which stated that the night marches with torches, the organization of soldier training camps and their permanent stay in Gyöngyöspata deﬁnitely threatened
the inhabitants of the village and the passivity of police and the lack of police
action fulﬁlled the requirements of the violation of human dignity (Pap, 2017).
Still, dubious decisions were made by the courts regarding the scope of the victims
of “Violence against the Member of Community”. In 2013, a small village witnessed
Roma perpetrators attack members of a vigilante group.18 The attackers were sentenced to two years’ imprisonment because of “Violence against a Member of a
Community” since the perpetrators expressed that they attacked the victims due to
their Hungarian nationality. Though their crime was related to the nationality of the
victims, the text of the sentence did not highlight the importance of the threat that the
oﬀenders suﬀered from the vigilante groups of the Hungarian National Guard and
Auxiliary Police Association for a Better Future, both successors of the Hungarian
Guard, who had organized a protest demonstration in the settlement two days before
the criminal act mentioned above. A similarly pronounced criminal case was when the
perpetrators in Sajóbábony attacked Hungarians, yelling “You will die, Hungarians!
We will kill you!” and damaged the car of one the victims with metal bars. The victims were connected to the Jobbik Party. The verdicts were in line with Decision No.
96/2008. VII.3 by the Constitutional Court, which set that the crime of “Violence
against a Member of a Community” is not a minority protective regulation but the
scope of the protection refers on any group identities and not exclusively on the
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membership to a certain ethnic minority. Due to this, the judgments were formally
accurate but the decisions were criticized by the Hungarian Civil Liberties Union
(TASZ) on the ground that they lacked any background information on the political
orientation of the victims and threat the oﬀenders suﬀered, which deﬁnitely
inﬂuenced the criminal act.
Despite making use of the available hate crime regulations, the government
decided to formulate a new paragraph in order to hinder vigilante grouping and
marching. In 2011, as a response to the events in Gyöngyöspata (see subchapter
III.2.), the Criminal Code19 was amended to prevent such activities in the future
by enacting the crime of “Prohibited Policing Activity”. According to this,20 to
establish an organization without legal authorization in order to enforce public order
and safety or to organize an activity with the appearance of such, and/or to fail to
fulﬁl the obligation to cooperate with the authorized organizations, is a misdemeanour punishable by imprisonment not exceeding two years. The new crime
neither got loud public attention nor serious reﬂections from the legal sphere. Even
in the “Commentary”, the Oﬃcial Legal Explanation of the Criminal Code, only
half a page was devoted to discussing this law. Belovics, Molnár and Sinku (2016)
discussed it in only half a page.21 The regulation’s novelty lay in the fact that the
fake policing activities could be punished automatically, however the penal consequences apply only to the organizers and not to other participants. The textualization of the crime lacks any hint of hate propaganda or hostile attitudes of
marching against minorities. The legislation simpliﬁes the problem of vigilantism
and equalizes it with forbidden policing activities. Thus, this crime can form a legal
cumulation with “Incitement against a Community”, and together, the joint
indictment of these crimes would be able to hinder vigilantism.
Though the enactment of this regulation suggests that the government implements strict legislative measures against vigilantism, we believe that it would be more
important to enforce serious judicial reactions on hate crimes and on hate-speech
rather than creating new sections in the Criminal Code. It also means that if the legal
responses were consequent enough and the judicial practice would not suﬀer from
the problems of under-qualiﬁcation of hate motives22 and sometimes from doubtable
sentences, these crimes would be suﬃcient to keep vigilantism under control.
Meanwhile, the appearance of hate speech (or at least remarks on hate) is not
uncommon in political communication and media, which acts hardly ever have
criminal consequences or if yes, they suﬀer delay. The rigorous tackling of vigilantism (which is unquestionably sympathetic) is regrettably in line with the eﬀorts
of the ruling government to gain control over all segments of the society, they
intend to hinder particularly those civil initiatives which are independent, critical
and oppose the government’s agenda.

Vigilante terrorism – a racist death squad hunts down Roma
The saddest chapter in the history of the far right militant activity is the unprecedented series of murders of Roma in the period 2008 to 2009 committed by a
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death squad of four perpetrators (Vágvölgyi, 2016). Without any certain reasons
and based on the idea of equating Roma with criminality, they killed six Roma
persons in ten attacks, among them one child, living in peripheral slum settlements.
The perpetrators did not know their victims and chose them randomly. Based on the
whole perception of the so called “Gypsy crimes”, the killers’ intent was to take
revenge through their actions. For them, the aim was to provoke violent reactions
by the Roma that would lead to an ethnic civil war, which was fueled by their
speculation that the police and penal justice handled the Roma criminal oﬀenders
too indulgently. The ethno-chauvinist oﬀenders had loose contacts with the Jobbik
and Hungarian Guard but they acted independently. They were linked much more
to skinheads and football hooligan groups. A particularly strange element of the case
was that one of the four charged persons was a former informant of the Military
Security Agency (Katonai Biztonsági Hivatal) (Pilhál, 2015). In January 2016, the
Supreme Court sentenced three oﬀenders to life long (min. 40 years) imprisonment
and one perpetrator to 13 years of prison. According to the reasoning of the judgment,
this series of crimes was “advance planned multiple homicides committed particularly
cruelly by a criminal organization upon malicious motive, against adults and minors
unable to defend themselves” (Csona, 2016).

New far right organizations between militarism and vigilantism, and
the decline of the Jobbik Party
In the meantime, other militant far-right associations also came to life such as the
Defense Force (Véderő) (Dezső, 2011) and the so-called 64VM. The Defense Force
organized basic military tactical trainings for youngsters, but after the suicide of its
commander it fell apart. The Sixty-Four Counties Youth Movement (Hatvannégy
Vármegye Ifjúsági Mozgalom, abbr. as HVIM/64VM) named in memory of Greater
Hungary which was divided into 64 counties, is an irredentist movement claiming
for the uniﬁcation of all ethnic Hungarians that live outside of Hungary and the
revision of the Peace Treaty of Trianon. This group was until 2013 chaired by László
Toroczkai who later became the vice chair of Jobbik. Currently, the mayor of
Ásotthalom at the southern border to Serbia is the chair. 64VM is acting mainly in
Hungary but is also present in the surrounding countries on the level of communication, ideology and propaganda. In December 2015, two members of the organization were arrested by the Romanian authorities based on the false accusation of
planning to detonate an improvised explosive device in Kézdivásárhely / Târgu
Secuiesc during the Great Union Day23 Parade on 4 July 2018. The “oﬀenders”
were ﬁnally sentenced to ﬁve years’ imprisonment.
In 2016, the Jobbik Party began its transition to become a people’s party positioned in the political centre. Its chairmen disowned the party’s earlier radical features, such as their anti-Semitism and anti-Ziganism stand. The de-radicalization
obviously caused sharp debates within the Jobbik Party and a great loss in the
elections of 2018. In reaction to this phenomenon, persons formerly closely linked
with Jobbik established new alternative radical parties to keep the radicals together.
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Examples include Force and Intrepidity (Erő és Elszántság),24 Identitesz – Association of Identitarian Students (Identitárius Egyetemisták Szövetsége) and Order and
Justice (RIA – Rend és Igazságosság).25 The chairman of the latter, Mihály Zoltán
Orosz, former Jobbik member and radical anti-Ziganist mayor of the village Érpatak,26 established the Legion of Honor (Becsület Légiója) in 2016,27 which was a
local vigilante guard-association to keep the Roma population under control.
These groups are interlinked with other organizations such as the Outlaws’
Army (Betyársereg).28 The Outlaw’s Army represents a new wave of vigilante
organizations, as it is a grass-root group having no political party as a background
supporter. Unlike the Hungarian Guard, the Outlaws’ Army is more conspiring
and generally avoids media and spectacular mass demonstrations. Their modest
uniform is much cheaper and simpler than that of the one-time Hungarian Guard.
It consists of black T-shirts and hoodies with their emblem showing two battle axes
with the motto “Do not hurt the Hungarian if you want good”. Their romantically designed parade uniform is similar to the clothing of the horse herds and
bandits (called “betyár”) of the nineteenth century.
The Outlaws’ Army presents its program in their declaration. The document titled
“The way of recovery – ideological lines of the Hungarian new right wing movement”, issued in September 2017, contains a detailed and relatively coherent ideology
of a new conservative radicalism. Its starting point is the decadence of the Occident
that is to be reversed. The elements of the decadences are liberalism, democracy,
materialism, lost norms and identities, left-wing movement, demographic decline,

László Balázs, leader of Identitesz, on the left behind him the ﬂag of the
Outlaws’ Army
(Photo: Gábor Bankó)
FIGURE 7.4
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expansion of ethnic and racial minorities and self-destruction of the youth. The
recovery can be achieved by uncompromising radical right-wing activism against liberalism, conservativism and progressivism, refusal of equality, gender philosophy and
political correctness, self-defense for the Hungarian and European future and “metapolitics” for a change of attitudes. Their goals are focused on ethnic and cultural
homogeneity in Europe and Hungary, termination of multiculturalism, order, hierarchy, communities, autocracy as the organic way of life, unity of European patriots,
continuous self-education and activism by the members and acting as police if the
authorities are unable the defend the citizens. The Outlaws’ Army is now the biggest
militant network with 300–400 members organized in so-called clans at a regional
basis and in activity ﬁelds. Their network as such is quite clandestine, so they give little
information about themselves.29

Migration crisis and vigilantism reloaded
In July 2016, Human Rights Watch (HRW) reported30 that illegal civil vigilante
groups were active at the southern border of Hungary and attacked asylum seekers. HRW called the authorities “to check up the news that the border police
cooperates with patrolling units of the Outlaws Army in harassing migrants”. The
TV channel ATV obtained the information that Zsolt Tyirityán, top leader of
Outlaws’ Army, boasted among his friends that the Ministry of the Interior, the
Defense Ministry and the National Police Headquarters requested his organization to participate in border control and they successfully took part in it. ATV
asked both ministries on this issue but received no answer. According to reliable
information, the Outlaws’ Army organized protest demonstrations against
migrants and pro-migration NGOs such as Migration Aid and MigSzol. In some
cases, violent conﬂicts happened in which the police intervened.31
According to other sources, the members of Field Patrol Service (Szlavkovits,
2014) of the settlement Ásotthalom took part in the detection of illegal migrants
on behalf of the mayor László Toroczkai32. The Field Patrol Service33 is a legal
local armed policing organization that can be established if there is need for that by
the villages in order to defend agrarian lands and plants. Obviously, as a propaganda
video attests34, Toroczkai misuses the local Field Patrol Service and intends to form
it into “migrant hunters”. That is why the liberal party Együtt, reported Toroczkai
to the police because of committing “Private Justice” (Haszanz, 2017).

Analysis and conclusions
In our research, we used primary and secondary sources, among others historical
and sociological studies, media interviews, reports and videos, as well as empirical
scientiﬁc studies and surveys, from which we ascertained that three types of vigilantism can be observed in Hungary today.
(a) The party-supported and -managed nationwide top-down organization based
on the subordination principle with deﬁnite hierarchy (as the Jobbik-supported
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Hungarian Guard was). (b) The local or regional and subregional vigilant groups,
supported and managed by local administrative leaders (as the Legion of Honor, led
by a village mayor) and (c) the decentralized grass-root organizations consisting of
more or less independent sub-groups (such as the Outlaw’s Army). Finally, there is
a fourth type, which is quite diﬃcult to classify. This category contains the cases
where local administrative leaders use, or rather misuse, legal security organizations to implement actions to which they are not authorized. This happened
with Field Patrol Services (in the village of Ásotthalom, led by mayor László
Toroczkai) in the border region. These mentioned leaders and their more or less
decentralized organizations represent very diﬀerent levels of political and social
embeddedness, inﬂuence and eﬃciency as well as a deep rooted political tradition
and continuity of militarist far right movements of vigilante character. These
organizations react to negative social trends and appear in periods of real or
alleged crisis, which sharpens the discrepancies of national identity.
The core ideas of these movements lie in the heroic military tradition, particularly that of WWI and WWII. They call for a “national revolution” conducted by
a militarily organized avant-garde with the mission to clean up all noxious social
groups, including criminals. Other central elements in their ideology are: antimodernism, anti-globalism, racial, ethnic, cultural homogeneity and supremacy,
termination of social parasites and/or certain foreign ethnic groups (Jews, Germans,
Slavs, Romany), anti-multiculturalism, order, hierarchy, autocracy, meritorism,
community-based productive (agrarian) society, organic way of life, unity of patriots, self-education and quasi military activism (squadrismo, arditismo). Some varying elements are enemy images, in relation to Europe and the neighboring ethnic
groups etc. The basic elements and frames of this mindset have existed since 1920,
as mentioned in the Introduction.35
The broadest interpretational frame of the current development is the postCommunist period, when the state lost the ability to protect the citizens. Criminality expanded radically. This lead to an urgent demand for citizens to organize
privately in pursuit of crime prevention (vigilantism). The disastrous consequences
of the Communist dictatorship and the social changes of the last 30 years ampliﬁed
the latent energies resulting from social dissatisfactions and channelled this energy
into (quasi) violent movements. In these movements, which adhere to old and
outdated ideologies, the protest of the youth of the (lower) middle classes was
articulated. These far right oriented political eﬀorts found echo and popularity,
particularly in regions of Hungary where the population was extremely endangered
by (long-lasting) unemployment, uncared neighbourhoods, poor and segregated
but demographically booming Romany settlements and diﬀused social anxieties
summing up in fear of crime (Korinek, 1995). According to DEREX (Demand for
Right-Wing Extremism Index, a measurement developed by the Political Capital
Institute), in the period 2002 to 2009, the rate of citizens (older than 15 years)
showing sympathy for right extremist eﬀorts grew from 10 to 21%. This result was
in line with the growing mistrust in the democratic institutional system (Krekó &
Juhász & Molnár, 2011).
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The extending criminality and growing fear of crime, the extremely disadvantageous social status of the Roma minority and the migration crisis of 2015
helped the extremist groups to ﬁnd a new “enemy image” and to initiate activities
that meet the sympathy of broad social strata. So, the Hungarian Guard can be
considered the “mother” of the current vigilante groups. It was established as the
party militia of the far right Jobbik Party in a period of left-wing governments of
Socialists and Neoliberals. Their mission was to restore “law and order” and to
persecute the Roma minority stereotyped as criminal. In the course of the fragmentation of the top-down organized Hungarian Guard and its party background,
new bottom-up structured vigilant groups such as the Outlaws’ Army grew. While
earlier organizations such as the Hungarian Guard sought wide publicity and media
coverage (TV, radio, print media), this latter organization does not operate publicly. It is mainly active on social media (Facebook, Twitter), or communicates
through covered channels (WhatsApp etc.). They make use of personal contacts,
since many members of the Outlaws’ Army have criminal records.
After the economic crisis of 2008 had passed and the government of Viktor
Orbán came to power, these groups were fuelled by the migration wave of 2015–
2017. The role they play in (anti-)migration politics, by publishing texts and
organizing marches and anti-Muslim protests, is more symbolic than eﬀective.
Despite its anti-migration policy and resentments against Muslims and Islamic customs, the current Hungarian government does its best through the state authorities
to suppress any spontaneous or planned incidents as well as vigilant activities.
However, the rare attempts in some municipalities at the state border to expand
the scope of diﬀerent local legal police-like organization for migration control is
legally questionable.
With regards to the notion and interpretation of vigilantism, a hard debate is going on
in the literature of criminology (Moncada, 2017). If the essence of vigilantism is using
illicit collective violence (or threatening with it) against criminals for securing social justice and conservative/traditional morality (when the failed state and its authorities are
incapable of doing so, or to do it eﬃciently), then most of the Hungarian groups
represent a “non-vigilante” vigilantism. In these cases, vigilantism does not signify a real
readiness to act violently. Rather, it is a kind of demonstration of aggressive emotions
that serves to sustain or enhance the internal cohesion of a (political) community. In
most cases, symbolic aggression is directed partly towards one or more target groups
stamped as enemies mainly for social, ethnic or criminal reasons. It is not the crimepreventing vigilant activity but the common set of political values and attitudes that keep
these groups together. On the other hand, this non-vigilante vigilantism expresses or
underlines the hate of the population against the weak state on behalf of a powerhungry political party. These far right based semi-violent organizations avoid violating
the law as aggressive actions rarely take place. Their activity usually remains on the level
of hate speech and hate propaganda. This does not mean that these groups are harmless,
as symbolic aggression can easily turn into eﬀective violence – into vigilante terror – if
the proper conditions are given.
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We can also state that such organizations represent a typical phenomenon in the
period of the political and social transition of 1990–2010 in the countries of Eastern
Central Europe. Despite their local diﬀerences, these groups show quite similar features: they are paramilitary organizations and are established generally by political
parties who (more or less) accept the existing parliamentary frames but contest the
authority and power monopoly of the state. The main function of these semi-violent
groups is to aid their background parties in extending their electoral basis. The role
of the militants remains marginal, however. Their organizations can be dissolved
relatively easily: “The Moor has done his duty, the Moor can go”. This is why it
seems inaccurate to treat them as equivalent to the Nazi storm troops SA or SS.
Although the Hungarian Guard was the most powerful and best organized of all
and achieved the most intensive media coverage worldwide, it is quite diﬃcult to
deﬁne which organization served as a model for others in Eastern Europe. Was it
the Slovakian Brotherhood (Slovenská pospolitost’) that came to life in 2003 and
declared Hungarians, Jews and Roma enemies or was it the National Guard
established by the Czech National Party in 2007 for the implementation of the
“ﬁnal solution” (sic!) of the Roma problem, or the Bulgarian National Guard,
which was formed by the party called Bulgarian National Guard to intimidate the
Romany minority? Even though these organizations don’t thrive for long, one
should reasonably be afraid of the rebirth of these or similar organizations in future
periods of crisis.

Notes
1 The notion “red terror” stems from the times of the Communist revolution attempts,
particularly from the Soviet Revolution in Russia of 1917 when the Communist rulers
tried to stabilize their dictatorship with unlawful terroristic methods to which the conservative groups reacted with the so called “white terror”. (See https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Red_Terror).
2 The total mistrust in police amounts to 48.5%.
3 According to the oﬃcial statistics the proportion of people living in so called “income
poverty” is 14.5%, 26.5% are “at the risk of poverty and exclusion” and 40% of the
Hungarian population live under the poverty threshold. The “income poverty” means 78
HUF/month/ one adult person. The oﬃcial calculation of poverty threshold was changed
in 2014 as the 40% seemed impossible to handle within the context of social policy.
4 (Admin – editorial article): Tudott a politika Király B. Izabella olajáról, [Political circles
were conscious of the oil business by Izabella Király B.] 2 February, 24.hu, https://24.
hu/belfold/2004/02/09/tudott_politika_kiraly_b/.
5 It is notable that the Arrow Cross Party had 15% of mandates (29 deputies) in the Parliament in 1939.
6 The Hungarian Gendarmerie was a professional policing organization operating in the
province before 1945 but since it was involved in the deportation and extradition of
Jewish citizens to the Nazi authorities it was disbanded after WWII.
7 Currently not accessible in electronic form.
8 Basic motives of the dynasty of Árpád, ﬁrst monarch of Hungary (845–907 AD).
9 National Civic Guard Association for Heritage Protection and Civic Defense (Nemzeti
Őrsereg Hagyományőrző és Polgárőr Egyesület). Oﬃcial website: http://nemzetiorsereg.
hupont.hu/.
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10 March and October are connected with revolutionary events (1848 and 1956) in the
Hungarian history.
11 See Act LXXXVI of 2010, Section 13.
12 Establishing and activity of these NGOs are regulated in the Act CLXV of 2011 on the
Civic Auxiliary Police.
13 Act No. C of 2012, English translation: http://thb.kormany.hu/download/a/46/11000/
Btk_EN.pdf.
14 Which means three or more people together in the terms of the Criminal Code.
15 The group of the so called Thief Busters (Tolvajkergetők) – see below – can be regarded
as an exception.
16 Section 216(1) in the Hungarian Criminal Code.
17 The Curia is the highest judicial authority in Hungary.
18 Known as Case of Valkó.
19 Valid at that time: Act IV of 1978.
20 Section 217 in Act IV of 1978. This law entered into force immediately the day after it
was accepted and enforced two amendments in Decree No.218/1999 (XII.28.) on
Administrative Oﬀences. Two new administrative oﬀences came into force, both of
which belonged to the legal scope of the police.
21 Currently the crime is regulated under Section 352 in Act C of 2012 (the new Criminal
Code). The actual Commentary to the Criminal Code edited (Belovics, Molnár &
Sinku, 2018) does not contain added information compared to the previous one.
22 The vast majority of the Hungarian legal scientiﬁc literature and NGO guidelines
formulate criticism on legal practice with regard to the legal practice handling
hate-crimes, in terms of false qualiﬁcation and disguised crimes, which means that
the judicial decisions tend to qualify these actions as public vandalism or other
crime without the element of bias. (See: Jovánovics, 2015; Balogh, & Dinók, &
Pap, 2012).
23 National Day of Romania.
24 Website: https://eroeselszantsag.net/.
25 Website: http://rendesigazsagossag.hu/.
26 He lost his mayor position in the interim local elections in March 2018.
27 NGO registration number 00 18 335400.
28 Website: http://betyarsereg.hu/.
29 An interview with the leader of the Outlaws’ Army. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=stDtqxMVN3g.
30 Why the Police is silent about the events at the Southern border? HVG editorial article,
22 July 2016. http://hvg.hu/itthon/20160722_deli_hatar_menekultek_toroczkai_betya
rsereg.
31 The Outlaws’ Army marching to Szeged. HVG editorial article, 6 July 2015. http://hvg.
hu/itthon/20150706_Kivonult_a_Betyarsereg_Szegedre.
32 László Toroczkai was former vice chair of Jobbik and in 2018 he established a new
radical political party named Our Homeland Movement (Mi Hazánk Mozgalom).
33 See: Law No. CXX of 2012 and Decree of the Agrarminister No. 29/1998. (IV. 30.)
about the Field Patrol Service. Field Patrols are allowed to use a pellet gun against animals if unavoidable, but never against humans.
34 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=42Vyelz698k and https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=fgJRjy2Xc0c.
35 To give a comprehensive picture on the Hungarian scene of vigilantism we have to
mention the group of Thief Busters (Tolvajkergetők, www.tolvajkergetok.hu, www.
youtube.com/watch?v=XRxTucrU4Q4) which focused solely to prevention and persecution of bicycle thefts and other petty crimes and had no political ideology. In spite
of their eﬀort to close cooperation with Police and law-abiding behavior, the leader of
the group was sentenced because of illicit use of violence and other crimes and his group
fell apart.
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VIGILANTISM AGAINST MIGRANTS
AND MINORITIES IN SLOVAKIA AND
IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC
Miroslav Mareš and Daniel Milo

Introduction
Vigilantism against migrants and minorities has won huge public attention in the
Czech Republic and in Slovakia in recent era. Governmental documents on
extremism or reports of intelligence services analyse this issue, media inform in
headlines about home guards or anti-immigrant paramilitaries. This form of vigilantism has a long tradition in both these countries and it was connected mostly
with extreme right politics. Currently, the pro-Kremlin spectrum, which mixes
nationalist motives with legacies of the communist era, is active alongside traditional right wing extremism. Many common trends characterize the development
of the vigilante strategy and tactics in Slovakia and in the Czech Republic. Parts of
the scenes in both countries cooperate closely. On the other hand, some speciﬁc
features can be found in both parts of former Czechoslovakia. This chapter
describes the extreme right legacies and the recent development separately in each
country (however, we do not describe Hungarian groups in Slovakia), then we
deal with the proﬁles of individual important organizations and, ﬁnally, we try to
analyse and to compare selected contemporary development trends of vigilantism.

Historical legacy of extreme right vigilantes in the Czech Republic
Modern forms of extreme right paramilitaries can be found on the territory that is
now the Czech Republic in the interwar period. Czech fascists as well as SudetenGerman Nazis established their own party militias. The government prohibited
some of them, such as “Scouts of the National Community of Fascists” (Junáci
Národní obce fašistické) (Pejčoch 2009, 31–32). The “Order Service of the Sudeten German Party” (Ordnerdienst der Sudetendeutschen Partei) served as a
member base for recruitment of pro-Hitler insurgents in the late 1930s (Burian
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2012, 306–327). The oﬃcial Czechoslovak governmental paramilitary forces from
this era are used as a model by some of the current Czech nationalist vigilantes. In
the Second World War militias of Czech collaborationists operated with vigilante
purposes, mostly against the Jews and against anti-Fascist resistance.
During the Cold War, the communist regime eliminated serious activities of
right-wing extremists. Since the mid-1980s, a new generation of the extreme right
grew up in Czechoslovakia. Small gangs of youngsters attacked Roma people and
foreign students from African and Arabian countries. The attackers, among others,
justiﬁed these attacks by reference to the alleged criminal activities of their victims.
The expansion of racist skinhead subculture at the turn of the 1980s and 1990s led
to various skinhead “anti-Gypsy” patrols and even to the lynching of some Roma
accused of crime (as Emil Bendík who was murdered in the town Klatovy in
1991). Associations and neo-Nazi groupings established from “post-skinhead” circles continued with this form of vigilantism also later, as the patrols of the
“National Resistance” (Národní odpor) against “Gypsy crime” in Orlová in 2005
show (Mareš 2012b, 137–139).
A new era of Czech extreme right vigilantism started in 2007–2008, under the
inﬂuence of the successful political marketing of the Hungarian Guard. In 2007, the
“National Guard of the National Party” (Národní garda Národní strany) was founded. However, this party and its militia had a very limited member base (despite
huge media attention) (Stojarová 2012, 275). With the exception of one patrol of
two men outside a primary school in the town Karlovy Vary (where the children
were allegedly attacked by “Gypsy youngsters”), the activity of the National Guard
proceeds mostly on the internet. Regular patrols of the “Protection Corps of the
Workers’ Party” (Ochranné sbory Dělnické strany) and their involvement in antiRoma riots in Northern Bohemia in 2008–2009 were more important. However,
the real member base of this group is estimated to be only around 40 persons. The
existence of this unit played a signiﬁcant role in the ban of the “Workers’ Party” in
2010; together with the spread of racial hate and the interconnection with the neoNazi underground (Mareš 2012a). Smaller extreme right vigilante groups, such as
the “The Kin Defenders” (Rodobrana) of the organization “Czech Lions” (Čeští
lvi), were active also during anti-Romani riots in the years 2011 and 2013 (Mareš
2014). The name “Rodobrana” was also used by the Slovak extreme right vigilante
organization from the interwar period (see below).

Current vigilantism against migrants and minorities in the Czech
Republic
Current Czech vigilantism has its roots in the middle of the second decade of the
twenty-ﬁrst century. At that time, a new type of vigilante groupings was established,
without links to previous right-wing extremist scenes. In contrast, some founders
came from the ex-communist milieu. They combined nostalgia for the communist
regime with a veneration for Putin’s Russia and after the start of the migration crisis
also with anti-immigrant politics. The ﬁrst of these groupings was the paramilitary-
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focused group the “Czechoslovak reserve soldiers against the war planned by the
NATO command” (Českoslovenští vojáci v záloze proti válce plánované velením
NATO), founded at the beginning of 2015. At the end of 2015, after internal disputes, the new “Czechoslovak reserve soldiers for peace” (Českoslovenští vojáci v
záloze pro mír – ČVVZPM) split from this original group. At the same time, another
group of former members joined the organization “National Home Guard” (Národní domobrana – ND), founded in the summer 2015 (Ministerstvo vnitra České
republiky 2017b, 12–14). At the end of 2017, several dozens of members left the
“National Home Guard” and they established a new organization – the “Land
Home Guard” (Zemská domobrana). These four organizations are more deeply
analysed in the next part of this chapter (including explanation of their internal disputes). They are the most important contemporary vigilante organizations in the
Czech Republic.
However, during the peak of the migration crisis in 2015–2016, several small
vigilante groups were established, but usually they existed only for a short time.
They were formed from the spectrum of new anti-Islamic organizations, which
were founded as a reaction to a wave of Islamist terrorist attacks in Western Europe
and as a reaction to subjectively perceived “migration threat”. Small groups, such as
the “Czechoslovak Patriotic Guard” (Československá vlastenecká garda) or the
“Voluntary Public Patrols” (Dobrovolné občanské hlídky), served mostly as protection for political meetings. However, they were trained also for anti-criminal
vigilante activities (Hřebenář 2016). Patrols of the trains were organized rarely –
one known case is connected with members of the initiative “We don’t want Islam
in the Czech Republic” (Hloušek 2017, 31–32).
In 2016, the political party “Dawn – National Coalition” (Úsvit – Národní
koalice) initiated the “Foundation of the Guard of the Defence of the State”
(Nadace Stráže obrany státu – SOS). The aim of this foundation was establishing a
paramilitary corps (called SOS) for border protection within the structures of the
Ministry of the Interior (Zelená 2016). It was named after a governmental paramilitary corps from the 1930s, which protected the Czechoslovak borderlands
against German Nazis at that time. In the end, this corps was not founded due to a
weak position of the party and due to lack of interest on the part of the government (which considered the “Dawn – National Coalition” an extremist party at
that time) (Ministerstvo vnitra České republiky 2017b, 11).
These groupings were aﬃliated with the Czech nationalist spectrum, including
its anti-Nazi traditions. On the other hand, a group of former activists of the neoNazi spectrum founded the “Soldiers of Odin Czech Republic” in 2016, as part of
a transnational network with roots in the Nordic countries (Ministerstvo vnitra
České republiky 2017a, 5). The Germanic orientation of this group was criticized
by the pan-Slavic pro-Kremlin spectrum.
Neo-Nazi gangs with vigilante tendencies operated clandestinely in the Czech
Republic besides publicly active and usually uniformed vigilante groups. A wave of
anti-Romani skinhead violence culminated in the 1990s. Many violent acts were
also committed later, however. In April 2009, a group of four young neo-Nazis, at
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least partially inspired by the Hungarian death squad (see chapter on Hungary),
attacked a house with a Roma family in Vítkov (ČT 24 2010). A two-year-old
Roma girl was burned on more than 80% of her body. Luckily, she survived.
While the perpetrators were sentenced to harsh punishments, they are celebrated in
the far-right scene (Honus 2010). Similar attacks without seriously injured or fatal
victims occurred in the town Aš in 2011. Two members of the “Blood &
Honour/Combat 18 Bohemia/Sudetenland” set ﬁre to the door and threw a
Molotov cocktail into the window of a residential hotel with Roma residents.
Fortunately, the ﬁre was quickly extinguished (Nejvyšší soud České republiky
2017). The Czech neo-Nazi scene propagated positively also individuals who acted
in self-defence or misused self-defence and who killed people from the Romani
community (Nutil 2017), despite the fact that courts do not ﬁnd a racist motive
behind these acts.

Historical legacy of extreme-right vigilantes in the Slovak Republic
Contemporary vigilantism in Slovakia is present mostly in the form of groups
either directly connected to extreme-right political groups or at least with close
aﬃnity to such ideologies. This comes as no surprise, since the historical legacy of
vigilantism in Slovakia dates back to groups operating in the interwar period. In the
1920s and 1930s several vigilante and paramilitary groups existed in Slovakia (as
part of Czechoslovakia) and it was usual for political parties to have paramilitary
wings. Political violence at meetings and demonstrations was commonplace and
following a number of deaths resulting from ﬁghts at political meetings, “Slovak
People’s Party” (Slovenská ľudová strana – SLS) (later on “Hlinka`s Slovak People`s Party”) set up its paramilitary wing called “Rodobrana” (The Kin Defenders),
modelled on Mussolini’s black shirts in 1923 (Sokolovič 2009, 23–25). It was disbanded by the authorities twice (in 1923 and in 1929), but later resurfaced and was
transformed into the infamous Hlinka’s Guard. This was a paramilitary wing of the
ruling “Hlinka’s Slovak People’s Party” (Hlinkova slovenská ľudová strana –
HSĽS), but also performed security related and even counter-insurgency functions
during the wartime fascist Slovak State (Sokolovič 2009, 447–449).
The resurrection of vigilantes came with the fall of communism and was mostly
associated with the skinhead subculture. Since one of the characteristic features of
the skinhead subculture in Slovakia was the heavy inﬂuence of neo-Nazi ideology,
which was dominant in the whole movement (SHARP and RASH skinheads were
a tiny fraction of the whole subculture), manifestations of anti-Gypsyism were
commonplace (Milo 2005). On several occasions, the hatred towards Roma was
manifested in attempts to carry out organized attacks or patrols “cleaning the
streets” of Roma, but also any other foreign-looking elements. Such activities often
led to serious injuries, or even deaths of attacked Roma (Cahn 1997)
An important milestone in the history of vigilantism in Slovakia was the formation of “Slovak Togetherness” (Slovenska Pospolitosť), which later became the
hegemon of not only the right-wing extremists scene, but also marked the ascent
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of the modern day vigilantism. “Slovak Togetherness”, oﬃcially established in the
mid-1990s (Milo 2005), attracted public attention due to their use of uniforms
resembling those of “Rodobrana” and their use of symbols closely resembling the
ones used during the fascist Slovak State. Although the group did not carry out
typical vigilante activities such as patrolling the streets, this was a ﬁrst attempt at the
revival of a paramilitary/vigilante group with direct ideological and visual reference
to “Hlinka`s Guard”. During the ethnic riots in Eastern Slovakia in 2004, the group
leader Marián Kotleba claimed the right of Slovak citizens of self-defence against
rioting Romani people. While several dozens of racist skinheads expressed their will
to counter these riots, they remained in their homes (Mareš 2012b, 253).
After the Supreme Court disbanded the political wing of this organization
(“Slovak Togetherness – National Party” – Slovenska Pospolitosť – Národná strana)
in 2006, several independent guards were formed in diﬀerent regions of Slovakia (the
“Stropkov guard” – Stropkovská stráž and the “Orava guard” Oravská stráž) (Mareš
2012b, 252, Mareš 2013, 33). These guards were loosely aﬃliated to Slovenská
pospolitosť and were used for conducting various paramilitary activities.
A third important group, which was active in the ﬁrst ten years of the twentyﬁrst century, was National Resistance Nitra (Národný Odpor Nitra) based on the
principle of autonomous nationalism. Individuals associated with this group conducted vigilante activities (such as street patrolling against drug users and Roma
people) and were allegedly involved in several high-proﬁle attacks against so-called
alternative youth, but also against a Hungarian-speaking girl, Hedviga Malinová
(Majchrák & Hanus 2007).

Current vigilantism against migrants and minorities in the Slovak
Republic
The current forms of vigilantism against migrants and minorities have their
roots at the beginning of the second decade of the twenty-ﬁrst century. They
developed in three main, partially interconnected streams. The pillar of the ﬁrst
stream is the political party “People’s Party – Our Slovakia” (Ľudová strana
Naše Slovensko – ĽSNS), which was registered under this name in 2009.
However, the leader of the party, Marián Kotleba, has in previous years chaired
the above-mentioned organization the “Slovak Togetherness”. In this sense, the
party belongs to the neo-Clergy-Fascist spectrum, inspired by the Slovak state
from the years 1939–1945. The ĽSNS developed from a marginal neo-Fascist
party and became a party with parliamentary representation (Kluknavská &
Smolík 2016). Vigilante activities, predominantly their train patrols in 2016,
enabled the rise of the ĽNSN.
The second stream is connected mostly with the legacies of the neo-Nazi spectrum. In the regional part of this spectrum, the paramilitary group “Kysuce Resistance” (Vzdor Kysuce) was formed in 2007. It was named after the peripheral region
Kysuce. The most visible person of this group was Marián Magát. In 2011, it was
renamed into the “Action Group Kysuce Resistance” (Akčná skupina Vzdor), and
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after the enhancement of its activities, the national “Action Group Slovak Resistance” (Akčná skupina Vzdor Slovensko) was founded in 2015. While this group
was trained mostly for military combat, it was also prepared for vigilante activities.
The third stream is connected with the group “Slovak Conscripts” (Slovenskí
branci), which was founded by nationalist teenagers at the turn of 2011/ 2012
and which step by step grew into one of the best organized and well-trained
non-state paramilitary groups in East Central Europe. The ideological background of this group is based on a mixture of Slovak nationalist traditions and
the ideas of Slavic cooperation. Despite the predominantly military drill, the
group also provides vigilante street patrols.
Beside these three main groups (which are described in the next section), also
other forms of vigilantism are typical of contemporary Slovakia. As in the Czech
Republic, brutal racist violence against Roma occurred in Slovakia after the 1990s.
Hate violence is often justiﬁed by alleged “Gypsy crime”. During the migration
crisis, a part of the racist propaganda was re-directed from Romani people against
the immigrants. In 2015, a young man on the internet oﬀered 20 euros for each
killed migrant. He was later sentenced due to this declaration and he later also
denied the Holocaust (Majerová 2016).
In the Slovak right-wing extremist scene, people who killed Roma during serial
shootings are celebrated. Examples include Ľubomír Harman in Devinska Nova Ves
in 2010 (he killed seven people) or the incident in Hurbanovo in 2012 (city
policeman Milan Juhász killed three Roma and two injured). These acts were not
considered racist hate crimes by the police or judicial bodies. However, right-wing
extremists, such as the Slovak white power band “Cirhoza 88”, celebrate their perpetrators. Brutal acts of revenge are propagated as a recommended approach towards
the so called “Gypsy criminals” (as they are called by racists) (Janíček 2015, 53).

Proﬁles of the most important contemporary vigilante groups in
the Czech Republic and Slovakia
Czechoslovak reserve soldiers against the war planned by the NATO
command and the Czechoslovak reserve soldiers for peace
The paramilitary group “Czechoslovak reserve soldiers against the war planned by
the NATO command” (Českoslovenští vojáci v záloze proti válce plánované velením NATO – ČVZVPVPVN) was established at the beginning of 2015. Its creation
was caused mostly by the crisis in Ukraine. The main founder of this group was
Ondřej Hrčiak. Retired colonel and former military physician Marek Obrtel was
named as its ﬁrst leader. Originally, this group’s raison d’être was the rejection of
Czech and Slovak participation in a possible NATO war against Russia. It served
mostly reserve soldiers (compulsory military service was ended in 2004 in the Czech
Republic). In the spring of 2015, a part of the organization started to use a modiﬁed
name “Czechoslovak reserve soldiers for peace” (Českoslovenští vojáci v záloze pro
mír (ČVVZPM)(Mareš 2017a, 86).
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With the development of the migration crisis (and decline of the Ukrainian
crisis), a turn to the migration issue was visible. The group organized meetings of
members in various regions (so called “Advisory ﬁres” in countryside landscape)
during the ﬁrst half of 2015 and it started paramilitary training, aiming at, among
other things, protection of borders against irregular migrants (Ministerstvo vnitra
České republiky 2017b, 12–14). A ceremonial parade in uniforms during a mass
demonstration to support President Miloš Zeman (popular in the scene due to his
pro-Kremlin, anti-immigrant and anti-Muslim statements) was organized by a
group in Prague on 17 November 2015 (Wirnitzer 2015). It oﬀered the president
protection patrols to save the borders; however, it was not accepted (Bukač 2015).
In 2015, Czech television broadcast a report about the activities of the group.
One member – a veteran from Bosnian campaign, Martin H. – cited a misinterpreted quotation by Ernest Hemingway from his novel A Farewell to Arms. In
this TV report he said that “people should shoot their own government on the ﬁrst
day of the war” (but the real words written by Hemingway are diﬀerent), and he
added some threats to the current Czech government and parliament. These words
were aimed against politicians in case they support the NATO war against Russia
(Landa 2017). Martin H. was charged for threatening a public oﬃce. However, the
regional court in České Budějovice acquitted him, deciding his statement was
protected by the right to free speech (Krajský soud v Českých Budějovicích 2017).
Gradual radicalization of one group of members and other personal disputes led
to splits and loss of members of the original organization at the end of 2015 (at that
time the organization had around 500 members) (DVTV 2015). The ﬁrst group
around Marek Obrtel left this organization and joined the National Home Guard,
founded in summer 2015 (see below). The second faction remained in the organization, which still uses the original name “Czechoslovak reserve soldiers against
the war planned by the NATO command”. However, its activities declined signiﬁcantly and currently they are limited to online propaganda (Českoslovenští
vojáci v záloze proti válce plánované velením NATO 2018).
The third faction continued their activity under the name “Czechoslovak reserve
soldiers for peace” (ČVZPM). Colonel in reserve Ivan Kratochvíl (former oﬃcer of
the Czechoslovak People’s Army from the communist era) became leader of this
group. According to the Czech law, the organization was oﬃcially registered as an
association in April 2016. The goals declared are improvement of education in civil
defence and education in patriotism. The top of this association is the Supreme
command (Českoslovenští vojáci za mír z. s.) (Českoslovenští vojáci za mír z. s.
2016). Czechoslovak soldiers in reserve for peace probably have only around 20
members. They organize regular drills. The group participated in some “Military
education days” for school children, mostly in Northern Moravia. However, some
statements of the sympathizers of the group on its proﬁles on social networks are
objects of concern of security experts. Pro-Kremlin, anti-EU and anti-NATO
expressions are typical (Jelínková 2018). This organization does not organize direct
vigilante activities, but the skills from its training activities can be useful for
potential future vigilantes.
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National Home Guard and the Land Home Guard
The organization “National Home Guard” (Národní domobrana – ND) was founded in the summer of 2015 by the right-wing extremist party “National Democracy” (National Democracy). It was registered as an association in December 2015,
with the oﬃcial goal to support education in the ﬁeld of home guard, prevention of
crime, crisis management and help to people in need (Národní domobrana 2015, 1).
The ﬁrst commander of the ND was David Buchtela. At the turn of 2015/2016
several dozens of former members of the Czechoslovak soldiers in reserve (including
Marek Obrtel) joined the ND. In 2016, the ND declared its autonomous status and
it is no more aﬃliated to the National Democracy. The symbol of the ND is the
Czech lion and two crossed swords. It is used on the uniform of the group (Národní
domobrana 2016). In 2016, the ND became the most important Czech extreme
right vigilante group with several tens of local organizations in the whole Czech
Republic.
In January 2016, the previous commander was substituted by a free collective
body. The Coordination council of the National Home Guard played the free regulatory role over the spectrum of local groups. The three members of the council

Members of the Land Home Guard in the Czech Republic during the ceremonial pilgrimage to Říp Mountain on 22 April 2018
(Photographer: Dalibor Puchta)
FIGURE 8.1
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since January 2016 have been Marek Obrtel, František Krajča and Nela Lisková (the
last named person is active also as a self-styled consul of the Donetsk People’s
Republic in the Czech Republic). In 2016, the National Home Guard declared
approximately 2,500 members (Malát 2017), organized in more than 100 active
local groups in the Czech Republic. At the end of 2017, the number declined
to 62 groups (Malecký 2018). However, many of them were or are active only
on the internet; the real number of active members is around 100–200
(Zelenka & Kropáček 2017).
National Home Guard organized paramilitary trainings and shooting exercises.
Its members were encouraged to get their own weapons. They were meant to
patrol and monitor the security situation in their localities (Malát 2017). The local
group of the ND “Ore Dogs” (Krušní psi), named after the Ore Mountains
(Krušné hory), patrolled at the Czech-German border. This group claimed to
protect the border against migrants (Malecký 2017), which seems to be paradoxical, because migrants rarely cross the border from Germany to the Czech
Republic.
In September 2017 a case from the town Orlová attracted huge media attention.
Uniformed members of the National Home Guard participated at the public
“Military Day”, where they trained children. This event was organized at the
municipal playground (Zelenka & Prchal 2017).
At the end of 2017 the newly created “Land Home Guard” (Zemská domobrana – ZD) split oﬀ from the ND. The reasons for this split were personal tensions
and disputes about the organizational structure. The “old” National Home Guard
had a free network with central command, while the split “Land Home Guard”
prefers a strictly hierarchical structure (Malecký 2018). However, some local groups
from each of the organizations cooperated after the split. Commander of the new
group ZD is David Buchtela, who, after meeting with other members, dissolved
the original registered ND in May 2018 (Národní domobrana 2018).
However, the “National Home Guard” is still active also without this registration, but in 2018 its activities declined signiﬁcantly (Marek Obrtel – see above –
stood in October 2018 as a candidate for the Senate of the Parliament of Czech
Republic in Prostějov, nominated by the Czech National Socialist Party).
The oﬃcial goals of the newly founded ZD (Zemská domobrana – ZD, which was
registered as an association in January 2018 under the name ZEM-DOM z. s.) are
similar to those of the ND. The organization wants to act within the scope of the Czech
law and to educate in civil defence, preparedness for crisis situations and prevention of
crime (ZEM-DOM z. s. 2018). The number of members is around 40.
The “Land Home Guard” started active patrolling in some cities, mostly in
middle Bohemia at the turn of 2017/2018 (mostly in the town Nymburk, where
the level of crime is very low, paradoxically) (Zemská domobrana 2018a). Its
members oﬀered assistance to the local police; however, they were rejected. The
ZD published materials about survival after disasters (Janouš 2018).
Uniformed members of the ZD also visited public meetings, for example the
Pilgrimage to the Říp Mountain in April 2018 (this mountain plays an important
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role in the Czech national mythology) (Zemská domobrana 2018b). A message to
the “sunny people” (popular pejorative nickname for leftist and liberal humanists,
mostly for migration supporters) was written on their website in August 2018.
They were warned that similar punishment that was used for the Nazis and collaborators with German occupants in 1945 could be used in case they do not
stop their treasonous activities and oﬀense of “real patriots” (Zemská domobrana
2018c).

Soldiers of Odin Czech Republic
The Czech branch of the “Soldiers of Odin” was founded at the beginning of
2016. They are an unregistered, freely structured group of approximately 30 people
from Northern Bohemia (this geographical location allows for a self-perception as
“Nordic” activists and the local national socialist scene often uses Scandinavian farright motifs). They mobilized mostly members from the neo-Nazi spectrum
(Hloušek 2017, 19). Some “Soldiers of Odin” are former activists of the Protection
Corps of the Worker’s Party (see above).
This group is focused on crime committed by Muslims and Roma in Northern
Bohemia. In 2016, they organized patrols, among other places in the spa Teplice,
visited by many tourists from Arabian countries. They wanted to monitor potential
disturbances of public order (such as waste disposal on public places, night-time
noise disturbing the peace etc.) (Ministerstvo vnitra České republiky 2017b, 8).
Soldiers of Odin participated also as “a protective unit” during incidents of unrest
in the town Žatec in 2016. A Roma youngster was killed after a clash with local
men and as a consequence ethnic protest of Roma people broke out (Ministerstvo
vnitra České republiky 2017b, 10). They wear T-shirts with the logo of the group
(Zelenka 2016).
This small branch of the transnational network still exists; however, due to
imprisonment of one of the leaders (due to hate crime without a direct link to the
activity of the Soldiers of Odin), a decline of activities since the autumn 2017 was
evident and was limited mostly to activities in social networks (Ministerstvo vnitra
České republiky 2017a, 5).

Vigilante activities of the People’s Party Our Slovakia (Ľudová strana
Naše Slovensko – ĽSNS)
Various vigilante activities are connected with the People`s Party Our Slovakia
(Ľudová strana Naše Slovensko – ĽSNS). As written above, this name of the party
was registered in 2009 (in fact, activists of the association Slovak Togetherness took
over control over an older marginal “Party of Wine Friends”, which already had
the legal registration). The real leader of the party was and is a charismatic longterm veteran of the right-wing extremist scene Marián Kotleba (born 1977),
despite the fact that oﬃcially also some other chairmen were registered during the
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history of this party. Kotleba’s name was even oﬃcially added into the name of the
party (“Kotleba – ĽSNS”).
With strong criticism of the governmental establishment, hard-line-statements
against the Roma community and rejection of migration, the party won 8% of the
votes in national elections in 2016 (209,000 votes absolutely), while in 2012 it received
only 1.58% (Kluknavská & Smolík 2016). The party made the ﬁrst unexpected breakthrough in 2013, when Kotleba won the post of regional governor of Banská Bystrica.
He kept this position until 2017. The clever use of vigilantism targeting segregated
Roma settlements was actually one of the main reasons for a surge of public support of
this previously marginal political party. Strong anti-Roma statements continue to
dominate its rhetoric.
It was actually the vigilante style march to the Roma part of the village of Šarišske Michalany in 2009 and a violent police action against Kotleba and his supporters, which prompted the political resurrection of Marián Kotleba. Public
meetings and gatherings and attempts to march through Roma settlements brought
a lot of media attention to Marián Kotleba and his party.
One of the long-standing promises of Marián Kotleba was to establish the socalled Domobrana (Home Guard). The ﬁrst attempt oﬃcially to organize such a
structure dates back to 2012, when Marián Kotleba tried, unsuccessfully, to register
a civic association “Guard of L’SNS”. The registration was rejected by the Ministry
of the Interior and this decision was upheld by the Supreme Court in 2016
(Mesežnikov & Bránik 2017,17).
However, this did not prevent the L’SNS from including the same proposal into
the oﬃcial party election programme. The programme openly stated that “We will
set up Homeguard, which will protect all decent people where the police failed …
Every criminal should know that we will hit them hard not only with the police,
but also with Homeguard” (L’SNS 2016a). Although the programme did not speciﬁcally mention Roma, it was clear from the context that it was supposed to act
against the so called “gypsy criminals”. This was a ﬁrst openly stated attempt by any
political party in Slovakia to create a parallel security structure, replacing the police
force or working alongside the police. However, the most successful vigilante
action of the ĽSNS were the so-called train patrols.
The train patrols of the “People’s Party Our Slovakia” became a signiﬁcant issue
of Slovak politics in 2016–2017, thanks to their interconnection with the successful
extreme right party. The activities of these patrols started in summer 2016. Their
main goal was to protect “white” passengers in Slovak trains against the so-called
“Gypsy crime” (Mareš 2017b). These are patrols composed of two to four L’SNS
members dressed in T-shirts with the party logo, patrolling in the trains frequented
by Roma, but in general any trains they deem necessary. These patrols were
organized by one of the most vocal and visible members of the L’SNS of the
Slovak parliament – Milan Mazúrek (L’SNS 2016b). He became notorious in 2015
for his verbal attack on a Muslim family in Bratislava during an anti-immigration
march (Kyseľ 2015). Train patrols are unarmed. However, other L’SNS MPs
joined the patrols, some of them even carrying legally owned guns such as Peter
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Krupa (Teraz.sk 2016), which only added to the controversy. The patrols stated
that they would act within the scope of the Slovak law. As a reaction to their
activity, the state-owned train company adopted changes in its regulations, and in
Parliament, the change of criminal procedure was initiated with the goal to stop
the patrols, however, without much success (TA3 2017).
Despite huge media attention, the patrols did not manage to apprehend any
criminal, but were seen, quite rightly so, as the most eﬀective PR exercise of the
L’SNS. According to surveys, the popularity of the party was growing at that time
(Mesežnikov & Bráník 2017, 57). They patrolled in Romani settlements, and used
the slogan “For polite Slovakia. Against asocial extremists” in areas with Romani
villages were also activities with a strong media impact in 2017 (Vražda 2017).
However, in 2018 the activity of these patrols declined.

The “Action Group Kysuce Resistance” (Akčná skupina Vzdor Kysuce)
The “Kysuce Resistance” (Vzdor Kysuce) was formed in 2007 on the basis of previously existing local neo-Nazi groups, in the relatively poor region of Kysuce in
Northern Slovakia. The most important phase of its existence started in 2011. After
that, it was renamed the “Action Group Kysuce Resistance” (Ministerstvo vnútra
Slovenskej Republiky 2016, 81). The group announced that it had not had a commander (Struhár 2016, 20). However, the real leader was Marián Magát. Lukáš
Kováč signiﬁcantly shaped the character of the group (Mesežnikov & Bráník 2017,
30). The group enhanced its activities on the whole Slovak territory, and in 2015 the
umbrella organization “Action Group Resistance Slovakia” (Akčná skupina Vzdor
Slovensko) was founded with Magát as its spokesman (Struhár 2016, 20).
Kysuce Resistance became known, following a series of interviews and videos,
in which the leaders of this group tried to portray themselves as a skilled, welltrained paramilitary force performing physical exercises, shooting practices and
other paramilitary activities. They wear ﬁeld uniforms. The number of members is
around 30. In its logo, the group uses the wolf’s head in the same form as the
Russian group “Resistance” (Soprtivlenye) (Ministerstvo vnútra Slovenskej
Republiky 2016, 81, 108). Ideologically, the group uses legacies of Slovak collaboration with the Third Reich from WWII. The group announced its readiness to
substitute the oﬃcial Slovak army and police with its own “elite units” (Cuprik
2015).
This strictly paramilitary nature of “Kysuce Resistance” began to change as the
group leadership participated in several elections in 2014 and 2016 and as such
tried to change its public proﬁle. Instead of paramilitary style trainings, the group
collected and distributed food to poor Slovak families, cleaning the forests from
debris and attending public rallies. Some senior members of this group even
developed close contacts with Marián Kotleba, leader of “People’s Party Our Slovakia” and ran on its candidate list in 2016 parliamentary elections (including
Marián Magát, ranked 88th on the candidate list). Members of the AG also joined
the train patrols of the ĽSNS. However, in the middle of 2016, leaders of the AG
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Kysuce stopped their support for the ĽSNS after personal disputes with Kotleba
(Mesežnikov & Bráník, 2017, 30).
Despite this change of public appearance, “Kysuce Resistance” keeps its paramilitary core and is regarded as the most dangerous paramilitary and vigilante group
operating in Slovakia. A noteworthy development happened in 2016, when leaders
of the “AG Kysuce Resistance” urged its members and sympathizers to join the
military and the police force and act as sleeping agents, acquiring skills, information
and access to weapons and equipment within these security structures (Mesežnikov
& Bránik, 2017, 31). Public activities of the group were strongly limited after 2016,
however, its structure remains and training of the group is still ongoing. Allegedly
also anti-crime patrols are organized in some regions, ridiculed by anti-fascist activists in social networks (Naše Slovensko 2017). According to some sources, at least
part of the “AG Kysuce Resistance” wants to support the nationalist “Slovakian
Revival Movement” (Slovenské hnutie obrody – SHO) in the next parliamentary
elections in 2020 (Mesežnikov & Bránik, 2017, 30).

The Slovak Conscripts (Slovenskí branci)
Perhaps the best-known organization in Slovakia when it comes to vigilante and
paramilitary groups is “Slovak Conscripts” (Slovenskí Branci). Slovak Conscripts
were set up in December 2011 when they organized their ﬁrst exercise. They
started public activities in 2012. They originally cooperated with the organization
“Slovakian Revival Movement” (SHO) and they supported its activities (including
the commemorative demonstration by the statute of Josef Tiso, the president of the
Slovak state from 1939–1945 on 16 March 2012) (Holúbek 2012).
However, they left this cooperation after several months and have acted autonomously since this time. Contacts with the ĽSNS and other right-wing extremist
organizations were also temporarily and regionally limited. From the ideological
point of view, they abandoned the legacy of the Slovak clergy-Fascist war state and
they use various legacies from modern Slovak history, including national democratic traditions and Slavic ideas. Strong patriotism is typical of this organization.
The initial idea to set up such a group was the outcome of an intense, several
weeklong military training for young people. Peter Švrček (at that time aged 16),
one of its founding members, undertook training in the Russian Federation with
the patriotic military Stjag association, closely linked to Cossacks military structures,
in the summer of 2011 (Mikušovič 2015). Another founding member, who played
a crucial role in the positioning and orientation of Slovak Conscripts, was Marek
Rusyniak. After several years of study in the Russian federation, Rusyniak became
interested in the Russian system of patriotic military education and joined several
such organizations. Following his return to Slovakia, he used his knowledge and
connections to set up Slovak Conscripts and invite Russian ex-military or exSPETZNAZ instructors to train the newly created group (Mesežnikov, Bránik,
2017, 22).
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March to the Ceremonial Act of the Slovak Conscripts in Trnava on 5
January 2019
(Photographer: Marty Surma)
FIGURE 8.2

“Slovak Conscripts” organize paramilitary trainings, including training for partisan warfare. They expanded their activity from the town Trnava, where they were
established, to the whole Slovak territory (they have 17 local units) (Struhár 2016,
25). The real number of people involved is around 250. The “Slovak Conscripts”
also established their political wing called Our Homeland – Our Future (Naša
Vlasť – Naša Budúcnosť), which was registered in April 2016 by the Ministry of
Interior as a civil society organization (Mesežnikov & Bráník 2017, 25).
They became a hotly debated issue in the media and among decision-makers,
due to the participation of one of its former members in the conﬂict in Eastern
Ukraine. Martin Keprta, one of the founding members of Slovak Conscripts was
identiﬁed speaking on Russian TV as one of the members of the international
brigade of pro-Russian separatists ﬁghting against the Ukrainian Army in the
Donetsk region (Bránik, 2015). However, Slovak Conscripts announced that
Keprta was excluded from the organization, as were more than 40 members with
extremist beliefs (Struhár 2016, 22).
In addition to their public proclamations of readiness to protect Slovakia from any
external threat, the “Slovak Conscripts” carried out several vigilante-style patrols
during the migration crisis in 2015 and summer 2016. The ﬁrst attempt was patrolling the Slovak–Austrian border, followed by patrols in the vicinity of the refugee
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camp in Gabčíkovo. However, due to low the age of the participants and lack of any
meaningful show of force, their activities were ridiculed (Aktuality.sk 2015).
On a separate occasion “Slovak Conscripts” arrived in the Slovak spa resort
Piešťany, frequented by foreign guests, including Arabs, in an attempt to protect
the natives from “violent Arabs” only to realize that there were no violent Arabs to
protect from (Kyseľ 2016). In September 2018, members of the group protected
vineyards in Dražovice. They were invited by a parliamentary deputy from this
region (Hopková 2018). The “Slovak Conscripts” were uniformed but unarmed
during the above-mentioned patrols.
In 2018, the documentary movie about the group “When the War Comes” (Až
přijde válka) was made by director Jan Gebert. It was presented at the ﬁlm festival
Berlinale. The hierarchical and militarist character of the group is shown in the
movie (Berlinale 2018). Members of the group strongly rejected the message of this
documentary (Slovenskí branci 2018).
According to their oﬃcial statements, the “Slovak Conscripts” try to improve the
security system and situation in Slovakia. They try to cooperate with governmental
bodies. They are usually rejected, with the exception of some lectures at primary
schools in Slovakia (Struhár 2016, 22). In the summer of 2018, cooperation and
common exercises of the “Slovak Conscripts” with the Slovak branch of Russian
motorcycle gang “Night Wolves”, with heavy military weapons (armoured cars
etc.), won media attention. It led the Ministry of the Interior, Ministry of Defence
and Ministry of education to an announcement of repressive measures against the
“Slovak Conscripts”. The Ministry of education published a statement for schools, in
which it did not recommend them to cooperate with the “Slovak Conscripts”. The
Minister of defence asked the General state prosecutor to determine the legal status
of the “Slovak Conscripts”. The participation of professional soldiers in the activities
of the “Slovak Conscripts” was strongly criticized by the minister of defence, and
such soldiers should be released from the army (Šnídl 2018). However, at the time of
writing, legal changes have not been adopted. Various protest activities by anti-Fascists are organized against the “Slovak Conscripts” (such as a provocative marching
of a clown in military uniform with toy trumpet during the ceremonial act of the
unit in Trnava on 5 January 2019) (Mareš 2019).

Transnational cooperation of the Czech and Slovak vigilante groups
Czech and Slovak vigilante groups are often closely connected and they also
develop various transnational contacts outside the territory of former Czechoslovakia. The Czechoslovak soldiers in reserve even tried to build ex-federal CzechoSlovak structures. They also cooperated with the “Slovak Conscripts”. On the
other hand, in the eastern part of the Czech Republic the group “Moravian
Conscripts” (Moravští branci) was independently established by Slovak students as a
branch of the “Slovak Conscripts” in 2015 (Gebert 2015). One year later the
establishment of the “Czech-Moravian Conscripts” (Česko-moravští branci) in the
Czech Republic was announced (Mesežnikov & Bráník 2017, 25).
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The chair of the “Czechoslovak reserve soldiers for peace”, Ivan Kratochvíl, and
the former leader of the “Action Group Resistance Kysuce”, Marián Magát, published a joint interview on YouTube (Kratochvíl & Magát 2016). It is a dialogue
between a former oﬃcer of the communist army and a former activist of the neoNazi spectrum. AG Kysuce Resistance also cooperated with the “Hungarian
National Front” (Ministerstvo vnútra Slovenskej republiky 2016, 91). Slovak
Conscripts had close links to Russia, as described above.
The Czech National Home Guard cooperates also with the “Bulgarian National
Movement Shipka” (БНД ШИПКА). Leaders of both these pro-Kremlin groupings visited their partners and the Czech ND organized a collection of winter
clothes for Bulgarian guardians patrolling at the Bulgarian–Turkish border (Národní domobrana 2017, see also the chapter on Bulgaria in this volume). As mentioned above, one of the leaders of the “National Home Guard”, Nela Lisková, is
also the so-called honorary consul of the Donetsk People’s Republic in the Czech
Republic. She also visited the separatist regions in Eastern Ukraine (Ministerstvo
vnitra České republiky 2017b, 13). While “Soldiers of Odin” feel that they are part
of the transnational network, they are connected with their foreign partners mostly
on social networks (Hloušek 2017).

Analysis of context, justiﬁcation and modus operandi of vigilantism
in the Czech Republic and Slovakia
The major cause of vigilante activities in the Czech Republic and in Slovakia until
the mid-2010s was connected with strong anti-Gypsyism in both countries. Vigilante militias of political parties as well as racist (often neo-Nazi) gangs with terrorist tendencies used this issue for radicalization of their own members as well as
for mobilization of supporters in the broader public. Paramilitary groups, focused
originally only on paramilitary training with combat goals, were established in
Slovakia and later also in the Czech Republic beside these party militias and racist
gangs, originally under strong inﬂuence from Russia. In Slovakia, they started
activities at the beginning of the second decade of the twenty-ﬁrst century, in the
Czech Republic several years later (as a consequence of the so called “Ukrainian
crisis”). When the migration crisis in 2015 broke out, traditional militia vigilante
groups as well as paramilitary units adopted themselves to the new situation. Paramilitaries started patrolling in towns, outside refugee houses or along the borders.
Immigrants from the Middle East and Africa, particularly Muslims, became the
main enemy of the extreme right (at least temporarily). It is a paradox of East
Central European countries, that despite a very low number of Muslims in this
area (approximately 15,000 Muslims in the Czech Republic with 10 million
inhabitants and approximately 3,000 in Slovakia with 5 million inhabitants), the
level of Islamophobia and anti-immigrant attitudes is very high (Ostřanský 2015).
Due to a real absence of refugees and immigrants, the traditional “Gypsy-card”
was again present in the extreme right agenda. The use of this card was connected
mostly with the rise of the “Kotleba – People’s Party Our Slovakia” and this party
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turned to this issue with creation of its train patrols in 2016. However, also in the
Czech Republic it has re-emerged as an important trope (among others in the
activity of “Soldiers of Odin”).
The rise of pro-Kremlin vigilante and paramilitary groups is connected also with
a strong position of the political forces with anti-Western and pro-Russian orientation in Czech and Slovak politics in the recent era. Pro-Russian vigilantes criticize the European Union and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) for
their inability to protect Europe against “criminal migrants” and terrorism. Czech
and Slovak pro-Western politicians are labelled as “puppets” of the so-called New
World Order. On the other hand, the existence of pro-Kremlin paramilitary units
was strongly criticized by pro-Western forces in Czech and Slovak politics
(Mesežnikov & Bráník 2017, Vejvodová, Janda & Víchová 2017).
The oﬃcial positions and statements of registered vigilante groups are within the
boundary of the law. The existence of the vigilante groupings should create
something like an “alternative security system”, which can be used – according to
public statements – for cooperation with the governmental system in case of
emergency. However, the activities of the vigilante groups serve also as subversive
factors towards the democratic regime, and within the context of the pro-Kremlin
spectrum, these groupings are part of the so called hybrid campaign (Mareš 2017b).
The political measures against vigilante activities are focused mostly on monitoring potential lawbreaking and aimed at oﬃcial rejection of cooperation with
vigilante groups. However, in some areas, mostly at local level, vigilantes are in
touch with local authorities (usually with some directors of primary schools due to
civil defence education). The participation of professional soldiers and policemen in
vigilante structures is considered a security threat.
From the organizational point of view, there are varieties of organizations of
Czech and Slovak vigilante groups in the current era, depending on their strength
and aim. The largest groups are currently the “Slovak Conscripts” with around 250
members; other important groups consist of approximately 50 members (the real
number members of the Czech groups “National Home Guard” and “Land Home
Guard” is unclear after tensions in years 2017–2018). The level of hierarchy is
diﬀerent. While the “Slovak Conscripts”, the “Land Home Guard” and the train
patrols of the ĽSNS have clear leaders, the “AG Kysuce Resistance”, the “National
Home Guard” and the “Soldiers of Odin” are more freely structured.
With the exception of the train patrols of the ĽSNS, all imported groups in both
countries act autonomously without any long-term party political aﬃliation. However,
the “National Home Guard” was established by the “National Democracy” and all
groupings have short-lived contacts with some political parties and movements. The
“Czechoslovak soldiers in reserve” support President Miloš Zeman.
Regarding the modus operandi, the most visible activity of the vigilante groups
in the Czech Republic and in Slovakia are public patrols, which should monitor
and record crime and illegal migration. Members of the vigilante groups receive
training in policing and military ﬁghting (also with real weapons). Many individual
members possess their own light weapons (Malát 2017). These weapons are not
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owned by the organization because armed associations are prohibited in the
Czech Republic and in Slovakia. However, patrols in towns are unarmed.
Guns are carried by some vigilantes during border patrols. Symbolism and
uniforms play an important role in the activities of Czech and Slovak vigilante
groups. Paramilitaries usually wear military uniforms, while party militias and
Soldiers of Odin don T-Shirts with their logos.
The activities of the Czech and Slovak vigilante groups combine online-activism with
real activities on the streets and in the country. Vigilante groups have their own internet
pages and proﬁles on social networks (Facebook and Vkontakte) and they usually present their activities for propagandist purposes. Social networks also serve as a communication platform about politics. Various posts deal with recent political events and issues.
“Echo chambers” are created for members of these groups (Hloušek 2017, 20).

Conclusion
Czech and Slovak extreme-right vigilante groups have a long tradition from the
inter-war and war period and they were established also in the post-communist
period in successor countries of former Czechoslovakia. The anti-Roma focus of
party militias and racist gangs was typical of most vigilante activities until the mid2010s, when the anti-immigrant and anti-Muslim attitudes caused a new wave of
vigilantism in both countries. Anti-Gypsyism remains an important part of the
ideology of vigilantes. Several paramilitary groups with combat training started
vigilante activities during this crisis, mostly border patrols and patrolling in various
localities against the alleged “immigrant” and “Gypsy” crime. While in Slovakia
the most important paramilitaries (“Slovak Conscripts” and the “AG Kysuce
Resistance”) were established in 2011, roots of current Czech paramilitary groups
can be found in the years 2014/2015. The use of party militias in the form of train
patrols by the ĽSNS caused a growth of popularity of this right-wing extremist
party with parliamentary representation (this party was inspired by the party militias
and anti-Roma marches of the Czech “Workers’ Party” in previous decade). The
most serious growth of vigilante activities in the recent era can be observed in both
countries in 2015/2016. Despite a slight decline in 2017/2018 (more in the Czech
Republic than in Slovakia due to decline of the “National Home Guard”), the
vigilante and paramilitary spectrum remains strong and it is considered a security
threat in the Czech Republic as well as in Slovakia.
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9
THE MINUTEMEN
Patrolling and performativity along the U.S. /
Mexico border
Harel Shapira

Introduction
In an age of globalization, borders have become lighting rods for the politics of
belonging. On the one hand, borders are legal boundaries; but they are also physical and symbolic objects that promote new kinds of social practices, shared projects, and collective identities. One example of the role of borders in contemporary
identity formation is found along the U.S. / Mexico border, where, since 2002,
the militia group known as the Minutemen has been undertaking patrols.
How are we to understand these patrols? In part, the Minutemen’s patrols can
be understood by focusing on the ideology of group members – an expression of
the kind of right-wing and racist political views that have re-entered the American political mainstream over the past couple of decades. Such xenophobic and
racist attitudes form an important dimension of who the Minutemen are, as they
talk about immigrants as criminals; say that Mexican culture is backwards; and,
more often than not, speak of immigration as an “invasion.” But at the same
time, the Minutemen’s attitudes about immigration exceed simple hatred and
xenophobia. When I tell Robert, who, like most Minutemen was a white military veteran in his 60s, that I feel bad for the people coming across the border,
this is what he tells me:
You’re wanting to put yourself in the plight of the immigrant that’s coming
here. And feel their pain. And I can understand that … There have been times
in my life when I needed a job. Where I couldn’t aﬀord to pay the bills. And I
can understand about wanting to make a better life. We are Americans and
that’s what we do. That’s what we are raised to do, that is the American
dream. Get an education, get a career, get a job. To better ourselves.
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Robert’s identiﬁcation with the plight of immigrants suggests that patrolling is
sustained by much more than racism. Robert is aware of structural forces and of
immigrants’ economic hardships. He even constructs the people coming across as
emblematic of the American ideal. It is not that the Minutemen don’t understand
what is driving immigration, or that they lack sympathy. They do, and they still go
to the border.
While ideology oﬀers us a limited account of the Minutemen, there are other
things that can help us make sense of the group and what it is that they are doing
on the border. In this chapter, I follow the work of Erving Goﬀman (1959), and
analyze the Minutemen’s patrols as a set of identity performances. Analytically, it
means that rather than focusing on the underlying set of attitudes and beliefs of the
group, I look at the actual practices and experiences they have in order to make
sense of who they are. Speciﬁcally, I draw on my three-year long ethnographic
study of the Minutemen (Shapira 2013), to show that these patrols are organized
around performances of patriotism, connected to enactments of soldiering and
masculinity. Through these performances – from putting on camouﬂage, to calling
each other by their old military nicknames, to being part of a masculine space – the
Minutemen seek to escape their current lives as aging veterans, put their old skills
to use and reclaim a lost sense of purpose, status, and meaning.

Setting the stage
In Erving Goﬀman’s dramaturgical approach to social life, identities – be they gender,
class, or race – are not essences that people simply have inside them, but rather something accomplished through a “performance.” Goﬀman’s approach is helpful for
understanding the Minutemen’s patrols along the border. Instead of just seeing them as
simply an expression of xenophobic ideology (though that is certainly one important
element), or as being driven by quantiﬁable goals such as stopping or reducing the
number of people who cross the border illegally, we should consider these patrols as a set
of performances organized around the practice of soldiering which seek to reconstitute
the lost sense of meaning and purpose connected to these men’s previous lives as soldiers
and current lives as aging veterans. Importantly, the majority of the Minutemen are
white male military veterans for whom notions of purpose, status, and meaning were
deeply enmeshed with being a soldier. Consequentially, reclaiming these as well as the
identity of a patriot, entails being a militarized space and engaging in military style
activities.
What are the spaces in the contemporary world where one can engage in such
activities? What are the spaces in the contemporary world which serve as “stages,”
as Goﬀman would call them, for the enactment of soldiering?
In Goﬀman’s account, the “setting” or “stage” is a precondition for the performance of identity; without a stage upon which to act the actor cannot perform.
Moreover, not all stages are the same, and particular stages are generative of particular identities, creating the conditions which enable a particular performance to
take place, and a speciﬁc identity to be realized. Like all performances, the
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Minutemen’s performance of patriotism is contingent upon what Goﬀman calls
“controlling the setting” (1959: 22). By “controlling the setting,” that is, by
managing the stage, actors are able to promote a particular “deﬁnition of the
situation,” which refers to the way the context in which the performance takes
place is framed. This framing is consequential because it renders the performances
that take place in that context meaningful. In order for patrolling the U.S./Mexico
border to be rendered a performance of patriotism, the border, the stage on which
the performance takes place, must be framed as dangerous and unguarded, and
hence, a privileged stage on which one can perform patriotism.
In this section I examine how the U.S./Mexico border emerged as a stage upon
which the Minutemen could engage in performances of patriotic masculinity and
soldiering. In order to understand the establishment of the U.S. /Mexico border as
such a stage it is important to consider two interconnected dynamics: ﬁrst, the
militarization of the border starting in the 1990s; and second, the terrorist attacks of
9/11. Each of these elements played a key role in not only mobilizing the Minutemen, but also providing them with both a discursive and physical stage upon
which to act.

The border as a battleﬁeld
Until the year 2000, the Arizona section of the United States / Mexico border was
not yet a stage for the performance of patriotism. Starting in the 1990s the United
States government initiated a campaign to militarize the border as a new strategy to
deter illegal immigration. “Operation Gatekeeper,” which commenced in 1993 in
San Diego, California and “Operation Hold the Line,” which began the following
year in El Paso, Texas, were the two main initiatives of this campaign. The campaigns transformed the border from a loosely deﬁned zone to a militarized border.
Beyond actual physical infrastructure, in the form of walls and barbed wire
fences, these initiatives dramatically increased the size of the federal Border
Patrol. Between 1986 and 2002, the Border Patrol’s budget grew from $151
million to $1.6 billion. At the same time, the number of Border Patrol agents
more than doubled. The growth in the budget and size of the Border Patrol
coincided with dramatic changes in its very mission. The Immigration and Naturalization Services (INS) – the agency of which the Border Patrol is a part – was
renamed as the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) a change that marked
the larger discursive and political shift in how America conceptualized and
responded to immigration. As Joseph Nevins (2002) has argued, the militarization
of the border entailed promoting a deﬁnition of the “illegal immigrant” as a
deviant and as the root cause of various social and economic problems, and
increasingly immigration was cast as a matter of national security. Consider, for
example, the following quote outlining the changed “mission” of the Border
Patrol reveals, in which immigration was deﬁned as a matter of “homeland
security,” and “illegal immigration” was conceived of as a criminal matter
alongside terrorism:
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In the wake of the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, the Border Patrol
has experienced a tremendous change in its mission. […] The Border Patrol
has as its priority mission preventing terrorists and terrorist weapons from
entering the United States. The Border Patrol will continue to advance its
traditional mission by preventing illegal aliens, smugglers, narcotics, and other
contraband from entering the United States as these measures directly impact
the safety and security of the United States.1
The border militarization initiatives of the 1990s focused on the California and
Texas sections of the border, but they left untouched the 370 miles of the Arizona
border. Consequentially, the movement of illicit people and goods simply shifted
away from California and Texas and towards Arizona. And it was the area around
Southern Arizona known as the “Tucson Sector” speciﬁcally which became the
most heavily traveled route: whereas in 1993 there were only 92,639 apprehensions of “illegal immigrants” reported by the Border Patrol in this area, by 2000 the
number was 616,346, accounting for over one-third of the total number of
apprehensions on the entire U.S. / Mexico border, by far the largest share of any
of the sectors. Beyond this, according to the Department of Homeland Security,
1.7 million pounds of marijuana was seized along the border with Mexico in 2006,
over a third in the Tucson Sector alone.2 In other words, by 2000 Southern Arizona had more “illegal immigrants” and drugs coming through it than the rest of
the border combined.
All of this, of course, was motivated and made possible by the National Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) signed into law on January 1, 1994. NAFTA led to a
dramatic movement of capital between the U.S. and Mexico, increasing push and
pull factors that led to immigration and that made Mexican workers need and
want to come to the United States in the ﬁrst place. As it had done previously in
California and Texas, in response to increasing traﬃc of people and drugs, in 2004
the U.S. government initiated a series of campaigns – Arizona Border Control
Initiative, the Secure Fence Act, and the Secure Border Initiative – to militarize
Arizona’s border. Suddenly, the Southern Arizona border took on the appearance
of a war zone. Armed Border Patrol agents were everywhere, checkpoints were set
up along the roads, and surveillance towers dotted the otherwise barren skylines. It
was in 2002, within this militarized political context, that the group which eventually came to be known as the Minutemen ﬁrst emerged in the town of
Tombstone, Arizona.
Like much of Southern Arizona, Tombstone grew to prominence in the late
nineteenth century, thanks in large part to the mining boom that took place in the
area. While the mines have long closed, Tombstone continues to be connected to
its past, with the town occupying a central place in the American mythology of the
“Wild West.” The site of numerous stories of cowboys ﬁghting Indians and vigilante justice, these days, Tombstone’s economy is based on a tourism industry
organized around cowboy themed stores and restaurants. It was in this symbolic
heart of the American frontier, that on October 24, 2002, Chris Simcox published
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a call in the local newspaper for volunteers to patrol the U.S / Mexico border with
him: “Enough is Enough!” Simcox wrote in the front pages, “A Public Call to
Arms! Citizens Border Patrol Militia Now Forming!”3
The formation of the Tombstone Militia came almost exactly one year after the
terrorist attacks of 9/11. It was a time when America was deeply enmeshed in
establishing what would come to be a seemingly never ending “War on Terror.”
Indeed, Simcox’s call to arms echoed many sentiments expressed by then President
George W. Bush who himself made a public call to arms on national television
shortly after the terrorist attacks, “Every American is a soldier, and every citizen is
in this ﬁght.”4
Framed in the post-9/11 discourse of America being under attack from terrorists,
a discourse the state had itself promoted, the mobilization eﬀort was ﬁlled with
indictments of the government for failing to protect America by failing to “secure
the border.” Simcox turned the state’s own language against it. “The bottom line,”
he wrote, is that “the government is not doing their job to protect our borders. I
call on American citizens to do the job for them […] It is time we the citizens
band together to show our inept Homeland Security Department a thing or two
about how to protect National security and the sovereignty of our Democratic
Republic.” Patrolling the border was a right granted to all citizens, Simcox argued,
and was about taking the initiative to do what the state had failed to do. “It is time
to help out our constitution by acting on the liberties and powers it gives us, the
citizens, to come to the aid of our republic in times of duress.”
Transforming the border into a stage for patriotism involves conveying impressions
of the border as an insecure and vulnerable space which needs defenders because it is
not being adequately guarded by the state. As one of the organization’s pamphlets
indicates, rendering such an impression is, in itself, one of the groups’ objectives:
Your fellow U.S. citizens … are asking for your help in bringing attention to
the disgraceful situation on our border. We have been called to serve our
country once again … With your participation … we WILL call attention to
the problem of open borders.
Paradoxically, it is within the context of increased government expenditure on the
border that an opposite sense has emerged among the Minutemen. They see
themselves as living in a moment of a scaled back government, in which the latter
is derelict in its task of securing the border. Joining the many socially progressive
groups that critique the programs of neoliberalism, the Minutemen hold that the
government is failing adequately to take care of its citizenry. As Chris Simcox put it
in his ﬁrst “call to arms”:
The government is not doing their job to protect our borders. I call on American citizens to do the job for them […] It is time we the citizens band together
to show our inept Homeland Security Department a thing or two about how to
protect National security and the sovereignty of our Democratic Republic.
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In such a manner, the Minutemen frame the state as a failed institution, and hence the
need for the patriot, constituting his mission: “to protect National security.” Beyond
the failure of the state to “secure the border,” the Minutemen seek to deﬁne the
border as a dangerous place, and in order to achieve this impression the Minutemen
depict the people coming across the border as dangerous. The following recruitment
campaign oﬀers a typical expression of this eﬀort:
It is unjust to leave law-abiding American citizens helpless to defend themselves
against well-organized international crime cartels and violent foreign gangs,
rapists, murderers and drug dealers who are terrorizing our neighborhoods and
exploiting the prosperity and generosity of this great nation.
In the above, the illegal immigrant is not mentioned as such, instead proxy categories such as “well-organized international crime cartels,” “violent foreign gangs,”
“rapists,” “murderers and drug dealers,” are used to characterize the people coming
across the border. Through such ﬁgurations the Minutemen project their patrol of
the border as aimed at protecting “helpless” “American citizens.”
The fantastic danger that is projected onto the border, where even the smallest,
most ambiguous signs evince danger and help establish the Minutemen’s own
actions as patriotic deeds, is keenly represented by what the Minutemen refer to as
“rape trees.” Located in places known as “lay up sites” where illegal immigrants
camp out before making the ﬁnal leg of their “invasion,” the “rape trees” are
believed to be places where the “coyote,” the guide for the illegal immigrants on
their journey, rapes women who are traveling in the group. The “rape tree” is
recognized by a bra hanging from its branches. Below is a text regarding “rape
trees,” which was circulated to members.
On Tuesday, April 17th, a routine event took place on the border. The
victim, statistics show, was young, female, and of Latin American descent […]
‘Rape Trees’ are a visible reminder of the dangers of our unsecured borders
[…] The ‘coyote’ committed a crime when he took advantage of a defenseless
woman in his care. He raped the young woman and went away bragging
about his machismo to his peers. He left his mark, the woman’s bra, cut
between the ‘cups’, on the tree for all to see how big a man he is […] This is
part of his culture and an accepted part of his business.
The depiction of the coyote is ﬁlled with images of savagery and a depraved
masculinity. We are told he “raped the young woman and went away bragging
about his machismo to his peers … He left his mark … for all to see how big a
man he is.” The “rape trees” promote the border as a stage of competing masculinities, where the Minutemen’s virtuous masculinity, based on protecting the
troubled female, is pitted against the coyote’s vile “machismo.” For the Minutemen, the “rape trees” are a powerful symbol of the Mexican male’s immorality,
and simultaneously, imbues their own actions with valiancy; by patrolling the
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border they are defending not just America, but women, and not just American
women. In Goﬀman’s terms, the border is assembled as the stage of a “character
contest” where manhood can be achieved. The process involves taking signs whose
status is ambiguous and rendering them as evidence of danger through an active
process of interpretation. Beyond the public, the deﬁnition of the situation along
the border as dangerous also targets fellow members and potential recruits, as it is
intended to develop what Goﬀman calls a “working consensus,” that is a shared
deﬁnition of the situation among the Minutemen themselves. By projecting an
image of the border as dangerous and patrolling as an activity in which one can
ward oﬀ danger, the group seeks to sustain its mobilization eﬀort. The following
announcement seeking volunteers for a patrol operation illustrates this aspect of the
impression management:
Never has the border situation here in Arizona been so dangerous … The
Border Patrol is undermanned and under funded. This country needs you to
be the third line of defense […] Volunteers need to be keenly aware that the
bad guys are emboldened – never has the chance of encountering violent
criminals been higher .
The descriptions of the situation, ﬁlled with hyperbolic characterizations of danger,
show the constant eﬀort undertaken to sustain the image of the border as dangerous and patrolling as patriotic. Another example of the way that a “working consensus” of the situation is transmitted to volunteers is given in a short essay
circulated among group members entitled “Heavy Traﬃc Continues”:
The Three Points, AZ area continues to be the hot spot along the border for
illegal crossings. The trend is slowly pushing towards the west deserts of Arizona, but foot prints don’t lie. Most of the trails in the Three Points area are
being heavily traveled […] The pictures below are of 2 of the trails on our
new lines. Come check it out for yourself, we would love to have you come
down and join us!
As with previous comments, the above focuses on underscoring the extent to
which patrolling the border includes a high potential for “encountering” the “bad
guys.” Importantly, the above text and image of “footprints,” oﬀers a window into
the way in which the Minutemen must translate the landscape to convey an
impression of the border as dangerous. While the writer acknowledges that the
“trend is slowly pushing West,” he uses the photographs to indicate that they have
located “new lines” where illegal immigrants are crossing and there is a good
chance of encountering them. As the writer puts it, “footprints don’t lie.” In such
ways, through these theatrical practices and military semiotics, as well as the framing of the border as a dangerous and unguarded place, the Minutemen set the stage
for their performance of patriotism.
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Performing patriotism
So what happens on this stage? How is it that the Minutemen perform their
patriotism on the border?
As previously mentioned, the Minutemen are composed of predominantly
elderly white men who are almost exclusively military veterans. In my own survey
of 193 members who were actively engaged in patrols, I found that the average age
was 65, 85% were men, and of those men, 84% had previously served in the military. Moreover, not only had they served in the military, but most of them had
extensive military careers, serving many years beyond their mandatory tour of
duty. After retiring many went on to work in law enforcement jobs such as private
investigators, police oﬃcers, or parole oﬃcers. Membership in the group needs to
be situated within these life histories, life histories dominated by previous participation in military life and current status as aging veterans. To invoke Pierre
Bourdieu (1977), the Minutemen have a political habitus infused by militarism,
one that structures both how they feel loss and also how they feel at home. Consequently, their border patrols are organized not simply around a set of beliefs
about immigration, but a desire to participate in a militarized social world, infused
with hierarchy and masculinity, that recreates their earlier lives as soldiers.

Militarized masculinity
Before outlining what happens on the actual patrols, it is important to highlight the
centrality of the Minutemen “base camp” to the group. In each of the border
locations where the Minutemen undertook patrols, they would have a central
area – normally a ranch that belonged to a private individual supportive of their
cause – where they would camp out and base their operations. In Southern Arizona, where I conducted the majority of my research, and which served as the
center of all Minutemen operations, the “base camp” is located on a stretch of land
in the middle of the desert which belongs to a local rancher. The volunteers camp
out on the land during the course of their patrols – whether for a weekend or for
an entire month. Some use tents while others drive to the border in motor homes
(RVs) and sleep in those. Consequentially, the camp consists of a number of tents
and motor homes spread across an otherwise vast and mostly empty desert terrain.
Beyond these the Minutemen camp is ﬁlled with nationalistic and militaristic
symbols – from countless U.S. ﬂags, to ﬂags of various military regiments – such as
the Marine Corps. or Air Force. Indeed, everything in the camp is organized in
militaristic ways, meant to reproduce the feeling of a military outpost – from the
appearance of things to the language used to describe the space – from meetings
which are called “strategy brieﬁngs” to the naming of toilets as “latrines,” to the
naming of their patrol operations as “musters,” to the organizational hierarchy
known as a “chain of command,” to naming patrol lines using military code. And
on their actual patrols they engage in putting on camouﬂage, of working in the
“comms room,” of doing “recon work,” and being able to call each other by their
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old “handles” from their days in the military. From Goﬀman’s dramaturgical point of
view, all of these aspects, in particular the military clothing and military gear constituted the Minutemen’s “identity kit” – clothes and related accessories, signiﬁers of
the self, which are an integral part of the way we present ourselves to the world
(1961). For the Minutemen that presentation is directed towards a soldiering self.
The actual patrols take place throughout the day along various locations nearby
to the base camp and are organized into three “shifts”: the “morning shift” from
9AM–5PM; the “swing shift” from 5PM–12AM; and the “graveyard shift” from
12AM–9AM. There is an understanding that the work of patrolling, particularly
the “graveyard shifts” are not meant for women. As another volunteer, whose wife
often also participated in the patrols, explains to me, “You know a lot of this just
isn’t cut out for women.” The volunteer says that he enjoys having his wife join
him on the border, but that when she is there he feels compelled to, “do the
boring day shifts, because she can’t do the night ones and I don’t want to leave her
alone.” But the reality of patrols is that it involves very little physical work. It isn’t
diﬃculty that organizes these diﬀerent spaces at the camp, but an idea of the past, a
memory of life in the military that the partitions in the camp are meant to reproduce. On the front lines in Vietnam, Korea, or Iraq, where these men were previously, there are no women, and to relive that experience, it needs to be that way
on the patrol line.

A Minuteman walks towards his assigned patrol location after ﬁnishing
putting camouﬂage over his car which is located on the top right corner of
the photo
(Photo: Andrea Dylewski).
FIGURE 9.1
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The roles we occupy as members of a nation are gendered. As Joane Nagel puts
it, women are deﬁned as “supporting actors whose roles reﬂect masculinist notions
of femininity and of women’s proper place” (1998: 243). In the battle for the
nation, women have a mostly symbolic role to play; either as caretakers or as
representatives of ideas to be defended. The real actors and agents of the nation are
the men.
In her work on the relationship between gender and nationalism, Nira Yuval-Davis
(1993) notes that a signiﬁcant feature of the gendered division of nationalism is the
geographic partitioning of national space, both physical and symbolic space, into the
“home front” and the “battle front.” Each space is gendered: the women are relegated
to caring for the “home front” and men, for waging war on the “battle front.” The
Minutemen reproduce this gendered partitioning of the national space in their camp,
where the campground functions as a feminine “home-front” and the patrol line
constitutes the masculine “battle front.” While the women have no place on the patrol
line, they do have a place at the camp – preparing sandwiches for the men to take to
the line, making coﬀee in the morning, keeping the latrines clean, and so forth.
Importantly, while many men came to the border by themselves, almost no women
came alone, rather, they came with their husbands. But many husbands didn’t want
their wives around. Gender identities are the products of practices. As West and
Zimmerman put it, gender identities are the result of a process of “doing gender” in
which gender is a continual performance that involves, “routine, methodological, and
recurring accomplishment” (1987:126). The division of the masculine space of the
patrol, and the feminine space of the camp allows the Minutemen to metonymically
situate themselves in the nation. They are the men: brave, potent, protecting their
home front.
Normally, there would be between 14–20 people going out on a given patrol,
and they would be paired into teams of two. There would be a person in charge,
known as the “line leader” who determine where these pairs of two would be
positioned, though the entire patrol would almost always be organized in a line,
with each pair being spread about 100 yards apart. The volunteers would almost
always be dressed in some form of camouﬂage or military uniform, they would be
armed with at minimum one ﬁrearm (almost always a handgun though some
would also bring riﬂes though this was a point of contention and debate among
members), they would carry powerful, large hand-held ﬂashlights, and have binoculars. And then, for hours they would sit, motionless, on folding chairs they will
have brought with them, looking out into the desert with their binoculars. And
when it became dark, most had military grade “night-vision” binoculars, which
allowed one to see in images in the dark.
Although media stories and images about the Minutemen patrols focused on
instances where they would encounter “illegal immigrants” crossing the border, the
truth of the matter is that such instances were extremely rare. Furthermore, when
the Minutemen did encounter “illegal immigrants” they were restricted by the
Border Patrol as well as by national and local laws from directly apprehending
anyone.5 What the Minutemen would do if they saw an “illegal immigrant” was
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A Minuteman on patrol, sitting on a folding chair with a radio by his side
ready to communicate with the Border Patrol in the event that he sees an
“illegal.” Note another Minutemen on the top right corner of the photo
who is sitting on top of a structure normally used when hunting animals.
(Photo: Andrea Dylewski)

FIGURE 9.2

shine their bright ﬂashlight at them. The use of this ﬂashlight was intended to
disorient the people crossing the border and frighten them, with the hopes that it
would lead them to stop, without the Minutemen actually breaking any laws
because they were not legally authorized to coerce people into stopping or detain
them. From my experiences, if and when people crossing the border were
encountered, what would happen is that the Minutemen would shine their ﬂashlights, the immigrant would run, and the Minutemen would use their radio (which
everyone had) to communicate with the “line leader”. The line leader would then
use their own radio to call the Border Patrol and ask them to come to the scene
and attempt to locate and detain the person or persons who had run.
More than anything, the typical activity of patrols involved simply sitting on a
chair with very little “action” taking place. Patrolling the border, you need to
understand, is like ﬁshing. The catch is a rare occurrence. Most of time is spent
preparing for an encounter that will not happen. That, to quote Goﬀman, is not
where the action is (1967). And when you do see an immigrant, it usually involves
seeing him race past you while you pick up the phone and call the border patrol.
Quite simply, the Minutemen do not catch immigrants, and their impact on
stopping immigration, at least through enforcement, is negligible. This leads to a
simple truth: patrolling the border is not about enforcing immigration policy. The
project the Minutemen are engaged in is, ﬁrst and foremost, a project of the self,
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not a project in support of a government policy. Theirs is a project whose meaning
comes from the practices it is organized around. As one of the volunteers explains
to me about being a “line leader” organizing the patrols:
When I’m line leader I’m not really focused on catching anyone. I’ve got to make
sure the thing runs smoothly, and that means concentrating on the volunteers on
the line […] It’s kind of like you’re in charge and when its done with and it was a
good shift, and everyone gets back safe, you feel good about yourself, and you
feel like you’ve earned the conﬁdence of the people on the line.
This volunteer doesn’t catch any immigrants, but he does get to have a sense of
self-respect and worth. And, through this, he gets to extend his former life: on one
arm this volunteer has an old Marine Corps tattoo, and now, on the other arm, he
has added a new Minuteman tattoo.
As the Minutemen interpret the situation, if they see migrants crossing, they say
it is evidence that they are needed. If they do not see anyone crossing, they say it is
evidence that they have done their job eﬀectively. No matter what the “data,” as it
were, the Minutemen render the practice of patrolling important and meaningful.
It was, in fact, the moments when the Minutemen did encounter migrants face
to face that their patrols were in a sense most greatly threatened. One day, as I was
sitting around having coﬀee, one of the volunteers said that he hasn’t seen any
terrorists come across the border, that the only people he has seen are hardworking
people looking for a better life. Another volunteer jumps in and says, “Yes, but it
only takes one.”
What is the signiﬁcance of such a statement, “it only takes one”? In saying “it
takes only one,” the Minuteman is not simply rescuing the belief that immigrants
are terrorists but, rather, he is rescuing the sets of practices and social worlds
connected to those beliefs. That is, the beliefs matter but only insofar as they
support a social world—in this case, a militarized social world with an incidental,
but consequential, connection to the border itself.

Conclusion
While we may think that patrolling the border is deﬁned by stopping immigrants,
what matters for the Minutemen are not the “practical” impacts of their patrols –
that is, the extent to which their presence on the border helps stop immigrants.
Yes, stopping “illegal immigration” matters to the Minutemen, but it matters ﬁrst
and foremost because through it these men have created a culture, a camp, a set of
heroes, a set of enemies, an entire social world, through which their past is extended, resurrected, and in the case of some, even invented. “Illegal immigration”
matters, the war on terror matters, but they matter because they have enabled a
world to get created down on the border and a stage on which to enact a set of
identity performances. And if we are to understand what border patrols are about,
we need to understand the appeal of this militarized stage. We need to understand
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that the U.S. / Mexico border is constitutive of, and at the same time constituted
by, a set of practices and experiences by which white, working-class men have found
community and purpose—and an otherwise elusive sense of entitlement—through
military service.
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2002.
4 These remarks came following a meeting between President Bush and the Homeland
Security Council, October 29, 2001. e full transcript is available at John T. Woolley and
Gerhard Peters’s American Presidency Project, University of California, Santa Barbara.
http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/index.php?pid=63772&st=&st1=.
5 It should be noted that the Minutemen would negotiate with the local Border Patrol
sector chief and so there was some variation on what they were authorized to do,
depending on who the chief was. For example, in some cases they were told they could
not form a circle and shine ﬂashlights when surrounding an immigrant. But in no instance
were they authorized to directly touch and forcefully detain an immigrant.
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VIGILANTISM AGAINST ETHNIC
MINORITIES AND MIGRANTS IN
BULGARIA
Nadya Stoynova and Rositsa Dzhekova

Introduction
Xenophobia and discrimination against ethnic minorities and migrants in Bulgaria
have taken diﬀerent shapes and forms, including intimidation, violence and hate
speech. Vigilante activities against minorities and migrants have also occurred
intermittently since the fall of the socialist regime in 1989.
Vigilantism in Bulgaria can roughly be divided in two categories – ad-hoc vigilantism and organized vigilante activities. Ad-hoc vigilantism generally lacks signiﬁcant pre-meditation and is often a reaction to (alleged) criminal activity by
representatives of a viliﬁed community. Diﬀerent activities can be subsumed under
this type of vigilantism, which is not associated with stable organizations, being
perpetrated instead by individuals, local informal groups and angry mobs which
form spontaneously. Instances of ad-hoc vigilantism in Bulgaria tend more often to
be associated with violence against the target community.
On the other hand, organizations from the far-right spectrum have often been
the driving forces behind organized vigilantism. These activities are often aimed at
increasing the appeal and political clout of the formations by exploiting popular
fears and prejudices but have had variable degrees of success and durability. The
preeminent form of organized vigilantism are patrols aimed at countering minority
and migrant criminality as well as irregular migration through the state border.
Since the organizations engaged in such vigilante activities seek popular support,
they tend to avoid outright violence. The actors involved are diverse. The more
prominent far-right parties have largely eschewed direct engagement in vigilantism,
opting instead to support patrolling activities in principle and to call for their
legalization. Organized vigilantism has mostly been carried out by non-partisan farright organizations. For these actors, vigilantism was a more ancillary activity, carried out infrequently and with little success. More recently, however, the migrant
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crisis has given rise to two paramilitary formations and two non-partisan activist
organizations for whom vigilantism was a core activity, which received signiﬁcant
popular support.
Until 2013, the Roma have been the most important target of vigilante activities. The roots of anti-Roma vigilantism can be traced to the transition period
which was marked by social, economic and political crisis, which had profound
eﬀect on the majority population, but even more so on the Roma, leading to their
further marginalization. More recently, the intensiﬁcation of the migrant crisis has
provided another community which conveniently has been construed as an existential threat. The sustained migratory pressure fuelled the establishment of formations whose primary activities included vigilante patrols at the border targeted at
irregular migrants. The period since 2013 was marked by a number of political
crises and an overall increase in negative attitudes towards migrants and minorities,
creating signiﬁcant opportunities for actors using simplistic, populist arguments to
gain support and publicity.
This chapter oﬀers an account of vigilantism in Bulgaria which has recently
generated signiﬁcant public attention nationally and internationally, but has so far
not been systematically investigated.1 The chapter examines both manifestations of
vigilantism, focusing in more detail on the four new vigilante organizations that
emerged as a result of the migrant crisis.

Socio-economic and political context
Macro-level factors such as sustained socio-economic dissatisfaction and political
disaﬀection, radicalization of public opinion, widespread and unchallenged hate
speech in public discourse, coupled with external shocks and developments such as
the migrant crisis, drive the emergence and popularity of vigilante groups and
agendas. The rise of populist nationalism in recent years has further provided an
impetus to such activities. Due to the lack of a stable political party system, populist
parties with nationalist agendas and rhetoric have been on the rise in recent years,
oﬀering quick solutions to pressing social problems. However, this type of shortterm populism has also had the opposite eﬀect – raising the electorate’s expectations for quick ﬁxes and noticeable changes, resulting in further political frustration,
anti-establishment sentiments and overall disaﬀection with the political class, leading the population to look for alternative solutions (Zankina, 2014; see also
Dzhekova et al., 2015).
Vigilantism should be considered as a phenomenon emerging in the context of
the political, societal and economic crisis prevalent in the country during the postcommunist period of the nineties and its lingering implications. Vigilante activities
in the country have usually occurred in response to a speciﬁc event or series of
events that lead to an escalation of inter-ethnic tensions. The Roma community
has traditionally been the prime target. The poorly handled process of privatization,
together with the outdated legal framework could not fulﬁl the expectations of
Bulgarian society for a fair transition towards a stable democracy and market
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economy. The retreat of the state was felt strongly by minorities, especially the
Roma. The rise in unemployment was not oﬀset by suﬃcient social security measures and corresponded with increases in property crimes perpetrated by Roma
(Bezlov, 2007), straining relations with the majority population signiﬁcantly.
In addition, during the ﬁrst months of 1990 large numbers of law enforcement
and judiciary personnel exited institutions and for the rest of the decade the police,
prosecution and the court system barely functioned. The reduced capacity of law
enforcement, especially in smaller localities, coupled with the often unclear ownership of public property during the period meant that often such crimes could not
be properly handled, increasing the sense among sections of the Roma community
that these activities are not illegal (ibid.). Such developments, together with the
general feeling of anomie during the period, led to a deterioration of perceptions of
the Roma both among Bulgarians and even among the other large minority in the
country, ethnic Turks. The earliest data available shows that in 1992, 90.3% of
Bulgarians and 92.3% of ethnic Turks saw the Roma as “criminally inclined”
(Nakova, 2011).2 Similar sentiments have been documented among police oﬃcers
(Bezlov et al., 2006).
Subsequent eﬀorts to bring about the successful integration of the Roma community have had dubious success and despite research suggesting a period of decrease
in social distances between diﬀerent ethnic groups in the country (Pamporov, 2012),
ethnic tensions continue to simmer and occasionally erupt.
Anti-migrant vigilantism also emerged in the context of what Avramov (2015, p. 300)
has termed “systematic crisis feeling” – the persistent and deep-seated dissatisfaction with
the political class, the socio-economic state and living standards in the country observed
during transition which persisted after entry to the European Union (EU, see list of
acronyms in Appendix I). In this social climate, the intensiﬁcation of the migrant pressure
gave rise to concerns about migrants among a signiﬁcant proportion of the population.3
These anxieties were exploited and fuelled by far-right organizations, which stepped up
their anti-migrant alarmist rhetoric (Institute for Social Integration (ISI), 2017).

Ad-hoc vigilantism
A number of vigilante activities in the country have been ad-hoc, spontaneous
and/or self-organized initiatives by locals in response to what is viewed as excessive
Roma criminality. In 1992, the residents of a village in Northern Bulgaria, fed up
with burglaries and police inaction, burned down Roma houses. Subsequently,
volunteers patrolled the streets to prevent retribution and the Roma were eventually expelled (Kodinova, 2013). In 2001, the same group of Roma were evicted
by the residents of another village after a Roma woman was involved in the
murder of an elderly man (Dencheva, 2001). Other attempts at forceful expulsion
have been recorded as well (Bulgarian Helsinki Committee (BHC), 2001). In
another case of vigilante violence in 1997, an angry mob tied up and lynched ﬁve
Roma after they were accused of stealing livestock (BHC, 1997). During the same
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year, another group of Roma accused of a similar crime were tied up to a tractor
and paraded across the village as punishment (ibid.).
In many localities, self-organized patrols formed to tackle crime claim no minority bias even though focus on Roma criminality is often implied. This is evident
in cases where patrols have been organized against pickpocketing (Yordanova,
2015), which is closely associated with Roma women or to prevent illicit activity
in places where Roma petty criminality is perceived as the predominant problem
(“Roma thieves lynched”, 2016).
The Roma have also traditionally been a frequent target of violent attacks such
as hate crime perpetrated by skinhead gangs (e.g. BHC, 2001). Other ethnic and
religious minorities, including immigrants, have also fallen victims to vigilantism,
violence and discrimination. However, in terms of both spread and intensity, biases
against the Roma are much more pronounced (Kirilov, 2012). For this reason,
actions against this community have been more vicious and frequent. Nevertheless,
since the advent of the migrant crisis, ad-hoc vigilantism with the aim to prevent
illegal border crossing (so-called “migrant hunters” like Dinko Valev4) has also
been observed.
While self-organized and spontaneous vigilante activities showcase the fundamental lack of trust in state institutions and deeply ingrained prejudices against
minorities, with some exceptions, they are usually local, short-lived and have not
received widespread media or popular attention.

The development of the far-right scene and the rise of organized
vigilantism
Actors in the far-right spectrum have been important drivers of organized vigilante
activities against migrants and Roma in the country. Nevertheless, prior to 2013,
vigilante activities organized by far-right actors were rare. The period since 2013
presented favourable conditions leading to the recovery and growth especially of
populist far-right organizations, the emergence of new formations and the rise of
organized vigilantism.
The far-right scene in Bulgaria includes a spectrum of actors roughly falling in the
following three categories (Dzhekova et al., 2015): political parties, non-parliamentary activist organizations and informal groupings. The political actors include both
important political parties who have (had) representation in Parliament and a plethora of smaller parties. Informal groups represent gatherings mostly involved in
hooligan acts and hate crimes without a particularly crystallized ideological foundation (e.g. Blood and Honour Bulgaria, skinhead movements). Last but not least,
there are non-partisan activist formations which exhibit a more sophisticated degree
of organization, ideological argumentation and political ambitions. One prominent
example is the Bulgarian National Union (BNU), the longest-running organization
of this type.5
In Bulgaria, a far-right party emerged as a political force only in 2005, despite
signiﬁcant political crisis and turbulence during the nineties. Due to this relatively
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late consolidation of a recognizable far-right political actor, Bulgaria has been
considered as an “odd case” compared to the rest of Eastern Europe (Beichelt and
Minkenberg 2002, p. 15). The electoral success of the Ataka (Attack) party was
unexpected, since it was formed only shortly before the elections (Krasteva, 2016).
While other far-right organizations existed before 2005, they were considered
“fringe, small and politically irrelevant” despite widespread prejudice and violence
against diﬀerent ethnic and religious minorities (Ivanov and Ilieva, 2005).
The years between 2009 and 2013 marked a period of diminished public visibility of far-right organizations. Ataka, the most successful party in the far-right
spectrum experienced a decline and subsequent stagnation in election results after a
high point in 2006 (Todorov, 2013). Similarly, the Bulgarian National Union
suﬀered a setback after its leader Boyan Rasate left the group in 2010 and the
membership declined signiﬁcantly (Doichinova and Derelieva, 2015). Nevertheless,
already in 2011, there were signs of intensiﬁcation of the activity of far-right
groups including attempts to recruit new members (Council of Ministers, 2012).
The protests and political unrest that Bulgaria experienced in 2013–2015,6 coupled
with the migrant crisis,7 provided a suitable environment for the re-invigoration of
some existing far-right organizations and the emergence of new actors (Mircheva
and Zahariev, 2013). The last parliamentary elections of 2017 resulted in the entry
of the far-right coalition Patriotic Front (PF)8 in the governing coalition, which
marked the ﬁrst time the far-right became a decisive factor in government.
Nevertheless, not all far-right actors experienced a boost in activities and popularity. The BNU’s former leader Rasate’s subsequent political project, the Bulgarian National Union – New Democracy (BNU-ND) did very poorly in the 2014
elections (Purvanov, 2009). Similarly, the Nationalist Party of Bulgaria, including
individuals associated with the BNU and groups like Blood and Honour, National
Resistance and diﬀerent football fan factions, was denied registration by the Soﬁa
City Court in 2014.
While almost all far-right organizations in Bulgaria have a comparable view on the
issue of Roma criminality and irregular migration, both of which are used extensively for securing support from the population, not all far-right organizations have
engaged in vigilante activities. Political actors, including more prominent parties,
generally eschew direct involvement in vigilantism and have instead called for the
legalization of civilian patrols (Cvetanova, 2016). Prior to 2007, there were sporadic
instances of far-right organizations initiating and orchestrating vigilante activities on
their own. In cases where they were involved, they appear to have taken advantage
of and galvanized popular discontent, partnering with other actors instead of independently carrying out vigilante activities. One such example is the 2001 intimidation and attack of Protestants from the United Church of God by a crowd of local
people, led by an Orthodox priest and a representative of one of the smaller far-right
parties (BHC, 2001).
The BNU was the ﬁrst far-right organization that attempted to launch a more
stable vigilante initiative. In 2007, it formed a “national guard” squad to patrol and
protect Bulgarians from alleged Roma raids after tensions erupted in a Soﬁa
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neighbourhood with a signiﬁcant proportion of Roma inhabitants. A BNU activist
admitted that these vigilante groups were formed for populist purposes and aimed to
show oﬀ belonging to a group with speciﬁc views as well as to increase the visibility
of the organization and to make the logo of the organization recognizable. This
populism was introduced by the BNU’s then leader Boyan Stankov-Rasate copying
tactics employed by the leader of Ataka, the largest far-right party in the country.
Thus, it appears that vigilante activities were largely a personal project in this case.
However, despite widespread prejudice and inter-ethnic tensions and some expressed
support (Chipeva, 2007), the initiative did not have any lasting impact.
Since 2013, the intensiﬁcation of the migrant crisis led to the establishment of
organized vigilante activities by both established far-right organizations and new
formations. Upon leaving the BNU in 2010, through his other organizations
Rasate kept advocating for the legalization of civilian patrols. In 2013, he also
organized short-lived patrols in the centre of Soﬁa with the aim to counter migrant
criminality. He failed to receive signiﬁcant support or exposure and the patrols
were quickly rejected by the authorities stating that the reaction to vigilantism will
be strengthened police presence (“The Prosecution and the Ministry of the Interior
will react”, 2013). For both the BNU as well as Rasate’s subsequent organizations
vigilantism can be described as an ancillary activity, organized sporadically and
aimed at generating public attention and recognition.
On the other hand, four formations emerged in response to the migrant crisis
that have become known in the public domain for their patrolling activities near
the Bulgarian border with Turkey, the main entry point for the migration ﬂow
from the Middle East (Stoilova, 2016). The Vasil Levski Military Union (MU),
along with the Shipka Bulgarian National Movement (BNM) and their umbrella
organization, the Vasil Levski Committee for National Salvation (CNS), are paramilitary nationalist organizations which share the same leadership. Two other activist formations emerged as well – the Organization for the Protection of Bulgarian
Citizens (OPBC) and the Civil Squads for the Protection of Women and the Faith
(CSPWF). In the following sections, these new vigilante organizations will be
examined in more depth.

Organized vigilante groups
Activities
The organization of civilian patrols against irregular migrants are among the main
activities of the new formations. These patrols would stop migrants they encounter
and alert the authorities, even though there have been cases when the migrants
were unlawfully detained. However, all of the new vigilante organizations have
engaged in other activities as well, which have become important with the
dissipation of the migrant crisis.
In addition to border patrols, BNM Shipka and the MU also claim to regularly
organize voluntary military and combat trainings presented as “land navigation and
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ﬁrst-aid trainings” (BNM Shipka, n.d.b). The BNM Shipka and the MU furthermore claim to have established an elite antiterrorist squad to be trained abroad by
world class professionals in the ﬁeld of counterterrorism and security (BNM
Shipka, 2016). The two organizations have also taken part in diﬀerent protests (e.g.
against the incarceration of CSPWF’s leader Petar Nizamov9). Probably the most
important event for the organizations was a protest planned for 20 April 2016 in
front of the Parliament, which was supposed to put the so-called operation “Liberation”10 in motion and attract numerous supporters from all over country. In
fact, the protest was attended by as little as 50 people in total (Grozev, 2016) and
thus failed to deliver the deﬁnitive social statement its organizers had hoped for.
Members of the organizations claimed that the low turnout was due to the arrest of
twenty of the protest coordinators prior to the event (Kojuharov, 2016).
The members of the BNM and MU refrain from violent clashes with other
groups or with the police since they risk to undermine their legitimacy by
appearing as just another group of hooligans. However, on 30 June 2016 members
of BNM Shipka attacked a group of Ukrainian and Bulgarian demonstrators protesting against the arrival of the members of the Russian bikers club Night Wolves,
closely aﬃliated with Vladimir Putin. Despite being a singular case this incident
demonstrates that members of the BNM and MU are willing to use violence.
Vigilante activities on the border were also key activities for the two activist
formations, the OPBC and CSPWF. Nevertheless, aside from organizing migrant
patrols, the OPBC also engages in protests, marches commemorating historical
personalities, charity (gathering and donating clothes, blood) and volunteer work
(e.g. assisting in putting out forest ﬁres) (OPBC, n.d.). OPBC members have
downplayed their activities in border areas, stating that they take walks and day
trips and if they happen to come across migrants would alert the Border Police
(“Civilian patrols”, 2016). The CSPWF has taken part in protests and charitable
activities. While the CSPWF’s leader became infamous for the ‘citizen arrest’ of a
group of migrants, the CSPWF and OPBC also tend to avoid violence. The
OPBC has publicly renounced citizen arrests (Stoilova, 2016).
The civilian border patrols have generated support and publicity for the four
organizations. However, in 2017 with the decrease in migration pressure, patrol
activities have ceased, leading the organizations to focus on other activities to sustain their public proﬁle and relevance, without signiﬁcant success. The OPBC and
CSPWF have focused mostly on charitable activities. The latter formation has also
attempted to generate publicity and support by organizing another vigilante action
against an individual who attacked an elderly woman without provocation (“Perata
calls for retribution”, 2017). On the other hand, the BNM and MU appear to have
scaled down their activities signiﬁcantly during 2017. Their last public event for
that year was a demonstration against shale gas extraction by foreign companies in
the Dobrudzha region. Similar protests from previous years have been attributed to
Russian funding and attempts to stop reduction of Bulgarian energy dependence
on Moscow (Hope, 2014).
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Ideology, narratives and goals
The new vigilante formations largely share similar ideas, with some notable diﬀerences in focus. Signiﬁcant overlap with ideas espoused by older far-right formations
can also be identiﬁed.
The BNM Shipka and MU Vasil Levski argue against foreign interference in
Bulgarian aﬀairs – more speciﬁcally against the US, Turkey, the EU and NATO.
However, the BNM Shipka and MU Vasil Levski largely eschew criticism and
even demonstrate sympathies for Russia as exempliﬁed by the involvement of
former Russian soldiers in the training of BNM Shipka members (Papakochev,
2016). The anti-immigration, anti-refugee, populist-nationalist (“Bulgaria for the
Bulgarians”) and anti-Zionist rhetoric is also strongly represented. Interestingly,
compared to older far-right organizations and the two new activist formations, the
paramilitary organizations are more nuanced in their use of anti-Roma rhetoric.
While they acknowledge “Roma terror”, the BNM and MU see the stoking of
inter-ethnic tensions as a ploy by Western powers to further the genocide against
the Bulgarian nation (BNM Shipka, 2017).
In addition, the BNM and MU engage more heavily in what Avramov
(2015, p. 300) has termed “hard” populism or populism which “represents a
challenge to the model of representative democracy”, as opposed to the predominantly “soft” populism of the majority of older far-right organizations
and the two new activist formations, which is more of a “challenge to the
party system within the democratic framework”.
The BNM and MU espouse strong anti-establishment ideas, with some leftist
elements. Citing the corruption of the current political elite and system and a
number of international human rights documents, the organizations advocate for the
abolition of the constitutional order and parliamentary democracy and introduction
of a direct democracy (carried out through referenda) (BNM Shipka, n.d.c). However, the transition is to begin with the creation of an interim government led by the
Vasil Levski CNS (BNM Shipka, n.d.a) with the aim to help the people organize
their self-rule. For the purposes of establishing the new order, peaceful means are to
be used, provided the current political class submits to their demands. Violence is
justiﬁed in case the government fails to bring about the change of the political
system. Despite a strong condemnation of the party system, in May 2018 the BNM
Shipka announced the formation of a political party, the “Shipka People’s Court”
(BNM Shipka, 2018).11 The contradiction between the establishment of a party and
the often repeated argument that all parties should be dissolved, is not addressed.
Aside from their goal for direct democracy, the BNM Shipka and Vasil Levski MU
present no concrete roadmap for the government of this political system. By their own
admission, the organizations do not adhere to “the national socialism of German
Jews,12 capitalism, Judeo-Bolshevism, Trotskyism, liberalism, the Marxism of the
Jewish Rabbis, to fake democracy or any other criminal or false ideology or –isms”
(BNM Shipka, n.d.b). This mash-up of diﬀerent or non-existing ideological strands is
indicative of the haphazardness of the underlying ideology of the formations.
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As paramilitary organizations, the BNM Shipka and MU Vasil Levski’s rhetoric is
heavily focused on themes of militarization, creating parallel structures and urgency of
taking action. Uniforms are often worn during diﬀerent activities and their insignia are
designed to induce a feeling of a genuine military formation. The messages that the
two organizations share are bombastic and grandiose, often presented in capital letters,
and generally fall in four categories: condemnation of the treacherous political elite,
gloriﬁcation of the struggle against it, calls to join the revolution and warnings of the
impending doom brought by migrant conquerors.
On the other hand, the other two new vigilante organizations, the OPBC and
CSPWF, can be described as single-issue activist formations, being mostly preoccupied with irregular migration. According to the CSPWF their mission is to
“not let any new migrants in and to return the very last one who managed to
cross” (CSPWF, 2016). Despite criticism towards the government (Kostadinov,
2016) these two groups do not appear to share the same degree of animosity
towards the overall political system.
All of the organizations disseminate their views and other important information
through social media and their own websites. Social media and the internet are
preferred both for communication with existing members and for the recruitment
of new ones. However, a notable diﬀerence in the communication strategy of the
organizations is that while CSPWF and especially the BNM and MU frequently
share fake or heavily distorted news articles, the OPBC generally eschews such
content.
The dissipation of the migrant crisis has reduced the visibility of these new
organizations, necessitating a calibration in rhetoric in order to stay relevant and
justify their continued existence. The BNM and MU focus heavily on the detrimental eﬀect on foreign interference in Bulgaria with the help of the corrupt
political elite, such as shale gas exploration by foreign companies. On the other
hand, the OPBC and CSPWF have largely returned to the evergreen topic of
Roma criminality and government corruption.
Beyond any ideological arguments, preconceptions against the irregular migrants
as criminals and a threat to security or the desire to counter illicit activity, however,
identifying other possible motivations behind engagement in vigilantism is not
straightforward. With regard to the two paramilitary organizations, the indications
of foreign ﬁnancing (see Group alliances below) undermines the stated motivation
to counter crime and foreign interference in service of the Bulgarian people,
especially with regard to the leadership of the organizations.
Similarly, two of the infamous “migrant hunters”, the independent Dinko Valev13
and the CSPWF’s leader Petar Nizamov both gained signiﬁcant personal fame which
likely to some extent motivated continued engagement in vigilantism. It should,
however, be noted that there are speculations that “migrant hunters” were paid by
human smuggling networks to pursue migrants who refuse to pay for facilitation
(Galabov, 2017; Krasteva, 2018) even though they have not been substantiated.
Considering the Bulgarian criminal underground’s widespread involvement in
human smuggling during the crisis (Bezlov and Stoynova, 2017) and the associations
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with organized crime which surfaced with regard to both Valev (Rusev, 2016) and
Nizamov (Shtilianova, 2016), such a motivation is at least plausible.

Organizational structure, membership and sources of ﬁnancing
A common feature of Bulgarian vigilante organizations is the tendency to highly
overstate their membership base and complexity of organizational structure. While
this is done with the goal to appear as a more credible actor, the exaggerations are
often outlandish and implausible.
Beyond a few front ﬁgures, little is known about the members of MU Vasil
Levski, Shipka BNM and their umbrella body. The MU aims to unite current and
former military and police oﬃcers, even though the Ministry of Defence has
denied working with these organizations (Stoyanov, 2016). The Shipka movement
accepts everyone else (volunteers without military or police background). Between
them, the paramilitary formations claim to have 29,000 supporters (Kojuharov,
2016). A report by the German ZDF channel indicated that there were about 800
people involved in border patrolling activities (“Bulgarian volunteer army”, 2016).
The claims by the formations are likely highly exaggerated, since the real membership and popularity is estimated by law enforcement and intelligence agencies as
signiﬁcantly lower and diminishing with the dissipation of the migrant crisis
towards the end of 2016.
The MU and BNM claim to have branches in 22 Bulgarian cities (including
two in Soﬁa) as well as abroad in the US, the UK and the Czech Republic
(BNM Shipka, n.d.c). The CNS acts as the joint leadership for the other two
organizations and is responsible for setting goals and managing the network of
branches under its command. The BNM Shipka claims a very sophisticated
structure, including a counterintelligence subdivision, a ﬁnancial service, an
information analysis centre, a centre for legal and economic analyses and legal
protection as well as a centre for countering hostile propaganda, psychological
warfare and other such anti-Bulgarian campaigns (Ibid).
The OPBC’s stated structure of the organization includes a general assembly,
a management board, chairman and a vice chairman, head of department and
deputy and members, whose number is not disclosed (OPBC, 2014). On the
other hand, the CSPWF’s mostly revolves around its leader, Petar Nizamov, a.
k.a. Perata, and likely has limited membership. Nizamov’s reinvention into an
active nationalist appears to be relatively recent, as he was previously connected
to organized crime activities in Bourgas and has three convictions for bodily
injury and one for hooliganism (Shtilianova, 2016).
The BNM, MU and the OPBC are oﬃcially registered as non-proﬁt organizations which receive membership fees. All of the organizations are actively seeking
donations, but the BNM and MU are particularly aggressive, attaching the call on
every subsection of their website. Nevertheless, there are indications that the BNM
and MU receive foreign funding. The Bulgarian Helsinki Committee has claimed
that the organizations’ sources of ﬁnancing are non-transparent and that for their
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ﬁrst year of existence, the formations declared no activity or income (Papakochev,
2016). Similarly, an advisor to the Minister of Defence has indicated that these
organization are ﬁnanced by Russian intelligence services (Ibid). Unsurprisingly,
members of the formations refute such claims and a representative even denied that
the formations receive donations at all (“Zdravko Velev: BNM Shipka”, 2016).

Group alliances
Bulgarian vigilante organizations showcase diﬀerences in the connections they have
with other actors in the far-right milieu, both domestically and internationally.
Generally, despite sharing much of their ideas, the new vigilante groups do not
appear to have direct connections to the traditional far-right in Bulgaria. The
reaction of established organizations to the new formations in the non-parliamentary spectrum has been very limited, with few outright declarations of support.
This is possibly prompted by anxieties about the new formations drawing a portion
of the membership or supporters (especially more extreme members who might be
frustrated by inaction) of the older non-partisan organizations. This process as
posited by McCauley and Moskalenko (2008) involves outbidding and group
competition “in which groups who are more radical or more extreme may be
perceived as more committed or devout which may make them more attractive to
potential members and supporters” (McCauley and Moskalenko, 2008, cited in
Borum, 2011: 22). The relations between the new vigilante formations themselves
can be described by a variable degree of conﬂict and support, including rifts
between actors with previously amicable relations.
Importantly, there is evidence of ties with a number of foreign far right organizations and personalities. BNM and MU, in particular, openly emphasize international
connections and activities, intended to create the impression of a well-developed
network and support from the wider far-right scene in Europe. BNM and MU claim
the support of foreign organizations such as the French Nuit debout movement, the
German and Dutch PEGIDA and the American network Veterans Today.
In 2016, together with PEGIDA and 12 other far-right organizations, the BNM
and MU took part in a conference organized by the Czech Bloc against Islam. The
meeting resulted in the formation of the group Fortress Europe and the release of
the Prague Declaration, warning of the demise of Western civilization at the hand
of Islamic conquerors (“PEGIDA meets with European allies”, 2016). The host of
the conference was claimed to be the Czech Parliament (BNM Shipka, 2016). In
2016, former Pegida and Alternative for Germany activist Tatjana Festerling,
Edwin Wagensveld from the Dutch PEGIDA and the founder of Britain First, Jim
Dowson joined the MU Vasil Levski patrols in Bulgarian border areas (“Camouﬂage comrades”, 2016). CSPWF’s Petar Nizamov joined a far-right protest in
Dresden, where he could be seen posing with Tatjana Festerling (Todorova, 2016).
Nevertheless, it is diﬃcult to judge the closeness of these relations due to the tendency
of the organizations to overstate the support they receive.
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Government and (civil) society reaction
The reaction of the authorities and political actors towards the vigilantism of the
new formations have been ambivalent. Initially, the Prime Minister Boyko Borissov thanked them for supporting the work of the government institutions
(“Borissov thanked refugee patrols”, 2016). However, after the release of Petar
Nizamov’s video showing tied up migrants, which gained international notoriety,
the reaction was more unequivocally condemnatory, as evidenced by statements
of the Minister of Interior and Chief Prosecutor (“The ‘migrant hunter’ Petar
Nizamov is renown”, 2016).
Where criminal justice action was undertaken it was circumscribed. Petar Nizamov was indicted for the unlawful detainment of migrants even though he was
subsequently acquitted. On the other hand, the BNM and MU have so far mostly
escaped oﬃcial scrutiny. Perhaps the most serious action against the formations was
a preventive arrest of “regional coordinators” on suspicions of planning to act as
provocateurs at a protest organized by Ministry of Interior employees in late
2015.14 For the altercation with the protesters demonstrating against the arrival of
the Russian motor club “Night Wolves”, pre-trail proceedings for hooliganism
were opened against two persons from each side, even though there is evidence
that BNM and MU were acting more aggressively (Atanasova, 2016).
Most importantly, however, the paramilitary formations’ rhetoric about overthrowing the current political system with violence if necessary is prohibited by the
Criminal Code. On the basis of this, in June 2016, two NGOs have demanded the ban
of the organizations by the prosecution (Papakochev, 2016). Some tentative investigative actions were undertaken by the State Agency for National Security (SANS) (ibid.)
and the prosecution (Krastev, 2017), but did not result in indictments and had no eﬀect
on the BNM and MU. Oﬃcials from specialized security and defence commissions in
the Parliament have also largely refused comment with regard to these organizations
(Georgiev, 2016).
With the entry of a far-right political formation in the governing coalition, the
push for the adoption of a legal framework regulating civic security patrols was
renewed more actively and a number of draft legislative acts were proposed in
2017. Nevertheless, key ﬁgures from the PF have in 2013 and later in 2016 also
condemned unsanctioned anti-migrant border patrols as attempts at personal
gloriﬁcation and as undermining serious nationalism (“Valeri Simeonov, PF”,
2016; Georgieva, 2013). It is diﬃcult to estimate whether legalization of vigilante
activities will strengthen the organizations currently associated with such activities. However, possible legalization of civilian patrols is concerning in light of the
negative trends in popular opinion against migrants and minorities. Research
shows that there is decline in anti-Roma attitudes in the period 2013–2016
(Kirilov, 2016), while hate speech against migrant and minorities is becoming
more prevalent (Ivanova, 2016).
While institutional reactions to the new vigilante organizations have been
ambivalent, surveys have shown signiﬁcant popular support for vigilante activities
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with civilian arrests enjoying support by 54,8% of the population (“Alpha research:
More than 50%”, 2016) and civilian patrols by 65% (Angelov, 2016). However,
favourable views of vigilante activities cannot necessarily be taken to represent
support for the organizations which engage in them. Indeed, active support for the
vigilante formations appears scarce as evidenced by the failure of the BNM and
MU’s failed Operation “Liberation”. Instead, favourable presentation of 2migrant
hunters” by the media (Nikolova et al., 2016; Krasteva, 2018), together with
widespread anxieties about the threat posed by migrants (Kyuchukov, 2016) likely
played a role in fostering support for anti-migrant vigilantism.

Conclusion
The current analysis demonstrates that vigilantism in Bulgaria is a recurring phenomenon. The Roma have mostly been the target of ad-hoc, self-organized or
spontaneous vigilantism, to a large degree fuelled by the widely held prejudice
against the community and the perceived inability of institutions to eﬀectively
counter crime. These vigilante activities have taken place in a number of towns
and villages but remain diﬀused and haphazard.
Well-established far-right groups have thus far failed to harness the popular
anti-Roma sentiment in support of organized vigilante activities, which remained
ancillary and infrequent. However, the migrant crisis, coupled with signiﬁcant
political instability and popular dissatisfaction served as the necessary fertile soil
for the establishment of new vigilante organizations with a strong anti-migrant
agenda. For these formations vigilante activities can be described as an integral
feature of their action repertoire. The widespread dissatisfaction with the political
status quo coupled with the presentation of the migrants as an immediate and
existential threat conferred legitimacy to the rhetoric and actions of the new
vigilante groups.
Compared to skinhead type gangs, football hooligans or other similar far-right
groupings that are ideologically unsophisticated and often involved in violent hate
crime, formations such as the BNM and MU avoid violence and at the very least
create the impression of having a structure and spelled-out goals including clear
political ambition, while still using simpliﬁed populist rhetoric and leaving behind
more reﬁned ideological arguments. The actual extent to which the two formations are in the process of becoming well organized paramilitary formations, which
can present a viable threat to democracy and social cohesion requires further
research. It is, however, very likely that their claims both in terms of membership,
preparedness and structure are highly exaggerated.
Nevertheless, the changes in rhetoric they represent, namely the focus on
immediate action to change the status quo as well as indications of foreign ﬁnancing are notable and should not be dismissed lightly. The BNM and MU try to
recruit former and current police, army and security services personnel. The
number of active law enforcement and security personnel combined with those
that experienced early retirement or dismissal during the nineties is large,
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representing a signiﬁcant potential pool for recruitment. Last but not least, many of
those that exited the army and law enforcement in that period can be described as
alienated and resentful since given their privileged status under socialism, many of
them have not fared well during the transition. The potential for wider recruitment
as well as of the instrumentalization of this population by populist political actors in
a manner similar to the way football fan factions were used in the period 2013–
2014 for escalating public protests and generating social tensions, poses a risk for
galvanization under favourable conditions.

Notes
1 The analysis is based on desktop research, review of online content produced by vigilante groups, observation of groups’ online presence and behaviour, interviews with law
enforcement experts and far-right activists.
2 During communism, despite government policies aimed at assimilation, conﬂicts between
the majority Bulgarian population and the Roma occurred as well (Pashova, n.d.).
3 According to a study from 2016, 60% of the population consider migrants as a security
threat (Kyuchukov, 2016).
4 The infamous anti-migrant vigilante Dinko Valev patrolled near the Southern border of
Bulgaria and apprehended migrants before calling the police. (Tomlinson, 2016). His
activities are not associated with any organisation.
5 Even though it is supposedly non-partisan, the BNU was initially closely associated
with the Ataka party and has produced aﬃliated parties, such as the Guard party
(Avramov, 2008).
6 In 2013–2014, the country experienced a string of large-scale anti-government protests
and changes in government. In this period far-right groupings such as football fan factions were used by political actors for escalating public protests and counter-protests and
for generating social tensions (Bezlov, 2015).
7 For a more in-depth overview of the development of the migrant crisis in Bulgaria see
Bezlov and Stoynova (2017).
8 A coalition between two far-right parties, NFSB and IMRO-BNM.
9 He was brieﬂy charged with the unlawful detainment, after he posted a video online
showing tied up migrants.
10 According to the leader of the formations, Doncho Rusev aka Valter Kalashnikov,
Operation Liberation was supposed to initiate the execution of the organisation’s
detailed plan to bring power to the people and radically change the political order
(Grozev, 2016).
11 The name People’s Court alludes to the People’s Court which was set up in 1944
Communist Bulgaria. The Court was set up outside of the framework of constitutional
law and charged and subsequently sentenced (including to death) members of the political, military and royal elite of the country and enemies to the communist regime
(Chorbadzhiyski, 2018).
12 In line with the strong anti-Jewish and anti-Zionist Rhetoric of the BNM Shipka and
Vasil Levski MU, this phrase, “the national socialism of German Jews”, can be considered to propagate arguments typical of Holocaust denial theories, which consider the
rise of National Socialism and the Holocaust as a Jewish conspiracy.
13 Valev was the subject of a number of media articles, interviews and shows, including in
foreign media (Tomlinson, 2016) and later starred in reality TV shows.
14 The protest was prompted by government plans to cut social beneﬁt packages of the
MoI staﬀ. According to representatives of the paramilitary formations, the arrested
were going to support the rightful protest of police oﬃcials (Georgiev, 2016).
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зверски възрастна жена в Бургас [Perata calls for retribution: “Let’s beat him up!”.
Waits with friends for Jivko, who severely kicked an elderly woman in Burgas]. (2017,
May 18). 168 часа, Retrieved from http://www.168chasa.bg/.
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Appendix I
Acronyms
BHC – Bulgarian Helsinki Committee
BNM Shipka – Bulgarian National Movement Shipka
BNU – Bulgarian National Union
BNU-ND – Bulgarian National Union – New Democracy
CNS – Committee for National Salvation
CSPWF – Civil Squads for the Protection of Women and the Faith
EU – European Union
IMIR – International Center for Minority Studies and Intercultural Relations
IMRO – BNM – Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organization – Bulgarian National
Movement
ISI – Institute for Social Integration
MoI – Ministry of Interior
MU Vasil Levski – Military Union Vasil Levski
NFSB – National Front for the Salvation of Bulgaria
NGO – Non-governmental Organization
OPBC – Organization for the Protection of Bulgarian Citizens
PEGIDA – Patriotic Europeans against the Islamization of the West
PF – Patriotic Front
SANS – State Agency for National Security
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VIGILANTISM IN GREECE
The case of the Golden Dawn
Christos Vrakopoulos and Daphne Halikiopoulou

Introduction
This chapter focuses on vigilantism in Greece. Speciﬁcally, it examines the Golden
Dawn, a group that beyond engaging in vigilante activities is also the third biggest
political party in the country. The Golden Dawn is distinct from a number of other
European parties broadly labelled under the ‘far right’ umbrella in that it was formed as
a violent grass-roots movement by far-right activists, its main activities prior to 2012
conﬁned to the streets. It can be described as a vigilante group, which frequently uses
violence, engages in street politics, has a strong focus on community-based activities,
and whose members perceive themselves as ‘street soldiers’. Since 2013 a number of its
leading cadres, who are also members of the Greek parliament, have been undergoing
trial for maintaining a criminal organization and other criminal acts including murder
and grievous bodily harm.
The progressive entrenchment of this group in the Greek political system has
raised a number of questions about its potential implications on the nature of
democracy and policy-making. This chapter examines various dimensions of the
Golden Dawn’s vigilante activities. Following a brief overview of the Greek sociopolitical context, it proceeds to examine the party’s ideology, its organizational
structure, its various operations, communications activities and relationships with
other political actors and groups in Greece.

The political, social and economic environment
Political violence and the history of vigilantism in Greece
Vigilante and paramilitary activities have a long tradition in Modern Greek
history. According to Psychogios (2013), political violence, including terrorism,
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clashes between protesters and the police, and neo-Nazi racist attacks, is not
infrequent in Greece because it is ingrained in Greek political culture. The civil
war (1946–1949) and military junta (1967–1975) are pertinent examples of
political violence. Vigilantism during these periods was primarily aimed, not
against ethnic minorities or migrants, but against political opponents. For
example, the military regime often targeted political dissidents, and in turn leftwing activist groups and/ or individuals perpetuated violent acts directed against
the regime (Voglis 2011). The legacy of both events has been the maintenance
of this culture of violence that characterizes Greek society, as political consensus
among political parties remained at a minimum level after the restoration of
democracy (Papasarantopoulos, 2014).

Vigilantism during the metapolitefsi era
The period between the restoration of democracy in 1974 and the eruption of
the economic crisis in 2008 was characterized by relative political stability.
Nonetheless, the adversarial nature of Greek politics maintained the deeply
engrained culture of confrontation. During this period, the Greek political system
was characterized by a competition between two main parties, the centre-left
Panhellenic Socialist Movement (PASOK) and the centre-right New Democracy
(ND), which together occupied the majority of the 300 seats in the Greek Parliament (Vasilopoulou and Halikiopoulou, 2013). Most small parties were excluded from parliamentary representation and vigilante activities took place mainly
on the streets.
During this era, political violence was perpetrated by vigilante groups of both
the right and the left, some targeting political opponents and others targeting
minorities. Most notably, right-wing extremist groups during the early metapolifsi era (1970s and 1980s) targeted mostly the so-called ‘internal enemies’ (Psarras
2012), i.e. left-wing activists. Michaloliakos, the leader of the Golden Dawn, was
a protagonist in those attacks. Notable examples include an attack against ﬁve
journalists during the funeral of a well-known military junta supporter police
oﬃcer; a series of bomb explosions in various areas of Athens, most importantly
in two cinemas that showed Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) movies
on the 4th anniversary of the restoration of Democracy. Michaloliakos was
arrested in both instances (Psarras 2012). During the 1990s, and after the creation
of the Golden Dawn, attacks against internal enemies as well as against migrants,
increased. Psarras (2012) identiﬁes at least 27 violent attacks against left-wing
individuals, workers and immigrants by members of the Golden Dawn. Also,
after the collapse of the USSR and the Warsaw Pact, there was an inﬂux of
immigrants from those countries, mostly Albanians, who suﬀered from a large
number of racial attacks (Lazaridis and Skleparis, 2015). An example is the mass
attacks against Albanians after an international football game between Greece and
Albania (Karamanidou, 2016).
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Vigilantism post-2008: the Golden Dawn and the Greek crisis
The eruption of the economic crisis in 2008 altered the dynamics of party competition, as it resulted in a grand coalition between PASOK, ND and the far right
Popular Orthodox Rally (LAOS). During this period, the Greek government signed
the ﬁrst Memorandum of Understanding with the European Union (EU) and the
International Monetary Fund (IMF), which oﬀered Greece ﬁnancial aid and set
economic policy conditionality between the country and its creditors (Vasilopoulou
et al., 2014). This Memorandum became the target of a number of small, antiestablishment Greek parties, which blamed it for the accentuation of the economic
crisis because of the austerity measures that accompanied it. As a result, in 2012
representation increased for small parties. A total of seven parties entered parliament,
including the Golden Dawn. This trend continued in the 2014 European Parliament
elections and the subsequent January and September 2015 national elections,
indicating the party has consolidated a secure voting base of circa 6–7%.
Therefore, Greece’s severe economic crisis was in many ways pivotal for the
changing dynamics in Greek politics. What is key about the Greek case, however,
is the extent to which the economic crisis became translated into a problem of
governance and a broader crisis of legitimacy and democratic representation (Halikiopoulou and Vasilopoulou 2018), indicated by lack of trust in political institutions and an overall dissatisfaction with democracy. Notably, trust in political
parties, trust in government and parliament, and satisfaction with democracy
declined dramatically in the period between 2007 and 2013, dropping well below
the EU average (European Commission, 2018) (for details, see Appendix A1).
At the same time, trust in institutions that employ violence, such as the army and
the police, remain high in Greece. Notably, trust in the army and trust in the
police both increased during the period 2010–2014. This is a broader illustration of
support for authoritarianism, which partly explains the authoritarian attitudes
expressed in the support for Golden Dawn. The political crisis in Greece was not
just a rejection of the established political parties, but rather a rejection of the
political system as a whole (Halikiopoulou and Vasilopoulou 2018), which created
fertile ground not only for smaller parties in general, but speciﬁcally vigilante
groups deﬁned by authoritarian attitudes and an endorsement of violence.

Immigration and the treatment of minorities in Greece
The deeply engrained culture of violence (Psarras 2012) as well as support for
authoritarian values and nationalism (Fragkoudaki 2013) are often manifested in a
deep-seated intolerance against a number of minority groups, including homosexuals, people with left-leaning attitudes, members of other religions and diﬀerent
ethnic groups. The treatment of minorities in Greece has often been criticized by
international human rights organizations, including Human Rights Watch and
Amnesty International (Human Rights Watch, 2013). This discrimination intensiﬁed post-2012, partly legitimated by the fact that violent, vigilante groups such as
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the Golden Dawn enjoyed parliamentary representation. This can be illustrated by
both non-institutionalized activities that have taken place on the streets, such as the
events that unfolded outside the Hytirio theatre in Athens in 2012, when a Greek
theatre company was verbally and physically abused by members of the public,
Golden Dawn MPs and members of the Greek Orthodox Church for attempting
to stage a version of Terence McNally’s Corpus Christi; and in the institutionalized
form of discriminatory policies, for example ‘Hospitable Zeus’, a policy introduced in
2012 as part of an initiative to reduce the number of illegal immigrants. The racism
and overt discrimination characterising the policy have led to severe criticisms with
regards to the extent to which human rights are respected in Greece (Vasilopoulou
and Halikiopoulou, 2015). These examples suggest that attitudes towards minorities
may be understood as part of a broader xenophobia that pervades Greek political
culture (Lazaridis and Skleparis, 2015).
It is important to note that this scepticism and intolerance towards minorities is to
a degree separate from actual levels of immigration in Greece. While this issue has
been increasing in salience across Europe, and constitutes one of the key factors to
which the rise of the far right is attributed in a series of comparative studies (see e.g.
Ivarsﬂaten 2008; Inglehart and Norris 2016), in Greece, immigration ﬁgures are
generally low compared to other European countries, and actually declined during
the period of economic crisis (see Appendix A1). In addition, research on party
manifestos before and after the eruption of the crisis has shown that immigration is
not one of the three most salient issues in the Golden Dawn’s agenda (Halikiopoulou
et al., 2016). Indeed, immigration is ranked as the 4th or 5th most important issue
facing the country from 2005 onwards (European Commission, 2018).
With regards to the refugee crisis, Greece is one of the most greatly aﬀected
countries in Europe. Between April 2015 and September 2015 Greece received
approximately 400,000 new asylum seekers (Dinas et al. 2017). Exposure to the
refugee crisis was much greater in certain islands of the eastern Aegean, given their
proximity to the Turkish coast, such as Lesvos, which during the same period
received over 200,000 asylum seekers (ibid.: 2). Research illustrates that in those
Greek islands that faced a massive inﬂow of refugees just before the September
2015 election, vote shares for Golden Dawn did indeed increase, but only moderately, by 2 percentage points (Dinas et al., 2017). Beyond voting patterns,
refugee camps in islands such as Lesvos have frequently become the target of
extreme right-wing violence (see e.g. ekathimerini.com, 2018).

The ideology and organizational structure of the Golden Dawn:
justiﬁcation and motivation
Given the centrality of violence in both its ideology and practices, the Golden
Dawn can be described as a vigilante group. The party endorses ‘the collective use
of extra-legal violence’ (Moncada, 2017) and fulﬁls most of Johnston’s (1996) criteria for vigilantism, including the planning of the act of violence, the voluntary
participation by private citizens, the exercise of autonomous citizenship and the use
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and frequent threat of violence. More speciﬁcally, in accordance to Moncada’s
(2017) classiﬁcation, the Golden Dawn acts as a vigilante group in terms of its social
organization, identiﬁed targets, its repertoire, justiﬁcation and motivation. In terms
of social organization, the planning and execution of vigilante activities take place
at the group level, involving leading cadres of the party and members. In terms of
targets, in accordance with its Nazi ideology (see below), the Golden Dawn identiﬁes two sets of enemies, internal and external. The former are usually members of
left-wing groups and organizations; the latter are immigrants or refugees. In terms
of its repertoire, the party adopts both lethal and non-lethal tactics, which include
a range of physical and psychological forms of violence. The justiﬁcation lies in
nationalism (Vasilopoulou and Halikiopoulou, 2015); and their motivation, more
narrowly, can be found in the party’s palingenetic (Griﬃn, 1991) vision: i.e. the
need to cleanse the Greek nation of its internal and external enemies, so to
facilitate its rebirth.
Its leader, Nikolaos Michaloliakos, founded the Golden Dawn in 1980 as a bulletin (Bistis, 2013), which openly supported Nazism (Hasapopoulos, 2013). Although
the party has increasingly denied the ‘Nazi’ label, promoting itself instead as a Greek
Nationalist Party (Ellinas, 2013; Psarras, 2012; Vasilopoulou and Halikiopoulou,
2015), its ideology fulﬁls all the criteria for what constitutes a fascist, and speciﬁcally
Nazi, group (Halikiopoulou and Vasilopoulou, 2015). In line with Mann’s (2004)
deﬁnition of fascism, the Golden Dawn is pan-nationalist, authoritarian, statist, and
militarist. It seeks to transcend social cleavages and cleanse the nation of internal (i.e.
political dissidents) and external (i.e. those not belonging to the ‘organic’ nation)
enemies (Vasilopoulou and Halikiopoulou, 2015). The two key ideological themes
in its programmatic agenda include a focus on societal degeneration and a proposed
ﬁnal solution, which encompasses the necessity for national rebirth through a collective movement from below. In other words, while the party itself may reject the
Nazi label, it nonetheless espouses all core Nazi principles.
Nationalism is a central principle in the Golden Dawn’s ideology and the basis of
justiﬁcation of its violent and vigilante activities. In its manifesto the party makes
clear that to be a member of Golden Dawn one must accept the principle of
establishing the state in accordance with nationalism, which it deﬁnes in ethnicorganic terms as the supremacy of the ‘ethnos-race’ (Vasilopoulou and Halikiopoulou, 2015: 55). In this regard the party places great emphasis on biological and
ascriptive determinants of national belonging, including blood, genealogy, race and
common ancestry. The party’s nationalism is linked to its palingenetic vision
(Griﬃn, 1991; Vasilopoulou and Halikiopoulou, 2015), i.e. the need for the Greek
nation to be reborn from the ashes of the old degenerate order for which corrupt
domestic and external elites are responsible. It presents itself as the saviour and
defender of the Greek nation, which is unique and superior to all other nations
(Vasilopoulou and Halikiopoulou, 2015: 71). The party is racist and indiscriminately anti-immigrant, portraying all others as ‘barbarians’ who must be
cleansed so that the nation can be reborn.
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The party’s organizational structure reﬂects its ideology. It can best be described
as a top-down political organization (Ellinas and Lamprianou, 2017a), highly concentrated, strictly hierarchical and militaristic (The Economist, 2013). As noted
above, the Golden Dawn openly endorses and employs violence. Militarism is key
to the Golden Dawn in both ideological and organizational terms. The party sees
the army as the ultimate value, both because it is the protector of national security
and because it embodies the ultimate value of collective sacriﬁce for the nation
(Vasilopoulou and Halikiopoulou, 2015: 61). Members are seen as ‘street soldiers’
ﬁghting for the nationalist cause. They are known for the organization of local
paramilitary groupings, which train and carry our raids against a variety of target
groups, including immigrants, Roma groups and left-wing groups (Hasapopoulos,
2013; Vasilopoulou and Halikiopoulou, 2015).
Golden Dawn’s organization expanded after the party’s entry in the Greek parliament in 2012. From just 4 local organizations in Athens, Thessaloniki, Piraeus
and Kalamata in previous years, the party had developed a total of 69 local branches and 9 local cells across the Greek territory in 2015 (Ellinas and Lamprianou,
2017a). Their activities also increased, with 3594 recorded during the 2012–2015
period (Ellinas and Lamprianou, 2017a).
Many Golden Dawn members and leading cadres of the party, including the leader
Nikolaos Michaloliakos, are well known for their activities in the right-wing extremist
community and have criminal records (Psarras, 2012). Many were previously members
of the extreme right party August 4th, which was dissolved in 1977, and also of the
National Political Union that openly supported the extreme right junta regime.
Michaloliakos has been linked to a series of bombings in bookstores that sell books
related to Soviet Union and cinemas showing ‘left-leaning’ movies (Hasapopoulos,
2013: 13); he was arrested for possession of weapons and bombs in 1976, when he
spent ten months in prison (Psarras, 2012). The more recent examples of the criminal
activities and records of Golden Dawn oﬃcials are discussed in the ‘Operations and
activities’ section of this chapter.

Support and membership
Electoral support: According to the vast literature on far-right voting behaviour,
certain socio-demographic and attitudinal characteristics are shared by far right
voters. Far-right supporters tend to be economically and culturally insecure voters
with authoritarian attitudes, often disillusioned with the system and untrusting of
democratic institutions (e.g. Norris, 2005). Far-right supporters are most commonly
male, either unemployed or in precarious employment. They tend to be working
class and/ or low-income individuals who compete with immigrants for jobs and
social status (Lucassen and Lubbers, 2012) and they have low levels of education.
They are the losers of modernization (Kriesi et al., 2006), those most vulnerable to
social change who have come to resent the political establishment that left them
behind. An examination of the Golden Dawn voter proﬁle shows some consistency with the ﬁndings of this broad literature, but also some diﬀerences, notably
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in terms of the socio-demographic dimension. Using data from the Hellenic Panel
Component of the 2014 European Election Study (EES), Vasilopoulou and Halikiopoulou (2015) ﬁnd that attitudinal variables are more signiﬁcant in determining
the propensity for the Golden Dawn than socio-demographic variables. The
Golden Dawn voter is unlikely to have a university degree, is highly disaﬀected by
the political system, has little trust in the government and most likely belongs to the
right of the political spectrum (Vasilopoulou and Halikiopoulou, 2015:47–48).
Lamprianou and Ellinas (2017) conﬁrm that economic grievances have a limited, and
cultural grievances a moderate, eﬀect on GD voting, while the strongest correlates of
GD voting are those capturing institutional grievances.
In terms of socio-demographic variables, we know from the June 2012 exit poll
(Georgiadou, 2013) that the voters of the party are mainly male (76%) and 44 years
old or younger. The September 2015 exit poll shows a similar picture (www.
metronanalysis.gr). Interestingly, Golden Dawn supporters vary across diﬀerent
occupations (Vasilopoulou and Halikiopoulou, 2015). The only occupations that
the Golden Dawn is underrepresented amongst are pensioners and housewives,
which is also captured from the gender and age group categories. The fact that
Golden Dawn’s supporters come from a broad range of occupational sectors is in
contrast with the main ﬁndings from the existing literature on extreme-right voting
and supports the political grievance model.
Membership: Data with regards to the membership of the organization is less readily
available. As the Golden Dawn is an oﬃcial political party with fairly broad electoral
support, it would be incorrect to assume that all its voters automatically take part in
vigilante activities. This requires a closer look at the party’s membership. To a great
extent, the composition of Golden Dawn’s membership conﬁrms the ‘angry white
men’ paradigm (Bistis, 2013; Psarras, 2012). The majority of members are males
under the age of 50. Female membership, however, has been increasing, with a
substantial number of women having joined the party (REF). In terms of gender
representation, women tend to have their own Golden Dawn forums where they
come together to discuss issues and organize a variety of activities (e.g. White
Women Front: www.whitewomenfront.blogspot.uk)

Operations and activities
The Golden Dawn operates on three diﬀerent levels: as a political party, as a protest and pressure group and as a vigilante group. While it adopts violence at all
levels, only in the latter can its activities be explicitly described as vigilante. We
may also distinguish between those activities the party undertakes indoors to
communicate with activists and those it organizes outdoors to communicate with
voters (Ellinas and Lamprianou, 2017b). In terms of its activities as a political party,
the Golden Dawn runs in national, European and local elections. Despite its participation in democratic procedures, the party is generally critical of democracy and
disrespectful of democratic institutions. The party’s dismissal of liberal democracy is
reﬂected by the behaviour of Golden Dawn MPs in parliament and their disrespect
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of other elected oﬃcials. Examples abound. Following their election, the party
leader and leading cadres performed a Nazi salute upon their entry in Parliament.
During the same year and in a public display of violence, Ilias Kasidiaris threw a
glass of water on SYRIZA MP Rena Dourou and slapped KKE MP Liana Kaneli
live on Greek television (Telegraph.co.uk, 2012).In 2016, Golden Dawn MEP
Lampros Fountoulis violently interrupted an event organized to discuss the situation with ethnic Turks living in Thrace (Crisp, 2016). In 2017, Golden Dawn party
spokesman Ilias Kasidiaris attacked ND MP Nikos Dendias on the pretext that the
latter walked in front of him while Kasidiaris was talking (Ekathimerini.com, 2017).
And, in June 2018 Golden Dawn MP Konstantinos Barbarousis called for a military
coup d’état during his talk in Parliament on the Macedonia question (Kathimerini.
gr, 2018). The MP was subsequently charged with treason and arrested.
In terms of protest and pressure group activities, the Golden Dawn is highly
active, especially following its electoral success in 2012. For example, Ellinas
and Lamprianou (2017a) show that, within the time span of three years, the
party organized a total of 3594 activities, including speeches and ‘debates’
where Golden Dawn members discuss current aﬀairs, historical and ideological
issues and electoral campaigns; political activities, such as celebrations, demonstrations and even camps and exercises for their members; and social charity
activities, such as the organization of job centres, food and clothes collections,
blood donations (Ellinas and Lamprianou, 2017a). It is important to note here
that these latter activities were intended only for Greeks, a status to be conﬁrmed by the presentation of a Greek identity card to one of the Golden
Dawn members on site, and are part of a broader Golden Dawn initiative to
oﬀer an alternative service of state and welfare provisions reminiscent of the
Nazi ‘Winterhilfswerk’ (Vasilopoulou and Halikiopoulou, 2015).
In terms of its vigilante activities, Golden Dawn members have been consistently
involved in violent acts since the group’s establishment. The group was notorious
for a range of violent acts in the 1980s, 1990s and 2000s. Group members often
wear black uniforms and military trousers, reﬂecting the group’s military-style
organization, in an attempt to instil fear. As noted above, their targets are those
groups they identify as internal and external enemies; in other words, left-wing
activists and immigrants. An exhaustive list of recorded cases would take up the
space of this entire chapter. An indicative list of well-known cases includes the
murder of left-wing student Dimitris Kousouris in 1998; numerous attacks against
immigrants and pro-immigrant organizations; threats and vandalism at the Chytirio
theatre in Athens in 2012 to ‘protest’ against the staging of the play ‘Corpus
Christi’; the murder of the 26-year-old Pakistani immigrant Shehzad Luqman, who
was stabbed by members of Golden Dawn in Athens in 2013 (To Vima, 2015);
and the murder of left-wing activist Pavlos Fyssas in 2013, which triggered the
arrest of 20 or so Golden Dawn MPs.
Golden Dawn operations continue. They patrol neighbourhoods in order to
provide security to Greeks and carry out attacks. They even carry out visits to
workplaces to encourage employers to hire Greeks instead of foreign workers
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(Margaronis, 2012). Since the emergence of the refugee crisis, Golden Dawn
members introduced another vigilante activity, which is common in other countries, namely boat patrols, to push back the refugees who try to enter Greece from
the Aegean Sea (Xchange.org). Despite the notoriety of their violent activities and
pending indictment, the Golden Dawn continues to run for election as its leading
cadres continue to serve as elected representatives.

Communication activities: Golden Dawn propaganda ofﬂine
and online
The Golden Dawn has a very elaborate propaganda strategy. The party is particularly active in disseminating its message, both verbally and visually, through online
and oﬄine means of communication. The message they try to convey is the following: the Golden Dawn is a Greek nationalist party, not a Nazi party. While, for
example, the party’s logo (see Figure 11.1 below) is reminiscent of the Nazi
Swastika (Halikiopoulou and Vasilopoulou, 2015), the Golden Dawn itself insists it
is the Meander – an ancient Greek symbol – and completely unrelated to Nazism.
As noted above however, despite the party’s denial of Nazism, its ideology and
practices well ﬁt all the criteria of what constitutes a Nazi group. Like other Nazi
organizations, the group sees its ultimate goal as the eradication of the corrupt
social order through the cleansing of the nation’s enemies. The Phoenix-like
rebirth of the Greek nation from its ashes can only be made possible through the
Golden Dawn, a movement from below which embodies the Greek nation and
whose mission is to salvage it from extinction and restore its former glory (Vasilopoulou and Halikiopoulou, 2015). Their motto, ‘blood and honour’ is a wellknown Nazi motto; their organization of soup kitchens and blood donations are

FIGURE 11.1

The Golden Dawn logo
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reminiscent of the Nazi ‘Winterhilfswerk’; and their practice of standing and
saluting the leader upon entry is clearly a Nazi practice.
In terms of its online presence, the Golden Dawn has a frequently updated
website (http://www.xryshaygh.com) whose prime aim is to disseminate the
party’s nationalist message and justify its stance on a broad range of issues. The
website is elaborate, with a series of sub-sections including the party’s positions
and manifesto, news and current aﬀairs, history, local government and EP
party activities. There is a special ‘dedications’ page, which oﬀers short articles
on Greek historical events, prominent Greek ﬁgures and popular heroes as
well a commemorative texts on anniversary dates for important national
events. Online pages are updated on a regular basis, and it is clear the Golden
Dawn invests time and resources for these activities. News and current aﬀairs
are framed in terms of nationalism, taking advantage of various issues such as
events to do with the country’s relationship with Turkey and FYROM/
Macedonia among others. Interestingly there are many references to Cyprus
and the activities of the Cypriot sister party to the Golden Dawn – ELAM.
The Golden Dawn also has a radio station (radio.antepithesi.gr) and publishes a
number of bulletins, magazines and newspapers that can also be accessed
online, including ethnikismos.net, and https://emprosnews.wordpress.com.
Finally, the party has set up a number of online and on-site stores where one
can purchase a range of paraphernalia including books often authored by
Golden Dawn members, ﬂags, calendars mugs, T-shirts, jewellery and key
rings with the party’s logo (http://www.xakatastima.gr).

Relationship to political groups and public agencies
Overall, other actors have progressively marginalized the Golden Dawn in the Greek
system. Initially, after the party’s election in parliament, its reception was varied with
some political groups actively opposing it and others not taking an active stance. It was
only after the murder of left-wing activist Pavlos Fyssas and the in-depth examination
of the case from the police, that the Golden Dawn started facing a more repressive
environment. This has a visible impact on party activities. For example, the number of
activities the group organized after the 2013 arrest was halved, from 200 activities per
month prior to 2013 to 100 (Ellinas and Lamprianou, 2017a). However, the party has
retained its electoral support, which, considering the increasingly repressive environment the party operates in, as well as the fact that it hardly campaigned for the 2015
elections because of imprisonment and impending trial, is alarming.
Because of its anti-democratic proﬁle and links to violence, no other political
party in Greece has agreed to co-operate or enter a coalition with the Golden
Dawn. The party does not participate in any European Parliament group. It is
aﬃliated with the Alliance for Peace and Freedom (APF), which is an alliance of
ultranationalist far right parties and politicians including the German National
Democratic Party (NPD), Italy’s Roberto Fiore, the leader of Italy’s Forza Nuova
(FN), and Nick Griﬃn, the former leader of the British National Party (BNP).
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With regards to the media, the party is often no-platformed. This, however, was
not always the case. Following the initial success in Athens mayoral elections in
2010, mainstream media began to pay attention to the Golden Dawn as a political
party, frequently covering stories about its members and activities. Much of this
initial media focus was on the Golden Dawn’s charity activities, for example the
blood donations and soup kitchens, while completely ignoring the party’s vigilante
activities and attacks against immigrants and left-wing activists (Prinos, 2014; Kandylis and Kavoulakos , 2011). Often the media even indirectly promoted the
Golden Dawn, portraying its members as modern day Robin Hoods – muscular
skinheads in uniforms whose main goal was to protect the vulnerable members of
the Greek population from the criminal activities that mass immigration brought to
Greece and thus restore law and order (TVXS, 2014). This changed after 2013,
following a series of incidents, which exposed the violent tendencies of Golden
Dawn members, including Ilias Kasidiaris’ attack against KKE MP Liana Kaneli and
SYRIZA MP Rena Dourou live on Greek television (Gilani, 2012).
Last but not least, it is important to discuss the relationship between the Golden
Dawn and the police, which remains a matter of contention in Greece and has
attracted a lot of attention. This issue is sensitive and data is scarce. It is often suggested that the Golden Dawn is particularly appealing to the police. Police oﬃcers
tend to be Golden Dawn supporters and constituencies with high numbers of
police voters tend to turn around higher Golden Dawn results. For example, in
their study of police voting behaviour in Athens, Papanicolaou and Papageorgiou
(2016) ﬁnd that Golden Dawn’s presence has been much more emphatic among
police personnel than among the general public. In addition, according to the
Golden Dawn itself, the number of police oﬃcers who voted for the party during
both 2015 elections was approximately 60% (Golden Dawn, 2015). Beyond voting
preferences, the Greek police has frequently been criticized for entrenched racism,
endemic violence and unlawful conduct, sometimes linked with Golden Dawn
activities. In December 2013, among those arrested alongside with Golden Dawn
oﬃcials were two police oﬃcers; ten police oﬃcers were found to have direct or
indirect links with criminal activities attributed to Golden Dawn members
(Amnesty International, 2014). However, systematic data on this issue is absent.

Far-right vigilante activities beyond the Golden Dawn
From 2015 onwards two new extreme-right vigilante groups appeared in Greece,
namely Cryptheia and C18. Both groups appear to be aﬃliated with the Golden
Dawn (Krithari, 2018) Speciﬁcally, Cryptheia is a vigilante group created after a
breakaway from the Golden Dawn (Dettmer, 2017). The group’s purpose is to
force all migrants and refugees out of Greece (Dettmer, 2017). The group became
known after an attack against the residence of an 11-year-old Afghan boy, just
because the boy was selected by his school to carry the Greek ﬂag at a national
parade (Dettmer, 2017). Members of Cryptheia also claimed responsibility for an
arson attack in a refugee centre in Athens’ town centre (Daily Sabah, 2018). With
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regards to the C18, this is another neo-Nazi vigilante group, whose members have
participated in approximately 30 attacks against leftists, anarchists and others (Krithari, 2018). Some have linked this group with the Golden Dawn, as they stress
that C18 replaced Golden Dawn, after the Golden Dawn’s trial started (Krithari,
2018).
The actions of these groups can be subsumed under the concept of vigilantism as
they meet Johnston’s (1996) criteria mentioned earlier in this article, including the
planning, use and frequent threat of violence. Such groups often attempt to take
law enforcement upon themselves (Heitmeyer, 2005). For example, Cryptheia’s
objection to a non-native carrying the Greek ﬂag for whatever reason, led to the
violent attack against the residence of the 11-year-old Afghan boy. In addition,
their attack against the Athens refugee centre is premised on their refusal to accept
the existence of migrants or refugees in Greek territory. Finally, C18’s attacks
against leftists and anarchists are premised on the alleged inability of the legal
system – and law enforcement – to prevent building occupations.

Conclusion
Far-right vigilante groups, operating at the street level, are not uncommon. The
Greek case is particularly interesting, however, as the main vigilante group against
migrants and refugees is also the third biggest party in the Greek parliament. The rise
of the Golden Dawn can be seen as part of a broader trend towards the far right
across Europe. At the same time it is set apart from other European far right parties
precisely because of its vigilante nature and activities: the party openly endorses and
uses violence, which it justiﬁes on the basis of its racist and organic nationalist
ideology. What is striking about the Golden Dawn is the extent to which it continues to generate electoral support despite the notoriety of its vigilante activities, the
imprisonment of its leading cadres and its impending trial.

Note
1 All the data on trust gathered from the European Commission, as it is yearly and also
comparable to the other European Union countries.
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Appendix A1
Trust in institutions: Prior to the crisis (in 2007), trust in political parties was 20.5%
(European Commission, 2018).1 In 2011, this number dropped to 5.1% and in 2013,
it declined further to 4.1%. Similar dynamics apply for levels of trust in government
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and parliament. In 2007, trust in government was 45.5%. However, in 2011 this was
reduced to 8.5%. Trust in the national parliament declined from 51.85% in 2007 to
12% and 11.89% in 2011 and 2013 respectively. Dissatisfaction with democracy also
conﬁrms the above argument. In 2007, 62.8% of Greek citizens were satisﬁed with
democracy in their country. However, in 2011 only 17% were very or fairly satisﬁed
with democracy; in 2013 this number slightly increased to 18% (European Commission, 2018).
Trust in army and the police: In 2010 trust in the army in 2010 (2011 is not available) was
66.73% and trust in the police was 52% (European Commission, 2018). In 2014 (2013 is
not available either) both ﬁgures had increased to 71.53% and 58.93% respectively.
Immigration: With regards to actual immigration ﬁgures, the stock of foreign-born population
in Greece is low compared to other European countries. It declined from 7.4% (or 828.4
thousands) in 2010 to 6.6 (or 727.5 thousand) in 2014 (OECD, 2018a). The number of
inﬂows of foreign population also declined in recent years. In 2005 the number of inﬂows
of foreign population in Greece was 65.3 thousand; in 2009 this number dropped to 35.8
thousand; and in 2011, a year before the national elections that saw the entry of the
Golden Dawn in the Greek parliament for the ﬁrst time, the number further decreased to
33 thousand (OECD, 2018b).
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FORZA NUOVA AND THE SECURITY
WALKS
Squadrismo and extreme-right vigilantism in Italy
Pietro Castelli Gattinara

Introduction
If we deﬁne vigilantism as a response to the perceived inability of the state to enforce
security and the rule of law within its territory, Italy can arguably be considered a
particularly ripe context for the emergence of such practices. On the one hand, the
legitimacy of state executive agencies has been eroded by years of political crises, and
especially so since the beginning of the Great Recession. On the other, perceived
insecurity and ethnic competition have been on the rise in concomitance with the
so-called European migration crisis, and the related moral panic that this caused in
the Italian public debate since 2015 (Castelli Gattinara, 2017). As we shall outline in
this chapter, however, these circumstances built on pre-existing factors delimiting the
opportunities for vigilante mobilization in Italy, especially under the initiative of
extremist right-wing actors. In particular, we focus on political and cultural factors,
focusing on the discursive and legal framework regulating urban security and vigilantism in Italy, as well as the historical heritage of Italian fascism and the squadrismo
movement (cf. e.g. De Felice, 1969; Gentile, 2011).
This chapter analyses vigilantism looking at the case of one of the actors that
have engaged the most in anti-refugee mobilization in Italy: the extreme right
party Forza Nuova (New Force, FN). FN was ﬁrst formed as a grassroots branch of
pre-existing extreme right political parties, and subsequently splintered to pursue a
more organic collaboration with political and subcultural groups of the neo-fascist
right in Italy (including skinhead organizations). As will be discussed, the party’s
ideology is ultra-nationalist and conservative, and it is articulated primarily in
opposition to immigration, globalization and Islam. For several years, FN has
organized the so-called ‘security walks’ (Passeggiate della sicurezza), which are considered here as a paradigmatic case of vigilante mobilization. Indeed, they are promoted to ensure street security ‘in response to demands by Italians that do not feel
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safe at home’ (Forza Nuova, 2016). The basic rationale is one in which FN militants take the responsibility of patrolling local areas considered dangerous, thus
serving a function that the decaying Italian state is unable – or unwilling – to fulﬁl.
Vigilantism is thus framed not only as a response to criminality brought about by
immigration, but also as a reaction to the ineﬃciency of state authorities (Forza
Nuova, 2017a).
The empirical analysis is based on the investigation of the repertoires of protest
of Forza Nuova, with a special focus on the activities of street patrolling promoted
in the wake of the refugee crisis. While anti-refugee mobilization in Italy integrates
diﬀerent types of actors, including unaﬃliated citizen assemblies, far-right political
parties, as well as social movement organizations engaged primarily in grassroots
politics. We focus here on organized collective actors only, which includes several
groups mobilizing on migration and security, such as the Lega Nord, the radical
right Fratelli d’Italia, as well as more extremist groups like Forza Nuova and CasaPound Italia. While Lega Nord were the ﬁrst to introduce citizen squads patrolling
the streets in northern Italy, many other groups followed suit in the late 1990s and
2000s. Our choice to focus on Forza Nuova is motivated by the fact that this is the
group that invested the most in promoting and diﬀusing vigilantism in Italy in
recent years. To the contrary, other organizations, most notably CasaPound, have
long neglected the issue of migration and this speciﬁc repertoire of action in their
agenda of contention, at least until recently (Albanese, Bulli, Castelli Gattinara, &
Froio, 2014).
More speciﬁcally, we investigate the nature of their vigilante activism, in terms of
organization, purposes and self-proclaimed values. To this goal, we use original data
from ﬁve in-depth interviews with Forza Nuova activists, which we triangulate with
the analysis of the content of newspaper reports on their mobilization. Face-to-face
interviews were conducted in early 2017. We identiﬁed interviewees by snowball
sampling to ensure variety in the location, starting from grassroots organizations that
had promoted highly mediatized initiatives against refugees over the previous months
in Italy (Castelli Gattinara, 2018). Prior to the interviews, we established a rapport
with participants through regular contact via telephone and email. The interviews
were then conducted in public settings such as bars, shops and restaurants. Albeit the
interviews included questions about strategies of opposition to migration, most of the
interview relied on an unstructured format intended to generate unsolicited
narratives.
We integrate this data with information from media reports of Forza Nuova’s
vigilante actions, retrieved from news stories extracted from the daily broadsheet Il
Corriere della Sera, retrieved from the Factiva digital archive (1996–2015). Newspaper articles were selected using a search string intended to capture all articles that
contain implicit or explicit reference to the security walks, the main vigilante
campaign promoted by the group. Finally, additional sources – such as written,
photographic, and audio-visual material produced by the group – were used to
contextualize this information.
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The chapter is structured as follows, ﬁrst, we will provide a general overview of
the context in which these vigilante activities developed, focusing on economic
and political circumstances, with special attention to the opportunities for far-right
mobilization that have been triggered by public debates on migration with the
beginning of the refugee crisis. We will then introduce the case of Forza Nuova,
contextualizing its political worldview and value system in the Italian extreme right
milieu. Building upon this framework, we shall illustrate how favourable political
opportunities have incentivized the development of vigilante activities throughout
the Italian territory, and describe their main features in terms of organization, goals
and targets. In doing so, the chapter starts to sketch out some of the crucial
meanings that have come to characterize grassroots street activism in FN, assessing
the extent to which it was successful in spreading the values of its far-right initiators, and underlining the cultural and political factors that have limited its impact
on the Italian public sphere.

Opportunity structures: the political, social and legal context
Italy can be considered a suitable case for the study of vigilante groups. As I shall
illustrate in the next section, this has much to do with the cultural embeddedness
of vigilantism in the history of Italy’s fascist direct activism. But there is more to it.
There are, in fact, speciﬁc political, social and legal factors that make Italy a case of
special interest to observe the emergence and development of vigilantism in
Europe. I shall focus here on the main political crises that Italy had to face in its
recent history, which are likely to have produced favourable circumstances for the
emergence of vigilante groups, and then address more speciﬁcally national political
opportunities for far-right mobilization in Italy, as well as the legal framework
regulating vigilante activities in the country.
To begin with, the 2008 Global Financial Crisis, resulting in at least two full
years of recession (2013–2015), heavily aﬀected Italy’s economy. Although Italy is
considered to have recovered from recession, the growth is still below both the
Italian Government’s expectations and the Eurozone average. Besides, the Great
Recession had a profound impact on the country’s political system, with dramatic
consequences in terms of the legitimacy of representative institutions and government. The perceived lack of progress on the economic front has progressively
eroded the popularity of the large coalition governments since 2011 (Monti; Letta;
Renzi; Gentiloni), allowing the main challengers of Italy’s mainstream parties, the
populist Five Star Movement and the far-right Lega Nord, to take on the antiestablishment mantle and gain much public support. Most indicators on the level of
trust in institutions tend to conﬁrm that. According to recent surveys, political trust
in public institutions is in a steep decline compared to few years ago: in the period
2010–2016, trust in the judiciary system declined by 12%, and trust in the Italian
State by 10 percentage points. As of 2016, only 22% of Italians declared to have at
least some trust in the State, and only 10% expressed trust in the parliament (Diamanti, 2016). While people express a much higher level of conﬁdence in law
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enforcement agencies, the scores for Italy are still considerably lower than the
European average: 68% vs 75% (European Commission, 2017). Most strikingly, if in
2005 the aggregate trust in political institutions in Italy was over 40%, by 2016 this
ﬁgure had fallen to 26%, after reaching a minimum of 21% in 2014 (Diamanti, 2016).
The public perception of state institutions as either weak or absent was only
aggravated with the beginning of the so-called refugee crisis in 2015. Of the one
million refugees that crossed the Mediterranean in 2015 alone, 154,000 landed in
Italy, resulting in a 31 percentage-point increase in annual asylum application rates
(EASO 2016). While holding a position of crucial importance in the Mediterranean migration route to Europe, however, Italy generally represents a country of
transit for most asylum seekers. As a result, most political and humanitarian tensions
emerged at the borders, since the EU treaties on asylum issues require refugees to
stay in the country of ﬁrst arrival. This had profound humanitarian consequences in
the north of the country, as migrants waiting for opportunities to pass into France,
Austria, and Switzerland concentrated in border towns lacking appropriate structures to accommodate them, while neighbouring countries strengthened the controls at their borders. The EU government’s unwillingness to relax the strict
principles of the Dublin treaty, combined with the long-lasting unpreparedness of
the Italian authorities in coping with migrant reception, triggered the emergence of
a series of small reproductions of the Calais Jungle across the country, especially in
border towns and around the train stations of major cities (cf. the Chapter on
France in this volume). This provided many opportunities to far-right actors to
campaign on law and order. Even though right wing and far political parties have
long campaigned on immigration as a source of insecurity, the situation has greatly
deteriorated since the beginning of the crisis. If in 2012 ‘only’ 26%t of Italians
considered immigration a danger for individual security and public order, the
amount of people agreeing with this statement reached 33% in 2015 – the year of
the ‘long summer of migration’ – and then further increased to 40% the following
year, and reached 46% in 2017 (Demos, 2017).
In terms of political opportunities, right-wing street movements in Italy have
regained legitimacy after the so-called ‘Years of Lead’, and since the mid-2000s
they enjoy a rather privileged channel of communication with the electoral arena.
In terms of protest and subcultural politics, far-right actors take advantage of the
ineﬃcient implementation of anti-racist and anti-fascist sanctions, and mobilize
based on a mix of anti-democratic, autocratic, and ultra-nationalist political concepts, mainly borrowed from the ideology of fascist and right-wing authoritarian
regimes of the interwar period. In the electoral arena, the right-wing populist Lega
Nord and Fratelli d’Italia have long been allied with the political mainstream, and
thus receive intensive coverage by the mass media and considerable popularity in
opinion polls. In so doing, they enlarge the opportunities for mobilization of other
actors in the same area, providing resonance to issues like immigration, security,
and opposition to the establishment. Thus, even extremist movements of the far
right (such as Forza Nuova) manage every so often to get the attention of the mass
media.
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The success of the Lega Nord at the local level (in city and regional administrations) and national level (in coalition governments), further increased the political
opportunities for vigilantism in Italy. In 2009, the Minister of Internal Aﬀairs in the
fourth Berlusconi cabinet – Roberto Maroni, a prominent member of the Lega
Nord – took advantage of the public clamour for the access of Bulgaria and Romania to the EU to pass a Security Package. The Package would set urban security at
the core of the Italian public agenda, de facto legalizing vigilantism. The security
package was in reality focused mainly on illegal immigration: it provided new
competences to city mayors to intervene in case of urgent security threats, and it was
motivated by the allegedly exceptional security circumstances caused by the multiplication of illegal immigrant and Roma camps throughout the territory. A speciﬁc
clause of the package, moreover, legalized civil patrols, by introducing the possibility
to set up citizen committees of volunteers with the goal of patrolling the territory in
support of law enforcement and police services in order to relieve situations of urban
insecurity and social discomfort. While the measure clariﬁed that these patrols must
be activated and coordinated with law enforcement agencies, and that they cannot
be equipped with any form of weapon, but only with mobile phones to get in touch
with the police and signal episodes of violence to the authorities, it nevertheless elicited much outraged reactions. If opposition parties and left-wing organizations
accused the law of facilitating the activities of extremist right-wing organizations, the
government insisted that the goal of the measure was precisely that of regulating
street patrols, thus integrating civilian citizens in the management of urban security
and preventing the diﬀusion of loose paramilitary groups.

Forza Nuova: ideological proﬁle and background
As illustrated by the debate ensuing the introduction of the security packages outlined above, vigilantism in contemporary Italy cannot be explained without reference to an Italian tradition of considerable political and historical importance: fascist
squadrismo, i.e. the fascist movement based on armed squads.1 To date, historians
disagree as to whether the historical experience of squadrismo can be understood as
a distinct and speciﬁc category of non-state violence, thus comparable with nonEuropean vigilantism and terrorism. Some address squadrismo as a form of ritual
violence – promoted by paramilitary groups with the consent of local and economic élites – against trade union leaders and other ‘subversives’ (Clark, 1988). To
the contrary, others underline that there is a diﬀerence between party-militias, or
vigilante groups complementing the legal activities of a political party, and militiaparties understood as self-standing political movements, such as Italian fascism in its
‘blackshirt’ phase (Suzzi Valli, 2000). What matters for the purposes of this chapter,
however, is that the myth of squadrismo and its revolutionary purity survived the
fall of the fascist regime, especially among young fascists. On the one hand, thus,
the memory of the fascist action squads is often used to stigmatize right-wing
activism and street patrolling, to the extent that the very concept of ‘vigilantism’
bears a pejorative connotation in its Italian use. On the other, the reference to the
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blackshirts also works as an internal motivational incentive for mobilization by
young right-wing extremist, especially in terms of direct activism (see e.g. Albanese
et al., 2014; Froio & Castelli Gattinara, 2017).
The crucial role played by squadrismo in Italy’s fascist culture can be appraised in
terms of the concept of ‘fascism-movement’ advocated by Renzo De Felice (1969).
Accordingly, fascism must be understood in terms in two diﬀerent streams, distinguishing between a form of revolutionary, anti-capitalist, and overwhelmingly
secular movement phase, and the more conservative, institutional fascism of the
regime. In the post-war years, the interpretation of fascism-movement came to be
identiﬁed with radical factions pursuing revolutionary ideals and vitalistic dynamism, while rejecting the decadent democratic system (Ignazi, 2003). Forza Nuova
can be located in this stream of Italy’s post-war fascism. Its origins, in fact, date
back to the 1990s, which marked the transformation of what had once been the
most successful extreme right party in Europe – the Movimento Sociale Italiano
(MSI) – into a party of government (Ignazi, 2003; Rao, 2014). Rejecting the
moderate turn imposed by the party leadership, a number of prominent members
belonging to the ‘movement’ faction of MSI founded the neo-fascist Fiamma Tricolore (Tricolour Flame, FT). At ﬁrst, Forza Nuova represented the grassroots
branch of the newly born party, reproducing the traditional diﬀerentiation between
street activism and engagement in the institutional arena of the Italian extreme
right. In 1997, Forza Nuova oﬃcially splintered from FT and set out its own
agenda, in direct competition with FT for hegemony over direct activism in the
Italian far right milieu.
While a strong portion of Italian post-war fascism was traditionally secularist, a
trademark of FN’s politics was its strong identiﬁcation with the Roman Catholic
tradition, combining ultra-religious values with the legacy of Italian fascism. Based
on the idea that politics should regain its spirituality, this resulted in a series of
campaigns on cultural liberalism and civil rights issues, especially with respect to
abortion, euthanasia and same-sex marriages. Over the 1990s and early 2000s, FN
inﬁltrated organized soccer clubs to recruit militants and radicalize Italian hooliganism, as well as the subcultural music and skinhead milieu to attract young
people towards the movement (Caldiron, 2013). While the interpenetration
between extreme right ideology, hooliganism and skinhead culture soon became
the trademark of FN, the group also tried to gain legitimacy in the electoral arena.
Originally, it did so by collaborating with other splinter groups of this political
area. From 2008 onwards, however, FN runs its own independent candidates in
national and local elections, generally with little success. Similar to the factions that
have characterized Italy’s post-war fascism, FN displays a double tendency, seeking
respectability as a political party, while claiming to be ‘revolutionary’ in the protest
arena (Campani, 2016). As a street movement, it engaged in protests against globalization and migration, including the storming of demonstrations for gender
equality, as well as other political initiatives organized in cooperation with skinhead
organizations. From 2008 onwards, however, FN has run its own independent
candidates in national and local elections, generally with little success.
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Forza Nuova’s political proposals are summarized in its eight programmatic
points, which largely conﬁgure its general ideological worldview. First, the group
demands the withdrawal of the Italian legislation on abortion (1), the development
of new family policies aimed at demographic growth (2), and the recognition of
the Roman Church as the spiritual leader of the nation (3). In addition, it asks that
all forms of free masonry and secret societies are abolished (4), and that the national
public debt is cancelled (5). While FN understandably opposes the legislation
criminalizing fascist organizations in Italy (6), it also demands the introduction of a
corporatist system replacing trade unions (7). Still, the issue on which FN mobilizes
the most is certainly immigration (8), calling for a total shutdown of Italian borders,
alongside the ‘humanitarian’ repatriation of all migrants currently residing in Italy.
Immigration is, in fact, considered a threat to the ‘harmonious coexistence among
peoples’, ‘a disturbance to public order’ and a source of ‘cultural heritage loss’.
Since its origins, FN showed a predilection towards engaging in protest against
migrants and immigration, which represent by far the top priority of the group. This
only increased with the beginning of the so-called ‘refugee crisis’, which oﬀered the
group new opportunities to mobilize at the local as well as national level, while also
being able to set up alliances with grassroots organizations engaged in anti-refugee
protest (Castelli Gattinara, 2018). It is in this framework that FN rediscovered the
practice of the so-called Passeggiate della Sicurezza –‘security walks’, which represent
the instance of vigilantism that we will address in detail in the next section.

The security walks: Forza Nuova’s vigilante activism
The security walks are one of the main political activities promoted by the central
organization of Forza Nuova. While, as we have seen, the Italian legal system is
rather permissive towards private citizen squads patrolling the streets, the security
walks promoted by FN do not qualify as legal for two main reasons. First, the law
was meant to legalize already existing groups – speciﬁcally the patrols of the Lega
Nord in northern regions – whereas it tended to discourage the creation of new
ones. The irregular and non-continuous nature of FN’s patrols, which emerge at
times mainly in response to criminality news stories, could hardly ﬁt this legal framework. Second, patrols must be organized in active cooperation between private
citizens, mayors and law enforcement agencies. Also in this respect, FN’s walks can
hardly meet existing regulations.
There are, in fact, strong promotional motivations behind the organization of
the security walks, which FN hopes to use to increment its public image as well as
its rooting in local settings. The group diﬀerentiates its political action in a set of
areas of intervention, each of which is allocated a speciﬁc page in the web portal of
the organization. We ﬁnd there FN’s international allies (the Alliance for Peace and
Freedom), its youth section and the media it uses for internal and external communication, including a web radio, a dedicated magazine, and a website selling
clothing, merchandise and accessories of FN. In addition, there are four thematic
areas of political intervention: environmental action (e.g. ethical consumerism),
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sport activities (gyms and leisure time), solidarity (distribution of food, charity,
and support for the disabled and the unemployed) and security. Speciﬁcally, the
security walks are presented as follows:
Responding to the demands of so many Italians who feel less and less safe at
home, Forza Nuova has launched the Security Walks across the areas most at
risk of dozens of small and large cities: when the state abandons its citizens, our
militants engage in patrolling the most dangerous streets at night. Our goal is
to give conﬁdence back to citizens, and to reach the deterrent eﬀect that the
absence of institutions fails to guarantee.
(Forza Nuova, 2017b)
Throughout its political life, the FN promoted multiple good-will activities to
improve its public image, especially by means of solidarity actions and direct social
initiatives addressing Italian citizens only. The security walks are understood as a
similar form of engagement. On the one hand, this enables the group to increase its
visibility and legitimacy at the local level. On the other, it provides FN with
leverage to be used when negative news stories concerning its members and supporters are published, including ones having to do with the security walks. Indeed,
while there have been multiple episodes of violence promoted by far-right activists
in Italy, there has been little evidence directly connecting the use of physical violence to groups engaged in security walks initiatives. As I shall illustrate, FN
appraises security walks as having two combined, and complementary, functions.
On the one hand, they oﬀer a ‘concrete’ help to citizens, de facto replacing the
ineﬃciency and unresponsiveness of the state and law enforcement agencies. On
the other, they are expected to oﬀer an ‘example’ of virtuous behaviour, which
citizens ought to follow in view of a mass revolt against the elites.
The security walks were originally launched in the mid-2000s, taking advantage
of the opportunities made available by the abovementioned security packages
introduced by the government, which legalized the patrolling of streets by private
citizens. At that time, in fact, the moral panic that followed the EU enlargement
induced other right-wing political entrepreneurs to promote similar initiatives,
especially among Northern League mayors and local politicians. Operatively,
security walks gather 5 to 15 people, including members of FN and unaﬃliated
citizens, who meet in allegedly dangerous neighbourhoods, and patrol the streets
by walking across the area (Interview IT5). Participants are unarmed and they do
not wear speciﬁc uniforms. Yet, they are recognizable, as they wear reﬂective bibs
to increase their visibility at night and to mark membership in the patrolling group.
The idea is that participants carry with them a mobile phone in order to call the
police in case they get across a critical situation, while they are not supposed to
intervene directly to restore public order.
The rationale for these actions is that while insecurity and criminality have
grown in Italy, the state has given up on its responsibility of punishing deviance. In
this respect, a crucial discursive function is played by the notion of ‘dissuasion’, in
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that vigilante activism is framed as a form of dissuasion against criminals willing to
commit oﬀenses (Interview IT3). Typically, the patrols take place in response to
mediatized crime stories and local debates about urban decay and illegality. Participants understand these initiatives as dissuasive of potential criminal oﬀenses and
thus complementary to the activities of law enforcement agencies (Interview IT2).
Accordingly, the vigilantes involved in security walks do not operate covertly, and
generally publicize the initiatives in order to get support from the local citizenry
and visibility in the media. At the same time, the security walks are hardly ever
organized in coordination with law enforcement agencies and prefectures. To circumvent these restrictions and avoid legal sanctions, FN normally promotes vigilante activities such as distribution of pamphlets by groups of a maximum of three
people, so that the group does not have to get prior authorization from the police
(Interview IT3).
Territorial branches are thus in charge of setting up the patrolling activities at the
local level. Among the self-proclaimed ideological motivations for their engagement, there is the logic of ‘order against chaos’ and the ‘need to defend the people’
(Interview IT4). Since law and order issues represent a core feature of far right
political agendas, ideological reasons explain why political practices of street surveillance have represented a constant feature in FN activism from the very early
days of the movement. At the same time, strategic reasons connected with the
legitimacy of far-right political mobilization explain the varying diﬀusion and visibility of this form of direct activism over time. In FN’s rhetoric, citizens understand
the patrols as a response to the increasing demands for security:
We only go where we are called: every day we receive emails, warnings and
calls, from people who want to drag our attention to particular situations of
illegality. Yet, these people live there, so they are afraid to get exposed …
because the state gives them no protection. And thus us, Forza Nuova, takes
the street. And then, slowly but increasingly, citizens ﬁnd the bravery and they
join us in the security walks.
(Interview IT3)
FN’s vigilantism has escalated in concomitance with favourable political opportunity
structures at the national level (e.g. when the security packages were approved), as
well as advantageous discursive opportunities at the local level, especially in terms of
moral panics over the relocation of asylum seekers and criminality stories involving
migrants and ethnic minorities. Indeed, in some circumstances (e.g. following public
controversies on the management and location of asylum seekers in Italy), some
groups also engaged in guarding speciﬁc facilities at the risk of being assigned to host
migrants, as well as train stations (Interview IT1 and Interview IT6). The analysis of
the media visibility of this form of vigilantism tends to conﬁrm that. Using the
FACTIVA database for the mainstream quality newspaper Il Corriere della Sera, I
identiﬁed 146 news stories mentioning FN and the security walks, covering a period
ranging from early 2007 to late 2017. The mentions, however, are distributed
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unequally over this period, since 93 of these news stories (corresponding to 65 per
cent of the total) were published in the last two years only, and in particular from
summer 2015, i.e. the beginning of the so-called refugee crisis. Indeed, the news
stories on security walks often report claims-making by FN activists and high-rank
oﬃcials, which promote these initiatives by taking positions on related issues.
Accordingly, migration should be stopped because Italy’s border towns cannot
become the ‘dump of Europe’; the citizenship regime based on Ius Soli should be
rejected because it leads to ‘multicultural chaos, Islamic predominance and imported
maﬁas’; and refugees are ‘not welcome’ because Italy’s resources must be devoted to
help the citizens who suﬀered from earthquakes in 2016.2
While oﬃcially the target of these initiatives is ‘criminality’ in general, it has
been clear since the beginning that the real targets are migrants, refugees, and the
Roma, whose presence in Italian cities and neighbourhood is associated with
criminality, illegality and decay. With the beginning of the European migration
crisis, moreover, FN has slightly changed the way in which it presents its security
walks, declaring that their objective is to stop anyone who commits crimes ‘against
Italians’ (Forza Nuova, 2017c). In a recent call for participation, FN quite
straightforwardly appraised the patrols as ‘security walks against extra-communitarian criminality’, and adding that people must come to the streets to avoid ‘the
Islamization of our cities and neighbourhoods’. In recent months situation has been
deteriorating as public attention to migration, integration and asylum issues has
increased. The context of the urban peripheries of Rome is a case in point, as FN
has increasingly organized its street patrols in areas that host reception centres and
shelter facilities for asylum applicants. Rumours about tensions between native and
immigrant residents have acted as triggers for the mobilization of FN, leading ﬁrst
to the organization of vigilante groups, and then to the promotion of demonstrations demanding that the reception centres are shut down.3 In this context, there
have been multiple reports of street violence against migrants as well as clashes
between the police and FN’s militants.4 The groups that were originally formed in
the framework of FN’s vigilante patrols have also been responsible for confrontational actions and violence against asylum centres and the NGOs in charge of
hosting migrants.5
When the citizens saw the truck with the people from the cooperative
approaching, they startled, they took on the street and blocked it. I think we
can say it was basically an uprising. […] There were no clashes with the police.
The cooperative workers ran away, and left the camion with the supplies
there … and then someone set on ﬁre the televisions and the mattresses.
(Interview IT1).
As can be noted from the above quotation, the narrative about security walks
focuses primarily on the role of ‘citizens’. Yet, there are no oﬃcial numbers on the
participants and supporters engaged in the patrols, neither at the local nor at the
national level. As of today, FN can count on a few thousand militants throughout
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the country (the last oﬃcial data for 2001 reported little more than 2000 members).
Accordingly, we can say little about the speciﬁc characteristics and socio-economic
background of the people engaging in vigilantism. In our interviews, FN activists
declare that the operations of street patrolling at night also helps promoting the
visibility of FN in degraded neighbourhood, with the goal of spreading propaganda
and possibly attracting new recruits. Yet, FN militants also acknowledge that it is
very rare that citizens that are not already politically engaged with FN take part to
this type of activities (Interview IT1 and Interview IT2). In September 2017, FN
called for a nation-wide set of patrols in all neighbourhoods ‘out of control’, and
where the elderly and women are considered to be in danger. The stated objective
of the initiative combined propagandistic messages concerning the need to restore
‘hope’ for Italians, with considerably more threatening messages: ‘we want to send
a warning to criminals: Italians have run out of patience and they will not tolerate
that their sisters are touched’ (Forza Nuova, 2017c). Accordingly, the national
headquarters asked territorial branches to invite the following categories of people
to take part to patrols: football supporters, ‘because they feel a strong and lively
attachment to their cities’; taxi drivers ‘for their knowledge of the territory and
civic engagement’; boxers, ‘for their bravery and discipline’.
In conclusion, the analysis shows that FN is careful in not using – at least
explicitly – the stigmatizing vocabulary of vigilantism, and presents its street
patrolling activities in a way that is compatible with the political and discursive
context of Italy. At the same time, the framing of vigilantism must be coherent
with FN’s ideological and programmatic apparatus. Accordingly, I suggest conceptualizing this form of activism in the framework of the notion of direct activism.
Previous literature appraises direct (social) actions as a speciﬁc form of political
contention aiming to oﬀer a direct solution to phenomena perceived as dysfunctional, which accordingly can be distinguished from traditional repertoires addressing representative institutions and demanding the mediation of the state for the
solution of public problems (Bosi & Zamponi, 2015; Froio & Castelli Gattinara,
2017). The group claims to provide a service to the community, replacing the
ineﬃciency of state authorities in delivering security and preventing crime, and
thus reinforcing the link between the ‘movement and the people’ (Interview IT4).
At the same time, vigilantism transforms the very meaning of political participation
in FN, as militancy becomes a form of ‘patriotic Christian solidarity’ (Interview
IT4). This has to do with an organicist understanding of the nation, in which each
individual is conceived as a parcel of the same body of the people. By organizing
the patrols, FN militants show the way in which Italians ought to behave, setting
up the example for the behaviour of others. In this respect, vigilantism is expected
to ‘shake the conscience of the citizens, giving them a sense of nation, land, of
homeland’ (Interview IT1). In short, while vigilantism is to be understood as a
political repertoire based on direct activism, its deep ideological and symbolic
implications perfectly ﬁt with fascist world-views and especially with FN’s selfproclaimed investment in ‘a revolutionary project based on an idea of counter
power’ (Interview IT4).
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Concluding remarks
This chapter analysed vigilantism as a response to the perceived inability of the state
to enforce security and the rule of law. Empirically, it looked at Forza Nuova,
which stood out in recent years for its aggressive campaigning against migrants and
refugees, and at the speciﬁc case of the security walks, promoted to ensure street
security for Italian families. Considering the political and economic turmoil that
Italy has suﬀered in recent decades, and the ensuing crisis of legitimacy characterizing its political system, it was suggested that Italy would oﬀer fertile grounds for
the development of vigilante activities. Indeed, vigilantism is facilitated by political
and discursive opportunities available for collective street action by extreme right
organizations. On the one hand, Italy displays a favourable legal framework for
street patrolling by groups of private citizens, which were inherited from the
security policies implemented by centre-right and Lega Nord coalition governments in the late 2000s. On the other, the historical legacy of Italian fascism and
squadrismo triggers motivational incentives for street mobilization by extreme-right
activists, especially in terms of direct activism, albeit arguably also representing a
discursive constraint for the legitimization of vigilantes in the public sphere.
At the most basic level, the rationale of vigilantism by Forza Nuova is that of
serving a function that the Italian state is unable – or unwilling – to fulﬁl. Yet, the
speciﬁc content of vigilantism is framed depending on external circumstances, so
that at times of economic distress the focus is on the lack of resources for law
enforcement agencies, whereas during political crises street patrolling is understood
as a response to the unresponsiveness of the government and the ineﬃciency of the
state. Unsurprisingly, therefore, recent public debates on asylum have contributed
to making the linkage between vigilantism and opposition to migration more
explicit and visible. In this context, the impression is that the moral panic that
followed the so-called refugee crisis facilitated the radicalization of FN militants
and supporters. In this respect, while Forza Nuova ostensibly has been one of the
ﬁrst actors engaging in this form of activism, and despite being the group engaging
in it most systematically, it is certainly not alone. Vigilante patrols are increasingly
embedded in broader cycles of demonstrative protests, so that the groups that had
originally formed to ensure neighbourhood watch become an integral component
of anti-refugee collective action. By integrating street patrolling with political
contestation, vigilantism in Italy has thus also progressively turned to political
confrontation with – and at times even violence against – opponents and the
police.

Notes
1 Squadrismo consisted of fascist squads organizing strikebreaking, punitive missions and
vigilante reprisals against revolutionary socialist and communist groups in the period
1918–1924. The rationale of these actions was precisely that public authority was either
absent or too timid in disciplining criminal acts, strikes, seizures and occupations (Suzzi
Valli, 2000).
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2 M. Sasso, L’Espresso, 20 September 2016: ‘Forza Nuova e la festa sul campo dei partigiani’. Retrieved from http://espresso.repubblica.it/attualita/2016/09/20/news/forza
-nuova-e-la-reunion-sul-campo-dedicato-ai-partigiani-1.283453.
3 L. Matarrese, Huﬃngton Post Italia, 8 September 2017: ‘La ronda di Forza Nuova al
Tiburtino terzo. Tensione con la polizia, rimbombano gli slogan: Roma ai romani’.
Retrieved from http://www.huﬃngtonpost.it/2017/09/08/la-ronda-di-forza-nuova
-al-tiburtino-terzo-in-cerca-di-migranti_a_23202125/.
4 Il Messaggero, 9 September 2017, ‘Roma, Forza Nuova sﬁda la Questura: “La passeggiata
di sicurezza si farà”’. Retrieved from http://www.ilmessaggero.it/roma/cronaca/forza_
nuova_passeggiata-3226845.html.
5 M. Cifelli, Roma Today, 3 September 2017: ‘Tiburtino III: migranti assediati dai fascisti
nella chiesa di Santa Maria del Soccorso’. Retrieved from http://www.romatoday.it/
cronaca/assedio-fascisti-chiesa-migranti-tiburtino.html.
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BEYOND THE HAND OF THE STATE
Vigilantism against migrants and refugees in
France
Pietro Castelli Gattinara

Introduction
So far, vigilantism has attracted remarkably little scholarly and public attention in
France. While sporadic research has focused on popular justice (Michel, 2011;
Brodeur and Jobard, 2005) and citizen participation in policing operations (FavarelGarrigues and Gayer, 2016), the empirical study of contemporary practices of vigilantism taking place in France is in its infancy at best. Even though France has a
long tradition of popular violence following political unrest, especially in the midst
of the French Revolution, in fact, the central state has been eﬀective in enforcing a
monopoly over the system of criminal justice since the second half on the nineteenth century (Michel, 2011). In this sense, France follows a common pattern
among Western European countries, where strong state institutions and eﬃcient
law-enforcement systems have progressively neutralized most of citizens’ substitutes
for legal justice.
Contemporary practices of vigilantism, however, are not only the result of the
negotiation between public actors and aggregated private interests, but are also indebted
to the various conﬁgurations and historical trajectories by which state actors have contended to citizens the right to maintain public order. If in other countries, most notably
in the US, contemporary vigilante actors can at least try to legitimize their practices in
light of their historical embeddedness, the opposite holds true in France. Within the
European context, France has been singled out as a paradigmatic case for the development of “court rationality” standards in the legal system, as well as for the monopolization of the legitimate means of violence by growing state apparatuses (Elias, 1969). Since,
historically, vigilante groups have faced the structural tendency of the French State to
centralize police powers, invoking the past has proved not only an ineﬃcient strategy,
but also a rather powerful source of disqualiﬁcation for these actors (Favarel-Garrigues
and Gayer, 2016).
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Yet, despite these structural constraints to vigilante mobilization, there have been
numerous spontaneous outburst of anti-migrant violence, with the tacit approval of
local communities. As citizens progressively lose faith in law enforcement agencies,
France witnessed a series of episodes in which groups of individuals try to take the law
in their own hands, or at least evoke to resorting to “do-it-yourself” justice when
other established means fail. In past years, notable cases of lynching justice have concerned in particular the French Roma community. In 2008, unsubstantiated rumours
about the Roma community of Marseille led to an attack against three Roma men.
Assaulted by a mob of about a hundred persons, their car was set on ﬁre and only the
intervention of the police avoided worse consequences.1 The voicing of discriminatory and stereotypical views of Roma by politicians and governmental
representatives legitimized intimidation of Roma people by French citizens, with the
result that attacks by private citizens and groups continued unabated in France in the
following years (Amnesty International, 2014). In 2014, a 16-year-old Roma boy
accused of burglary by local residents in a small town of the Paris region was abducted
and tortured in a cellar, beaten into a coma, and left unconscious in a shopping trolley
(Naydenova, 2014).
A similar scenario has emerged in more recent years, in concomitance with the
emergence of the so-called refugee “crisis”. Public debates on migration hit France
at a time of permanent state of exception, as the country experienced two consecutive years of state of “emergency” from 2015 to 2017, allowing for unprecedented restrictions on civil society. In this context, the perceived failure of the
French immigration and security regime, as well as the eﬀects of the political crisis
following the 2008 Recession, had a profound impact on the political climate of
the country, fuelling not only hostility against migrants, but also anti-establishment
sentiment and distrust in state institutions. The perceived unresponsiveness of
French authorities grew exponentially in response to heated debates on humanitarian emergencies at the French borders, most notably concerning the Calais
“Jungle”, and following the hesitant steps taken by the French government to
address the crisis. This further reﬂected mounting sentiments of anxiety, and frustration against public authorities among local communities. The combination of
declining trust in State authorities and growing concerns about individual and
collective security is likely to oﬀer today new political opportunities to contest the
monopoly over the legitimate use of violence, paving the way to vigilante
practices.
This chapter oﬀers a ﬁrst, explorative analysis of vigilante practices in contemporary France. It oﬀers an overview of the activities of street patrolling promoted in the wake of the so-called refugee crisis by two diﬀerent types of actors:
the citizen association Les Calaisiens en Colère and the political association Les Identitaires. The chapter highlights crucial organizational factors in their vigilante activism, focusing on the stated purposes and values of citizen activists. Empirically, it
uses original data from three in-depth interviews with French activists, and media
reports on far-right and anti-immigration mobilization. Additional material collected during ﬁeldwork is used to contextualize the interview and media data. The
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ﬁndings show that attempts to take charge of the implementation of the law in
France do not conﬁgure a blatant challenge to the authorities or the state monopoly
of law and order. To the contrary, extreme right and anti-refugee movements present
themselves as complementary law enforcement agencies, mobilizing strategically
using the notion of “dissuasion”.

Political and cultural opportunities for vigilantism in France
As vigilantism is still largely understudied in France, it is diﬃcult to assess the
political opportunities for this form of mobilization. If vigilantism originates from
two major transformation of contemporary nation states – the progressive deregulation of security and the outsourcing of state repression (Rosenbaum and Sederberg, 1974) – the French tradition of monopolizing institutions has certainly
inhibited the formation of private forms of citizens justice, at least in a historical
perspective. The French state in fact displays a structural tendency towards the
centralization of police powers, which constitutes a strong deterrent for the development of vigilante activism.2 Furthermore, unlike in other countries (such as the
US), in France political actors cannot claim any historical embeddedness of this
type of practice.
Still, vigilantism can also be understood as a form of collective interest articulation, or bottom-up citizen movement, emerging against the perceived inability of
the state to enforce the law (Johnston, 1996; Froio and Castelli Gattinara, 2016;
Pratten and Sen, 2008). Traditionally, trust in the police and in law enforcement
agencies in France is very high, scoring consistently above 60% since the mid2000s, and increasing in recent years to 80% (European Commission, 2017). In
contrast, trust in government has been declining over time. Although the pattern is
in line with European trends, the French public opinion displays strikingly little
trust in the national government by the end of Hollande’s mandate (19% in 2015;
17% in 2016), and a steep decline in trust in local authorities (from more than 60%
before 2010, to 45% in 2015). Most important to explain the motivations for vigilantism, a similar decline can be observed with respect to trust in the justice
system: if in 2004 the majority expressed conﬁdence in the French justice system
(56%), this score was down to 41% in 2017.
These circumstances might facilitate the emergence of autonomous vigilante
groups aiming to bypass state ineﬃciency in providing security and justice. It must
be noted, however, that vigilantism is not conceivable without at least a minimum
of social support from some speciﬁc audiences to which these actors can address
their security discourse (see e.g. Buzan, Wæver, and Wilde, 1998; Balzacq, 2011).
Actors articulating security discourses in response to everyday demands for security,
thus, have to motivate their action on shared understandings of what constitutes a
threat and what is the best way to tackle it (Doty, 2007; Huysmans, 1998). They
must be able to claim that the people support their activities, be that for the sake of
the general population or for that of speciﬁc local constituencies. This explains why
the security problems that visible vigilante groups across Europe aim to tackle
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systematically coincide with public priorities of security management at the state
level, often linking perceived citizen insecurity to immigration and minority issues.
Even though the state does not directly participate or promote vigilantism, in
fact, there is often convergence between its objectives and the ones of actors who
challenge its monopoly over law enforcement (Jarman, 2008). State and non-state
articulations of threat often share the same underlying logic, so that similar issues
and rationales resonate across distinct understandings of societal and state security.
This is most striking when it comes to the issue of migration, at the core of much
research on securitization (Buzan, Wæver, and Wilde, 1998). Tensions between
majority populations and minority groups, including migrants and refugees, characterize the internal politics of most European countries, creating fertile grounds
for the far right, and increasing public tolerance towards vigilantism and direct
engagement of citizens in solving security problems.
France has certainly not been immune to these developments. In January
2017, the presidential campaign had already begun, and the designation of candidates featured prominently on the political agenda. The political system was
experiencing a deep transformation, with the demise of the two mainstream
socialist and conservative parties, the emergence of a new centrist catchall party
led by Emmanuel Macron, and the stabilization of populist left wing and right
wing challengers. Over the previous years, the right-wing populist Front National
(FN) acquired a remarkable inﬂuence in French politics and society, albeit
without managing to get a stable representation in parliament, at least so far. The
new leader Marine Le Pen opened up a process of ‘de-demonization’ of the
party, taking distance from her father’s acknowledged racism and anti-Semitism
with the goal of diversifying the party’s electoral audience (Mayer, 2013; Crépon,
Dézé, and Mayer, 2015). Enjoying great media attention, Marine Le Pen’s
agenda on migration, security and Islam (Odmalm, 2014), represents a crucial
resource for far-right movements, which otherwise suﬀer by the presence of
various laws that forbid religious, ethnic and racial discrimination, allowing the
banning of anti-democratic and anti-Semitic parties.
Traditionally, the visibility of other groups on this area depends on the issue at
stake. High mediatization is enjoyed by a restricted set of political movements, or
networks of networks, which mobilize on secularist values and demand the exclusion of speciﬁc religious minorities, such as Riposte Laique (Froio, forthcoming;
Mondon, 2015). The same applies to groups that are primarily engaged in street
politics but often coordinate their activities with the Front National, such as Les
Identitaires. Besides these exceptional cases, however, most grassroots organizations,
which may be susceptible to promoting vigilante activism, normally remain conﬁned to subcultural milieus. The 2015–2016 terrorist attacks in Paris and Nice,
however, sparked new discussions on issues related to security and the state of
emergency, polarizing political debates on refugees and the place of religious signs
in the public space, thus oﬀering new opportunities for mobilization against
migrants and minorities.
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Vigilantism and the “refugee crisis” in France
Debates about immigration in France have been centred on issues of citizenship
especially concerning the perceived “crisis of integration” of migrants from former
Maghrebi colonies (Geddes and Scholten, 2016). After 2014, however, the politicization of migration witnessed a sharp twist, in response to the events connected
with the Arab Spring, the Paris terror attacks, and the media portrayals of asylum
seekers trying to reach the EU. This revitalized debates on two alternative conceptions of migration which were ﬁrst introduced by French president Nicolas
Sarkozy (Simon, 2014), according to which France must favour the “chosen”
immigration (immigration choisie – such as highly skilled migrants) over endured
immigration (immigration subie – such as family reuniﬁcation). Furthermore, France
had to cope with humanitarian and security emergencies at its borders (especially
the French–Italian one), and at the entrance of the port of Calais and the nearby
Eurotunnel terminal. If migrants trying to reach France from Italy found themselves stuck as France temporarily restored controls at its southern border, migrants
in northern France could not pass into Britain due to the tightening of controls,
which led to a dramatic increase in the population of the migrant encampment that
would come to be known as the Calais “jungle”.
The French response to the refugee crisis rapidly took a highly politicized tone.
While French President Francois Hollande pledged support for Europe-wide solidarity, the Front National and the French right criticized the proposal for a European quota system for asylum migrants (Geddes and Scholten, 2016).
Simultaneously, the disproportionate growth of the Calais Jungle, and the deterioration of its living conditions, draw the attention of public authorities, the mass
media, and NGOs in the Calais area. This ultimately triggered two forms of vigilantism that are relevant to this study. First, small groups emerged at the local level,
under the initiative of citizens that grew concerned by the presence of migrants,
organized via social media, and promoted activities to preserve individual safety and
street security in the area of Calais. Second, organized political groups took
advantage of increasing perceived insecurity to relaunch their security campaigns
against migration.

Calais, its “Jungle” and its vigilantes: Les Calaisiens en Colère
In October 2013, the centre-right mayor of Calais announced the set-up of a
dedicated email address, which citizens could use to report on “No-border”
activists and migrants residing illegally in the city area.3 If the goal was to raise
attention about the conditions in Calais, the result was to legitimize various
initiatives against migrants by private citizens and grassroots organizations. In a
few weeks, multiple Facebook pages appeared with the goal of organizing and
coordinating citizens’ initiatives against refugees (Gardenier, 2016). The two most
notable groups were Sauvons Calais [Let’s Save Calais] and, a few months later,
Les Calaisiens en Colère [The Angry People of Calais, LCC].
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According to its promoters, LCC is a grassroots initiative by disenfranchised
citizens in Calais, with the stated purpose of responding to aggressions by migrants
and the degradation in the city area due to illegal refugee settlements. Despite
frequent accusations by migrant solidarity organizations, the group always proclaimed itself non-political and non-violent. Activists claim to be completely disenfranchised from any existing political organizations in France, not least the Front
National, and they do not recognize themselves as either left or right wing (Interview FR1). In its early days, the group was active online only, giving voice to
citizens to express their grievances against migrants by producing short videos and
reportages about the Jungle. LCC’s ﬁrst street mobilization took place in October
2015, when the group organized a street march to “Stop irregular migration”. The
demonstration gave the group, and its narrative of “abandonment by the state”,
much visibility: by December 2015, the Facebook page reached 35,000 likes (at the
time of the interviews, it reached 75,000).4
The motivations for the rally, which gathered 500/1000 people, encompass
some elements of relevance to understand the emergence of citizens patrols over
the following weeks:
We struggle to show you the sad reality of our everyday life, denouncing the
blatant injustice that we suﬀer, and supporting the people who are in distress.
[…] It’s touching to see so many people gather here today: people who suﬀer
here are abandoned by the state.5
The interviews with LCC activists conﬁrm that individual life experiences represent a crucial motivation for getting involved in direct action, as a response to the
perceived unsustainability of living conditions in Calais, and the unresponsiveness
of state and local authorities.
The ﬁrst group was created in 2013, under my initiative, and it was called
“Let’s defend Calais”. I had been aggressed by an illegal migrant in 2012. I was
stabbed … I have a lifetime illness because of it. Hence, I decided to open this
page to discuss my aggression and other aggressions that I heard about.
(Interview FR1)
We created a Facebook page to talk of the aggressions taking place in Calais.
There have been rapes, thefts, houses have been squatted, degradation …
Some animals have been stolen, killed, eaten.
(Interview FR2)
By December 2015, LCC had already started organizing its night watch through
the streets of Calais, not without raising concerns among solidarity activists and the
mass media about the nature of their patrols. The stated goal of activists was to
make citizens “feel safe” by oﬀering a “presence” in the streets. The overnight
patrols covered a rather wide area considered “at risk” of migrant intrusion,
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including the city outskirts, the entrance of the Eurotunnel, and the main highway
connecting to the border. First, LCC activists aimed at preventing migrants who
could not ﬁnd shelter in the Jungle, to have access to the summerhouses at the
outskirts of Calais. Second, they wanted to avoid roadblocks by migrants aiming to
reach into the UK. Third, they aimed at preserving security in general, against
theft, violence and rapes.
After the dismantlement of the Jungle, however, LCC’s vigilante strategy was
partially reformulated, focusing instead on preventing the formation of new refugee
campsites:
Originally, the main objective of Les Calaisiens en Colère, when there was the
Jungle, was to avoid theft, aggressions and migrants squatting our houses … but
even more to avoid roadblocks on the highway because the life of road users
was hard back then. Now, considering that the Jungle is gone, our mission is to
look for the new camps and at the same time to avoid the aggressions in parking
spaces on the highway.
(Interview FR1)
As far as the organizational aspects are concerned, prior to each watch, the vigilantes gathered next to the French police truck in downtown Calais. Law-enforcement agencies are the only actor with whom LCC activists acknowledge to
relate, declaring to be “unoﬃcially” in contact with the police for coordination
purposes, to demand permission to access speciﬁc areas, and to call for intervention
when necessary. The patrols normally took place from 20:30 to early in the
morning, and the groups were composed of no more than 8–10 people, moving
around by car. The interviewees report that the maximum mobilization was
reached in 2015 (“when the situation had become unsustainable”, Interview FR2),
with 80 persons involved in patrolling for several consecutive nights. By January
2017, the group was composed of no more than a few dozen young residents of
Calais, which met irregularly and took rounds for participating in the patrols. Some
of them reported working – or having worked – for private security agencies.
Participants were aged 17 to 60, and they were overwhelmingly male, albeit there
have been reports of women taking part in the night watches.6
The women are our drivers, they are our eyes. They stay inside the car while
we go out in the ground. They have their eyes on our back, for our security,
and they stay in touch with us with walkie-talkies, so that in case of troubles,
we get out. It would be a pity to leave a man behind in the car, because he is
certainly more useful on the ground than in the car.
(Interview FR1)
The patrols generally take two diﬀerent forms. Normally, the vigilante group
moves to a number of speciﬁc areas that they consider “at risk” of migrant intrusion, thus patrolling across diﬀerent places. Occasionally, however, they can also act
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in response to speciﬁc requests by private citizens, thus engaging as a private
security agency, patrolling the surroundings of a house, gathering video material to
send to law enforcement agencies, or directly scaring away migrants from illegal
camps that formed in someone’s property.
People call us, we come and we install ourselves. We tape what we see, so that
we can signal it to law enforcement authorities, telling them at this address is
happening this and that, you must take action.
(Interview FR2)
In the early days of their mobilization, LCC’s vigilantes did not have an
oﬃcial dress code. Yet, the media clamour surrounding the night watches led
them to wear reﬂective bibs with the name of the organization, to be more
easily identiﬁable during night actions.7 Oﬃcially, participants are unarmed, as
they might only bring a ﬂashlight to “dissuade” migrants from pursuing illegal
activities. These are allegedly “much stronger than those used by the police”
and are intended to scare migrants by convincing them that vigilantes are the police.
The cars also serve the same function, but from a distance. In case the abovementioned
dissuasive measures are not suﬃcient to disperse migrants, the activists call for the
intervention of the police. Even though the media has frequently reported of open
confrontations between LCC activists and groups of migrants, the oﬃcial position of
the group concerning risks of confrontation is the opposite, as reported by one of our
interviewees:
Concretely, in reality, we cannot do much if something happens: we cannot
beat them up, we cannot arrest them, we can do nothing. We can only scare
them, that is all.
(Interview FR1)
Two crucial concepts stand out in the analysis of vigilantism by Les Calaisiens en
Colère: “dissuasion” as a strategy to avoid migrant criminality, and “complementarity” of vigilantism and police action. These two elements play a fundamental role in the narratives of vigilante groups; in constructing their
credibility within the local community; and in legitimizing its activities. If, in
fact, the motivations for engagement have to do with the feeling of abandonment by the authorities, mobilization does not aim at replacing the state in the
operation of its crucial function of maintaining collective security. To the
contrary, direct engagement in LCC is framed in terms of dissuasion, so that
vigilantism is understood as complementary, rather than alternative, to the usual
administration of law enforcement. This framing allows vigilantes to articulate
mobilization without creating an overlap, or a conﬂict, with the role of the
state as the unique holder of the monopoly of violence and the enforcement of
order.
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Mediatized vigilantism across France (and beyond): Les Identitaires
A well-known protagonist of the extremist right-wing scene in France are the
groups inspired by the French New Right (Bar-On, 2012). We focus here on the
Bloc Identitaire (Identitary Bloc, BI), a nativist-regionalist movement founded in
2003 by a group of sympathizers of the outlawed group Unité Radicale and the
Front National, and on its youth organization Génération Identitaire (Identitary
Generation, GI). While BI represents one of the main networks of right-wing
street movements in France since the early 2000s (Blum, 2017), its youth section
came to be known in more recent years thanks to showcase activism against Islamization, mass migration and multiculturalism, most notably the occupation of a
mosque in Poitiers in 2012.
The Identitaires address primarily young generations, privileging communitybuilding activities such as concerts, sports, collective training, and excursions. From
2016, BI has suspended all electoral activities to focus exclusively on street protest
and grassroots actions, being aware that the Front National already represented the
group’s issues and stances in the party system. Although no oﬃcial alliance was ever
signed, this ultimately resulted in a “division of labour” between the two actors.
Les Identitaires thus considers themselves as the “street-based” branch of Marine Le
Pen’s campaign. Although the FN is considerably more cautious in recognizing
linkages with grassroots groups of this sort, a number of high oﬃcials of BI
obtained important positions within the party.8 In January 2013, the GI promulgated a “declaration of war”, a video in which it expresses its ideological antagonism to Europe’s multicultural society (Génération Identitaire, 2013). The video has
been translated in various languages, so that today the symbols and colours of the
Identitaires have become a brand identity for spin-oﬀ groups in Austria, Italy, the
Netherlands, Switzerland and Czech Republic (Blum, 2017).
The Identitaires promote numerous anti-immigration initiatives, including vigilante actions. First, they organize the so-called “Anti-Scum” patrols (Génération
anti-Racaille), which are part of a broader set of actions aimed at convincing the
French people to “defend themselves” against insecurity (Génération Identitaire,
2014). These actions mainly focus on securitizing public transport, but parallel
initiatives include training courses in self-defence, legal assistance for victims of
violence, and courses targeting speciﬁcally high school students. Although the
framing of the actions focuses on all types of criminal activities, their main target
are migrants and religious minorities in France, in line with the broader political
activity of the group.
The objective was to show to public transport users that there is a youth that
promotes solidarity and self-defence against insecurity caused by those scum
and the resignation of the police. We also wish to challenge the candidates for
mayor of Lyon on the theme of insecurity in transport. Awareness, prevention
and deterrence are the watchwords of this action.
(Génération Identitaire, 2014)
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A group of militants go on public transport and simply take care that everything goes ﬁne. […] Our goal is to avoid problems, rather than causing them.
Our objective is prevention.
(Interview FR3)
The campaigns are promoted by the Bloc Identitaire, but delegated to local
militants in charge of participating, gathering supporters and managing the logistics.
The usual format involves 10 to 20 voluntary activists, who jump on trains and
metro lines considered “dangerous”, and distribute ﬂyers to passengers. The
underlying logic is that the militants remain on the train until the last stop, so that
their presence makes sure that nothing happens during the transit. The distribution
of ﬂyers has two functions: on the one hand, it works as propaganda for the group,
making its mission and symbol visible among a broader audience and potential
supporters. On the other, it is a protective measure against legal sanctions. While
the promoters do not act in coordination with police, they nevertheless make sure
that their activities are within the boundaries of the law (such as leaﬂet distribution
by small groups), or they ask for prior authorization for some form of standardized
political activity.
Sometimes they distribute ﬂyers to passengers to make them aware and to
inform them that if they witnessed something that is not normal, they could
call a given number. To tell them that we are there in support of the police
and not to replace it.
(Interview FR3)
Participants are not armed and they do not wear oﬃcial uniforms, but they make
sure to be recognizable by wearing reﬂective bibs with the logo of the Identitaires.
The branding of the action and the immediate recognizability of the promoters ﬁts
well with the broader strategy of the group. Vigilantism, in fact, does not represent
only a form of direct social activism aimed at oﬀering a concrete, material, solution to
an urgent problem. Rather, it also helps presenting the group as crucially diﬀerent
from actors engaged in traditional forms of protest addressing third parties (e.g. the
state, the media), and demanding their mediation for the solution of a public problem.
This is the same logic driving the groups’ solidarity actions:
This is also the theme of what we call “Génération Solidaire”: every winter,
the Identitarians take on the streets throughout France to distribute soups,
warm clothes and other goods to homeless people from Europe. That’s
because migrants are already hosted by the State in relatively luxurious centres,
while native-born French have to sleep in the streets.
(Interview FR3)
By means of vigilante engagement, the Identitaires invest in direct engagement
against something perceived as dysfunctional, in this case migration and insecurity.
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Furthermore, the patrols also serve the function of promoting the “identitarian
brand” and its activities. The promoters of these campaigns, in fact, try to maximize the media impact of their actions, through the careful selection of colours
and symbols, and through the staging and – when possible – the spectacularization
of protest. Mediatized vigilantism also relates to the broader agenda setting strategy
of the Identitarians.9
This second nature of vigilantism also emerges from another campaign by the
Identitaires: Defend Europe. Launched in 2017, this campaign aimed at setting up a
search-and rescue mission, documenting the misbehaviour of NGOs in the Libyan
coast, and hampering their cooperation with human smugglers (Defend Europe,
2017). The idea originated in the network of the French Génération Identitaire, in
cooperation with its aﬃliated groups across Europe. Together, they raised about
€75,000 through web-based crowdfunding, and used it to hire a vessel and a crew,
and set sail to the Mediterranean Sea. The campaign oﬀers a straightforward
example of the mediatized logics of vigilantism, as it combines the ambition of
setting up a patrol, with the media-oriented spirit that drives much of the Identitarians’ politics. Indeed, Defend Europe was presented using typical narratives of
direct activism, such as the need to act “here and now”, and the desire of acting on
behalf of law enforcement agencies, oﬀering the citizenry a service that the state is
either unable, or unwilling, to fulﬁl. In this respect, the logic is the same as in night
watches and vigilante squads: the Mediterranean patrol is understood as the functional equivalent of the building-up of a wall, with the goal of dissuading the
pursuit of illegal migration to Europe.
At the same time, the Defend Europe promoters had very clear in mind that the
real objective of the mission was in the media, rather than at sea. The action does
not exclusively address migrants, but also the media system, with the goal of
breaking the mainstream consensus concerning “search and rescue” operations and
the role of NGOs in the Mediterranean. Activists thus engage in patrolling, but
also in reporting with video and pictures the reality about immigration to Europe,
oﬀering alternative material and uncovering the collusion between the NGOs and
human smugglers.
The main Goal of DEFEND EUROPE is to reveal the outrageous activities of
NGOs to the entire world.
(Defend Europe, 2017)
The promoters of Defend Europe claimed numerous victories while sealing in
the Mediterranean, as they considered that their presence, their documentation
activity, and their patrols, not only inhibited NGOs by unveiling their alleged
criminal actions, but also set in motion a number of reactions, especially in Italian
politics. Most notably, Defend Europe campaigners took credit for the Italian
government’s choice to threaten to shut its ports to NGOs who failed to sign to a
controversial code of conduct implying, among other things, that the Italian army
would be allowed to accompany the rescue missions. It is true, indeed, that by the
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end of the summer numerous humanitarian NGOs had withdrawn their ships, in
disagreement with the code of conduct. Similarly, it is undeniable that the Italian
executive endorsed the tenets of a prominent xenophobic conspiracy theory,
insinuating that NGOs act in cooperation with human smugglers. Whether this
can be linked to the concrete activity of Defend Europe, however, is more questionable. As a matter of fact, the vessel ultimately spent only a week monitoring
the sea by Libya. The anti-immigrant vessel had to cope with a number of problems: ﬁrst, they were denied the docking rights in Sicily, after mounting clamour
by local anti-racist movements; then, they had to renounce refuelling in Greece
and Tunisia, because of local opposition; ﬁnally, having failed to provide a satisfactory crew list, the vessel was stopped in the Suez Canal. Some crew members
were ultimately arrested in Northern Cyprus over people smuggling allegations,
and subsequently released on the claim that crew members on board were
apprentice sailors.10
In this sense, Defend Europe conﬁgured a performative action, based on a speciﬁc mix of agenda setting and direct activism logics. The group hailed the action
“a political success, a media success, and a success in activism” (Defend Europe,
2017), because of its indirect impact via the mass media, as well as its direct impact
on the management of search and rescue missions:
Defend Europe has received an enormous amount of media coverage. While
almost all were hostile, and several were lying, these articles and TV reports
brought our action to the minds of millions of people. It is this media impact
which allowed our political success. Only two months ago, many NGO ships
were cruising near Libyan coasts like taxis waiting for their customers. Right
now, the 20th of August, there’s only one left.
(Defend Europe, 2017)
In sum, vigilantism by the Identitarian movement shows that some of the motivational elements in their direct campaigning are common to previously observed
vigilante practices, such as the perception of unresponsiveness by state authorities
and the perceived ineﬃciency of law enforcement agency. Similarly, the main
focus is on how to prevent and deter violence and insecurity, which resonates with
the previous discussion on vigilantism as a form of dissuasion. Yet, the rationale is
remarkably diﬀerent, in that the logic is not one of direct engagement by citizens
that aim at solving “here” and “now” a critical situation or problem, but rather that
of staging a display to the public and the mass media. In this sense, the logic is
much closer to the media-oriented agenda setting practice of social movements
than to one of direct activism and vigilantism.

Concluding remarks
This chapter analysed vigilantism understood as acts of coercion in defence of an
established political order, albeit in violation of its formal boundaries of security
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enforcement and rule of law. It focused on the vastly understudied context of
France, where vigilante experiences can count on virtually no historical embeddedness, and have to cope with a strong state tradition of centralization of police
powers. Despite these structural constraints to vigilante mobilization, it showed
how declining faith in law enforcement agencies and state institutions has facilitated
some episodic experiences by groups of individuals that have tried to take the law
in their own hands. Empirically, the chapter thus focused on the case of the
Calaisiens en Colère and the Identitarian movement, with a special focus on antirefugee and anti-migrant mobilization. In so doing, it showed that vigilante practices represent a viable strategy for diﬀerent types of groups in contemporary
France, paving the way not only for disenfranchised grassroots campaigns by local
citizens, but also for organized political initiatives by more established far right
organizations.
As was discussed, there are a number of common features to the very different vigilante practices set forth by the two groups under observation. Most
notably, in both cases the underlying rationale is that vigilantism is made
necessary by the state’s inability and unwillingness to fulﬁl its duties towards
citizens. The feeling of “abandonment” by the state, and the critique to the
establishment, however, does not go as far as to promote activities intended to
replace the state function of ensuring security. In all circumstances, vigilantes
avoid running the risk of creating a conﬂict between their practices and the
state as the unique holder of the monopoly of violence. To the contrary, the
logic is the one of “complementarity” and “dissuasion”, so that direct activism
enables citizens to engage on urgent problems in support of police action, so
that vigilantism is promoted as complementary to the usual administration of
law enforcement by the state.
Some diﬀerences between various approaches to vigilantism emerge, however,
if we compare the practices by grassroots citizen groups and organized political
movements. Only the latter, in fact, have successfully combined the strategies of
direct activism with the logics of agenda setting. The Identitarian movement
seems to be interested in vigilantism primarily because it enables a to bridge
between the logics of direct engagement aimed at solving “here” and “now” a
situation perceived as critical, with a mediatized understanding of contentious
politics. In this respect, vigilante activities are not much about providing a
material answer to a problem. As shown by the Defend Europe campaign, vigilantism often conﬁgures a staged performance, by which anti-immigrant actors
try to impose a certain scenario to attract the attention of the public and the
mass media. Rather than vigilante actions, thus, these events represent vigilante
performances. This might explain why vigilantism is often so appealing to relatively small and weak far-right street movements: because it allows them to
invest simultaneously in audiences at the local level (in the territories where they
engage), as well as at the national and transnational level (thanks to the media
resonance of vigilante performances).
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Notes
1 L. Leroux, Le Monde, 13 August 2008: Les Roms de Marseille En Butte À Une Vague
D’hostilité.
2 As a matter of fact, all forms of “private militias” have been forbidden in France for a
long time. The law of 10 January 1936, subsequently abrogated and reiterated in the
Article L212–1 in 2012, allows the French state to dissolve by decree all associations or
groups who “by their military form and organization, have the character of combat
groups or private militia” or “whose activity tends to defeat measures concerning the
reestablishment of republican legality”. https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/aﬃchCode.do?
idSectionTA=LEGISCTA000025508340&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000025503132.
3 Huﬃngton Post. 24 October 2013: La Maire de Calais Incite Ses Habitants a “signaller”
les Squats de Migrant. Available at: http://www.huﬃngtonpost.fr/2013/10/24/
migrants-maire-calais-natacha-bouchart-facebook_n_4158094.html (11/03/2018).
4 France Info, 4 October 2015:Calais: La Manifestation Des “Calaisiens En Colère” a Bien
Eu Lieu Available at: https://france3-regions.francetvinfo.fr/hauts-de-france/calais-lamanifestation-des-calaisiens-en-colere-bien-eu-lieu-822299.html (22/01/2018).
5 France Info, 4 October 2015: Calais: La Manifestation Des “Calaisiens En Colère” a
Bien Eu Lieu.
6 La Voix Du Nord, 5 January 2016: Migrants de Calais: Les Rondes Nocturnes
Controversées Des Calaisiens En Colère. Available at: www.lavoixdunord.fr/archive/
recup%3A%252Fregion%252-Fmigrants-de-calais-les-rondes-nocturnes-controverseesia33b48581n3248794 (6/2/2018).
7 La Voix Du Nord, 12 January 2016: Migrants: Les Calaisiens En Colère Arretent Provisoirement Leurs Rondes Nocturnes. Available at: http://www.lavoixdunord.fr/
archive/recup/region/migrants-les-calaisiens-en-colere-arretent-ia33b48581n3264028.
8 G. Rof, Le Monde, 2 January 2017: Les Identitaires Investissent Le Front National.
Available at: http://www.lemonde.fr/politique/article/2017/01/02/les-identitairesinvestissent-le-front-national_5056584_823448.html (15/02/2018).
9 R. Herreros, Planet France, 14 May 2014: Rondes “anti-Racailles”: Qui Sont Les
Militants de Génération Identitaire? Available at: http://www.planet.fr/societerondes-anti-racailles-qui-sont-les-militants-de-generation-identitaire.620403.29336.
html (22/01/2018).
10 M. Oppenheim, The Independent, 21 August 2017: Defend Europe: Far-Right Ship
Stopping Refugees Ends Its Mission after a Series of Setbacks. Available at: www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/ defend-europe-far-right-ship-stop-refugees-mediterranean-end-mission-c-star-setbacks-migrant-boats-a7904466.html (31/01/2018).
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14
VIGILANTISM IN THE UNITED
KINGDOM
Britain First and ‘Operation Fightback’
Elizabeth Ralph-Morrow

Introduction
Britain First was a fringe political party best known for its ‘mosque invasions’,
‘Christian patrols’ and – more recently – being at the centre of a 2017 international
dispute between President Donald Trump and Prime Minister Theresa May. This
chapter charts the brief history to date of Britain First, beginning with its postBritish National Party origins and ending with the imprisonment of its leaders and
suspension of their social media accounts.
Drawing on original qualitative data and online materials, this chapter provides
an overview of Britain First’s ideology, vigilante activities, and supporter base.
Britain First is not the ﬁrst UK far-right organization to fuse direct action with
formal politics. However, its vigilante activities, religious allusions and savvy social
media use set it apart from the parties and movements that came before it. In
ﬁlming and uploading videos of its uniform-clad supporters storming mosques,
distributing British army bibles and departing in a camouﬂaged Jeep, Britain First
has managed to simultaneously threaten violence to British Muslims – and reach an
audience of millions. However, it remains to be seen whether the organization can
sustain its vigilantism and vast social media reach in the face of increasing censure
from technology companies and the UK’s legal system.

The ideology, origins and supporters of Britain First
Britain First was founded in 2011 by James Dowson, a former member of the farright British National Party (BNP) who split from the party in 2010 following
allegations that he had made unwanted sexual advances towards a female colleague
(Allen, 2014). Dowson was joined by Paul Golding, a former BNP councillor, in
launching Britain First in 2011, and the two used contacts they had from the BNP
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to recruit supporters (Allen, 2014). In 2014 Dowson resigned after objecting to the
‘mosque invasions’ organized by Golding (Sommerlad, 2014). Jayda Fransen, a
former member of the English Defence League, was elevated to the deputy leadership the same year (Wright, 2016c).
In its mission statement, Britain First (Britain First) describes itself as ‘a patriotic
political party and street movement that opposes and ﬁghts the many injustices that
are routinely inﬂicted on the British people’. Apparently hinting at vigilante activities and revealing that its involvement in politics is nominal, the mission statement
claims that Britain First ‘is not just a normal political group, we are a patriotic
resistance and “frontline” for our long suﬀering people’ and asserts that it has a
‘proven track record of opposing Islamic militants and hate preachers and this
ﬁghtback will continue’.
Britain First claims it will ‘defend our nation, our heritage and culture’. What
constitutes British heritage and culture and how it will be defended is unclear,
although the mission statement suggests that Christianity is ‘the bedrock and
foundation of our national life’ and makes the nostalgic appeal that Britain First
‘will make Britain a beautiful country once again where you can leave your door
unlocked and your children can play in the streets’. The organization reveals its
desire to prevent ‘our people’ being made second class citizens and to respect,
promote and teach young people about British traditions and history.
Like other far-right organizations, Britain First singles out immigrants and Muslims as threatening the UK’s economy and women. The organization claims that
immigration has damaged healthcare, housing and the environment and calls for its
end. The group also asserts that ‘[t]he rapid growth of militant Islam is leading the
suppression of women, freedom of speech and racist attacks’. Britain First is also
‘overtly proud’ of its stance in putting ‘our people’ ﬁrst, before ‘foreigners, asylum
seekers or migrants’, thereby suggesting that the latter category do not constitute
true British citizens.
Britain First was nominally a political party and contested elections before
deregistering in 2017 (Booth, 2017). It stood two candidates in the 2014 European
Parliamentary elections in Wales and Scotland who attracted 0.9 per cent and 1.02
per cent of the vote respectively (BBC, 2017c, 2017d). Golding also stood as a
candidate during London’s mayoral election in 2016 where he attracted 1.2 per
cent of the vote (BBC, 2017b; Blair, 2016). Although the majority of UK citizens
tend not to trust the government, Britain First’s electoral results suggest that most
voters do not see it as a credible alternative to the political mainstream (European
Commission n.d.).1
Although Britain First has fared badly at the polls, many voters share the organization’s concerns about immigration and Islam. UK voters have consistently
ranked immigration as being among the most important issues facing the country
(and in 2016 it was ranked as the most important issue), although the public
remains divided on the topic. There are particularly stark divisions between professional and managerial workers and unskilled workers: a majority of the former
believe that migration enriches British culture and beneﬁts the economy, whereas
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less than a third of unskilled workers believe that there are economic or cultural
beneﬁts (Blinder & Allen, 2016; Ford & Lymperopoulou, 2017). The UK is also
characterized by high levels of Islamophobia. In 2015, 40 per cent of YouGov
respondents had a negative impression of Muslims, and in 2016 nearly half of the
YouGov respondents agreed that ‘[t]here is a fundamental clash between Islam and
the values of British society’ (Dahlgreen, 2015; YouGov, 2016).
Because Britain First does not release membership lists, the demographics of its
supporter base is unknown. However, ﬁeldwork and observation at three Britain
First demonstrations suggests that, similar to other far-right movements, the organization’s supporters are mostly white men.2 Numerous supporters at Britain First
demonstrations admitted to having previously engaged in right-wing activism (for
example, in the English Defence League or its splinter groups, the South East
Inﬁdels or North East Inﬁdels, and PEGIDA UK) and two participants had family
members who had engaged in National Front activism. Some supporters – such as
a former Conservative party councillor, UK Independence Party (UKIP) candidate
and UKIP member – have also engaged in formal politics.
Britain First supporters recognize that participating in the organization can attract
stigma that may jeopardize employment. A male factory worker who attended the
2017 Telford demonstration said that his wife supports the ideas of Britain First but
is ‘an NHS school nurse and attending the demonstration wouldn’t be a good
look’. Other participants admitted that their attendance could lead to ‘professionally damaging consequences’ and asserted that their friends and neighbours support
the organization but will not attend demonstrations due to a fear of losing their
job. The unemployment rate in the UK is currently 4.5 per cent and wages
dropped by nearly 10 per cent after the ﬁnancial crisis (Financial Times, 2017;
Oﬃce for National Statistics, 2017).3

Britain First and the UK far right
Britain First’s fusion of direct action and formal politics is not a new phenomenon
in the UK and was similarly employed by the British Union of Fascists. Formed in
1932, its leader, Sir Oswald Mosley, advocated the creation of a British economy
that could survive without external trade (Cullen, 1993). Like Britain First, the
British Union of Fascists displayed paramilitaristic traits and utilized a paramilitary
structure, with members wearing a black shirt that symbolized, in the words of
Mosley, ‘young men dedicated to the salvation of great nations from decadence
and degradation’ (Pugh, 2013). Mosley also established a uniformed and disciplined
Fascist Defence Force (Thurlow, 1998a). The recruits to the Fascist Defence Force
lived a semi-military life, residing in barracks and participating in drills in order to
have the physical capability of preventing groups on the left from driving it by
force from the streets (Pugh, 2013). Prior to being banned in 1940 for its proGerman propaganda, the BUF marched through areas of London with a high
concentration of Jews in a bid to intimidate and anger the community (Thurlow,
1998b).
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The National Front, formed in 1967, marked the next wave of British rightwing extremism (Copsey, 2004). Ideologically, the party promoted nationalistracism, with National Front policies advocating the compulsory repatriation of
non-white immigrants and their oﬀspring, and the promotion of a eugenic consciousness among the nation’s white inhabitants (Taylor, 1982). The National
Front staged demonstrations characterized by an undercurrent of violence, chaos
and fear (Taylor, 1982). However, the party’s relentless focus on white nationalism
did not resonate with the electorate and it polled only 1.3 per cent of the vote in
the general election (Copsey, 2004).
Ideologically, Britain First has much in common with the BNP, a far-right party
founded in 1982 by John Tyndall, a former member of the National Front.
(Goodwin, 2011). The BNP experienced its greatest degree of electoral success
under the leadership of Nick Griﬃn, who homed in on the threat that multiculturalism posed to the ‘native British’, and argued that white cultural expression
was being curtailed on the grounds that it was considered oﬀensive to minority
groups (Rhodes, 2011). Following the September 11 attacks, the BNP distributed
leaﬂets that warned that Britain was being turned into an Islamic republic (Goodwin, 2011). The BNP’s mobilization of Islamophobia and anti-immigration sentiment, was temporarily successful. By the end of 2006, it had 46 elected local
councillors (Wood & Finlay, 2008). However, despite this initial success and persistent voter concerns about immigration and Islam, the 2010 general election
dashed the BNP’s hopes of widespread electoral breakthrough when the party
failed to capture a parliamentary seat (Copsey, 2012).
In 2009, the anti-Muslim street protest organization, the English Defence League,
was established. Unlike the British Union of Fascists, National Front, and BNP, the
EDL never entered formal politics and remained a street-based movement (Stocker,
2017, p. 106). The organization’s Facebook page and mission statement claim that
the EDL seeks to ‘peacefully protest against militant Islam’ and utilize the United
Kingdom’s courts and legislature to achieve its aims of protecting and promoting
human rights, democracy and the traditions of England. However, in reality the
organization favours hostile, direct action and has staged over 50 demonstrations that
often involve public disorder, aggressive anti-Muslim chanting, and clashes with
counter-demonstrators and police (Meadowcroft & Morrow, 2016).
While the EDL shares similar ideological concerns to Britain First and engages in
direct action, the two organizations also diﬀer in their approaches to managing
crowds at demonstrations, alcohol consumption and religion. Further, the EDL
does not organize vigilante activities, although some of its supporters have engaged
in anti-Muslim violence (Treadwell & Garland, 2011).
Although both Britain First and the EDL stage street-based demonstrations –
ostensibly to raise awareness of problems such as ‘grooming gangs’ and terrorism –
the two organizations take diﬀerent approaches to managing these events. Britain
First circulates a code of conduct to participants on its mailing list, which provides
them with instructions that prohibit: the display or consumption of alcohol; masks,
balaclavas, and face coverings; profane, abusive, or racist language; and ‘engaging in
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moronic, hooligan and drunken behaviour that brings Britain First into disrepute’.
These rules appear to be enforced; a Britain First steward asked attendees at a
Dewsbury demonstration in January 2016 if they were carrying alcohol and
participants were not wearing face coverings.
Although alcohol consumption is a noted feature of EDL demonstrations
(Busher, 2015; Pilkington, 2016), Britain First’s prohibition on alcohol appears to
be favourably received by participants at its demonstrations. One supporter
revealed that he had not gone to EDL demonstrations because ‘they seem like
drunken idiots’. Two former EDL participants suggested that the organization was
undermined by drunkenness; and another supporter compared the EDL unfavourably to Britain First, saying that ‘Britain First are a respectable group of people
and aren’t lagging by 11am’.
Britain First’s emphasis on Christianity distinguishes it from the EDL and its
other far-right predecessors. Britain First members have distributed British army
bibles during ‘mosque invasions’; its mission statement claims Christianity is a
‘bedrock and foundation’, and its founder, James Dowson, is an evangelical Christian (Allen, 2014, pp. 357–358). Observation at Britain First demonstrations also
revealed multiple references to Christianity: speeches delivered by Golding and
Fransen began with the Lord’s Prayer; the leaders claimed that Muslims worship a
satanic God; Golding asserted that Britain is a modern Knights Templar; and
Fransen called for volunteers to help carry large white crosses.

Britain First vigilante activities and legal sanctions
Britain First’s vigilante activities began in 2014 and, initially, were reactive. In
January 2014 the organization staged a ‘Christian patrol’ in response to ‘Muslim
patrol’ videos posted on YouTube, which featured three men who sought to
enforce Sharia law in East London (Allen, 2014, p. 358). Golding and other
members of Britain First assembled out the front of East London Mosque where
they ﬁlmed themselves drinking alcohol, distributing leaﬂets and unfurling a ‘We
are the British resistance’ banner (East London Mosque and London Muslim
Centre, 2014; Gye, 2013). Britain First was condemned by the mosque director,
who referred to the ‘relentless’ eﬀorts to intimidate and marginalize their community. The Daily Mail also criticized the stunt and the ‘far-right thugs’ who had
orchestrated it (Robinson, 2014). The Bishop to Stepney condemned the patrol
and stated that ‘[t]here is no place for vigilante patrols’ and a spokesman for East
London Mosque referred to Britain First as ‘neo-Nazis’ (Robinson, 2014). These
condemnations did not deter the group from staging further ‘Christian patrols’
throughout 2015 and 2016.
In May 2014, Britain First began to engage in proactive and confrontational
vigilante activities when members ‘invaded’ ten mosques in Bradford. The videos
ﬁlmed and uploaded by Britain First show members wearing a uniform consisting
of a waterproof jacket and ﬂat cap, refusing to remove their shoes and confronting
worshippers and imams about the failure of the Muslim community to stop
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‘grooming gangs’, alleging Mohammad was a false prophet and insisting that
mosque attendees read the bible (Allen, 2014, p. 358). Golding has described the
‘invasions’ as being ‘part of Operation Fight Back’ (Fransen, 2016a; Muslim First,
2014). Britain First has since conducted ‘mosque invasions’ in Luton, Bradford,
London, and Cardiﬀ with stated reasons for the invasions including the need for a
mosque to remove ‘sexist signs’ that designate separate entrances for men and
women and to confront ‘a hate preacher … who said it’s okay for Muslims to keep
sex slaves’ (Britain First, 2016a; Dearden, 2014).
Britain First’s vigilante activities are characterized by the threat, rather than use, of
violence. This threat is particularly conveyed through the organization’s emphasis on
militarism, including the wearing of uniforms, use of a camouﬂaged vehicle when
conducting patrols, distributing British army bibles; and describing its activities as
amounting to an ‘invasion’ and ‘Operation Fight Back’ (Allen, 2014, p. 360).
Although some of Britain First’s vigilante activities are in response to alleged crimes
such as ‘grooming gangs’, at other times the group is apparently acting in response to
the ‘Muslim occupation’ of parts of London. The group’s ‘mosque invasions’ and
‘Christian patrols’ therefore involve ‘the collective use or threat of extra-legal violence in response to an alleged criminal act’ and constitute vigilantism (Moncada,
2017, pp. 408–410).
Unlike Britain First’s demonstrations, which are promoted in advance and open
to the public, the group’s vigilante activities are unadvertized and conducted by a
small number of members. The videos typically feature Golding and Fransen
accompanied by fewer than ten, mostly male, Britain First members and are captioned with text identifying the participants as being part of a ‘battalion’ engaging
in ‘Operation Fightback’. This emphasis on militarism may be an attempt by Britain First to portray its vigilante activities as akin to those undertaken by a soldier of
war, thereby bestowing grandeur on its ‘mosque invasions’ and ‘Christian patrols’
(Bennett Furlow & Goodall Jr, 2011).
Britain First was initially suspected to have engaged in violent vigilantism when
Jo Cox, the Labour Member of Parliament for Batley and Spen, was murdered on
16 June 2016. Cox was shot and stabbed by Thomas Mair, a member of her constituency, who was claimed to have shouted ‘Britain ﬁrst, keep Britain independent, Britain will always come ﬁrst’ during the attack (Cobain, Parveen, & Taylor,
2016). These reports led Britain First to deny any connection to Mair and Golding
released a statement on Facebook claiming ‘We had nothing to do with it … this
kind of thing is disgusting’ (York, 2016).
Britain First’s vigilante activities have resulted in numerous criminal sanctions
being imposed on the group’s leaders. In 2016 Bedfordshire Police successfully
applied to the High Court to ban the leaders of Britain First from entering parts of
Luton or any mosque in England or Wales, or instructing or encouraging any
other person from doing so, for three years (Wright, 2016a). In explaining their
unusual decision to apply for an injunction, an Assistant Police Constable of Bedfordshire Police said ‘we decided to take action following a number of incidents
where these parties came into areas of Luton and caused tension … we will not
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tolerate any individual who seeks to cause disharmony or provoke tensions within
our communities’ (Bedfordshire Police, 2016). At the time of the case, Golding
claimed that Britain First was facing a ‘6k legal bill’ and ‘crippling injunction
conditions’ and asked for donations to cover their legal fees (Fransen, 2016b).
Golding and Fransen’s vigilante activities have resulted in their imprisonment.
Golding was imprisoned for eight weeks for contempt of court when he drove
four members of Britain First to the Al-Manar Centre in Cardiﬀ (BBC, 2016;
Colley, 2016). When sentencing Golding the judge said that his conduct was
‘calculated to increase tensions between diﬀerent members of the community …
particularly to aﬀront the Muslim community in relation to their religion’ (Colley,
2016). In 2016, Fransen was found guilty of religiously aggravated harassment for
telling a Muslim woman she encountered during a ‘Christian Patrol’ that Muslim
men ‘cannot control their sexual urges’ and are ‘raping women across the continent’ (Osborne, 2016).
Golding and Fransen were jailed again in 2018 for 18 and 36 weeks
respectively for religiously aggravated harassment. The charges arose from an
incident when they banged on the windows and doors of a pizza takeaway
shop located beneath a ﬂat where a gang rape was committed by Muslim men
while shouting ‘paedophile’ and ‘foreigner’ at those inside the shop. Fransen
was also convicted of abuse for visiting a home believed to be connected to
one of the rape trial’s defendants and yelling racist abuse through the door
(BBC, 2018a).
Golding and Fransen have also been ﬁned for wearing a political uniform in a
rare enforcements of the Public Order Act 1936, which prohibits ‘the wearing of
uniforms in connection with political objects and the maintenance by private persons of associations of military or similar character’ (Osborne, 2016; Wright,
2016b). The Public Order Act was originally passed to target the Britain Union of
Fascist’s ‘Blackshirts’ (Wright, 2016b).
Britain First’s international contacts have also been subject to law enforcement
scrutiny. Jacek Miedlar, a former Polish priest accused of anti-Semitism and Islamophobia, had been promoted as a speaker at Britain First’s 2017 Telford
demonstration. However, Fransen claimed Miedlar was unable to attend the rally
because he had been detained at the airport for questioning. Fransen also said that
some of their Bulgarian friends, who act as a border patrol to stop immigrants
entering Bulgaria, had been told that if they entered the UK they would be
arrested.
The institutions responsible for sanctioning Britain First – the police and courts –
are generally trusted by the public. The 2013/14 Crime Survey for England and
Wales showed that 76 per cent of adults tended to or strongly agreed with, overall,
having conﬁdence in the local police (Oﬃce for National Statistics, 2015). Conﬁdence is also high in the courts, with 70 per cent of respondents agreeing that the
UK courts are ‘very good’ or ‘fairly good’ in terms of ensuring the independence
of courts and judges.
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Online communications
Britain First has managed to promote its vigilante activities eﬀectively through
posting videos of its ‘Christian patrols’ and ‘mosque invasions’ on Facebook and
YouTube. Its videos are watched by a large audience, with some attracting over
four million views (Britain First, 2016b). Additionally, the organization’s Facebook
page had over two million ‘likes’ – more than double that of the Labour Party
(Hern & Rawlinson, 2018).
Britain First’s social media accounts attracted international attention in November 2017 when US President Donald Trump retweeted three videos posted by
Fransen that purported to show violent acts committed by Muslims: a young man
on crutches being attacked by a ‘Muslim migrant’; a man smashing a statue of the
Virgin Mary; and footage of a man being pushed oﬀ a building in Alexandria
during the 2013 Egyptian riots (BBC, 2017a). The spokesman of UK’s Prime
Minister Theresa May responded by saying that it was ‘wrong for the president to
have done this’ (BBC, 2017a). President Trump initially responded by tweeting
‘@Theresa_May, don’t focus on me, focus on the destructive Radical Islamic
Terrorism that is taking place within the United Kingdom. We are doing just ﬁne!’
(BBC, 2018c). He later admitted that he was prepared to apologize for the retweets
(BBC, 2018b).
Britain First’s online presence has also been used to form, and promote, the
organization’s alliances with far-right organizations and individuals in Europe.
Some of these alliances – especially with Jacek Miedlar and Marian Lukasik from
the nationalist Polish Wielka Polsta Niepodlegla – are promoted by Britain First in
a bid to attract UK-based Poles to its demonstrations (Devlin, 2017).
However, in recent years, Britain First’s online presence has been signiﬁcantly
reduced due to Facebook and Twitter suspending its accounts, and YouTube
restricting access to some of its videos. As a result, much of the online content it
previously shared is no longer available. Golding and Fransen have responded to
their social media suspensions by opening accounts on Gab, a US-based social
networking service that is marketed as a ‘free speech alternative’ to existing social
media options.

Conclusion
Britain First shares some ideological and tactical similarities with its far-right
predecessors. Its fusion of formal politics and direct action, and militaristic traits,
have previously been employed by the UK far-right. However, the organization is distinguished by its religiosity, social media savviness and vigilante
activities.
In likening its organization to the Knights Templar and distributing British
army bibles during its ‘mosque invasions’, Britain First’s leaders may seek to
conjure images of a religious battle. Additionally, because Britain First’s vigilante
activities are conducted by a group of uniformed members who travel in a
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camouﬂaged Jeep and describe their actions as being part of ‘Operation Fightback’, the organization suggests its activities are akin to those of a soldier at war.
This analogy may simultaneously bestow grandeur on Britain First’s activities in
the eye of their supporters while increasing the perceived threat of Britain First
from those on the receiving end of its vigilantism. In ﬁlming and uploading
videos of its vigilante activities, Britain First have managed to promote the
‘Christian patrols’ and ‘mosque invasions’ carried out by a handful of Britain First
members to an audience of millions.
Although Britain First’s social media accounts received an unexpected boost of
publicity when President Trump retweeted anti-Muslim videos posted by Fransen, the organization has since found itself on the receiving end of censure from
the social media sites it relies on to promote the organization and its vigilante
activities. Twitter, Facebook and YouTube have taken steps to suspend Britain
First accounts and reduce access to content produced by the organization.
Although Britain First has opened an account on the new social networking site
Gab, it remains to be seen whether the organization can still promote its activities to a large audience via social media, and, indeed, whether Fransen and
Golding are still prepared to engage in vigilantism when to do so may lead to
their imprisonment.

Britain First leaders Paul Golding and Jayda Fransen at a demonstration in
Telford, 2017. The organization’s leaders often carry crosses during
demonstrations and ‘patrols’ and its mission statement claims that Christianity is a ‘bedrock’ and foundation.
(Photo: The Shropshire Star)

FIGURE 14.1
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Notes
1 There have been three governments that have been in power since Britain First was
founded in 2011: a coalition between the Conservatives and Liberal Democrats from
2010–2015; a Conservative government from 2015–2017, and a coalition between the
Conservatives and Democratic Unionist Party from 2017. Over that time, the number of
respondents who agreed they tend not to trust the UK government has declined from 74
per cent in 2011 to 62 per cent in 2017.
2 Data for this chapter was gathered through attendance at three Britain First demonstrations in Dewsbury, Telford, and London throughout 2016 and 2017, and conducting
formal and informal interviews with supporters during and after demonstrations. Ethical
approval was obtained from King’s College London prior to data collection.
3 The unemployment rate was 8.1 per cent in 2011 when Britain First was founded (The
National Archives, 2011).
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15
THE SOLDIERS OF ODIN FINLAND
From a local movement to an international
franchise
Tommi Kotonen

The Soldiers of Odin Finland (SOO) is a street patrol organization that has or has
had chapters in most of the cities in Finland, and which at its peak was also present
in more than 20 countries. The members patrol on the streets, especially late at
night, in order to protect people from violent behavior and inform the police
when something happens. However, they see the purpose more broadly than sheer
auxiliary policing, emphasizing that they act as a preventive force, and also work in
the “grey zone,” on cases that are not directly illegal but more like “bad behavior.”
Especially, young refugees are seen as a security threat, and SOO sees itself as their
“physical counter-force” (interview, SOO 1). Besides patrolling, the SOO has also
taken part in demonstrations and done charity work.
According to its oﬃcial rules, approved by the Finnish authorities, the Soldiers of
Odin aims “to maintain and to support the security culture at its territory, and to
enhance voluntary maintenance of the secure environment by the citizens” (PRH,
216.621). Their programmatic statement draws a more nuanced picture: they are
“a patriotic street patrol organization, which opposes harmful immigration, Islamization, EU and globalization, and aims at tackling the byproducts caused by the
aforementioned problems, like weakening of the security.” To negative developments they add also “multiculturalism,” which brings “foreign cultures to Finland,
cultures that are incompatible with Finnish culture” (SOO Finland, 9.6.17). As a
nationalist, anti-immigration program, the SOO statement is pretty similar to those
of other movements born in the wake of 2015 refugee crises (cf. e.g. Finland First:
PRH 217.654).
A local SOO leader who has been active in writing their political statements has
stressed that what all members share “100%” is anti-Islamism, and that “Islam
should be declared as a political ideology instead of a religion” (interview SOO 1).
An anti-Muslim leaﬂet they have distributed lists several fundamental cultural and
psychological diﬀerences between Finnish society and Islam, emphasizing the lower
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level of civilization in Islamic countries. The Soldier of Odin sees the integration of
the Muslims as impossible. According to them “the Islam is both a bellicose religion and a political system seeking world domination”(Muslimit on ongelma n.d.).
SOO chapters often deny their apparent racism, but this depends to some extent
on deﬁnitions: As has been pointed out, SOO does not see its all-encompassing
anti-Islamism as racism (ADL 2016; cf Hafez 2014; Cleland et al. 2017).
In this chapter I will analyze the growth and development of the Soldiers of
Odin in Finland in the light of online observation, court and police ﬁles, interviews
with both rivaling street patrolling organizations and representatives of the Soldiers
of Odin, and the oﬃcial statements and media interviews given by the members of
the SOO. As a part of my research I have also analyzed the Facebook proﬁles of 26
SOO leaders. In this analysis, political opportunity, organizational resources, and
communication strategy are scrutinized more closely in order to highlight reasons
behind the growth of the SOO.

Founding the Soldiers of Odin and its connections to Nordic
Resistance Movement
The Soldiers of Odin was reportedly founded in October 2015 in Kemi, a small
town in Northern Finland (Yle 2016b). According to some reports, it was initially
a spin-oﬀ from a Facebook-based closed group “Kemi vapaakeskustelu” (“Kemi
non-restricted discussion”), founded in July 2015 by Mika Ranta, a truck driver
from Kemi who is now in his early thirties. That new group was founded after the
immigration discussion at the open Facebook group Kemi got heated and discussion on immigration was banned (see the guidelines for Facebook group Kemi).
The group had among its ﬁrst members several of those people who would later
form the Kemi chapter of the Soldiers of Odin (Kemi vapaa keskustelu, list of
members, Facebook).
The SOO was born as a part of the anti-immigration protest movement in
Finland, which had its peak of mobilization during the summer and autumn 2015,
when refugees arrived in unprecedented numbers. Arrival of the refugees was followed by mass demonstrations demanding closing the borders, and some violent
attacks followed too, like throwing Molotov cocktails against the refugee reception
centers. To counter some unwanted behavior some people expected especially by
the refugees, several street patrols were created as well. The most successful of these
became the Soldiers of Odin, which was soon labeled in the media as a far-right or
even neo-Nazi organization.
The early history of SOO shows several links to the national socialist Nordic
Resistance Movement. Chairman and founder of the SOO, Mika Ranta, used to
be a member of NRM, although probably, as he claims, just in the role of a supporter (Yle 2016b). Ranta says he is still a national socialist. Besides a connection to
NRM, he has had some other radical initiatives: for example, in November 2015
Ranta asked for a permit to create a chapter of Combat 18 in Kemi, emphasizing it
is a national socialist group. C18, a group of British origin that promotes racial war,
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was shortly visible in Finland in relation to anti-refugee demonstrations in Southern Finland, with one former B&H activist as a leader (Mika Ranta, Facebook).
Ranta had written anti-Islamic messages against refugees in Kemi already in
2009 (discussion forum Suomi24). This was related to growing tensions between
local youth and refugees in 2009, when the number of refugees in Kemi rose
sharply, and some anti-refugee attacks followed (Kemi Police, 8690/R/5910/09,
8690/R/5908/09). The number of hate-crimes also peaked in Kemi in 2009
(Police College of Finland 2010). Following clashes in 2009, a group of men from
Kemi came up with a plan to start a local NRM chapter, and a meeting took place
between them and NRM (interview Holappa). However, for reasons unknown,
nothing came of this idea.
The refugee situation escalated in Finland in 2015, and during the summer and
early autumn, the number of asylum applications in Kemi increased twelvefold
(MTV 2015).1 In Kemi as well as in other places the number of hate-crimes
peaked again (Police College of Finland 2016; cf. Kemi-Torniio district court
R09/260). A group from Kemi came up with a new idea, street patrols. They
contacted NRM again, asking for a permit to organize patrols (interview Holappa;
cf. Yle 2016b). This was possibly due to the fact that NRM had its own patrols too
and overlapping of the activities was something to be avoided.
The connection to NRM has not disappeared since; in early 2016 SOO withdrew from cooperation with Finnish Defence League – an anti-Islamic organization based on the British model – right after NRM claimed FDL was a covert
Zionist organization (Vastarinta.com 2016). In 2017 SOO participated in at least
two demonstrations organized by NRM, members and chapters share Facebook
posts by the NRM, and some members even spread NRM propaganda during the
SOO patrols. The cooperation with the NRM is something they are currently
quite open about, although a local leader emphasized that “we do cooperate to
some extent, but it concerns topics we agree upon” (interview SOO 1). These
topics include shared anti-EU and anti-immigration positions. Unlike in the case of
NRM, anti-Semitism does not seem to stand out in the communication of the
SOO – which is, besides the lack of a coherent political program, one of the reasons NR supporters have criticized SOO (Dahlberg-Grundberg 2017 cf. Bjørgo
1995).
For the purposes of this article, 26 online-proﬁles of SOO leaders have been
analyzed. The analysis shows that unlike NRM, key members of the SOO do not
have a clear background in skinhead subculture. Typically, a SOO leader has a wife
and kids, works in a blue collar job, and quite often has been or is a member of
some motorcycle club or similar group. Membership in motorcycle clubs is
common – however, these seem not to be “outlaw” style groups like Hells Angels
or Bandidos. The age of the leaders analyzed is most commonly between 25 and
35 years, although especially among the rank and ﬁle there are much older people
too – some of them are over 50. The skinheads have also shown some interest in
joining the SOO, but in most of the cases they have not been accepted because, as
an interviewee claimed, they “try to recruit people who know how to behave.”
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This may at least partly explain the relatively non-violent behavior, especially when
compared to NRM: even if many of the SOO members are former petty-criminals
with violent behavior, they have no such organizational and cultural experience of
violence as in skinhead subculture where violence is an essential part of the cultural
heritage.
The organizational schema of SOO follows a structure with local chapters,
regional divisions and the leadership at the hands of a board-like group. Local
groups may decide independently on their activities, as long as they follow the
rules and some general guidelines given by Kemi. The recruiting process runs a
path from a supporter to prospect and ending in full membership. A common way
of joining is by invitation from friends, but SOO recruits people via social media
too. They also take part in discussions and debates, and join other movements at
their demonstrations. What is, to some extent, also remarkable is that SOO did not
have a proper web page at all until 2017, apart from a couple of chapters that have
created modest pages for selling SOO items. This reﬂects the development of the
ﬁeld in Finland also more generally: in contrast to NRM and several other groups
created during the 2000s, SOO represents the new form of mobilization via social
media, alongside with other similar new phenomena like the Close the Borders
movement. Establishing a local chapter is also based on social media: one asks a
permit from the HQ, creates a Facebook group, and starts to invite new members
and organize patrols via support pages. Communication between leaders used to
happen via Messenger groups, but these were shifted to the Telegram-messaging
platform after some leaks in 2016 (interview SOO 1; online-observation.)

Expansion and decline
The Soldiers of Odin started as a modest local group, but a few months after its
establishment it gained large media attention, and soon also international media
took a notice of the group. The growth snowballed in late 2015 and in early 2016.
The count of local chapters reached 27 by the end of January 2016. The number
of international chapters grew similarly.
The boom in January 2016 happened to some extent due to the escalating
media attention, and even if the news were negative, initially it seemed to create
more support for the SOO – and they even claim they did not avoid controversy
but added fuel to the ﬁre on purpose (interview SOO2; cf. Castelli Gattinara and
Froio 2018). A local leader has commented this by noting that “the group Ranta
got together in Kemi, it was something exciting, it was great. There was something
mystical about it” (interview SOO 1). The ﬁrst reports on street patrol groups were
not all negative either, and, among others, even the chair of the national police
board showed his support for them (Helsingin Sanomat 2016a), although backpedaling later. To the horror of her party comrades, one city council member of
the Social Democratic Party in Oulu gave even the NRM patrols her support
(Kaleva 2015). If a sign of anything, it perhaps tells of initial chaos and confusion at
the face of a new situation. The “mystique” started to vanish soon, however.
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After a rapid start, the growth of the SOO stabilized during the spring of 2016,
and new chapters were created only at a similar pace as that with which others
were closing down. It is noteworthy that two of the original division centers ceased
their operation, too. The decline in membership and number of chapters reportedly occurred when some local groups saw their patrolling as meaningless and
recruiting new members, or even keeping the old ones active, appeared diﬃcult
(Helsingin Sanomat 2016b; Satakunnan Kansa 2016).
One factor in the decline may have been that the SOO oﬃcially distanced itself
from the more moderate groups, such as Finnish Defence League. At about the
same time as the stagnation, a promotional video was shown on their Facebook
account, with logos of the NRM visible (YouTube 2016a). These developments
were followed by internal ﬁghting, which led to some chapters closing their
activities and in some cases starting to patrol under diﬀerent banners (YouTube
2016b). For example, in Helsinki one member who left the SOO established his
own group, Sons of Nemesis, which was inspired by SOO but appeared as more
violent, and later faced charges for running a criminal organization (Helsinki District Court, R16/8576). Several counter-movements were also created, the most
well known of these being the Loldiers of Odin, a group of clowns following the
SOO patrols.
Establishing new chapters during the summer of 2016 may be explained also as
a reaction to news claiming the SOO is in decline; SOO calls these “fake-news”
(e.g. SOO Finland, Facebook 24.8.2017). Revitalization by uniting the forces of
several cities, thereby gathering bigger patrols, was probably also one of these
eﬀorts to counter the news. That way they could show their force, and collect
more than the usual handful of patrollers. SOO has also acknowledged in public
that the number of activists peaked in the spring, the number of members
growing to about 600, and then diminishing by about 25% (SOO Finland,
Facebook 6.1.2016). As stated by the Finnish Security Intelligence Service, some
of the leaders have apparently reacted to the decline by radicalizing their message
(Etelä-Suomen Sanomat 2016; cf. Della Porta 1995, 84): they started to share
national socialist material without restraints. But some members were also ﬁred
due to the negative publicity even if they thought they were only doing what
was expected from them. One ﬁred member, who was convicted and ﬁned for
an assault, explained his ending up in a ﬁght with quarrelling drunken people: “I
was then a member of Soldiers of Odin, and saw it as my duty to intervene”
(Imatra Police Station, 5620/R/4495/16). Since the start of the SOO, quite a lot
of people have indeed left active participation, partly due to their behavior: “At
the start there came people who were very short-tempered. There were some
ﬁghts […] but those disappeared quite soon. Here in Jyväskylä there is only one
original member left” (interview SOO 1).
Decline in activity is clearer when analyzing the reports on patrolling. The silent
period in the SOO activities during the summer was reported in several newspapers
and has been conﬁrmed by observation. It is striking that especially in the summer
of 2016 there was an obvious gap in several otherwise active localities. For example
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in Joensuu, patrols were reportedly organized between February and April, and
after a long silent period the activity started again in October 2016.

Soldiers of Odin as an international phenomenon
Originally, the idea of the Soldiers of Odin was to focus on the Kemi area; there
was no intention to spread the organization to the whole of Finland, let alone
grow the movement into an international phenomenon. As later became apparent,
this unpreparedness to lead an international organization was the cause of many of
problems – not to mention the fact that the SOO leaders did not have much
previous leadership experience whatsoever.
The international dimension of the far right may be seen to act in two diﬀerent
ways, international or transnational: building an actual international organization or
creating a loose transnational network for sharing ideas and patterns of action
(Virchow 2013). To some extent SOO has both dimensions, but at the practical
level it works more as a network and brand than as an organization. On the ideological level the issue that binds chapters in diﬀerent countries together, is their antiMuslim prejudice, which, according to some analysts, is also the lowest common
denominator on which the European radical right can agree (Caiani 2018). Very
often, the anti-Muslim messages are shared via images, so called memes, which
makes it easier also to overcome the language barriers (cf. Doerr 2017).
The international franchise of the Soldiers of Odin started to grow especially fast
after international media noticed the presence of the group:
Partly with the help of the media the knowledge was spread all over the
world, and then came requests [for permit to form a chapter], but this was
mainly via Facebook through foreign acquaintances. Later we started to look
more carefully at who are suitable to join, and started to weed out those who
did not follow the rules.
(interview SOO 2)
The weeding out has been quite heavy: currently, in April 2018, oﬃcially
recognized foreign groups exist only in eight countries, with Finland included.
This is a remarkable decline from the highest ﬁgures presented: in the autumn of
2016 they claimed to have groups in 22 countries. In the USA, SOO claimed to
have chapters in more than 40 states, but now only two remain.
The organization has indeed seemingly suﬀered problems with foreign groups
not fulﬁlling their obligations and submitting themselves to the command of Kemi.
Kemi has tried to control groups abroad by moderating their Facebook groups,
some Finns being members in several groups and leading the franchise (interview
SOO 1.). Currently, the foreign contacts are taken care of by a team of members,
mostly Finns but also one Maltese member, and they also make occasional visits to
foreign chapters. Some foreign groups, especially Swedish ones, have also visited
Kemi HQ, but most of the communication happens via Facebook, and sometimes
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by phone. A peculiar case is the Estonian chapter, which is led by Estonians living
in Finland. In some cases, like in Russia, language problems have prevented the
building of new foreign chapters. They have also avoided making oﬃcial connections with countries where the activity may be found to be illegal (interview SOO 2.)
According to some foreign chapters Kemi acts in a dictatorial manner, and tries
to bully other groups to make them pay for the costs of the Finns and, as they
claim, their new clubhouse. But like local chapters in Finland, SOO claims the
foreign groups are relatively independent as long as they follow the rules (interview SOO 1). However, some foreign groups dissociated from the Finnish SOO
have been dissatisﬁed with public image of the SOO, distancing themselves from
the racism of the Finnish group, and have also been unhappy with membership
fees (SOO Finland, 2.8.2017, Facebook; interview SOO 1). The Finnish SOO
members have acknowledged some mistakes were made in this respect:
It was actually a fundamental mistake, that when this [SOO] was spread
abroad, there were no payment obligations. […] Then there was a lot of work
for those, who lead this foreign thing, and we thought one has to somehow
compensate them for their eﬀorts, and had to create a fee.
Afterwards, the SOO leadership noticed there were actually very many chapters,
for example in the USA, so the amount of money to be paid was huge. Demands
for payments caused ﬁghts, and allegedly in some cases the leaders disappeared with
the money. Too much money caused problems in Finland too: “Then came the
ﬁghts: We have 10,000 on our bank account, what shall we do with it? At some
stage money is counterproductive.”
Building an international “franchise” or an actual organization has faced similar
problems elsewhere too, as can be observed in, for example, the cases of organizations like the World Union of National Socialists and brands like Combat 18.
Groups abroad may be interested in the “brand,” but not in following the foreign
leadership, and there may be suspicions that the foreign leaders are just making
money for themselves. Stealing money and mismanagement are common accusations
(Jackson 2014, 15, 26). Problems faced by the SOO are thus in no way unique.

Reasons for the early success of the SOO in Finland: political
opportunity and organizational resources
The Soldiers of Odin was born in the middle of the mobilization wave around the
refugee-issue. Even though other street patrol organizations were founded, the SOO
became the market leader in Finland, outbidding its rivals, and soon was the only
one left on the streets. The growth of the SOO happened in interplay with local
authorities, media and counter-movements (cf. Quent and Schulz, 2015), but was
also helped by the political climate, which created political opportunity.
Open access to political decision-making and institutions tend to facilitate protest, but moderate its form. Where these opportunities are lacking, the protest
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often takes more radical, sometimes violent form (Caiani et al. 2012, 11). This
suggests that when radical right parties have electoral support and thus larger share
in political decision making, they work as a safety valve, moderating the protest.
But in order to channel the protest, the party in question needs to be a credible
alternative to the ruling elite.
In Finland, the anti-immigration Finns party had already in previous elections
gained much new ground, and managed to hold their positions in 2015 as well,
becoming a government party. Due to their shift from opposition to a party in
government, the “safety valve” eﬀect was to some extent diminished. As a member
of a coalition government the Finns party had to compromise some of their relatively radical positions on immigration, and instead of channeling the protest, they
became a target of criticism from anti-immigration circles (interview Street Hawks;
interview SOO 1; cf. Hatakka 2016).
Discussions at the largest Finnish anti-immigration forum Hommaforum exemplify their disappointment and search for new alternatives (see e.g. Hommaforum
2016). Behind the electoral success of the Finns was to a large extent extra-parliamentary groups, especially the anti-immigration organization Suomen Sisu, which
itself saw the representative form of democracy as a “travesty” (Vaarakallio 2015).
In 2015 the protest started to channel away from the Finns Party – which sank
heavily in the polls – and outside the representative political system. Relatively
large demonstrations during the refugee crisis in the autumn 2015 were one sign of
this development. Also, the Suomen Sisu got hundreds of new members – most of
them without any previous political or organizational activity – the growth was
“explosive” (interview Suomen Sisu).
At the local level, SOO found an early supporter from a Finns Party city-council
member in Kemi, Harri Tauriainen, who is also a member of Suomen Sisu.
Tauriainen had promoted anti-Islamic views, and wrote messages supporting
“white power” in his blog and in social media. For example, one of his blog posts
stated it bluntly: “100% white, 100% proud” (Kunnollisvaalit 2013). Before the
SOO made its ﬁrst appearance in 2015, Tauriainen took part, he claimed as a private citizen, in a demonstration against “uncontrollable refugee policy” organized
by Mika Ranta (Lapin Kansa 2015). Tauriainen labeled the immigration as an
“invasion by the Islamists” and, despite being a member of a government party,
acted like an opposition politician and claimed he and the crowd were sending a
message to the government against their refugee policies (YouTube 2015).
Protest channeled via extra-parliamentary routes and through internal opposition
of the Finns Party thus also enabled the establishment of the SOO. In some cases
local representatives of the Finns Party acted as organizers, even if occasionally the
party members started their own, rivaling patrols too (Ilta-Sanomat 12.1.2016).
Since 2017, after the split within the Finns and the anti-immigration faction of the
party went into opposition, SOO has publicly supported their candidate Laura
Huhtasaari in the 2018 presidential election and spread leaﬂets for her support, and
in some cities local representatives of the party meet regularly with the SOO
(interview SOO 1).
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One of the keys to the success of SOO in Finland was also how it resonated
with society’s larger interpretational frames on immigration and refugee crisis. How
the other movement organizations and especially the politicians deﬁned matters
was highly relevant. An older example by Ruud Koopmans shows, that when “the
extreme right suddenly found support for its view of foreigners and refugees as an
unbearable burden for Germany, [it] was able to reach a number of substantive
victories, which encouraged further mobilization” (Koopmans 1996). A similar
growth of support for anti-refugee statements occurred in Finland during the
autumn 2015.
Political discourse on the refugee crisis in Finland echoed themes present in the
SOO community. It is notable, that also the members of the government started to
use language referring to uncontrollable crisis soon after the ﬁrst refugees arrived in
Finland. The prime minister used metaphors relating to natural disasters, like the
dehumanizing term “refugee ﬂood” (Yle 2015d), and the Minister of the Interior
spoke of the situation as an uncontrollable phenomenon (Yle 2015c; STTK 2015).
President Niinistö noted that all of the refugees came with good intentions and
that some of them are just seeking better life (Oﬃce of the President of the
Republic of Finland, 2016). As Jouni Tilli (2016) has noted, framing the debate on
refugees in Finland in 2015–2016 had three diﬀering dimensions: discourses
focused on economic aspect, threat, or humanitarian viewpoints. Welfare chauvinist statements or those seeing a potential threat did not follow party lines. Current
needs of the refugees were to some extent sidelined and focus was on their future
potential. One may also note that in speeches of the political elite, a certain kind of
nationalism was present: Questions regarding refugees were usually framed from
national perspective, i.e. how Finland as a nation is going to survive this crisis.
Instead of focusing just on anti-immigration rhetoric and security issues, SOO
provided people with possible culprits, and also a solution to the Islamization: At
the core of the problem lay, according to them, the ideology of multiculturalism,
which caused the ﬂow of refugees and was seen as a cultural threat to original,
white Finnish culture. Other groups, like Streetpatrols or Katuhaukat (Street
Hawks), seemed to avoid the deeper political interpretations (Helsingin Uutiset
2016; Oulu-lehti 2016). From the perspective of the SOO, those groups have been
“too cautious” in their activities and in avoiding racist language (interview SOO 1).
Rival groups, on the other hand, saw the activities of the SOO as counter-productive from a security perspective (interview Suomen Sisu), and some even avoided using the term “street patrol” and talked instead of outdoor activities or
jogging, and did not use any signs or vests (interview Street Hawks). There was no
“mystique” or confrontational aspect in their work, and politics as well as use of
discriminating or racist language was avoided – the lack of counter-movements
underlines this issue.
A more radical, openly political message and militant appearance secured the
media attention for SOO, which was seen as a reason why they won the outbidding between rivaling patrol-organizers (interview Suomen Sisu; cf. Castelli
Gattinara and Froio 2018). Among the SOO the demand for more openly political
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position-taking is still present, and has even increased. According to an interviewee,
the majority of the SOO members see, that “nothing will change if they only
patrol, even if 24/7.” One needs to go more political, “otherwise we cannot
inﬂuence the root causes of the problems” (interview SOO 1).

Values, language and violence
Especially after ﬁrst setbacks in organizing patrols, SOO seems to have focused on
community issues, and references to brotherhood and unity are very common.
Self-promotion constitutes a large part of the communication: out of the images
shared by the SOO Finland via Facebook almost one quarter depict their troops on
patrol (analysis of the images, 17.8.2017). The use of similar clothing with SOO
logos also helps in creating group solidarity and to show loyalty. The signiﬁcance
of common logos was shown in return of some members who left the SOO in
2016. After a year of trying to organize patrols under their own label, Finnish
Home Guards, they rejoined the SOO, and one of the returnees justiﬁed this,
claiming that patrolling under no visible logos was just not satisfying: they “did not
stand out, because there was no common dress code” (Facebook 29.5.2017). Visible presence on the streets and demonstrations diﬀerentiates SOO from other street
patrol groups, which act without any recognizable sings or outﬁts.
The appeal to potential members is increased by showing solidarity among the
members and active community building (cf. Meadowcroft and Morrow 2017).
The Soldiers of Odin has created what resembles a subculture of its own.2 Unlike
other street patrol movements in Finland, the SOO has been able to bond its
members into a common cause, even if there have been inevitable internal schisms.
There are lots of similarities with the values of the skinheads as observed e.g. by
Mark Hamm (1994, 25; on Finnish skinheads, see Lähteenmaa 1991, 34–36):
skinheads were proletarian, puritanical, chauvinistic, clean-cut, and aggressive, with
rough machismo demeanor, had traditional working class community values and
pride in the neighborhood territory. Besides local security culture, which is
emphasized in their program, concern about local community is also a broader
issue: “If the decision making is taken away from homes and villages and apartment
buildings and municipalities and cities, and even outside the state, people lose their
ability to decide on their own lives” and become “apathetic zombies.” Smaller and
larger worries are shared between members, who may spend time together also
outside the SOO activities (interviews SOO 1 and SOO 2).
To support the local community, the Soldiers of Odin also does occasional
charity work –echoing the Finnish political discourse on the refugees, which did
not lack the welfare chauvinist aspect. Referring to SOO in Canada, Emil Archambault (2017) has summed the goals of the charity work: “The group purports to
help ‘Canadians’ (deﬁned largely as white, ‘European’); excluding migrants and
refugees is part of the same ploy: for ‘Canadians’ to win, Muslims and refugees
must lose.” Or as a Finnish Odin member argued, the issue was that “the welfare
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services and health care, they must work, they are for us Finns. Our dads and
mothers and grandparents have built this system” (interview SOO 1).
Loyalty has been a central theme in the SOO communication and is often
repeated using visual elements. In their recruiting they also stress this point: “Trust
and loyalty between the members must be steadfast” (SOO Joensuu, Facebook
13.2.2016). When these principles are broken, the response may be aggressive. This
had its most dramatic manifestation when a former Southern Division capital city
Kouvola decided to cut its ties to SOO. A photo of a burning clothing item,
apparently a SOO jacket of Kouvola chapter, was circulated within SOO media,
alongside with text “Kouvola batch. Our rat city. Fuck you guys.”3
Reactions may be similar when an individual leaves the group. For example, when
one of the leading members announced he will no longer be active within SOO due to
family reasons and apparently also due to ﬁghting at the local SOO club, most of the
commentators understood the decision. But one member commented he will “come
and nail those signs back,” another one agreeing and writing that he has “a nail gun in
his car, and a box of 9mm nails, if needed … So that those signs surely will stay”
(Facebook 22.9.2016; cf. North-Carelian district court, R 17/731).
The SOO employs a dual communication strategy when appealing both to
“concerned citizens” as well as more radical elements, which may also be a factor
explaining their success within the Finnish far right. In itself, the strategy is not new,
but, as Luca Tateo (2008, 290) has pointed out, has been used for example in the
online communication of the Italian far right already in the 2000s. The strategy aims
at “self-legitimating toward the outgroup and increasing the cohesion toward the
ingroup.” A similar type of dual communication can also be found in action within
the Finns Party and especially within its extra-parliamentary wing Suomen Sisu.
Tuula Vaarakallio (2015) has described their communication as a hybrid model using
calculated ambivalence and diﬀering ways of appeal to ingroup and outgroup.
Analyzing the proﬁles of the Finnish SOO leaders, one may note that white
nationalism (Beirich and Hicks 2009) is one of the commonly shared ideological
themes among them, and it is especially often shared in the form of memes.
Regarding direct, written references to white nationalism, in one of the ﬁrst public
statements by Odins their Joensuu chapter claimed they are a “patriotic organization ﬁghting for the white Finland” (Yle 2016a). Later their leader Ranta tried to
minimize this statement, arguing “white Supremacists are welcome to join the
Odins, but only ﬁve per cent of Odins hold these views” (Daily Mail 2016).
Analysis of the leaders’ proﬁles shows, however, that the number of those leaders
who have promoted white nationalism or white supremacy is actually around 20
percent – and may even be higher when considering the ﬁgure is based solely on
their public proﬁles.
It is also notable, that even the oﬃcial national support groups share messages
and memes promoting white nationalism: among many others, the German
national chapter has published an image which includes the unoﬃcial slogan of the
white nationalists, “14 words” by David Lane (Michael 2009), with only the minor
modiﬁcation of having “white children” changed to “our children” (SOO
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Germany Support, 19.7.2016): “We must secure the existence of our people and a
future for our children.”
As a “physical counter-force” and echoing themes of white nationalist ideology,
the SOO Finland has an obvious violent potentiality. However, the analysis of the
leader proﬁles shows, that, in most of the cases, they are not a part of the violent
subcultures, and they also avoid recruiting members who may be seen as too
aggressive. Violent inclinations have so far been channeled through violent messages and internal ﬁghts; there are only a handful of cases where SOO members
have used violence towards outsiders. Also, in their public statements the SOO has
stressed that they use violence only for self-defense and that they do not allow any
illegalities.
The concept of self-defense seems to be ﬂexible though (cf. Lööw 1993).
Among others, one local chapter commented on Facebook that “stopping the
harmful immigration, multicultural hell and islamization is no longer possible by
democratic means” (SOO Jyväskylä Support 7.4.2017). Statements by the leader
of SOO, Ranta, have been even more direct: “Our Fatherland, arm your sons
and ask us to drive away those strangers, preferably right away” (Facebook
16.11.2015).
Militant outlook and militant rhetoric emphasize the Odins’ conviction Finland
is under invasion.4 Loyalty, unity and brotherhood are needed at the battle against
invaders, and those who are ruining the traditional Finnish lifestyle and culture and
eventually the national unity, are seen as traitors. Fittingly a common theme in
memes is the Winter War (1939–1940), which has often been depicted as an
exemplary case of national unity against a common enemy (cf. Bjørgo 1995).
Ranta is – like many right-wing extremists – inﬂuenced by the so called Islamophobes who consider civil war with Islam as inevitable (cf. Ekman 2015), and
he has brought this ideology to SOO too:
If Civil War is needed to make our streets safe again, then a Civil War it will
be, but we will never withdraw. If you want to take part in the ﬁght for our
living space, make contact and join us.
(Facebook 5.4.2016)
After the Turku incident in August 2017, currently investigated as an Islamist terrorist attack, Ranta declared that “this means war, Finland will have revenge”
(Facebook 18.8.2017). So far, this war has been waged only on paper.

Notes
1 At that time hundreds of refugees travelled through Kemi and neighboring Tornio,
which already belonged to the cities that had received most refugees per capita Finland
during the past 20 years (Yle 2015a; Yle 2015c; Yle 2016c). Also, the unemployment rate
was high in the Kemi-Tornio region.
2 The British subcultural theory has during the last 20 years been under debate, and several
of its original assumptions have been either denied or shown to be incompatible with
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later developments, and its relevance outside the “original,” British subcultures, like
punks, may be questioned. Not going into that debate here, it suﬃces to say that some
elements of the theory may be useful in analyzing the extremist movements as well. Cf.
Daniela Pisoiu (2015): “Subcultural Theory Applied to Jihadi and Right-Wing Radicalization in Germany,” Terrorism and Political Violence, 27:1, 9–28.
3 Maybe worth noting but burning ones “colors” is also a tradition within MC-clubs when
resigning from membership.
4 This is also reﬂected in terms used at the extreme right in general: before 2015 perhaps
the most common derogatory term for refugees in Finland was “pakoloiset,” a Finnish
word referring to refugees as parasites, but since then it has been replaced by “matut,”
short for “maahantunkeutujat,” invaders.
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SHEEP IN WOLF’S CLOTHING?
The taming of the Soldiers of Odin in Norway
Tore Bjørgo and Ingvild Magnæs Gjelsvik

Soldiers of Odin Norway have tried very hard to communicate that they were not
vigilantes and not right-wing extremists. Although they obviously have displayed
some traits of vigilantism and anti-Islam opinions, they were clearly less militant
and right-wing extremist than their original role model, the Soldiers of Odin in
Finland. This chapter will explore why the Norwegian chapter of the Soldiers of
Odin (SOO) turned out as a rather moderate variety of the phenomenon but also
why it – in its stated mission to provide public safety in the streets – attracted a
particular type of participants: young men with a criminal past.

Data
This study1 is based on several sources of both primary and secondary data. We
have had extensive interviews with the two main national leaders, and previously also the ﬁrst spokesman.2 We have been participant observers during
one of the ﬁrst SOO patrols in Drammen on 20 February 2016 and talked
with several participants during that event. We have followed a few open
Soldiers of Odin support sites on Facebook (but not their closed Facebook
sites). Furthermore, we have interviewed (and communicated more informally
with) several police oﬃcers who have handled diﬀerent aspects of SOO activities. Some court documents and police data have also been made available to us.
And ﬁnally, a huge amount of news coverage on SOO activities and activists have
provided massive amounts of secondary data.

The emergence of Soldiers of Odin in Norway
Norway is characterized by a relatively low level of crime, and a high level of social
trust as well as a high level of trust in the police and other public institutions,
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according to the European Social Survey.3 The Norwegian police is well educated,
but it has one of the lowest ratios of police oﬃcers per capita in Europe.4 The
police are considered professional, fair and honest, but score lower on capacity and
eﬀectiveness.5
Like in many other European countries, the so-called “refugee crisis” became a
hot political issue in Norway. 31,135 refugees, mostly from Syria and Afghanistan,
applied for asylum in Norway in 2015. The following year, the numbers were
down to 3460,6 partly due to a very restrictive asylum policy by the government,
which consisted of a coalition between the Conservative Party and the right-wing
populist Progress Party, whose party platform is distinctly restrictive on immigration. Beyond the Progress Party, the far-right scene in Norway is small and weak.
Anti-immigration sentiments have a considerable following on social media but
have a very limited impact on the street level. Far right political parties generally
fail in elections. The Norwegian branch of the neo-Nazi Nordic Resistance
Movement have only a few dozen activists but lean heavily on support from their
Swedish partners when organizing demonstrations in Norway. Their activities are
increasing, though.
Opponents of accepting in a rapidly rising number of refugees from the Middle
East and Africa into Europe claimed that the “ﬂood of refugees” constitutes a
threat along several dimensions: There were concerns about the economic costs,
and some were also worried about demographic and cultural impact of the arriving
refugees. Some pointed to the potential risk of terrorist inﬁltration into Europe,
and the possible negative consequences of immigration for public safety and
crime – and in particular the fear of rape of European women by Muslim males.
What turned more or less well-founded worries into a moral panic was the
events that took place in Cologne and several other cities on New Year’s Eve
2015/2016: several hundred women became victims of sexual assaults, mainly
committed by recently arrived male refugees from the Middle East and Northern
Africa.7 During the following days, there were reports of similar incidents on a
smaller scale in Kalmar, Sweden, and unsubstantiated accounts from several other
places. Claims (partly substantiated) that the police and the media initially tried to
cover up the assaults to avoid stigmatizing refugees contributed to a widespread
anger against refugees as well as distrust towards authorities. Anti-Islam and antiimmigration movements obviously tried to reinforce such emotions, claiming that
Muslim men are coming to Europe not only to conquer our lands for Islam, but
they are also sexually aggressive predators coming here to molest our women.8
During the days and weeks after the New Year events, there were intensive
discussions on several Norwegian Facebook pages about the need to do something
to protect “our women” against the criminal and sexually over-charged male
refugees. The Soldiers of Odin group of Finland and their “uniform”, black hoodies (sweaters with a hood) with symbols combining Norse symbolism, national
ﬂags, a militant name and the style of outlaw MC club back patches clearly
appeared as an attractive approach. Some contacted the leaders of the original SOO
groups in the town Kemi in Finland, and got permission to make use of a
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Norwegian variety of the SOO symbols on condition of abiding with the by-laws
of the Finnish SOO. The Finnish mother organization had admin status of the
Facebook pages of the Norwegian chapter during the ﬁrst establishment phase but
lost (or relinquished) this control after a while. Gradually the Norwegian SOO
chapter distanced itself from the Finnish SOO but it regained its ties with the
international SOO organization, which was controlled by a Finnish and a Maltese
leader.9
The Norwegian chapter started to organize, recruit and plan activities on Facebook during late January 2016. They staged their ﬁrst patrol (“walk”) in the city of
Tønsberg on a Saturday night on 13 February 2016, with around 14 participants.10
The ﬁrst (allegedly self-appointed) spokesman was a former leading activist in
Norwegian Defence League, Ronny Alte. There were also a couple of wellknown neo-Nazi activists among them. However, most of the participants had no
ties to far-right groups but they were well known by the police for many other
issues. The event attracted huge media interest and controversy, which probably
helped to fuel recruitment and spread the idea to new places. Within the next ten
months, SOO staged more than 100 “walks” in more than 20 diﬀerent locations in
Norway, mostly in smaller cities and towns. Many of these were one-oﬀ events
with few if any local participants but with “guest appearances” of SOO activists
from chapters elsewhere. The most frequent walks were concentrated in ﬁve cities:
Arendal, Tønsberg, Lillestrøm, Drammen and Fredrikstad.11
The start-up phase as well as the continuation became highly chaotic for Soldiers
of Odin Norway. Within the ﬁrst months, two factions split oﬀ and established
their own organizations: “Sons of Odin”12 (which included some of the founders
of “Soldiers” in Norway) as well as “Guardian Angels”.13 In addition, the selfappointed spokesman of SOO, Ronny Alte, was excluded from the organization
because he acted on his own on behalf of the group without a mandate to do so,
and due to his known ties to anti-Islam organizations. He gave SOO an image of
being right-wing extremist, which was not the case, his opponents claimed.
A more formal national organization with an elected leadership started to
emerge in late February 2016. A kind of general assembly meeting was held in
Drammen on 12 March 2016.14
A typical SOO “walk” in the areas where they were most active when the organization was at its peak could consist of 5–12 people gathering at an appointed place
on a late Friday or Saturday night, but sometimes they were fewer.15 Full members
would wear the SOO hoodies whereas newcomers had normal clothes. They also
emphasized the importance of mustering a suﬃcient number of participants in order to
make the group look strong.
Small groups (2–4 persons) will often be perceived as provocative out in the
streets; therefore it is a rule to walk in larger groups of around 10 people. This
will give a strong signal-eﬀect which as such will contribute to prevent or
“drive away” unwanted behaviour/persons. If you plan to do walks in
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troubled neighbourhoods or near big events this is particularly important – the
more people, the better!16
The group would then walk together in the outskirts of the town centre – but
usually not in the main entertainment areas of the town where they risked getting
into confrontations with opponents, or where they were more likely to be
approached by the police. They argued that rape, robbery and drug dealing were
more likely to take place in the back alleys than in the main streets. Since many of
the SOO members were “streetwise” they knew where in town crime was likely
to happen. During the ﬁrst weeks after SOO Norway emerged in February 2016
there were hints that they might intervene if they come across something criminal.17 However, very soon they took care to emphasize that they would not be
any kind of “extra police” but only observe, document and report to the police.
They would only intervene if lives were in danger or serious harm could be
prevented.
They did concede that their intimidating appearance was intended to have a
deterring impact on potential oﬀenders, and that even a bad (and undeserved)
reputation as right-wing extremists could have some advantages:
Soldiers [of Odin] got a very intimidating reputation, partly from abroad. […
SOO] is pretty radical in Finland, and it caused a rumor among the immigrants
[here in town], in particular among the criminal immigrants, because we know
more or less who among the immigrant gangs are criminal. And as soon as
they saw us [i.e. SOO] they left the city center, and that was of course
excellent! We did not talk to them or anything, they just saw us and then we
did not see them anymore that evening. […] Yes, it was a bad reputation, but
in just this context it was a good thing that the criminal elements disappeared
when they knew we were in town, and that was great!18
This SOO leader claimed that they received many positive responses from the
locals when they were patrolling his hometown, Arendal. However, when we
observed the SOO group walking in Drammen, we found it rather striking that
most people avoided contact and appeared to ﬁnd them frightening. This intimidating image was reinforced by the two rather scary dogs the group brought
with them.19
There was a striking contradiction between what the Soldiers of Odin communicated verbally – distancing themselves totally from anything having to do with
violence, right-wing extremism or vigilantism – and what they communicated
visually and symbolically. The name refers to the Norse god Odin’s mythological
ﬁghters, about whom Snorre’s saga states that
[Odin’s] own men […] were crazy like dogs and wolves, they were biting in
their shields, were strong like bears and oxes; they killed all people, and neither
ﬁre nor iron could harm them, it was called to go berserk …20
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Soldiers of Odin posing for the photographer before they start a night
patrol in Drammen, Norway, 20 February 2016
(Photo: Heiko Junge).
FIGURE 16.1

Images of Vikings or Norse gods have long traditions in right-wing extremist circles and the combination with the ﬂag reinforces the nationalist connotations. The
stylistic elements were obviously put together to mimic the back patches of outlaw
motorcycle gangs, adding to the intimidating image.
To our knowledge, there have not been any reports in the news media nor by
the police that the Soldiers of Odin have committed any acts of violence or made
any explicit threats during any of their more than 100 “walks”. However, there is
no evidence that SOO through their many walks have disrupted any speciﬁc acts
of crime either.21

Who were recruited to Soldiers of Odin Norway – and why?
During the ﬁrst weeks after SOO Norway emerged, leaders claimed that they got
support from all kinds of people, and that their members included dentists and
police oﬃcers. However, mainstream middle class people were rarely seen among
those who turned up for walks with Soldiers of Odin.
Given the fact that Soldiers of Odin was initially established as a reaction to the
refugee crisis in 2015, it was hardly surprising that several well-known right-wing
extremists and anti-Islam activists turned up as participants in the ﬁrst Soldier of
Odin walks in February 2016. However, as SOO Norway gradually established
itself as a formal organization, persons with overt extremist or racist views were
swiftly excluded from the group.
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People who turned up and thought we were real racists who were out to beat
up “negroes”; they were immediately weeded out and excluded. […] at least
50 people were excluded during my time in the board.22
Although many members of SOO continued to hold views critical to immigration and some clearly had ties to far right groups,23 expressing such views during
SOO walks was met with strong disapproval.24 Whereas right-wing extremists
eventually became far less visible in SOO than one might expect, another type of
participants became far more prominent in the organization: young men with a
criminal past, typically in their twenties and thirties.
The ﬁrst formally elected leader, Steﬀen André Larsen, did not hide the fact that
he had a background from a criminal milieu and had an extensive criminal
record.25 He resigned as a leader in December 2016 when he faced trial for a
violence case (unrelated to his SOO activities). When the new leader, Jan Tellef
Aanonsen, took over, he was frustrated by the fact that the previous leader had
recruited a number of local SOO leaders with the same kind of criminal background as himself, and also let in a lot of members who were (former) criminals or
drug abusers.
It should be the task of the leader to sort out such people. Instead [the former
leader and his side-kick] were appointing their pals, including a regional leader
who was a drug addict. I went mad! And then they wonder why the police
are so much against them?! I have no problems understanding that! [… When
you have local leaders like that], young 20-somethings with criminal records
and who are drug addicts, they will not get [law-abiding] adults in their 40s or
50s [like me] to go out on walks with them, they don’t want to be seen with
such people, it’s as simple as that!26
After only a couple of weeks as the leader of SOO Norway, Jan Tellef Aanonsen resigned and closed down the organization in early January 2017, claiming that
the main reason was that Soldiers of Odin had attracted “the wrong kind of
people”. He also asserted that he refused to adhere to the anti-Islam approach of
the international leaders of the Soldiers of Odin, and that this position displeased
these international leaders (op. cit.).27
An interesting question is why so many young men with a criminal past joined
an organization that had as its stated purpose to help the police to maintain peace
and order in the streets. Many of them had been charged with violence and unruly
behaviour, carrying illegal weapons, drug dealing and abuse, robbery and violence
against the police – the kinds of behaviours they were now setting out to prevent.
The former leader (op. cit.) claimed that even if they excluded many people for
being unﬁt for SOO, around 70 per cent of the active members had such a criminal background. So why did these former oﬀenders then join the Soldiers of
Odin?
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Part of the explanation is that much of the recruitment was based on pre-existing social networks that in this case happened to be networks between young
oﬀenders. However, the Soldiers of Odin was obviously attractive to this type of
young men, for several reasons. The black hoodie with the SOO symbols provided
the participants with a cool identity, standing out as a strong, uniformed group
with an image associated with nationalism, manly warrior ideals, outlaw MC clubs
and a strong group identity based on masculine ideals. The organizational structure
and the recruitment process was a simpliﬁed version of the outlaw biker club
model. It required some eﬀort to be accepted as a full member and be permitted to
use the hoodie with the SOO logo. That this status was something to be achieved
made it even more attractive for certain young men to join. The admission
requirements were moderate, though: participate in three walks and three meetings
and behave in an acceptable way.28
Another explanation was that many young men with a tainted criminal record
considered participation in the Soldiers of Odin as an opportunity to make amends
for some of the bad things they had done in the past. This interpretation was
conﬁrmed by the former leader, Steﬀen Larsen:
Many of the Soldiers of Odin have been in jail, they are fed up with the
system and how things function around them, and now they have a desire to
do something really positive for society. We have experience with the criminal
scenes. […] We have a uniform which enables people to recognize us, a very
simple logo, so that people cans say, “Oh yes, there they are; these are the
people we may ask for help”.29
[… That people in SOO have a troubled background] is something I am
well aware of. [… This] has been quite a big theme [in our group]. That
“yes, I have been involved in some criminal stuﬀ and I have been ﬁnished
with that several years ago and now I feel I have to give something back”.
It’s a really nice way to give something back [to society], by joining
something like [Soldiers of Odin].30
When the fuss around the “ﬂood of refugees” and stories about their alleged sexual
assaults of European women spread like a moral panic during winter and spring 2016,
many of these young men grasped the opportunity to make a positive contribution by
protecting women and other vulnerable people against this alleged threat. At the
same time, it was an opportunity to turn a negative identity and a tarnished personal
reputation into something positive: Rather than being known as the town’s troublemakers and petty criminals they could now become heroes from whom people
could seek protection. The SOO participants were mainly young men,31 and many
were at the end of a career of juvenile delinquency. Soldiers Of Odin could provide
them with an attractive exit from their stigmatized identities. Because they knew
street life and had experience from the criminal environment they believed they were
in a better position to know where and when criminal incidents and rapes were likely
to take place.
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Soldiers of Odin in Norway are helping two young girls safely home on a
late Saturday night in Tønsberg, Norway, 13 February 1916. This was the
ﬁrst SOO patrol in Norway
(Photo: Luca Kleve-Ruud)

FIGURE 16.2

Soldiers of Odin frequently claimed they were “a kind of night ravens”. They
were then often challenged with the question of why they could not just join
the oﬃcial, well-established Night Ravens [Natteravnene], an organization of
volunteers that encourages adult, sober citizens to walk around in the city in
groups during weekend nights. Participants are typically parents of youths or
children, or elderly, concerned citizens. Their task is to be visible and available
for the public, based on the idea that the presence of sober adults will prevent
violence and anti-social behaviour. The Night Raven volunteers will also assist
people who are unable to take care of themselves. They do not intervene in
cases of violence or unruly behaviour but call the police. Like the Night Ravens,
they claim to be preventative, not interventionist.32 The Night Ravens have
been in operation since 1990, sponsored by an insurance company, and working
closely with the police.
The Soldiers of Odin claimed their tougher image gave them some extra
“respect” that ordinary Night Ravens were lacking:
–
–
–

But why can’t you just join the ordinary “Night Ravens”? […]
Because they have to stand there watching if someone are beaten up. They
cannot intervene.
But can you intervene without being vigilantes?
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–
–

Yes, if life or health is at stake, then it is our duty. But it is
that. We have more respect than two ladies in their sixties
reﬂex vest,33 replies [the local SOO leader].
[Another SOO activist] adds that several members of the
convicted for oﬀences and therefore feel that they do not
Night Ravens.34

not merely about
wearing a yellow
group have been
ﬁt in as ordinary

The leader of SOO Norway, Steﬀen Larsen, discussed how they diﬀer from the
ordinary Night Ravens:
[The Night Ravens] do not walk around where things happen. And that’s
what we try to do; we walk in [back] streets where things are likely to happen
[…] And many people claim that “you are so big and scary”. If that can have a
preventive aﬀect against a rapist, I think that is ﬁne. I will honestly admit that.
Because people who observe us should not become scared of us unless they
have a reason to be.35
Distancing themselves from the traditional Night Ravens, the Soldiers of Odin
nevertheless continued to present themselves as “a kind of private night raven service”. The oﬃcial Night Ravens were highly critical to the ways SOO were
exploiting their reputation and legitimacy as a politically and religiously neutral
organization. “The Soldiers of Odin grew out of a right-wing extremist milieu. If
you want to contribute to more safety for all groups in the population, it is critical
that you act with credible neutrality”, the general secretary [of the Night Ravens]
states.36

Responses to the Soldiers of Odin
Receiving some kind of recognition from their social surroundings for doing
something good was obviously important to many of the participants in Soldiers of
Odin – in particular because many of them had a rather tarnished reputation in
their local communities. The responses at the street level varied considerably,
however, from expressions of disapproval and ridicule to statements of support.
The Facebook group “Support Soldiers of Odin Norway” had around 4000
members. In the general public debate and in the new media critical and negative
views on SOO dominated. All the political parties in Parliament spoke out against
the Soldiers of Odin and similar vigilante movements. Only one single MP from
the right-wing populist Progress Party supported SOO, Jan Arild Ellingsen, who
was the party’s spokesperson on justice politics. However, the party leader, Siv
Jensen, disagreed with her party colleague, and the Progress Party’s Minister of
Justice at the time, Anders Anundsen, stated that “It is the police that shall secure
our streets. […] I cannot see that the Soldiers of Odin has any role in this context”.
Prime Minister Erna Solberg stated that Soldiers of Odin “looks like a vigilante
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group, and we are against that. There are no others who should patrol and provide
safety in Norwegian towns, this is a task for the police alone”.37
The media coverage of the SOO was also generally very negative, frequently
portraying them as right-wing extremists, which stigmatized those who participated
in SOO walks.
After the media went out so badly against us, many [of our participants] almost
lost their jobs. Many employers told them that “you have to choose, either
being a neo-Nazi or work here”. […] One member was married to a priest,
and he was told that unless he reined in his wife he might lose his job. It’s
pretty sick, if you ask me.38
The police were also generally outspoken about not wanting any help from the
Soldiers of Odin to maintain law and order in the streets.39 However, there was
great variation in how the police in diﬀerent cities and police districts actually
responded to SOO activities after they started their “walks” in February 2016, and
the police appeared rather uncertain and fumbling about how to respond. In some
cities they were promptly turned away by the police and not allowed to walk
around in the streets with their uniforms. In Kristiansand, for example, they were
refused to patrol the streets but they were permitted to hand out coﬀee and
cakes.40 The local police made a public statement that they considered private
patrolling to be a criminal oﬀence. Elsewhere, groups of uniformed SOO members
were permitted to walk around in the streets but under strict police supervision.41
Obviously, the SOO activities were not of much help to the police in making the
city safer, as they, in eﬀect, tied up considerable police resources that could have
been put to better use. In some towns, the police did not respond at all to SOO
walks.
A couple of weeks after the ﬁrst Soldiers of Odin walks, in late February 2016,
the police chiefs in all the police districts agreed on a common policy. They
referred to the so-called “vigilantism paragraph” in the Police Law:
According to the Police Law § 26, “It is illegal for any other than the police to
organise or participate in private operations with the purpose of maintaining
public order or in any other forms of law enforcement in public areas.”42
The police chiefs agreed that activities appearing like “patrolling”, with the use of
joint “uniforms”, without any aﬃliation to the police or similar institutions, will be
considered by the police to be in violation of the Police Law § 26. When the
Soldiers or Odin or similar groups appeared in the streets as a group in uniforms,
this was considered punishable by law and the group would be instructed to stop
this activity, meaning to disband or to remove their uniforms. The activity could
be considered illegal and punishable in itself, regardless of whether the activity will
disturb the public order or not.43
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Although the police chiefs in principle had agreed to stop Soldiers of Odin and
similar groups from patrolling the streets on the basis of the Police Law’s § 26, the
police practice continued to vary considerably in diﬀerent parts of Norway. In
some places the SOO continued to patrol uniformed without any police intervention; elsewhere, they were ordered by the police to take oﬀ or turn inside out
their hoodies in order to hide the symbols.
Elsewhere, the local police tried to prevent the SOO from walking around in the
streets with their uniforms with a diﬀerent legal basis, namely the Police Law’s § 7 on
disturbing public law and order. When the police in the town Kongsvinger in
November 2016 on this basis ﬁned the SOO leader for refusing to take oﬀ (or
reverse) the hoodies they were wearing, he was freed from the charges in the local
court. The judge “could not see that removing the group’s logo from the attire alone
could stop any disturbances of the public order, safeguard the safety of individuals or
the public, or disrupt or stop acts of crime, cf. the Police Law § 7”.44
This verdict was, of course, interpreted as a victory by the Soldiers of Odin,
believing that they now had a legal verdict giving them the right to carry out their
walks dressed in their hoodies with visible symbols. However, Kai Spurkland, a
police lawyer and leading expert on the legal framework for police operations and
private policing argued in a paper widely distributed in the police that the verdict
was probably correct, given the legal basis the local police had referred to (the
Police Law § 7). However, had they instead justiﬁed their intervention by claiming
that the Soldiers of Odin’s uniformed patrolling was a breach of the Police Law
§ 26 on banning private law enforcement, this would probably have prevailed in
court.45
Increasingly, the police used the latter approach to order the SOO to disperse or
take oﬀ their uniforms, and on several occasions, SOO participants were ﬁned. The
last known case took place in the city of Tønsberg in early May 2017 when ten
Soldiers of Odin were ordered by the police to take oﬀ their hoodies. They initially
obeyed but when the police came across them again later the same night – dressed in
their hoodies – the police ﬁned three of them. “When they appear as a group and
are uniformed, it is against the Police Law”, the police stated.46 This was the last
known attempt of the Soldiers of Odin to organize a “walk” in a Norwegian city,
with or without their hoodies and symbols.

Concluding remarks
There are few permissive conditions that could make Norway conducive to the
emergence of vigilantism. Norway is a stable and aﬄuent democracy with a high
trust in public institutions, the police and the rule of law among the large majority
of people – although there are some pockets of more distrustful groups. There are
no cultural traditions of people taking the law in their own hands in Norway
(unlike e.g. the USA).47 The “oﬀer” by the Soldiers of Odin to help the police to
maintain safety in the streets was promptly turned down – by the police as well as
by leading politicians from all the major parties. Those who expressed support to
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the Soldiers of Odin were few and marginal. The main permissive factor that might
contribute to the emergence of vigilantism is the low level of visible policing –
police oﬃcers are rarely seen in the streets, and they are not necessarily available
when you need them.
The main repressive response – that the police eventually banned the SOO from
patrolling the streets with their “uniforms” (the hoodies with symbols) and ﬁned
them if they refused to take them oﬀ – took time to establish consistently in different police districts and cities. In many towns, the local police fumbled on how
to handle the Soldiers of Odin. However, when the police ﬁnally established a
more consistent practice of ﬁning the SOO if they continued to walk as a group
with their hoodies, the Soldiers of Odin disappeared from the streets in Norway.
The last Soldiers of Odin “walk” took place in Tønsberg on 6 May 2017, one year
and three months after they had their ﬁrst “walk” in the same city.
Thus, the main cause of the downfall of the Soldiers of Odin in Norway was
most likely the increasingly consistent approach of the police to ban them from
walking as a uniformed group. Thereby they lost their cool image and the identity
symbol that obviously was very attractive and important to many of the participants. However, the internal conﬂicts, organizational problems and strife about
who should be leaders and members, and the stigmatization of participants also
contributed to the disintegration of the Soldiers of Odin in Norway.
The Soldiers of Odin in Norway was clearly part of a transnational movement of
vigilantism in Europe, responding to the “ﬂood of refugees” in 2015 and onwards,
and, in particular, to sexual assaults on women on New Year’s Eve in Cologne.
Organizationally and visually, it was inspired by the Soldiers of Odin in Finland
and their style. However, the Norwegian branch developed in a more moderate
direction, playing down the anti-immigration and anti-Islam views of the mother
organization, and excluded participants who expressed overt racist or right-wing
extremist views. Why did SOO Norway move in this direction?
One part of the explanation is probably related to the people who gained control over the organization. After a brief period of splits and exclusions, the emerging leaders were people who had other agendas than ﬁghting immigration and
Islam. They seemed to be very concerned about achieving public recognition for
being “good guys” who wanted to do something beneﬁcial and noble. Many of
the most active members had a tarnished reputation in their local communities for
being criminals and troublemakers. The Soldiers of Odin’s eﬀort to make the
streets safer for women and others was their opportunity to make up for some of
the bad things they had done in the past. If the SOO became associated with rightwing extremism, this would stigmatize them, and undermine their eﬀort to gain
recognition and improve their standing in society.
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1 This chapter is based on the research we did in connection with our study on right-wing
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See e.g. https://www.academia.edu/2215329/Trust_in_justice_-_Topline_ﬁndings_from_
the_European_Social_Survey?auto=download.
See: https://www.reddit.com/r/europe/comments/6dggqx/police_oﬃcers_per_capita_
in_europe/.
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id2339904/.
For a discussion of the New Year incidents in Cologne, see the chapter by Daniel
Koehler in this volume.
See https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/feb/18/polish-magazines-islamic-of-europ
e-cover-sparks-outrage, discussing the cover page of a Polish magazine with a picture of a
white woman draped in the EU ﬂag, being molested by several “brown hands”, headlined
“Islamic Rape of Europe” (wSieci, No. 7, 2016).
This is based on information from our separate interviews with the two national leaders
of SOO Norway.
https://www.vg.no/nyheter/innenriks/asyl-debatten/her-patruljerer-soldiers-of-odin
-for-foerste-gang-i-norge/a/23616953/.
Based on information from former SOO leader Jan Tellef Aanonsen. According to him,
the police were unaware of many of these walks.
The Sons of Odin was quite active with “walks” in Bergen and a few other towns
during winter/spring 2016. It is not clear to us what the diﬀerences between them and
“Soldiers” were, and whether one was more extremist than the other. The media and
the police tended to confuse the two groups.
The Guardian Angels had a softer image than SOO, using light blue hoodies without
symbols associated with right-wing extremism. However, this group did not succeed and
soon faded away.
https://www.dt.no/nyhet/drammen/soldiers-of-odin-mottes-i-drammen/s/.5-57-319582.
See footage from the meeting: http://www.aftenbladet.no/tv/#!/video/101164/herlegger-ledelsen-i-soldiers-of-odin-planen-for-gruppen-videre.
This description is based on our own participant observation of a SOO walk in Drammen on 20 February 2016 and our discussions with two SOO leaders and the police.
Cited from the bylaws of Soldiers of Odin Norway, made available to us by the SOO
leader at the time.
Example: http://www.agderposten.no/nyheter/soldiers-of-odin-aksjonerer-i-arendai-sen
trum-onsker-a-bli-arrestert-1.1557302.
Interview with SOO leader Jan Tellef Aanonsen, 17 October 2017, talking about SOO
walks in his hometown.
During a stop and check by the police in Drammen the SOO members were told to
take the dogs back to the cars.
From Snorre Sturlason’s Saga of the Kings of Norway: Heimskringla, Chapter 6, written in
the ﬁrst half of the thirteenth century.
In interviews with police oﬃcers, we were informed about a single case where the
Soldiers of Odin had notiﬁed the local police about a drunk man who was laying out in
the cold. The police subsequently brought him to safety.
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THE SOLDIERS OF ODIN IN CANADA
The failure of a transnational ideology
Emil Archambault and Yannick Veilleux-Lepage

The Soldiers of Odin ﬁrst established a Canadian presence in March 2016, ﬁve
months after the foundation of the group in Finland. As in other countries, the
group experienced rapid growth in Canada, establishing a number of chapters
throughout the country. Yet, as is common with far-right groups in Canada (Perry
& Scrivens, 2016, p. 823; 831–832), the presence of the Soldiers of Odin in
Canada has been marred by numerous breakups, internecine conﬂicts, and
divisions.
In this chapter, we trace and assess the six internal splits that marred the group
during its ﬁrst 14 months of existence in Canada, between March 2016 and April
2017. One apparent central point of contention and divergence among Canadian
members, we argue, was the signiﬁcance and perceived value of belonging to the
wider transnational network of the Soldiers of Odin, particularly of the Canadian
chapters’ relationship to the Finnish leadership. As such, this chapter examines the
spread and decline of the Soldiers of Odin in Canada through this transnational lens,
and argues that the relationship of the Canadian Soldiers of Odin to the wider
movement provided a focal point around which internal disagreements coalesced,
leading to the failure of the movement to establish a lasting presence. We suggest that
the experience of the Canadian Soldiers of Odin is the result of a disjuncture between
a transnational rhetoric and ideology emphasizing transnational communities and local
presence and concerns.

Ideology of the Soldiers of Odin in Canada1
The ﬁrst chapter of the Soldiers of Odin was created by the self-avowed white
supremacist Mika Ranta in October 2015, in what is generally taken to be a
response to the inﬂux of refugees settling in Finland or transiting through Finland
to reach Sweden (Lamoureux, 2016a). By December 2016, the SOO claimed 20
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national chapters all around the world (Montpetit, 2016), including Australia, the
United States, Canada, and throughout Europe, from France to Estonia. As
Tommi Kotonen’s chapter in this volume details, the Finnish founding chapters
quickly faced accusations of racism, neo-Nazism, and white supremacism, due
both to the group’s anti-immigrant, anti-Islam stances, and the composition of its
membership (see Rigatelli, 2016a and 2016b; Lamoureux, 2016b; Simons, 2016).
Most notably, while the group claims to be overtly non-racist and open to all
(Lamoureux 2016b), the organization’s founder, Mika Ranta, self-identiﬁes as a
“National Socialist” and is well known for his support of white supremacist
ideology (Rigatelli, 2016a).2
The group spread to Canada as early as March 2016,3 with its initial chapter
reportedly established in Gimli, Manitoba, a town with signiﬁcant Icelandic heritage
(Biber, 2016). The group quickly spread across the country, with chapters being
established over the summer in Quebec, British Columbia, Ontario, Saskatchewan,
Alberta, and even Yukon. Unlike in Finland, the oﬃcial emphasis in Canada seems
to have been put on community-building eﬀorts, such as shovelling snow (CBC
News, 2016), organizing food drives for local charities and shelters (CBC News,
2017a), cleaning up parks (Lamoureux, 2016a), etc. In order to spread rapidly, the
Soldiers of Odin in Canada established a particularly strong online presence, through
a number of Facebook pages and groups. Indeed, through its main Facebook page
which, at its peak, counted over 10 000 “fans”,4 as well as a large number of province- and city-focused Facebook groups, the Soldiers of Odin were able to eﬀectively communicate and transmit propaganda and organizational messages. For this
reason, the spread of the group was extremely rapid. Shortly after the foundation of
the group in March 2016, the Soldiers of Odin already counted chapters in most
Canadian provinces (Andersen & Fedec, 2016, p. 2).
The Canadian Soldiers of Odin, in line with other branches of the movement,
conduct “observe-and-report styled patrols” in order to act, in their words, as “the
eyes and ears of the police” (Soldiers of Odin, 2016b, p. 1). The vigilantism that
deﬁnes the group’s modus operandi worldwide remains a signiﬁcant part of the
Canadian Soldiers of Odin’s operations. These patrols very often have an overt or
covert Islamophobic or xenophobic raison d’être. For instance, in December 2016,
the leader of the Quebec chapter was ousted as he “insisted on patrolling the
‘politically correct’ areas of Quebec City, like Saint-Roch, where the group was
less likely to confront the city’s immigrant population”, according to the leader
who replaced him. She, in turn, stated that they used to “avoid that, on patrols, we
go into areas where there are a lot of Muslims or Islamization. But, when it comes
down to it, that’s where we should be patrolling” (Montpetit, 2016). Thus, while
the patrols are oﬃcially about preventing crime, the group draws a very direct link
between Islamophobic sentiments, anti-immigration discourse, and crime prevention,
which it displays and enforces through vigilante-style patrols.
In combination with these vigilante street patrols, however, Canadian Soldiers of
Odin also emphasize a commitment to community-building and charity actions.
The bylaws thus note that they want “to help make local communities better”, and
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to this end “will also host family friendly events and give back to the local charities
in [their] communities” (Soldiers of Odin, 2016b, p. 1). Indeed, branches of the
Soldiers of Odin have conducted a number of charitable actions, collecting goods
and food for the homeless, cleaning up public parks, even oﬀering free snow shovelling (CBC News, 2016, 2017a). The Canadian Soldiers of Odin, by and large,
seem to consider these two activities – vigilante patrolling and community and
charity work – as complementary, and part of a single ideological and rhetorical
frame.
The group’s bylaws, once again, oﬀer insight into this ideological framing. The
group overtly claims to exist because “the higher authorities are failing the Canadian citizens”. The authorities do so by “the allowing of illegal aliens into this
country”, by “accepting refugees from countries that hate us”, and by “releasing
conﬁrmed terrorists back to their organizations”. From these points, the racist,
xenophobic, and Islamophobic justiﬁcation for street patrols is made clear: refugees
and immigrants are equated with security threats, and lead to crime and violence,
which vigilante patrols are meant to counter. Indeed, the bylaws continue, “we as
Soldiers of Odin realize that it is time to take back our streets, provinces, and
country”. The “other”, from whom the “streets, provinces, and country” are
meant to be reclaimed, is clearly construed as immigrants-qua-criminals (encouraged by friendly authorities). Crucially, however, the bylaws speciﬁcally denounce
government authorities for accepting refugees and immigrants “while Canadians
are on the streets” (Soldiers of Odin, 2016b, p. 1); this framing recurs regularly in
Canadian Soldiers of Odin propaganda, often with a speciﬁc focus on veterans as
the disadvantaged and disenfranchised party.
In other words, Canadian Soldiers of Odin frames immigration and social care as
part of a zero-sum equation, where providing assistance to refugees means taking
away resources from (real) Canadians. As such, protests against immigration, vigilante patrols, and charity work are part of a single, xenophobic, ideological mindset: immigration constitutes the problem, and the group’s community minded
activities are part of an eﬀort to divert resources back to deserving Canadians and
away from immigrants who illegitimately appropriate resources while “caus[ing]
more harm against Canada” (Soldiers of Odin, 2016b, p. 1). The whole activities of
Canadian Soldiers of Odin remain within an overwhelmingly anti-immigrant,
xenophobic paradigm, and as such are consistent with the rest of the Soldiers of
Odin movement, despite the focus on community work, which distinguishes them
from other branches of the movement.5
Nevertheless, this focus on local communities points at a tension within the
ideological framework of the movement. The group’s bylaws, as cited above, point
to a speciﬁcally Canadian focus, with Canadian Soldiers of Odin endeavouring “to
keep Canadians safe […] and protect our Constitutional Rights”; similarly, the
emphasis on community action points to a speciﬁcally Canadian nationalist outlook. The bylaws, however, immediately undercut this nationalist mindset by
accusing Canadian authorities of “demonizing anything that has to do with European Culture to try and create racial tensions to turn citizens on one another”
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(Soldiers of Odin, 2016b, p. 1). This mention of “European Culture” points to the
larger signiﬁcance of the Soldiers of Odin’s transnational network, the majority of
which is indeed (geographically) European. In the case of the Canadian Soldiers of
Odin, it remains unclear where they ﬁt within this Soldiers of Odin network’s
“European” focus, particularly when key ﬁgures of the network such as Mika
Ranta post on Facebook exhortations to “Build the European Homeland” (Ranta,
2017). While “European” here deﬁnitely ought to be taken as an ideological (and
racial) term rather than as a strictly geographical denomination, it does nevertheless
indicate a tension within Soldiers of Odin Canada between Canadian nationalism
and transnational ethnonationalism.6
These ideological tensions are also made manifest in disagreements between
branches of the Canadian Soldiers of Odin over tactics. The Quebec Soldiers of
Odin, for instance, seem to put more emphasis on street patrols, and put less
emphasis on charitable actions (Montpetit, 2016).7 In contrast, Mack Lamoureux,
attending an Edmonton meeting, noted that “while [the leaders] assured the group
that patrols will happen, the meeting focused primarily on volunteerism at a local
homeless shelter and cleaning up garbage. The men around the pool table seemed
dedicated to staying on the straight and narrow,” even quoting one of them as
stating “We’re not criminals, and we’re not fucking vigilantes” (Lamoureux
2016b). Thus, it seems that the tension between community-building activities and
vigilante patrolling represented a pressing concern within the group, fragilizing its
ideological unity; this tension, in turn, mirrored the fragile balance between
Canadian and “European” ethnonationalist identities.

Divisions within the movement
This tension between a strictly Canadian nationalist focus and a transnational civilizational, “European” orientation has proven to be a major point of contention
throughout the existence of Canadian Soldiers of Odin, with numerous splits
occurring as a result. Already from the start, Canada’s Soldiers of Odin have had an
ambiguous relationship to the Finnish group: the group’s bylaws identify Canadian
Soldiers of Odin as “a Division of the original Soldiers of Odin Finland” (Soldiers
of Odin, 2016b, p. 1); yet, in an interview, the national leader in Canada stated
that “What they do over in Finland and in Europe, they have all sorts of diﬀerent
issues altogether. That’s not really what we are. We’re an independent charter of
Soldiers of Odin; we’re a community watch group” (Biber, 2016). While, as
argued above, vigilante patrols and community building activities are part of a
single anti-immigrant, xenophobic ideology, the Canadian Soldiers of Odin struggled in ﬁnding a balance between overt and covert xenophobia, emphasizing or
downplaying the aﬃliation to the Soldiers of Odin Finland in response to pressure
from their members, a largely sceptical public, and watchful authorities.
The ﬁrst group to split from the Canadian Soldiers of Odin seems to have been
the Canadian Sentinels, in November 2016, although the group seems to have
been rather short-lived and marginal. The second breakup, however, was more
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consequential, as a number of Albertan chapters left shortly after to form the
Guardians of Alberta. The founder of the Guardians of Alberta, claiming black
and native American ancestry, explicitly attributed the split to “the racist overtones” in Canadian Soldiers of Odin “and its ties to neo-Nazi organizations”
(Johnson, 2017).8 As such, while not mentioned explicitly, it seems that the
Canadian Soldiers of Odin’s connection to the Finnish Soldiers of Odin did play
a role, given Mika Ranta’s and other members’ avowed neo-Nazi ties (Rigatelli,
2016a, 2016b; Simons, 2016).9 Nonetheless, it should be mentioned that the
Guardians of Alberta’s social media presence and communiqués are far from
devoid of Islamophobic overtones (see for instance Guardians of Alberta, 2017).
Shortly thereafter, a leadership shakeup in the Quebec wing of Canadian Soldiers of Odin saw the removal of the Quebec president and national vice-president
Dave Tregget in December 2016. By both his account and that of the new Soldiers
of Odin Quebec leaders, the main cause of his removal was attributable to the
contentious association with the Finnish Soldiers of Odin: “Tregget felt the group’s
success in Quebec depended on softening its anti-immigration image and putting
some distance between the founding Finnish members, who have been accused of
having ties with neo-Nazis” (Montpetit, 2016). Tregget himself stated that he was
“ﬁnished with the racist image of Finland”; the new leadership, meanwhile, speciﬁcally targeted “areas where there are a lot of Muslims or Islamization” and
sought to “return the Quebec branch of the Soldiers of Odin to its Finnish roots”
(Montpetit, 2016). Tregget, meanwhile, went on to found Storm Alliance, a group
which rose to (relative) prominence in 2017 as it conducted protests against illegal
immigration, particularly Muslim immigration (Tasker, 2017).
In a further split, in February 2017, the Saskatchewan chapters broke oﬀ from
Canadian Soldiers of Odin to constitute the “Patriots of Unity”. As with the earlier
groups breaking oﬀ, the focal point of contention seemed to consist in perceptions
of racism, associations with neo-Nazism, and particularly the aﬃliation to the Finland leadership. In their statement announcing the split, the Patriots of Unity
explicitly announced the end of their aﬃliation with “Soldiers of Odin Canada, or
Finland” (Ward, 2017a). As with the Guardians of Alberta, they reoriented their
activities to focus on community assistance, although they continued to conduct
street patrols. Furthermore, the Patriots of Unity borrowed almost verbatim the
Soldiers of Odin bylaws, although they deleted the few sentences about opposing
immigration and the Canadian government (Ward, 2017b).
Around the time of the secession of the Saskatchewan chapters in February
2017, there seems to have been a move to emphasize the connection of Finnish
and Canadian Soldiers of Odin.10 Possibly in response to this statement, Canadian
Soldiers of Odin strengthened the rhetoric relating to the Finnish-Canadian connection, as well as to the transnational network of Soldiers of Odin. The slogan
“United we Stand, Divided we Fall” became more prominent; proﬁle or cover
pictures showing the “Soldiers of Odin Worldwide”, or lapel pins of Canadian and
Finnish ﬂags started appearing, in conjunction with or replacing the standard Soldiers of Odin images. Yet, this is in tension with another prominent slogan used by
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the Soldiers of Odin in Canada, namely “We stand on guard for thee”, lifted from
the Canadian National Anthem, emphasizing the local outlook of the Canadian
Soldiers of Odin.
As the history of these splits demonstrates, the presence of a link between
Canadian and Finnish Soldiers of Odin chapters proved to be quite contentious as
issues of racism and xenophobia have coalesced around the signiﬁcance of this
transnational connection. While Soldiers of Odin Canada is by no means devoid of
racism, xenophobia, and Islamophobia (see, for instance, the excerpts from the
bylaws discussed above), ideological disagreements have tended to be blamed on
the transnational relationship and its role in dragging the Canadian Soldiers of Odin
away from its nationalist and community-based roots. As Dave Tregget noted, the
presence of the transnational aﬃliation was routinely considered as holding back
the Canadian Soldiers of Odin by tainting the whole movement with overt racism,
which these splinter groups would rather see downplayed.11 While these splinter
groups often display similar Islamophobia and anti-immigration sentiments as the
Soldiers of Odin do, they acknowledge that the presence of a connection to the
Finnish leadership may contribute to both radicalize the movement and infuse it
with more overt racist ideology.

The Canada–Finland split
The ﬁnal straw came at the end of April 2017, as Soldiers of Odin Canada, following a change in leadership, announced its separation from the international
Soldiers of Odin movement. In turn, the Quebec chapter split from Soldiers of
Odin Canada in order to remain aﬃliated to the Finnish leadership. Since then,
(independent) Soldiers of Odin chapters have continued to exist in Canada in a
much more subdued and less visible form, retaining the name and logo of the
Soldiers of Odin while separate from the Finnish leadership, except for Quebec,
where aﬃliation was retained.
The statement published by Soldiers of Odin Canada explaining the reasons for
their departure is quite clear (although somewhat misleading). They state that they
“oﬃcially Denounce the Finland and the international leadership of SOO”, as they
“are against their racist agendas”. They continue to assert that Soldiers of Odin
Finland’s “ridiculous beliefs in racism has always been a huge issue for us in Canada
as we do not support or share their views on race”, and that “We do not and have
not ever abided by these twisted beliefs or the Racist entities in SOO” (Soldiers of
Odin Canada, 2017). The Canadian Soldiers of Odin, therefore, clearly attempted
to portray this latest splinter as the result of a signiﬁcant ideological disagreement
with the Finnish leadership, attributable to the racist views of the latter.
That being said, there are several reasons to doubt this oﬃcial narrative as presented by the Canadian Soldiers of Odin. First of all, it is somewhat odd that they
would have waited a full year before discovering Soldiers of Odin Finland’s racist
ideology, even more so given that their racist discourses, iconography, and commitments were widely reported (Simons, 2016). The number of previous splits
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from Soldiers of Odin Canada rather show that a large number of people were
aware of the implications of the association with Soldiers of Odin Finland and left
as they felt that the movement was too closely aligned with its overseas counterparts. While the former leader of Soldiers of Odin Canada had emphasized that
they are “an independent charter of Soldiers of Odin” (Biber, 2016), Soldiers of
Odin Canada was aware of the ideological commitments of Soldiers of Odin Finland and chose to embrace their association for over a year before the split. As Katy
Latulippe, the Quebec leader, wondered, “[Bill Daniels, the Soldiers of Odin
Canada President] spent one year as a leader, saying that the Finnish chapter wasn’t
racists. And then suddenly, after a little conﬂict, he starts using the term racist? It
doesn’t hold” (Montpetit, 2017).
Second, as established above, xenophobia and Islamophobic ideology are present
at the core of Soldiers of Odin Canada and are not as foreign to the group as the
statement quoted above suggests. In Canada, the group repeatedly associated with
other far-right, Islamophobic, and anti-immigration groups and speakers (Bell,
2017), in addition to propagating messages in line with the anti-immigration positions quoted in the group’s bylaws. Rather, it would seem that the dispute was
partly over money, as the Finnish group sought to collect membership fees from
members (Montpetit, 2017).
It seems much likelier that, in addition to the dispute over membership fees, the
main disagreement concerned methods, pointing to the dichotomy between local
concerns and transnational ideology identiﬁed in the ﬁrst part of this chapter. As such,
Soldiers of Odin Canada’s statement on the break states that they want “the ability to
run [their] own countries without being micromanaged by another country”; more
clearly, they assert that they “are against their racist agendas and only doing Street
patrols and not helping our fellow countrymen and women” (Soldiers of Odin
Canada, 2017). It seems therefore that the distinction between community-building
work – though inspired by xenophobic sentiments, as explained above – and vigilante
patrols became untenable, as the two conﬂicting orientations indicated the presence of
an increasing rift between a xenophobic Canadian hyper-nationalism and identiﬁcation
to a transnational, civilizational struggle. Signiﬁcantly, it suggests that Soldiers of Odin
Canada failed to mobilize on the basis solely of the transnational aﬃliation, and
that local Canadian dynamics in the end mattered more than the aﬃliation to
the transnational network of the Soldiers of Odin.

The Soldiers of Odin and the extreme right in Canada
In addition to the diﬃculty in forging a coherent group ideology and the resulting
splitting of Soldiers of Odin Canada, the movement, despite its initial momentum,
appears to have struggled to retain its members and to contain defections to other
far-right groups. A preliminary analysis of the online activities of 265 individuals in
Canada with clear and demonstrable evidence of membership in the Canadian
Soldiers of Odin conducted by the authors of this chapter between January and
September 2017, allows us to assess the eﬀects of the breakaway from Finland and
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the following decline of the group (Veilleux-Lepage and Archambault, 2019). This
preliminary study examined the Facebook proﬁles of members displaying clear
iconography – logos, clothing, slogans, etc. – associating them to the Soldiers of
Odin; a repeat examination of the previously identiﬁed proﬁles was conducted in
September 2017 to assess variations in group aﬃliation. This allows us to garner
insights into the groups joined by former Soldiers of Odin members and what
these individuals sought by joining the Soldiers of Odin, and how they perceived
their former group.
This research paints a rather clear portray of the scale of defections amongst the
group members. Out of the 265 members, 61 individuals appear to have consciously
removed all traces of their previous Soldiers of Odin aﬃliations, 49 had joined
another far-right group, and 54 remained active within Soldiers of Odin chapters.12
Among the 49 members who joined other groups, most of them either joined a
group which resulted from a splinter from Soldiers of Odin; La Meute [trans. The
Wolf Pack], a Quebec-based, anti-immigration group founded in October 2015; or
Canadian chapters of The Three Percenters, an American paramilitary movement
which pledges armed resistance against attempts on the restriction of private gun
ownership (Lamoureux, 2017b).
The poor retention of members by Soldiers of Odin Canada is unsurprising and
conforms to Perry and Scrivens’ observation that members of far-right groups tend
to “try on diﬀerent coats”, moving “from group to group throughout their lives”
as a result of various factors, including personal disagreement and inﬁghting
between group members, increase in attention by law enforcement, weak leadership; or changes in members personal or ﬁnancial circumstances (Perry & Scrivens,
2016, p. 831). However, the defections from Soldiers of Odin to La Meute and to
The Three Percenters are rather telling and can potentially be attributed to the
aforementioned tension within Soldiers of Odin Canada between Canadian
nationalism and transnational European ethnonationalism. Unlike the Soldiers of
Odin or the short-lived PEGIDA Quebec, La Meute is an entirely domestic
far-right movement, and more particularly a Québécois movement. The Three
Percenters, similarly, emphasize the defence of local communities against a
government perceived as illegitimate.
La Meute was founded in 2015, by Eric “Corvus” Venne and Patrick Beaudry,
Canadian Forces veterans determined to combat what they perceived as a threat
posed by Islamic extremism as Canada began accepting the ﬁrst of 25,000 Syrian
refugees. It has become Quebec’s biggest, most rapidly growing far-right group
with 45,000 members in their Facebook group, and up to an estimated 5,000 to
10,000 active members (PRI World Staﬀ, 2017). In a province where cultural
issues are at the front and centre for every political party, the appeal of La Meute
can be attributed to its leveraging of profoundly local concerns, often overlapping
concerns expressed by mainstream political parties in Quebec. In August 2013, the
government of the Parti Québécois ﬁrst introduced the idea of what was to become
Bill 60 – also known as the Quebec Charter of Values13 – which aimed primarily
to aﬃrm the secular nature of the state, along with gender equality. The bill, which
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amongst the suggested measures, prohibited employees of the public and parapublic sectors from wearing an “object which ostensibly displays one’s religious
aﬃliation” (art. 5); required employees and users of public services to provide and
receive services with their “face uncovered” (art. 6 and 7), and banned activities
and practices in childcare and schools “such as dietary practices stemming from a
religious precept” (art. 30), received initial support amongst the wider population
(La Presse Canadienne, 2015).
As keenly observed by Nadeau and Helly, the debate surrounding the Bill 60
served to crystalize anti-immigration and anti-Muslim sentiments in Quebec in a
fashion akin to that of European extreme right parties such as Le Front National
and UKIP (Nadeau & Helly, 2016). Moreover, Nadeau and Helly observed that
support for the bill was essentially based on general themes: (1) the fear of a return
of religion in the public space; (2) the emergence of a Muslim enemy whose values
are perceived as irreconcilable with those of Quebec culture; (3) the inertia of the
political class and its complicity with media and minorities; (4) the predominance
of legal over political powers and of individual over collective rights; and (5) multiculturalism, as a factor of denationalization and social fragmentation (Nadeau &
Helly, 2016). The theme of Islamic religious practice being irreconcilable with
Quebec’s values and multiculturalism as a source of denationalization and social
fragmentation represents a central component of La Meute’s discourses and actions.
For example, La Meute was heavily involved in campaigning against the establishment of the Muslim cemetery in St-Apollinaire (Peritz, 2017). Furthermore, it
organized jointly with Storm Alliance – the Soldiers of Odin splinter group founded by Dave Tregget – two large-scale protests (in August and November 2017) in
Quebec City opposing illegal immigration and policies of the Quebec government
(CBC News, 2017b; HuﬀPost Quebec, 2017; Pineda, 2017).
The other group that has attracted the largest number of former members of the
Soldiers of Odin is The Three Percenters, which ﬁrst emerged as a largely decentralized American paramilitary group that organized after Barack Obama was elected president in 2008 and built around strong anti-government and pro-gun views.
The Canadian origins of The Three Percenters can be traced back to late 2015,
shortly after Justin Trudeau became prime minister. While, in many ways, The
Three Percenters are a direct copy of an American militia that has been adapted to
ﬁt into a Canadian worldview – even the name “Three Percenter” comes from an
American myth that it was 3 percent of the American population that fought
against the British in the War of Independence – their success in recruiting individuals in Canada, particularly in Alberta and Quebec, can also be attributed to its
ability to leverage local concerns eﬀectively, particularly with regards to ﬁrearm
deregulation (Lamoureux, 2017b).14 As such, with its vehemently anti-Islam
views – the group was after all described as “anti-Islam” by Beau Welling, the
president of the Alberta chapter and national vice-president of The Three Percenters in Canada – and its strong emphasis the creation of an armed militia, it appears
that The Three Percenters appealed to members of the Soldiers of Odin, who
might have felt disenchanted by the group’s eﬀorts to reduce its Islamophobic
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hard-line, members who believed that armed preparation was necessary, or members who prioritized ﬁrearm deregulation, particularly during a liberal tenure
(Lamoureux, 2017b).15 Indeed, it is worth noting that in December 2018, The
Three Percenters appointed a new national leader who is a former local leader of
the Soldiers of Odin (and also openly Islamophobic) (Lamoureux 2018b).
In summary, while a signiﬁcant number of Soldiers of Odin members seem to
have disengaged – at least for the time being – from involvement with the far right
following the disintegration of the group, the majority of members surveyed continued to be involved in far-right movements in Canada, either in the Soldiers of
Odin themselves or in other groups. The transfer of members to The Three Percenters should be of particular concern, as it indicates at the very least a willingness to
prepare for potential violence combined with anti-immigrant, xenophobic ideology.

Conclusion
This chapter has provided a survey of the presence of the Soldiers of Odin in
Canada, particularly of the conﬂict between its emphasis on Canadian nationalism
and its relationship to the Finnish leadership of the movement. As the history of
the successive splinterings of the Soldiers of Odin, most prominently the separation
of the Canadian chapters from the Finnish leadership (and of Quebec chapter from
Soldiers of Odin Canada) shows, there was a strong sense within the group that the
association to Finland detracted from the group’s community-based work and
ideological commitments. Furthermore, the follow-up research conducted on
identiﬁed members of the Soldiers of Odin after the April 2017 split demonstrates
that the majority of the members who transferred to other extreme right groups
relocated to groups such as La Meute and The Three Percenters, which have a
distinctly local (as opposed to transnational) focus.
While the Soldiers of Odin have been in decline since the April 2017 split, the
implications of this research are signiﬁcant. First, it seems clear that the decline of
the Soldiers of Odin is not attributable to a rejection of vigilantism as a method,
but rather a return to vigilantism as motivated by local concerns rather than a
narrative of ethno-nationalist transnational struggle. Second, it does suggest that the
online presence of extreme-right groups, while signiﬁcant, is of limited value when
this online presence is not aligned with the activities of members. Finally, the history of the Soldiers of Odin in Canada suggests that extreme-right groups may
have more diﬃculty mobilizing when the rationale for the group’s activities is
transnational, rather than grounded in local concerns.16

Notes
1 This section concentrates on the Soldiers of Odin in Canada until the end of April 2017,
at which point the group split from the Finnish leadership of the movement. We oﬀer
an assessment of the Soldiers of Odin after the breakup in the concluding section.
The founder and national president, Joel Angott, put up a cover picture of the SOO
logo with a Canadian ﬂag on March 22, 2016. The Soldiers of Odin Canada public
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Facebook page, however, was founded on January 15 (Angott, 2016; Soldiers of Odin,
2016a).
See Kotonen’s chapter for more details on Mika Ranta and his links to National Socialist
movements.
This timing coincides with the end of the Canadian government’s program to resettle
25,000 refugees from Syria, which was undertaken shortly after the Liberal Party’s electoral victory in October 2015. It is unclear – although likely – that this policy contributed to the founding of the Soldiers of Odin in Canada (Associated Press, 2016).
This page was deleted in May 2017, precipitating the sharp decline of the Soldiers of
Odin Canada.
See Tommi Kotonen’s chapter in this volume for a comparison with the group’s activities in Finland.
Mack Lamoureux, as well, in comparing the Soldiers of Odin to the Three Percenters, suggested that such charitable activities are ﬁrst and foremost used to sanitize a toxic
public image (Lamoureux 2018a).
One example of an attempt to situate Canada within a “European” struggle against
immigration can be found in the words of a leader of the Soldiers of Odin in Edmonton, Canada: “The guys in Europe, they’re dealing with some real shit, we might not
see that here for ten or so years. When that happens we want to look as good as possible” (Lamoureux, 2016b).
Montpetit, in particular, notes that the Québec Soldiers of Odin tied these patrols to the
policing of “areas where there are a lot of Muslims or Islamization” (Montpetit, 2016).
It should be mentioned, however, that the Guardians of Alberta have recuperated much
of the anti-immigrant rhetoric found among right-wing groups such as the Soldiers of
Odin Canada (Thomas, 2017).
See Tommi Kotonen’s chapter in this volume.
It is impossible to demonstrate that these two events are causally linked, but timings
coincide.
Dave Tregget, for instance, founded a new group called Storm Alliance, which is largely
aligned with the anti-immigration agenda of the Soldiers of Odin, although it claims no
organizational aﬃliation. Storm Alliance gained notoriety in 2017 by, among others,
staging protests against illegal immigration at the Canadian-American border, as well as
organizing surveillance missions at the border to monitor the arrival of asylum seekers
crossing from the United States. It also organized a large-scale joint protest in Quebec
City in November 2017 (CBC News, 2017b; Lamoureux, 2017a; Shingler, 2017).
No information could be collected on the remainder of the individuals as their social
media proﬁles had either been deactivated or suspended.
Complete title: Charter aﬃrming the values of State secularism and religious neutrality and of
equality between women and men, and providing a framework for accommodation requests.
The Canadian Firearms Registry was introduced by the Liberal government of Prime
Minister Jean Chrétien in 1993 and required the registration of all non-restricted
ﬁrearms. In 2012, following the Conservative Party of Canada majority win in the
2011 election, Bill C-19, the Ending the Long-gun Registry Act, came into force.
The Province of Quebec immediately ﬁled a request for an injunction to prevent the
destruction of the data. On 27 March 2015, the Supreme Court of Canada ruled that
the destruction of long-gun registry records was within the constitutional power of
Parliament, denying the Quebec government’s legal challenge and allowing for those
records to be destroyed. Following the election of a new Liberal government in 2015,
the Prime Minister of Canada promised to strengthen ﬁrearm legislation in Canada
(Hamilton, 2015).
As Lamoureux (2018a) noted, The Three Percenters, like the Soldiers of Odin, have also
sought to engage in charitable activities in order to soften their public image.
As of January 2018, it seems that the Finnish-led Soldiers of Odin are seeking to reestablish a presence in Canada, having added a chapter in Calgary to its foothold in
Quebec. The independent Soldiers of Odin Canada continues to exist as well, and the
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two groups seem set on remaining separate. Apart from the Quebec wing, neither group
seems particularly active (Soldiers of Odin Canada Oﬃcal, 2018).
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18
POP-UP VIGILANTISM AND FASCIST
PATROLS IN SWEDEN
Mattias Gardell

Sweden saw a ﬁve-year cycle of radical nationalist vigilantism in 2013–2017. While
there still were some vigilante activities in 2018, the surge seems to have reached its
peak and ﬁzzled out, at least for the time being. With the possible exception of the
patrols organized by the Nordic Resistance Movement (NMR), I suggest that the
sudden outburst of vigilante activism may be understood as a popcorn phenomenon:
into the simmering heat of the radical nationalist milieu, warmed up by negative
press on migrants and migration, cyber activists pumped in “alternative facts” on
alleged migrant crime, no-go zones, and sharia-sanctioned “rape jihad” of white
Swedish women, to which concerned clicktivists responded with calls to protect the
nation and its women. Trend-sensitive as the radical nationalist milieu is, the ﬁrst
vigilante patrols to materialize In Real Life (IRL) inspired local activists across the
country to do the same, until the cycle had run its course and clicktivists dashed oﬀ
to other projects.
Based on vigilante social media, criminal investigation records, media reports
and ﬁeld research, this chapter will look at four categories of vigilante activism:
(1) Sweden’s Citizen Militia; (2) Soldiers of Odin; (3) Gardet and autonomous
vigilante associations; and (4) National Socialist Patrols

A radical nationalist landscape
Neoliberalism has for the past 25 years gradually undermined the once famous
Swedish model. The growth of income inequality is the largest among all OECD
countries, and by 2018 Statistics Sweden reported the greatest gap between the
country’s rich and poor since the measurement began (OECD 2015; Heggeman
2018). During this time, Sweden gradually transformed into one of the most segregated societies in the region. The basis of segregation is class, but as class
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distinctions co-varies with structural discrimination on the basis of racialized ethnicity, religion, and culture, class distinctions increasingly acquired a visual dimension, readily observable in the segregated urban areas of rich and poor.
Transforming social realities contributed to rising tensions. White radical nationalists pointed to visible minorities as signs of the betrayal of the political class, nostalgically envisioning a restored People’s Home for white Swedes only. Nonwhite
citizens pointed to the discrepancies between their experience of racial discrimination and the oﬃcial narrative of Sweden as the country where racism never took
hold, except among the intolerant few. Contributing to rising tensions were alarmist media reports portraying immigration and migrants as a problem. While
recycled since the arrival of the ﬁrst Jewish refugees in the 1930s, the theme
peaked in the early 1990s and returned with a vengeance in the mid-2000s.
Between 2005 and 2016, reports on migration and migrants as a problem increased
by 895%. In 2017, mainstream media published 23,478 negative articles on
migrants, i.e. three stigmatizing reportages per hour, every day, throughout the
year. News associating migrants with crime and sexual harassment dominated the
mediascape. In addition, alternative facts on migrants and crime ﬂooded radical
nationalist social media while contra-factually insisting that such news was censured
(Söderin 2017; Strömbäck et al. 2017; Dahlberg et al. 2017).
Radical nationalists have a strong online presence, with their own digital news
media, blogs, podcasts, platforms, Facebook groups, YouTube channels, and an
army of keyboard warriors constituting a digital commentariat, which ultimately aims
to guide public opinion. A feature of the radical nationalist “media ecology” (Treré
& Mattoni 2016) that links new social media technologies to the entangled histories and social dynamics of the radical nationalist milieu is the focus on the
endangered white Swedish woman depicted as prey to “Muslim invaders”.
Throughout the period of investigation, fake news on “no-go zones,” “Muslim
rape jihad,” “Sharia-sanctioned rape,” and “Muslim gang-rape in Sweden,” caused
alarm. In radical nationalist narratives, Karina Horsti (2017) notes, women are often
represented as the embodiment of the nation, and family, and therefore of what
belongs to men. “Furthermore, the ‘openness’ and softness of the female body is
represented as a weakness, a boundary for which violation and infection from the
outside are constant threats” (ibid: 1449). White men were called to “wake up”
and defend their borders, nation, and women by organizing vigilante patrols.
Of course, vigilantism is not new to Sweden. For the past decades, citizens have
formed neighborhood watch groups, and organized street patrols, e.g. Dads on
Town, Grandma Patrols, and Moms in the Hood. All these projects are today a
normalized feature of urban night life. The 1980s and 1990s saw the rise of uniformed street patrol organizations such as Non-Fighting Generation and Guardian
Angels, both inspired by Black American and Chicano inner-city community
activism, and hip-hop culture. The Soldiers of Odin was not the ﬁrst vigilante
franchise in Sweden, the Guardian Angels was, with its Safety Patrols walking the
streets or riding subway trains dressed in white shirts, red berets and the Guardian
Angels’ insignia – a two-winged pyramid with the all-seeing eye – in white on the
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back of their sparkling red bomber jackets. A similar project, Lugna Gatan (Quiet
Street), established in the mid-1990s, still exists and has received positive evaluations for its youth work, rehab programs and uniformed safety patrols (Öhlund
et al. 2009; Nilsson & Wadeskog 2008).
All these groups diﬀer from radical nationalist vigilantism. Earlier groups were
either organized by concerned grassroots citizens who wanted to make a diﬀerence
in their local communities by being adult, sober, and at hand in the night, bourgeois citizens cruising residential neighborhoods ready to make citizen’s arrests, or
community activists oﬀering an alternative to drugs and criminal gang culture.
Most groups had no political agenda, and those who did rarely went beyond the
ambition to counter the negative eﬀects of segregation. None of these earlier
groups explicitly targeted racialized others, posted online calls to exterminate nonwhites, or vowed to hang the traitors in the political and intellectual elites. While
earlier groups oﬀered a model of good public standing radical nationalist vigilantism
hoped to beneﬁt from, activists of the latter milieu found their inspiration elsewhere. In their internal debates, Dads on Town rather ﬁgured as a symbol for what
they should not deteriorate into.
The vigilante groups and networks to be discussed here are or were products and
parts of the radical nationalist milieu in Sweden. I use the umbrella concept “radical
nationalism” to signify a multifaceted political landscape that encompasses a wide
variety of organizations, parties, tendencies, and voices that may diﬀer in terms of
political philosophies, strategies, and perspectives, but are held together by stressing
the primacy of the nation. Earlier works on radical nationalism in Sweden have
frequently used other umbrella concepts, such as far-right extremism, and radical
right-wing populism, to characterize the milieu.1 Empirically, there is not much to
justify the far-right label, as the political agendas of the parties involved feature
elements of both the right (e.g. tradition, nation, law-and-order, moral conservatism) and the left (e.g. [white Swedish] workers’, women’s, and elderly people’s rights, environmental concerns). While the Sweden Democrats – the most
successful radical nationalist party that gained close to 13% in the 2014 election –
currently is moving rightwards in terms of economic policies, it is still to the left of
the conservative parties (the Christian Democrats and the Moderates) and second
only to the Social Democrats among working-class voters. In terms of class, radical
nationalism is anchored among the middle strata of the society – the skilled
working-class and the lower middle-class. They are people who typically claim to
be the heirs of “those who built the nation,” and therefore entitled to certain
birthright privileges. If the term “extremism” at all should be used, it would make
more sense to label radical nationalism an “extremism of the center”.
The radical nationalist landscape includes organizations whose leaders may reject
and even distain each other (e.g. the Sweden Democrats, Alternative for Sweden,
the Identitarian fascist Nordic Youth, the national socialist Nordic Resistance
Movement), but yet recognize each other as fellow travelers at home in the landscape populated by what activists name the nationella (the nationals). Moreover, a
signiﬁcant category of grassroot nationella do not stay within the conﬁnes of one
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particular organization but tour the landscape to visit the homesteads of other factions, both in cyberspace and IRL, and may well support more than one group,
despite their ideological diﬀerences. Catering to the landscape is a plethora of think
tanks, publishing houses, social media forums, podcasts, bloggers, vloggers, webzines, and newspapers that may be dedicated to a particular obsession – e.g. antisemitism, islamophobia, antiziganism, counter-jihadism, paganism, secular
fundamentalism, traditionalism, esoteric fascism, conspiracy theory – or eclectically
embracing all of the above, seemingly indiﬀerent to intellectual inconsistencies.
While national in outlook and emphasis, Swedish radical nationalism is entangled
with similar currents abroad, and is remarkably trend sensitive, always ready to adopt
the latest fad that sweeps the landscape. Vigilantism was one of these.2

Sweden’s citizen militia
The surge of radical nationalist vigilantism began in the wake of a series of urban
uprisings known as the Husby Riots after the name of the stigmatized underclass
suburb in Stockholm where the ﬁrst clashes between residents and police took
place in May 2013. Much like the urban uprisings in Los Angeles 1992, Paris 2005
and London 2011, the Husby riots were ignited by police violence. On May 13,
the National Task Force descended on Husby following a report that an aggressive
old man had entered an old woman’s apartment, yelling in some foreign language.
Only later would they learn that the slightly demented 69-year-old Lenine RelvasMartins had shouted “I am the King of Portugal” and “You are Catherine the Great
of Russia” (in Portuguese), to Arja, his wife of 37 years, before entering his home,
kissing his wife and laughing. Terriﬁed by the police banging on her door, Arja cried
“We are retired people, not criminals” and refused to open. Her husband, she later
explained, suﬀered from paranoid fears of people out to kill him, and was equally
scared of the armed men outside. After a prolonged standoﬀ that attracted an
increasing number of onlookers, the police broke in the door and threw in stun
grenades. “They are coming to kill us,” Lenine cried, grabbed a knife, and was shot
point blank in his head. One hour later, Lenine still laying shot dead on his apartment
ﬂoor, a police communique claimed that the man had been brought to hospital by an
ambulance. As spectators followed the news online as well in real life, they knew that
no ambulance had ever been called to the scene. When late at night, the police ﬁnally
took the dead man out, people in Husby understood that something was terribly
wrong (UG-referens 2014; de los Reyes et al. 2014).
For the ﬁrst few days, neighbors and civil society associations in Husby in vain
organized peaceful protests, including a rally, demanding an independent investigation (Megafonen 2013). On May 19, the ﬁrst cars were set aﬁre. Riot police was
met with stones, in a spiral of escalating clashes, aired live on national television
and social media. Reports of oﬃcers shouting racist slurs, “tramps, monkeys,
negroes, rats,” and indiscriminately attacking residents, parents, and civil society
groups with dogs, batons, grenades, guns, to disperse the crowds, fueled the ﬂames.
As ﬁghting resumed the following nights, protests spread to other underclass areas
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around Stockholm and eight other cities,3 where cars, schools, police stations, and
shops where set ablaze.
Watching the news too were radical nationalists. On their social media forums
and Facebook groups, e.g. Vi stöder polisen i Husby (We support the Police in
Husby), with more than 93,000 likes and 87,000 followers, keyboard warriors
called to action. “Shoot them all,” “Hunting season on immigrants,” “burn Husby
to the ground,” “Kill the baboons,” “make Sweden Muslim free”. Yet other
groups organized interventions. The Nordic Youth patrolled the quiet streets of
white residential neighborhoods in Sollentuna, next to Husby, to signal “We
Protect You,” as a marketing stunt. Activists of the Swedish Defence League and
the (now defunct) Swedes’ Party set up the Facebook event Skallgång (Search
Party) to hunt “Arabs and Muslims” and redirected volunteers to secret Facebook
groups where they were instructed to “arm yourselves,” and show up at speciﬁc
locations to “protect property”. A similar Facebook event, Stockholms civila förband
kontra eldupploppen i förorterna (Stockholm Civil Militia Contra Suburbian Fire
Riots) using the same tactics of open and closed groups organized a “volunteer
force to assist the police”. “We will make the Muslims run from us”.4
The most successful of these vigilante projects was the Sweden’s Citizen Militia
(Sveriges medborgarde). Organized by an inner circle of a dozen activists, all with
good standing among football ultras (Djurgården, AIK), and radical nationalist
parties, (the Swedish Resistance Movement, the Swedes’ Party, the National
Democrats), who set up a closed Facebook group of around 800 members-byinvitation, and an open “Support the Sweden’s Citizen Militia” community, with
thousands of followers. “We will do what the police cannot do and put an end to
this,” organizers said. “Kill ’em all. They can’t come here and burn down our
country”. All activists in the inner circle were linked to radical nationalist parties,
and all had criminal records. Ten had been convicted of assault, six for possession
of illegal weapons, three for hate speech, two for crimes against life and health, two
for violence against public servants, and one for violent riot (Folkö & Quensel
2013; Vergara 2013).
On May 24, some 200 volunteers armed with knives, bats, knuckles, and chains
convened at the parking lot at Älvsjö Convention Center. The gathering was
unusual as it drew together activists from radical nationalist and ultras factions that
normally do not go that well together. Organizers did not miss the photo opportunity, and a group photo of some 60 militia men soon circulated the internet.
Events like this happen as much in cyberspace as IRL. Sympathizers across the
country followed the events through Live Updates on Nordland, and other social
media platforms.5
The Sweden’s Citizen Militia did not really go into any of the areas with
ongoing riots but attacked people and places where protests had subsided or not
taken place, shouting “Our City, Our Country,” beating up scores of people
chosen only by their skin color or appearance, including minors and elderly persons. A possible exception was Storvreta, Tumba, where some 150 militia men
attacked a group of 30 residents who defended themselves by throwing rocks and
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bottles. While some militia updates indicated that they patrolled with the tacit
agreement from the police, other updates reported clashes with the police, or that
the police had arrested or disarmed activists.
Sweden’s Citizen Militia coalesced physically a few times over the years, as
security at radical nationalist rallies and as ﬂash mobs, notably against “North African street children” at Stockholm Central Station in January 2016, and the Zayed
Mosque in Stockholm, in June 2016.6 Widespread news on mass sexual harassment
during the New Year celebrations in Cologne followed by reports on similar
incidents – true or not that true – in Swedish cities, incited radical nationalist
ideologues to call for action. “We live in a time in which the strong man – the
protector – has been reduced to entertainment [e.g. Braveheart] for feminized men
who hardly would protect their own,” Magnus Söderman wrote.
They have handed over this [responsibility] to the state and praise the police’s
monopoly of violence. [However] the state has neither the will, nor the
capacity to protect our women and children. That task is our obligation. Be
men, goddamnit!7
On January 26, 2016, a ﬂash mob of some 100 masked men attacked people at
the Central Station. “Now it’s enough!” read a ﬂyer distributed by the vigilante
mob. “The justice system has left walk over, and the social contract is thereby
broken – therefore it is now the duty of every Swedish man to protect public space
from imported criminality.” Therefore “200 Swedish men gathered to mark the
North African ‘street children’ who wreak havoc around the capitol’s central station … and to hand out the punishment they deserve”.8 Judged from mobile ﬁlms
and witnesses, the attack was chaotic and indiscriminate. Evidently, the attackers
could not really diﬀerentiate between “North African street children” and random
citizens, as victims included teenage women, elderly people, and two civil police
oﬃcers. The police arrested 14 militia men, armed with knives and knuckles,
including a 47-year old man who attacked two civil police oﬃcers, hitting one of
them in the head. “I wanted to protect white Swedish women,” the man
explained to the judge who sentenced him to a cognitive therapy program.9
The Militia was hailed as heroes in radical nationalist press.10 “The single most
important reason for taking to the streets, is the fact that our women cannot move
there in peace,” an organizer told Motgift, urging readers to follow their example.
“Talk to your friends and organize on a local level.”11 A few weeks later, Soldiers
of Odin entered the landscape.

Soldiers of Odin
The Soldiers of Odin (SOO) is a transnational vigilante franchise, based out of
Kemi, Finland. Established by truck driver Mika Ranti, a former boxer and
member of the national socialist Finnish Resistance Movement, at the height of the
so-called “migration crisis,” in October 2015, Soldiers of Odin declared refugees
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their enemies and vowed to protect their nation and women from the “invaders”
(see Tommi Kotonen in this volume). Modelled on outlaw motorcycle gangs with
full members, prospects, and supporters, and sporting black jackets and hoodies
with the one-eyed Norse god Odin draped in the national banner and a cartoonish
Viking helmet, the Soldiers of Odin concept of manliness became an instant online
fad and Finland’s most successful radical nationalist export product. At least 21
national chapters across Europe, Australia, the United States, and Canada became
part of the Soldiers of Odin Worldwide, connecting white radical nationalists
through Facebook and providing a market for Soldiers of Odin merchandise,
bomber jackets, hoodies, t-shirts, caps, mugs, banners, stickers, dog leashes, and
phone cases.
The Soldiers of Odin, Sweden, was founded in Stockholm, in February 2016 by
Mikael Johansson, a former member of the National Democrats – an “ethnopluralist” radical nationalist party that split from the Sweden Democrats in 2001,
gained seats in ﬁve municipalities, but dissolved months before the elections of
2014, creating a pool of homeless activists. Initially set up under Finnish supervision, the Swedish SOO began by providing “security” at a Casa Pound-inspired
weekend soup-kitchen for homeless white-Swedish-people-only in Björns Trädgård, a popular city park centrally located at Medborgarplatsen, Södermalm,
Stockholm, next to the Zayed Mosque. A meeting point surrounded by bars,
coﬀee-houses, theatres, playgrounds, skateboard rink, concert halls, clubs, shops,
and art venues, and home to Hammarby football supporters who keep radical
nationalists at arm’s length, Björns Trädgård is also a spot where civil society associations traditionally have distributed food and clothing to the city’s poor and
homeless. Politically, Södermalm leans to the left and a food-for-whites-only
charity was bound to provoke countermeasures. Antiracist neighbors set up Foodfor-all (ﬁka för alla) next to the radical nationalist charity in a ritualized weekend
stand-oﬀ that lasted for a year and a half. The SOO joined to “protect” the racist
charity and physically push away non-white Swedes who ventured to the “wrong”
stand looking for a cup of coﬀee and something to eat, with soldiers outnumbering
the white homeless people at the outdoor kitchen. The racist charity became a
meeting point where people from the anonymous commentariat could ﬁnd fellow
nationalists and SOO recruiters IRL.12
In early March, new SOO chapters were approved by Stockholm and Kemi and
adopted the rules laid down by the Finnish world headquarters: Stand your ground
if attacked. Even if 200 immigrants are coming, do not run. Abide by the code of
silence. Never talk to the police or media. Refer journalists to the trustees, the
oﬃcially designated oﬃcers. On March 12, the Soldiers of Odin synchronized their
ﬁrst street patrols to occur simultaneously in Stockholm, Jönköping, and Trelleborg. Attracting wide media attention, membership multiplied and new prospect
chapters were formed. Grown from 140 to 400 members overnight, SOO Stockholm organized security at The People’s March – another eﬀort to call the radical
nationalist commentariat to manifest IRL – urging supporters from across Sweden
to join. Prospects from Borås, Eskilstuna, Kristenehamn, Malmö, Sjöbo,
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Trollhättan, and Örebro showed up, earning their stamp of approval. The virtual
community of radical nationalist clicktivists were jubilant. “Finally, some people
act,” “We are approaching civil war,” “We gotta retake our land, before it is too
late,” “Fight Islam,” “Either we kill them, or they kill us”. The SOO Stockholm
organized weekend patrols of 30–70 soldiers, divided into two to three groups that
communicated through the Zello-App, and were joined by prospects from other
cities. New chapters sprung up across Sweden. Some – Dalarna, Gävleborg, and
Skaraborg – were regional chapters, with alleged presence in several cities, while
others were based in one city only. Within a few months, there was 23 Soldiers of
Odin chapters across the country, with reported activity in some 40 towns, and
around 8400 online supporters.13
However, the house of cards began collapsing already in April and May. While
the Soldiers of Odin survived its ﬁrst year by incorporating new chapters and
spinning the online wheel of merchandise to compensate for those chapters that
closed down, died out or broke oﬀ to establish splinter groups, the ﬁnal account
was negative. The rapid demise of the Swedish Soldiers of Odin was due to a
number of converging reasons.
First, a creation of the radical nationalist online commentariat, the SOO attracted
people comfortable at their computers but less certain of what to do IRL. Many
chapters were predominantly active online, and while calls to ﬁnally do something
were awarded many “likes,” fewer people showed up to the meetings. In turn,
many meetings were spent sharing plans and laughs over coﬀee and cookies but
stopped short of actually going out on the streets for more than a photo
opportunity.
Second, chapters that actually did organize street patrols encountered all kinds of
troubles. They were challenged by Mothers of Odin, patrolling the streets with
baby-carriers, Loldiers of Odin (another Finnish export), Sons of Thor (a pop-up
“group” of antiracist pagans), the police, local residents, Anti-fa, and Chicanos, an
outlaw biker gang aﬃliated with Bandidos. In Jönköping, Gothenburg, Malmö,
and Uppsala, the Soldiers of Odin were beaten up.14 In Borlänge, Dalarna, three
Odin soldiers were hospitalized after a clash with Chicanos, on April 2–3, 2016.
Organizers went underground, and the SOO cancelled all activities throughout the
Dalarna region. “They were threatened and beaten,” SOO President Mikael
Johansson explained to the press. “Hence, they decided to not go out anymore”.15
Their surrender meant that the Soldiers of Odin lost face. “If you can’t take the
heat, stay out of the kitchen.” “Ridiculous to go by the name Soldiers of Odin if
you can’t back it up.” “You are a disgrace to Odin and our Norse Gods and
Goddesses.”16
Third, the media exposure was a double blessing as reporters revealed that leading SOO organizers were or had been organized fascists and exposed the violent
racist content of closed SOO Facebook groups. To handle negative publicity,
SOO spokespersons took exception from fascism, racism, and violent extremism,
which caused internal confusion, and yet did not convince the public. “We don’t
accept Nazism or racism,” Johansson said. “We’re actively trying to counter the
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[negative] image of the organization.”17 At the food-for-whites-only charity,
organizers occasionally oﬀered a homeless Black or Roma person coﬀee, which
provoked internal dissent. “If they do that, what’s the point of us being here?” a
soldier asked. “It doesn’t make any sense. You can’t rid your home of rats if you
feed them.”18 “We are out to protect our kind, our women,” another solider conﬁned. “We should be open about that. We’re not Dads on Town,”19 “SOO is a
bad idea,” a national socialist commented.
There’s no ideological cohesion, no armament/capacity of violence, and yet
they’re wrapped in symbols/jackets that suggest otherwise. I’m sure there are
good people among them, but the organization as such is a piecemeal rush job
that seeks to appease [PC] journalists.20
Fourth, the eﬀort to rid the SOO from overtly fascist elements propelled splinter
groups. Two examples will suﬃce. In August 2016, the Skaraborg chapter, which
organized soldiers in Skövde, Lidköping, Skara, and Hjo, was excluded following
reports that the local SOO leader Johan Brandqvist posted sing-songs on YouTube
celebrating Hitler and his desire to gas Jews and exterminate Muslims. SOO President Mikael Johansson ordered Skaraborg members to return their uniforms.
“Forget it, loser,” Brandqvist responded. “Come and take the hoodies from us
yourself, you jerk!” Johansson did not meet the challenge, and Brandqvist launched
the Soldiers of Odin Elite with a reported core of 30–40 members and 125 prospects.
However, beyond organizing social events in their club headquarters, the SOO
Elite did not do much.21 The SOO chapters in Flen, Nyköping, and Norrköping,
broke away to form Balder Cruisers under the leadership of Ingmar Zeijlon in
March 2017, and was joined by soldiers from Katrineholm, Linköping, and Finspång. Enraged, Johansson declared their “Bad Standing” on the Soldier of Odin
Hall of Shame, and in vain ordered renegade soldiers to hand in their hoodies. A
brotherhood of bikers and rockers, who openly display weapons and national
socialist symbols, Balder Cruisers claim to “protect women and children” and reach
out to homeless people but has not yet done much besides providing security at
radical nationalist rallies.22
Fifth, members of the Soldiers of Odin undermined the leadership’s eﬀort to
polish the organization’s image by intimidating small-town residents or backing up
threats with arms. On March 30, 2016, residents in idyllic Skivarp stayed indoors
when uniformed soldiers marched through the town to threaten minors at a home
for unaccompanied refugees that had suﬀered a series of attacks, including arson.
On March 31, 2016, residents of Strängnäs reportedly felt daunted by unwanted
soldiers patrolling their town. April 5, 2017, uniformed soldiers targeted minors at
Al Azhar Elementary School, entering the schoolyard, putting up SOO stickers,
ﬁlming the young pupils, and appearing aggressive. The school management had to
employ security guards, as soldiers bragged about their intent to “catch and kill
Muslims”.23 November 2017, the police found guns, knives, and ten kilos of
dynamite in the home of Stefan Schultz, organizer in SOO, Gothenburg, and
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known for violent online rhetoric. “All you traitors live on borrowed time,” Shultz
declared at Stå upp för Sverige (Stand Up For Sweden), a radical nationalist online
community with some 170,000 members. “The war is approaching”.24
Sixth, the criminal record of SOO organizers undermined their declared intent
to make the streets safe from criminals. Of ﬁfteen SOO oﬃcers in leading positions, eight had been convicted for various oﬀenses, ranging from armed assault and
possession of illegal weapons, to drugs, doping, and shoplifting. Close to half of the
100 soldiers who participated in the Stockholm patrols had criminal records.
Seventeen had served time for violent crime, and three for sexual exploitation of
minors. Perhaps most devastating to SOO’s reputation was the fact that leading
Soldiers had been convicted of beating up women, rape, and sexual oﬀenses. The
head of the Norrköping chapter had served time for repeated sexual assault on a
13-year-old friend to his daughter. A SOO leader in Gävleborg was sentenced for
domestic abuse. An oﬃcer in the Stockholm chapter was convicted for kicking and
beating his wife in front of their daughter; another for repeatedly abusing women.
Yet another oﬃcer had multiple sentences for violent assault, including an incident
in 2003, when he knocked down a woman, and kicked and jumped on her head
as she was laying on the ground.25 While SOO President Johansson assured the
public that soldiers who had been “convicted for crime against women and children” will be “excluded,” he also indicated that it takes a criminal to stop a criminal. A man convicted for assault “is tougher than other men, and dares to
intervene to stop an assault”.26
In June 2017, Mikael Johansson resigned – or was forced to step down – amidst
charges of corruption. Kemi stepped in. Alarmed by the fact that some splinter
groups kept their Soldiers of Odin hoodies or ran rogue chapters that were not
Kemi approved, it issued online threats to expose and hang the traitors but had
nothing to back it up. By January 2018, there was an eﬀort to rekindle the
movement by organizing patrols in some mid-sized cities, notably Västerås and
Kalmar, but the mobile ﬁlms posted online only illustrated how few soldiers there
were left in the army.

Gardet and autonomous vigilante groups
In addition to the Soldiers of Odin, the cycle included another vigilante federation,
Gardet (the Guard), founded in January 2016 by Jörgen Bach, a 60-year old businessman and radical nationalist veteran in Scania. “Hordes of Migrants aimlessly drift
around Sweden, without jobs, income, or a place to go,” Bach stated. “We have
already seen a rise in home-invasions and rape. The police cannot handle the situation. The military hardly exists. Society breaks up. The system collapses. We can
only trust ourselves”.27 Bach set up a Facebook group – backdated to January 2015 –
and sent out instructions on how to aﬃliate local chapters, along with guidelines,
logo, and codes of behavior. Gardet niched itself as a bourgeois alternative to SOO
without white trash aesthetics, uniforms and merchandise. Claiming to represent
“Sweden’s most rapidly expanding civil society association” of decent folks ready to
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“practice the right to defend our fellow citizens, ourselves, and our property,”28
Bach seems to have left local organizers on their own. While Gardet boosted 15 local
chapters with 2–40 members each, few chapters seem to have organized more than
occasional meetings, and members soon drifted away. Undercover journalists Lisa
Röstlund and Erik Wiman participated in the ﬁrst IRL meeting of Gardet’s Norrköping chapter, and witnessed how a Soldier of Odin organizer came along and
convinced the whole group to join the SOO instead.29
Outside of SOO and Gardet, there are or were a number of local radical
nationalist vigilante associations in Kalmar, Linköping, Nora, Nyköping, Stockholm, Tranås, and Värnamo. Two examples will suﬃce. In April 2016, Värnamo
ordningspatrull (Order Patrol Värnamo) declared their intention to make the quiet
Bible belt community safe again. Sporting a picture of a single refugee minor on
their Facebook page, organizers claimed that young adult women should dare to
walk home alone, and parents should be able to send their children to the public
bath without fear. “We don’t know who they are, but we are concerned that
people paint an image of crime that don’t exist in our precinct,” said Värnamo
chief of police. “There hasn’t been any rape, nor any complaints or incidents in the
public bath”.30 In December 2017, Säkra gator Linköping (Safe Streets Linköping)
was launched by Jimmy Olsson, a national socialist skinhead and percussionist in
the white-power band Svastika in the 1990s. In the year 2000, Olsson was sentenced to two years in prison for violently assaulting a man with migrant background at Linköping Central Station.31 “This is for you who are sick of Sweden’s
failed justice system,” Säkra gator Linköping announced on their Facebook group,
“sick of the daily assaults against women in Linköping. We are ordinary folks who
think about the future of our children. And a safe city space”.32 By February, 2018,
Säkra gator Linköping had close to 4500 online members and organized regular
weekend patrols. When EXPO contacted Olsson to ask about antidemocratic,
racist and violent remarks (Vergara 2018) he had posted online, the founder withdrew his engagement in the group “out of consideration for the safety of my family
and beloved ones”.

National socialist patrols
The Nordic Resistance Movement (Nordiska Motståndsrörelsen, NMR) is a national
socialist elitist organization that aims at establishing a Nordic Folk-State.33 It grew
out of the Swedish Resistance Movement,34 and encompasses its sister organizations in Norway, Denmark, and Finland, co-organized in a Nordic Council under
a Nordic Leader. Based on an explicitly “totalitarian” national socialist philosophy
that “encompasses every aspect of human existence”,35 the Nordic Resistance
Movement has a centralized chain of command and strict codes of behavior,
secrecy, dress, and way of life. Membership and positions are graded and awarded.
Prospects need to pass mental and physical tests to become full members, and
advance to achieve the status as “activist”. An “activist” is expected to live national
socialism, stay away from alcohol, tobacco, drugs, unhealthy food, and the
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corrupting inﬂuences of modern life. “Activists” who have proven their worth may
become part of the “oath-sworn” elite. A full member cannot make a career outside the organization: one cannot be part of – and much less successful in – the
corrupt system (Sion) one has vowed to defeat. Full members are expected to stay
for life, and activists who want out need to go through a formal channel, lest they
be treated as traitors. 36
Members are required to partake in military-style training, and the NMR cherishes its reputation as violence-prone fanatics. All members are required to carry a
knife, and to defend their banner, cause, comrades, and leaders if attacked or
insulted. However, non-sanctioned use of violence is strictly forbidden. National
socialists who want to engage in assassinations and bombing campaigns are
encouraged to stay outside the organization and operate as lone wolves or autonomous cells according to the rules of leaderless resistance tactics. Membership in
any other radical nationalist organization is forbidden. Within the radical nationalist
landscape, the NMR are frequently seen as sectarians who are obsessed with rules
and military drill but do not do much to stop the ongoing white genocide except
handing out ﬂyers and organizing marches. Hence, the meteoric rise of the Soldiers
of Odin in early 2016 touched a soft spot that the NMR had to handle.
Published directly after the rise of the SOO in 2016, the Handbook for Activists in
the Nordic Resistance Movement 2.0. features a section on “Good Will Actions” to
meet the SOO challenge. Recommended actions include organizing street patrols
to protect endangered white folks, and providing poor people of Nordic heritage
with food, clothing, and practical assistance. At the same time, the NMR implicitly
distanced itself from the Soldiers of Odin.
It may be tempting to succumb to populism and seek to portray oneself as a
knight of goodness. Here, we revolutionaries need to think diﬀerently. The
aim of these actions cannot be to aspire for the status as pious Nice Guys. The
edge should be focused on the system’s unwillingness or incapacity, thereby
exposing the country’s corrupt and irresponsible government. This distinction
is signiﬁcant – we should never let us be transformed into a kind of mainstay
of a sick society.37
In Finland, the NMR began organizing patrols in Lahti and Helsinki around the
same time as SOO appeared. Similarly, when the SOO was established in Sweden,
the NMR began organizing occasional weekend patrols in at least six cities,
Göteborg, Kristinehamn, Kungälv, Ludvika, Ystad and Östersund.38 Much like the
Stockholm SOO chapter, the Nordic Resistance Movement sporadically arranged
soup kitchens for poor white people, and distributed clothes and food to white
retired people. In addition, the NMR organized patrols to guard a public bathhouse in Kungälv, outside Gothenburg, to protect white women from refugees
using the facilities. “Beyond the determination to intervene if anything happens,
and increase the sense of security,” said local NMR leader Victor Melin,
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the rationale is to show our folk that the Resistance movement will not accept
the current state of order. We will be out on the streets, plazas, public baths,
and other public spaces where our people are victimized by multicultural
society. As the police evidently has other priorities than protecting its people,
it is time for someone else to actually shoulder that responsibility.39
In July 2017, Victor Melin, and two fellow activists were sentenced to up to eightand-a-half years in prison for bomb attacks against two refugee housings and a
libertarian socialist trade union oﬃce in Gothenburg. Nobody was killed, but one
man was severely wounded. That nobody died was mere luck, as the nail bombs
were set oﬀ by a timer, meaning that the perpetrators had no control over who
were around when the device exploded. The bombs were planted in a garbage can
at the entrance of a refugee housing where children usually play; at the front
window of the union oﬃce on a busy downtown street; and the back of a barrack
housing refugees. The police investigation revealed that Melin had received urban
guerilla warfare training with Partizan, a paramilitary organization that trains
volunteers for Russian separatists in Ukraine. While the perpetrators had been
involved in the same local NMR chapter, their bombing campaign was most likely
unsanctioned by the NMR leadership and should better be seen as the deed of an
autonomous radical nationalist cell.40

Concluding remarks
The cycle of vigilantism in Sweden was an articulation of sentiments boiling in the
radical nationalist milieu ignited and ampliﬁed by new forms of digital communication. Of course, this should not be interpreted as if the new social media
technologies in themselves caused the phenomenon of popcorn vigilantism but
draws attention to the fact that vigilantism transcended the online/oﬄine, transnational/local dichotomies. The radical nationalist media ecology intersected with
parties, movements and other actors in the political landscape in various ways.
While the patrols organized by the Nordic Resistance Movement was but one
activity among many that utilized the new forms of communication to further their
ambition to position itself as the vanguard of the white revolution, the case of the
Soldiers of Odin was diﬀerent. It did not grow out of any preexisting organization
but represented an eﬀort to call the online commentariat to materialize IRL as
valiant knights ready to defend the nation and women they claimed to be uniquely
theirs. It drew together people travelling the radical nationalist landscape in various
directions, coming from defunct radical nationalist parties, local protest parties, the
Sweden Democrats, and scores of individuals with all sorts of grievances but without previous experience of oﬄine political engagement. While admins tried to
inﬂuence the SOO Facebook groups, and mold its members into a social movement with presence and impact in their local communities, it remained to a certain
extent what Tammy Castle and Tara Parson (2017) characterized the Soldiers of
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Odin Norway to be, a “media-based collectivity” in which “participation in the
virtual community … eclipsed real-world activity”.41
However, the meaning of the Soldiers of Odin went beyond the online/oﬄine
binary and traversed the dichotomy of the transnational and the local. A clue to
what it did while it did not do anything is found in the many instances when soldiers patrolled quiet quarters and empty streets. Why did the soldiers walk around
in city sections with no refugees from whom white women could be saved? What
function did the SOO serve where its stated raison d’être was nowhere to be found?
A similar question may be posed about other vigilante groups analyzed in contributions to this volume. Why did the Czech Ore Dogs militia described by
Miroslav Mareš and Daniel Milo patrol the borders to Germany where no migrants
crossed? Why would the Minutemen that Harel Shapira studied invest so much
money and time to safeguard border areas in which they hardly ever encountered
any “illegal immigrants”? I suggest that the answer may be found if we look at the
phenomenon as performance. The meaning of the reenacting activities obviously
depend on the particular context in which the actors engaged. In the Swedish case,
the Soldiers of Odin was a performative articulation of white Swedish masculinity
that functioned even when patrolling quiet areas as long as there were photos to
post online to ensure themselves and the world that Swedish men were not
emasculated but real men capable to protect “their” nation and women from being
penetrated by alien others. The Soldiers of Odin patrols were ceremonial reenactments meant to deﬁne, manage and control national space as a white Swedish
space, an undertaking that actually worked better when no non-whites disturbed
their ritual performance.
Although there are still some Soldiers of Odin chapters out there that mark their
presence by visiting each other and sharing their interconnectedness and dedication with
the worldwide community of Odin soldiers and everyone else linked with the radical
nationalist media ecology, the movement seems to have lost its momentum, at least
temporarily. Outside the Nordic Resistance Movement, calls to put on the uniforms
and take to the streets fall on deaf ears, as clicktivists have been there, done that, and
rushed oﬀ to engage in new fads, such as citizen journalism, and the radical nationalist
version of #metoo, Europe’s Daughters, #120db.
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COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES ON
VIGILANTISM AGAINST MIGRANTS
AND MINORITIES
Tore Bjørgo and Miroslav Mareŝ

The notion of vigilantism covers a wide variety of phenomena. This volume has
concentrated on vigilantism targeting migrants and minorities. Even within this
broad category, our 17 case studies have described a wide variety of vigilante
activities, diverging in modus operandi, target groups, levels of violence used, and
degrees of support or opposition from the police, other governmental agencies, and
political organizations. This concluding chapter will explore the research questions
we listed at the beginning of the Introduction chapter:






How do these vigilante activities operate, and how are they organized?
What are the external justiﬁcations, group strategies and individual motivations
behind this form of vigilante activism?
Under what kinds of circumstances do these vigilante activities emerge, ﬂourish or
fail? What are the facilitating and mitigating – or permissive and repressive – factors?
What are the vigilante groups’ relationships with the police, other authorities
and political parties, and how does it inﬂuence the group and its activities?
How can our empirical material and ﬁndings contribute to the broader academic discussion on the phenomenon of vigilantism?

In addition, we will also discuss some other patterns that recurred in the empirical
chapters, such as the transnational dimensions of these vigilante movements, vigilantism
as performance, and gender dimensions.

Modus operandi in vigilantism against migrants and minorities:
a typology
The ﬁrst research question – how do these vigilante activities operate, and how are
they organized – calls for a typology of such movements. Based on the descriptions
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of a large number and wide variety of vigilante movements and groups we have
been able to identify four main types of vigilante activities based on the ways they
primarily operate (modus operandi):





vigilante terrorism/pogroms/lynchings
paramilitary militia movements
border patrols
street patrols

The preceding case study chapters have been presented and ordered roughly
according to this typology, starting with cases of vigilante terrorism and ending
with street patrols. However, the distinctions between the various types are sometimes rather fuzzy. These four types should be seen as ideal types, as speciﬁc groups
may have traits of more than one type. In particular, militia type movements may
engage in both border patrols, street patrols and terrorist death squads but in most
cases in our data material, they don’t. We treat militias here as a distinct type but
with a view to the fact that such militias might develop in the direction of one of
the three other types.

Vigilante terrorism, pogroms and lynchings
Several leading terrorism scholars have identiﬁed vigilante terrorism as a subtype of
terrorism (Schmid 2011: 171; Sprinzak 1995). One variety has been death squads
operating with the tacit support of state agencies, sometimes conducted by military
and police oﬃcers in their free time, in eﬀect being right-wing state terrorism in
disguise. This was the case with the quasi-oﬃcial death squads in several Latin
American countries (Argentina, Brazil, Guatemala, Mexico and El Salvador) during
the 1970s, targeting and killing thousands of suspected communists and other leftwing radicals (Sprinzak 1995: 29–31). A similar death squad, known as GAL
(Grupos Antiterroristas de Liberación), was set up illegally by oﬃcials of the Spanish
government to suppress the ETA and its Basque supporters during the mid-1980s
(Woodworth 2003).
In our collection of case studies, certain varieties of the Jewish vigilantes on the
Israeli-occupied West Bank share some similarities and traits of this type of vigilante
terrorism, which operates with tacit or active state support (Gazit 2015, this
volume). Some of these settlers are part of the state security system as military
(reserve) oﬃcers or as part of the settlements’ defence squads, which are organized,
trained and armed by the Israeli Defence Forces act and tend to be more restrained.
Others belong to right-wing extremist groups, or loose youth movements. They
committed acts of vandalism, arson of Palestinian ﬁelds, cars and houses, beatings,
and in rare cases also acts of manslaughter. Some of the settler violence was revenge
in the aftermath of Palestinian acts of violence. A more general justiﬁcation for
Jewish vigilantism was to demonstrate Israeli sovereignty over the West Bank and
Jewish dominancy over the Palestinian population living there.
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This has some resemblance with another case described in this volume (by Blee
and Latif): the Ku Klux Klan and their campaigns of terror, lynchings and intimidation to enforce white supremacy over the black population in the US. The Ku
Klux Klan is often seen as the classic case of vigilante terrorism but its modus
operandi has varied considerably during its four historical phases. The highest
number of lynchings and other forms of violence against blacks took place during
the era of the ﬁrst Klan, immediately after the end of the Civil War during the
1860s and 70s. According to Blee and Latif (this volume),
Klan groups insisted that their vigilantism was necessary to protect southern
white women, who they saw as particularly vulnerable with the collapse of the
former slavery state to what the Klan described as the vengeance and sexual
depravities of now-freed black men.
Another justiﬁcation was to keep the formally emancipated slaves down and
enforce continued white supremacy. Although the Klan during this era was largely
loosely organized gangs that operated outside the oﬃcial law, they had a clear
acquiescence of the white controlled law enforcement and judicial system of the
post-Civil War southern states. Terrorist violence was a means of controlling the
freed blacks and their allies (ibid.). The second Klan of the 1920s and 1930s was
diﬀerent, more of a broad and well-organized movement with 3–5 million supporters, including large numbers of women. Although violence still happened,
large rallies, parades and racist political propaganda and boycott campaigns against
immigrants, Catholics, Jews and blacks were more prominent features, and sometimes quite successful. The third Klan, during the 1960s and 1970s, was a violent
response to the Civil Rights movement and challenge to the segregation of the
blacks in the South, using terror tactics.
The third Klan’s vigilantism was directly and intensely violent, using techniques
that ranged from arson, murders, bombing campaigns, threats, assaults, and cross
burnings to other forms of racial terror. In many instances in the 1950s and 1960s,
Klan violence was closely coordinated with local law enforcement and judicial
oﬃcers (some of whom were openly associated with the Klan, or later exposed as
Klan members) who declined to arrest or prosecute Klan members for even very
ﬂagrant crimes and violence (Blee and Latif, this volume). The fourth Klan, during
the 1970s and 1980s in particular (and declining towards the 2000s), was violent as
well and continued to attack racial minorities, immigrants and leftists, but even the
state itself became a target for some Klan groups. By this time, backing or tacit
support from law enforcement was no longer as common as previously, and some
Klan groups came under close surveillance by the FBI, or were inﬁltrated by law
enforcement. Moreover, they were bankrupted by eﬀective legal actions from antiracist organizations. The Klan could obviously continue their campaigns of terror as
long as they could operate relatively freely, without any interference (or even with
the blessing) of the local sheriﬀ, judge, pastor and mayor. When repressive forces
from law enforcement and NGOs put pressure on them, and the general social and
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FIGURE 19.1

Vigilante “justice”: The Duluth Lynching postcard is one of many postcards
widely distributed in the aftermath of lynchings in the USA during the ﬁrst
decades of the 20th century. On June 15, 1920, three black men were taken
from jail in the town In Duluth, Minnesota, and lynched by a mob of several thousand men, accused of having raped a nineteen-year old local girl.
However, a medical examination found no evidence that the girl had been
raped. This was apparently not a Ku Klux Klan lynching. For more information of the Duluth lynching, see http://www.mnhs.org/duluthlynchings/
lynchings.php, and https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1920_Duluth_lynchings
and http://zenithcity.com/archive/legendary-tales/the-victims-of-the-1920duluth-lynchings/2/.

political environment was no longer as permissive with their racism and violence,
their leeway became severely restricted.
Another example of this type of vigilantism can be seen in India, where there
have been several instances of Hindu cow protection groups attacking Muslims and
other minority groups on the pretext of alleged cow slaughter or consumption.
Although the state does not overtly support such cow vigilantism against Muslims
or other minorities (rather it has publicly condemned it), the perpetrators involved
are invariably linked to the state establishment (Ahuja, this volume). The cow
protection groups across the country have links to and are members of cultural and
charitable organizations aﬃliated to the ruling political party, the BJP. Even though
members of the BJP, including the Prime Minister himself, have condemned the
acts of violence against minorities, critics argue that little has been done to reign in
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the vigilante activities of the cow protection groups, as they still serve to protect
the cow, and the ideology of Hindutva.
Similar processes took place in Russia, with a murderous campaign against
migrants and homosexuals. During the period 2006–2010, vigilante terrorism and
violence could continue, as the police looked another way and did not crack down
on the (mostly) skinhead gangs that killed hundreds and injured thousands of
people (Laryš, this volume; Enstad 2018). Although some of the anti-migrant violence carried out by self-nominated “Guestbusters” can be better described as racist
hate crimes, other violent campaigns had obvious traits of vigilantism, being justiﬁed as a ﬁght against criminality committed by foreigners. Migrants from the nonSlavic republics with (mostly) Muslim populations in the Caucasus and Central Asia
were accused of high crime rates, including robberies and rapes directed against
Russian majority. The extensive violence against homosexuals and the LGBT
community should be seen against the background of the widespread view in all
strata of Russian society that homosexuality and other sexual orientations were
undermining Russian cultural traditions and family values. Thus, anti-LGBT violence, sometimes called a “hunt for paedophiles”, could be seen as a form of vigilantism to defend the moral order against the alleged destructive “ﬁfth columns”.
Russia continued to have the highest rate of hate murders in Europe until the
police started to crack down on the perpetrators and their organizations around
2010. The large-scale arrests of the perpetrators and organizers of racist violence
and other hate crimes led to a signiﬁcant reduction of such vigilante terrorism in
Russia (Laryš, this volume).
One extreme case of vigilante terrorism was the series of murders of Roma
people in Hungary in 2008 to 2009 (described by Póczik and Sárik in this volume).
A death squad of four perpetrators killed ten people (including a child) and
wounded six more when they attacked Roma villages with guns. They justiﬁed
their actions by claiming that they intended to take revenge for “Gypsy crimes”
and provoke violent reactions from the Roma to trigger an ethnic civil war. In
reality, the victims were selected randomly and had no particular relation to
“Gypsy crime”. Although the Military Security Agency held back decisive information from the investigation because one of the perpetrators was an informant for
them, the four perpetrators were convicted and received long prisons sentences (life
for three of them).
Sweden and Germany are the two countries in Western Europe with the highest
rates of right-wing terrorism and violence (Ravndal 2017). Most of the violence is
directed against “foreigners” or related targets, and the perpetrators tried to justify
some of that violence by referring to alleged “criminal migrants”, “rapefugees” or
that migrants constitute a terrorist threat (Koehler, this volume; Gardell 2015, and
this volume). Germany has also had several cases of pogrom-like arson attacks on
homes for refugees, or immigrants have been attacked by large crowds of people,
usually led by organized neo-Nazis. There were a number of such cases during the
early 1990s. The most infamous attacks took place in Hoyerswerda, Rostock and
Mölln and Solingen, with many fatalities, including children. During and after the
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more recent great inﬂux of migrants to Europe in 2015 and 2016, many ended up
in Germany and Sweden, which already had strong militant neo-Nazis scenes and
long traditions for right-wing extremist violence. These two countries have also
had high numbers of arson attacks (and in Germany, also attacks with explosives)
against homes for refugees during the same time period.1 Although many of these
attacks may be better described as hate crimes, some attacks may also aptly be
described as vigilante terrorism, carried out by groups of locals pretending to protect the community against alleged “criminal migrants”. The German cases are
described and discussed in the chapter by Daniel Koehler on “Anti-Immigration
Militias and Vigilante Groups in Germany”.
As emphasized by Barbera Perry (2001, see her deﬁnition cited in the Introduction on p. 11), an important aspect of hate crime is that it is a mechanism of
power and oppression, intended to reaﬃrm the precarious hierarchies that characterize a given social order. It attempts to re-create simultaneously the threatened
(real or imagined) hegemony of the perpetrator’s group and the “appropriate”
subordinate identity of the victim’s group (Perry 2001, 10). Some of the vigilante
violence described in this section – and in more detail in the chapters on Ku Klux
Klan (Blee and Latif), Jewish vigilantism in the West bank (Gazit), against homosexuals in Russia (Laryš) and against Muslims in India (Ahuja) – has this dimension
of keeping minorities down in their subordinate place or frightening them from
challenging the traditional social or moral order.

Paramilitary militia movements
What distinguishes these militias from other forms of vigilante groups is that they
are modelled on a military style and form of organization. They usually wear
military-like uniforms, perform parades and marches, have a structured chain of
command and train military skills, sometimes also with ﬁrearms. Their main goal is
usually preparedness for participation in real war (or a civil war), however, they can
be involved in vigilante activities as well.
Paramilitarism and militias are speciﬁc and broad phenomena and their overlap with
vigilantism can be identiﬁed only in some entities belonging to this spectrum. While
vigilantism can be a temporarily limited oﬀshoot of paramilitary groups, it can also play a
signiﬁcant role in the activities of some paramilitary formations. Some groups changed
their modus operandi from mainly military activities to vigilante activities (such as the
original Hungarian Guard, see chapter by Póczik and Sárik). Of course, paramilitarism
and militias are not a homogenous phenomenon and in the modern world we can ﬁnd a
huge number of varieties of paramilitarism. It can be integrated into governmental
structures or it can act autonomously in non-governmental structures (see the introduction of this book, p. 9).
The main elements of paramilitarism are military identity and readiness of paramilitary activists to participate in military conﬂicts (including civil political, religious
and ethnic wars etc.). The military-like organization and outlook (uniforms, ranking etc.) are typical of these groups. If we take into account the present situation in
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Hungarian Guard’s parade in Budapest and inauguration of new members
(Photo: Béla Szandelszky)

FIGURE 19.2

the Western world, many concepts of “future wars” with participation of ethnically
or racially based armies are propagated in the right-wing extremist scene (Mareš
2012). Also, the concept of a “political soldier” can be considered as preparedness
for a real “soldier´s identity”.
Non-governmental paramilitary militias have had a long history in Central and
Eastern Europe dating back to the interwar period, particularly in countries like
Italy, Germany, Hungary and the former Czechoslovakia. These militias were
mostly linked to fascist parties and movements and directed their violence against
political opponents on the left, but also against ethnic minorities such as Jews and
Roma people. In Germany and Italy, the Sturmabteilung (SA) and the Blackshirts
played important role in the Nazi and Fascist takeover of political power. In
countries under Nazi and fascist rule in the late 1930s and World War II, these
militias became an integral part of the power apparatus of the totalitarian regime.
After the defeat of the Nazi and fascist regimes, non-governmental paramilitary
militias were banned in all European countries.
Although there were attempts by far-right movements to re-establish militia
groups during the post-war period, the most signiﬁcant initiative was the establishment of the Hungarian Guard in 2007, as a militia wing of the right-wing
extremist Jobbik party. The Hungarian Guard was tasked to protect Hungarian
citizens against “Gypsy crime”, sometimes marching through Roma villages and
neighbourhoods to intimidate the inhabitants (Póczik and Sárik, this volume).
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Although the Hungarian Guard was banned the year after its establishment, it
inspired similar movements in other Central and East European countries, such as
in the Czech Republic (the National Guard, the Protection Corps of the Workers´
Party), in Slovakia (Patrols of the ĽSNS) (Mareš and Milo, this volume) and in
Poland (Guard of Independence).
Other varieties of vigilante paramilitary militias are found in the US, where there
are also long historical traditions of vigilantism as well as citizens’ militias (Mulloy
2005). One type is the anti-government militias that prepared to resist or even
ﬁght against alleged repression from the federal government, often identiﬁed as the
Zionist Occupation Government (ZOG) and the racial traitors (Dees 1997). The
case presented in this volume, the Minutemen, is of another kind. Although participants – mostly military veterans – tend to share far-right views, they see their
mission as helping the government to patrol the border in order to stop illegal
migrants from entering the US. They want to collaborate with the governmental
border service and maintain a cordial relationship with them. Although they are
generally armed, they abstain from any use of weapons or violence (Shapira, this
volume).
The Jewish vigilantes in the West Bank do also – to various degrees – have a
paramilitary character. They are generally armed and do sometimes wear military
clothes. Some of the groups, such as the Jewish settlements’ defence squads, are
institutionalized and are organized, trained and armed by the Israeli Defense Forces
(IDF). Other vigilante groups – and typically the more violent ones – are operating
more independently from the IDF and are often linked to radical right groups
(Gazit, this volume).
The traditional right-wing extremist scene uses militarism as a mobilization
factor of its supporters – in contrast to modern extreme right parties (Mudde 2000:
174). Nationalist military traditions and legacies (including legacies of speciﬁc
military eﬀorts of the extreme right) played an important role in the traditionalist
part of the extreme right spectrum (in neo-Nazism, neo-Fascism and in various
authoritarian-nationalist streams of the extreme right).
In some countries, militarist ideas of vigilante and paramilitary units are used
against the oﬃcial foreign policy goals (for example, anti-EU and anti-NATO
politics is typical of Bulgarian, Slovak or Czech vigilante groups, while Russian
military skills are propagated by them).
This mixture of historical legacies and contemporary challenges creates an
environment for the rise of several important paramilitary formations. In the ﬁeld
of paramilitary activities, the situation in East and Central Europe is characterized
by more lenient legal rules and their enforcement is not as strict as in Western
Europe. Para-military camps in Russia even serve as training centres for Western
European militants, as the recent case of Swedish anti-immigrant neo-Nazi
bombers shows (Gardell, this volume). Some similarities can be found between
the US paramilitary scene and these formations. It is important to mention that
these facts are valid for non-governmental paramilitary formations. In Poland
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pro-governmental paramilitary units are oﬃcially supported by the Ministry of
Defence (Liederkerke 2016).
If we take into consideration the non-governmental paramilitaries, we can
observe their partial involvement in vigilante activities. The Hungarian Guard (see
above) was planned and used mostly for patrols in Roma settlements (see chapter
by Póczik and Sárik); however, in 2007 some representatives of this organization
declared their readiness to establish units for potential future defence of Hungary in
case of Slovak and Romanian attacks against their country. But the real turn to
military tasks never happened (Havlík and Mareš 2014). The Slovak Conscripts are
mostly specialized in military training (also with heavy weapons), however, during
the migration crisis they started patrols against immigrant crime (see chapter by
Mareš and Milo). The migration crisis gave rise to a new paramilitary formation in
Bulgaria (see chapter by Stoynova and Dzekova) and caused a turn of several Czech
paramilitary units to this issue, including their cooperation in anti-immigrant
activities (see chapter by Mareš and Milo). In a long-term perspective, the protection of borders against migrants is seen as a part of a militarized conﬂict between
traditional European nations and the “barbarian” invaders. This facilitates the
involvement of paramilitaries in anti-immigrant vigilantism.

Border patrols
During time periods when there have been heavy inﬂux of refugees or undocumented migrants crossing national borders, and this issue has been on the political
or media agenda, there has frequently been vigilante responses to this. Claiming
that the governmental border agencies are unable to fulﬁl their tasks of controlling
the borders due to lack of capacity – or lack of determination – some activists have
volunteered to “help” protecting the borders. Border patrolling by non-governmental groups may take place in an open cooperation with or tacit acceptance by
government agencies, as covert operations patrolling border areas without the
knowledge of governmental border agencies, or in open deﬁance of the government, mainly as a protest statement. Vigilante border patrols may be conducted by
private paramilitary militias with some kind of uniforms, with or without weapons,
or by civilian groups without any paramilitary pretentions. Such border patrols may
be stationary or move around on foot, by car, on public transportation, or even by
ship. Some “migrant hunter” patrols have made use of force (e.g. handcuﬀs) in
order to “arrest” intruding migrants and either to hand them over to government
border agencies or to chase them back across the border to where they came
from.2 However, in most known cases such vigilante border patrols are well aware
that they do not have any powers to apprehend, restrain or chase away any
intruding migrants, and that they would break the law and get in serious trouble
with the authorities if they did so. They might use strong ﬂashlights to light up
migrants crossing the border by night, and these migrants may believe that they
have been detected by oﬃcial border patrols.
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In this volume, we have two detailed descriptions of such border patrol activities
and several brief descriptions. One striking case is the Minutemen patrolling the
US – Mexican border, described and analysed in the chapter by Harel Shapira. This
was a heavily armed and well-equipped militia organized by mainly ex-military
men. Militias have a long tradition in the current era and they consider themselves
to be successors of historical legacies of militias in US history.
Other cases are the two vigilante border patrol organizations in Bulgaria,
described in the chapter by Stoynova and Dzhekova. As they state, “the singleissue groupings being mostly preoccupied with the refugee problem and with
organizing vigilante groups of volunteers”. The formations “such as Shipka BNVC
and Vasil Levski MU at the very least create the impression of having a structure
and spelled-out goals including some political ambition” (Stoynova and Dzhekova,
this volume)
In comparison with well-organized and continuously active Bulgarian border
patrols in the Turkish-Bulgarian border mountains (where there are real routes of
migrants), the situation in the Czech Republic is characterized by random activities
in areas which in fact are not used by migrants: the Ore mountains, where the Ore
Dogs from the National Home Guard operated along the Czech-German border.
A rather sophisticated attempt to demonstrate the capability to control the sea
border against migrants in the Mediterranean is connected with the Identitarian
groups crowd-funding the ship “Defend Europe”. Identiarian sea patrols did not
achieve the oﬃcial goals (search-and rescue mission, documenting the misbehaviour of NGOs on the Libyan coast, and hampering their cooperation with
human smugglers), but they won huge media attention and they popularized the
Identitarian movement amongst a part of European public with anti-Immigrant
attitudes (see Gattinara on vigilantism in France in this volume).
A common feature of all these vigilante border patrols is that they rarely or never
detect or apprehend any undocumented migrants crossing the borders (with the
exception of the Bulgarian case). Their activities appear to be completely symbolic.
They make an eﬀort to demonstrate the willingness of vigilantes to protect their
“own country” in the case of worse migration ﬂows and they want to demonstrate
that the government is not able to do “its best” against migration. It is mainly a
media strategy to aﬀect the broader public and win the “hearts and minds” of
people for ideas which vigilantes represent – including undermining the legitimacy
of the political regime.

Street patrols
The most common type of vigilante activities against migrants and minorities are
street patrols where organized groups walk together in the streets or near particular
places with the stated goal of providing protection against people who might
constitute a risk of crime. In the cases described in this volume, migrants and
Roma people are frequently singled out as constituting the crime problem.
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Some groups are wearing some sort of identiﬁable clothing, such as hoodies,
jackets or armbands with group symbols or names, whereas other groups are fully
civilian in appearance. The most common modus of their operation is to patrol
streets where crimes such as theft, robbery or rape might happen, claiming that their
presence will deter criminals and provide a sense of safety to the good and vulnerable
citizens, and to women in particular. Typically, such patrolling activities start up in
the aftermath of criminal events that cause fear and anger in the community, especially when migrants or minorities have been involved as (alleged) perpetrators. A
major inﬂux of migrants into the area may also be a pretext for organizing vigilante
patrols. Sometimes radical right organizations grab the opportunity to organize vigilante patrols to provide safety to the community – and to and promote their group.
Alternatively, such patrols may be organized spontaneously by concerned (or angry)
citizens without any particular political sponsorship. Some of these groups maintain
that they will only observe and report incidences to the police whereas other groups
take a more active stance by intending to deter and even intervene against acts of
crime. Obviously, this may represent a challenge to the police monopoly on the
legitimate use of force, which will be discussed later in this chapter.
A more aggressive form of vigilantism is to patrol outside asylum centres, homes for
refugees, schools for minorities or even inside villages inhabited by Roma people or
other minorities. The intention – or at least the outcome – might be to scare the
people living there from going outdoors, or to leave their homes entirely – which also
happened in some cases (Gardell in this volume, Ecopolis Foundation 2012).3
Although many ordinary citizens may feel uncomfortable with uniformed vigilante groups patrolling public streets, members of minority groups and migrants
singled out by the vigilantes as suspect groups or potential crime threats frequently
feel even more intimidated. Several examples of this are described in the case studies from e.g. Hungary, Sweden and Slovakia.
Although some vigilante groups make extensive use of violence – the main cases
are described in the section on vigilante terrorism, pogroms and lynchings – most
other vigilante groups do not actually carry out acts of violence. However, they do
usually display a violent capacity through a performance of force, whether they
parade as a paramilitary militia (with or without weapons), or patrol the streets in
groups dressed up with group symbols or uniforms. Their display of force is
obviously intended to have an intimidating and deterring impact on their designated
target groups (crime prone migrants and minorities) as well as political opponents.
Factors behind the emergence and decline of vigilante groups
Under what kinds of circumstances do these vigilante activities emerge, ﬂourish or
fail? What are the facilitating and mitigating – or permissive and repressive – factors?

What makes vigilantism emerge and ﬂourish?
The ﬁrst factor is a widespread perception of crisis and threat to our society and lifestyle – real or imagined. This causes fear among sections of the population, magniﬁed by extensive media coverage and rhetoric by far-right political groups that
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capitalize on the fear. Fundamental values, even the social and moral order, are
considered to be threatened. For vigilantism to emerge, the fear of crime, violence
and rape is of particular importance. The perceived threat of sexual assaults against
“our women” seems to strike a particularly raw nerve among some groups of men.
The threat of crime is identiﬁed with speciﬁc groups that become objects of hatred and fear.
In many European countries, the marginalized Roma populations have for a long
time been strongly identiﬁed with criminal behaviour and targeted by vigilante
activities (Mareš and Milo; Póczik and Sárik, both in this volume). More recently,
and particularly during and after the large inﬂux of refugees and other migrants in
2015–2016 into Europe (and also the US), migrants have become perceived as a
major crime threat, especially since a wave of severe terrorist attacks committed by
Islamist militants took place during the same period. Muslim migrants became
perceived as the main group from which threats of crime and violence emerged, to
some extent replacing the Roma.
Speciﬁc shocking events causing moral panic trigger vigilante activities. New Year’s
Eve 2015/2016 in Cologne, where large numbers of local women were sexually
harassed and abused by men of mainly North African and Middle Eastern origin,
some of them recent migrants (Koehler, this volume), became a turning point in
Europe, triggering vigilante responses in many countries, and boosting street patrol
groups like the Soldiers of Odin and others. A similar case occurred in England,
where the disclosure of gangs of men from within the British Pakistani community
had groomed large numbers of English girls (many of whom were underage) for
sexual exploitation triggering vigilante responses (Ralph-Morrow, this volume;
Bird 2017). Shocking events where men from the perceived enemy group (Muslims, Roma, blacks) sexually abuse or rape “our women” strike a particularly raw
nerve among many men, triggering aggressive responses to defend and retaliate
(Gardell; Blee and Latif, both in this volume).
The perception that the police and other authorities are either unable or unwilling to protect
the citizens from threats to their safety is a major factor to facilitate for the emergence of vigilantism. The police in Cologne were heavily criticized in the aftermath of the New Year events for failing to intervene properly against the mass
sexual assaults, and a reluctance to provide truthful information about the perpetrators’ ethnicity out of sense of political correctness and fear of causing xenophobia
and Islamophobia (Koehler, this volume). Similar criticism was expressed against
the Swedish police for hiding the amount of sexual abuse committed by men of
foreign origin (Frick 2016) and against British police for failing to take action
against Pakistani “grooming gangs” (Jay 2014). On the same note, governments
were accused of failure to stop the “wave of migrants” ﬂooding into Europe, and
inability to control the borders (e.g. Castelli Gattinara on Italy, this volume; Shapira 2013: 2). Proponents of vigilantism claimed that when the state fails to fulﬁl its
duty to protect its citizens, the citizens have the right to protect themselves by
taking the law into their own hands (Gardell, this volume).
This call for vigilantism is closely associated with a lack of trust in governmental
institutions in general and the police in particular. The Eurobarometer shows that
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many of the countries with relatively strong and persistent tendencies towards
vigilantism, such as Greece, Italy, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic and Slovakia, score
low or relatively low on trust in governmental institutions. Countries where vigilante movements have more diﬃculties in ﬁnding a lasting foothold, such as
Norway, Denmark, Sweden and Germany, score high on trust in governmental
institutions and the legal system (e.g. European Commission 2017). The United
States, which has a long legacy of vigilantism and militias, is also characterized by a
low trust in governmental institutions among large sections of the population, in
particular when it comes to the federal government (Pew Research Center 2017).
Countries with a permissive legislation for armed self-defence or civil patrols provide opportunities for vigilantism. For example, the Italian cabinet’s Security
Package in 2009, which focused mainly on illegal immigration, legalized civil
patrols to relieve urban insecurity in support of law enforcement and the police.
Although such patrols in principle should be activated and coordinated with the
police, the Forza Nuova took advantage of the opportunity to set up their own
“security walks”, without bothering to submit or coordinate with the police and
local authorities (Castelli Gattinara on Italy, this volume). The liberal laws in the
US on gun ownership and the right to use armed force for self-defence and for
protecting your property goes very far in legalizing vigilantism. In most European
countries, applications for gun permits would be turned down ﬂatly if the reason
given was self-protection. The Second Amendment of the United States Constitution reads “A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free
State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed”. This
has been taken to heart by the gun lobby as well as a number of extreme-right
militias, claiming their right to carry guns (openly or concealed) in public places, and
to set up paramilitary organizations for armed resistance if the federal government
will take their guns or other rights.
This brings us to traditions of vigilantism and militias. Again, the United States is a
special case, with its Wild West history of frontier justice and lynchings due to the
almost nonexistence of governmental law enforcement (Berg 2011). Vigilantism,
street justice and revenge are main themes in American popular culture, and in
action and crime movies in particular. It is most likely that this historical and cultural dimension in the United States facilitates a widespread mindset where vigilantism becomes a natural response to perceived threats. In Central and Eastern
Europe there are also historical traditions of Fascist militias, especially during the
inter-war period in the 1920s and 1930s. This has served as a model and inspiration
to modern-day extreme-right parties and movements to establish paramilitary
militias in countries like Italy, Germany, Hungary, Bulgaria, Slovakia, and the
Czech Republic (see chapters by Castelli Gattinara, Koehler, Póczik and Sárik,
Dzhekova and Stoynova, Mareš & Milo). Such modern-day militias are almost
non-existent in countries like Norway, Sweden and Britain, which lacks such
militia traditions.
Vigilantism thrives in societies where there is a base of support for vigilantism
among the public or among political parties. Most vigilante groups described in this
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volume put a lot of eﬀort into gaining support from the public and recognition
from the police and the government, but with limited or no success in most cases
(see e.g. Dzhekova and Stoynova on border patrols in Bulgaria, Bjørgo and Gjelsvik on Soldiers of Odin in Norway). Some vigilante groups have engaged in
charity and community work, obviously with the purpose of gaining public support and acceptance (e.g. Archambault and Veilleux-Lepage on SOO in Canada,
Gattinara on Identitarians in France, both in this volume). Some vigilante patrols
and militias have been established by political parties that already had a foothold in
parliamentary politics, as in the case of the Hungarian Guard and the Jobbik Party
(Póczik and Sárik, this volume), and the train patrols of the ĽSNS party in Slovakia
(Mareš and Daniel Milo, this volume). Although governmental reactions to the
new vigilante organizations in Bulgaria have been ambivalent, surveys have shown
signiﬁcant popular support for vigilante activities such as civilian patrols and civilian
arrests, enjoying support from more than half the population (Dzhekova and
Stoynova, this volume). In the Czech Republic, the rise of anti-Migrant vigilantes
accompanied the rise of new anti-Immigrant parties (Mareš and Milo, this volume).
The Hungarian case shows the re-establishment of the vigilante scene after the ban
of the original Hungarian Guard and stable support of the Jobbik party (Póczik and
Sárik, this volume).
When the police and other authorities turn a blind eye to vigilante violence, or even
tacitly accept or actively support this kind of violence, vigilantism in its most violent forms is likely to become rampant. The ﬁrst and third eras of the Ku Klux
Klan (see Blee and Latif in this volume) provide notorious examples of this. In the
post-Civil War southern states, the Klan operated outside the oﬃcial law but with
the clear acquiescence of the white controlled law enforcement and judicial
operations. This was also to a large extent the case as late as into the 1950s and
1960s, when Klan violence was closely coordinated with local sheriﬀs and judges
(some of whom were actually Klan members) who declined to arrest or prosecute
Klan members for even very ﬂagrant crimes and violence (ibid.). Another notorious
example is the wave of murderous violence against migrants and homosexuals in
Russia during the period 2006–2010, causing the deaths of hundreds of victims and
maimed thousands more. This murderous campaign could go on for several years
because the police and other authorities did not take it seriously but looked the
other way (Laryš, this volume; Enstad 2018). Vigilante violence by Jewish settler
groups on the Israeli-occupied West Bank has also been enabled by the reluctance
of the Israeli Defence Forces to stop it. Military personnel have also sometimes
been directly involved in the vigilante activities (Gazit, this volume).
The conditions described above – especially when they appear in combination –
create opportunities for vigilantism in general, and directed against migrant and
minorities in particular. None of these factors can be considered either necessary or
suﬃcient alone to produce vigilantism as an outcome. The more factors in combination, and the stronger each of them are, will provide a fertile ground for the
growth and sustainability of vigilantism. The presence and/or absence of some of
the factors are more likely to produce certain types of vigilantism. For example,
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when law enforcement does not intervene against vigilante violence or hate crimes
against minority groups, such behaviour is likely to continue and increase. Countries with permissive gun laws and historical traditions of militias are likely to foster
armed militias. Where these conditions are absent and there is very limited or no
acceptance for paramilitarism and vigilantism, non-violent street patrols are more
likely to be the main form of vigilantism to appear.

What makes vigilantism decline or fail?
This brings us to the other side of the coin, why vigilante movements fall apart and
end their activities.4 Obviously, the absence, reduction or reversal of the facilitating
conditions described above may also serve as mitigating factors. But there are also
some additional conditions that may play a role.
When the perceived threat is reduced or appears less acute, the appeal of vigilante
responses become less persuasive. The decline in the number of migrants crossing
border into Europe after 2016 also had an impact in terms of a reduction in vigilantism, or on the appeal of such activities. Some of these perceived threats are
media bubbles, and when the news media turn its focus to other issues, the moral
panic among parts of the population will also decline. Although die-hard activists
against immigration or Islamism will continue, the potential for gaining support for
vigilante activities will be hard to ﬁnd. For example, with the decrease in migration
pressure in 2017, patrol activities in Bulgaria have ceased, leading the organizations
to focus on other activities to sustain their public proﬁle and relevance – although
without much success, according to Dzhekova and Stoynova (in this volume). In
Sweden, Mattias Gardell describes the sudden outburst of vigilante activism as a
popcorn phenomenon: “Into the simmering heat of the radical nationalist milieu,
warmed up by negative press on migrants and migration, cyber activists pumped in
‘alternative facts’ on alleged migrant crime, no-go zones, and shariah-sanctioned
‘rape jihad’ of white Swedish women, to which concerned ‘clicktivists’ responded
with calls to protect the nation and its women” (Gardell, this volume).
When the police and other authorities are able to demonstrate that they are in control of the
situation, the appeal of vigilante activism will be limited. In the aftermath of the
Cologne New Year events in 2015/16, there was a widespread panic about immigrant men raping local women, and vigilante groups started to patrol the streets in
many local communities as a response to this fear. When the local police could
credibly assert that there had hardly been any such rape cases in the local community,
or that the refugees housed in the community had not caused any particular problems in terms of public safety, or that the police was able to manage those problems
that might occur, the demand for vigilante action would lose its appeal.
This is directly related to the level of trust in the police and other authorities. In
countries and cities where the police is generally respected and trusted by most of
the population, and that most people think the police is doing a fair job in providing safety, initiatives to establish vigilante patrols to provide safety in the streets
will usually fall ﬂat. Although people may complain that the police are not there
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when they need them, there is still a recognition that the rule of law is important
and that only the police should be trusted to maintain public order.
Lack of support for vigilante groups and activities from the public, politicians or the news
media is a major factor when attempts to establish vigilante patrols or militias fail.
This was very evident in Norway, where the Soldiers of Odin did not get support from any political party (not even from the right-wing populist Progress
Party), nor from any signiﬁcant part of the public. The police did not want their
“assistance” to maintain public order and safety, and stated that there was no need
for vigilante patrols (Bjørgo and Gjelsvik, this volume). We also have examples of
leading politicians and governmental agencies that initially supported vigilante
border patrols but later withdrew that support when it became clear that these
patrols behaved brutally towards migrants (see Bulgarian case in the chapter by
Dzhekova and Stoynova). When the Jobbik party in Hungary from 2014
onwards claimed they would abandon their previous extremist positions, there
was also a decline in their support for vigilante groups. We can also see a change
of political positions towards brutal racist vigilantism and hate crimes in Russia at
the turn of 2000s and 2010s (see Laryš in this volume).
When the police and other authorities strike down hard on vigilante violence and hate
crime, such activities usually come to an end. Whereas the Ku Klux Klan during
preceding eras could continue with their lynchings and vigilante terrorism without
much interference (or even with protection) from law enforcement, the fourth era
of the Ku Klux Klan during the 1970s until 2000s marked a change as there were
more legal prosecutions of Klan terrorists, increased FBI surveillance and inﬁltration
of the organizations, and also bankrupting of the organizations through civil law
suits on behalf of victims of Klan violence (Blee and Latif, this volume). When the
Russian government and the police after years of passivity decided to put an end to
the wave of mass-killings carried out by neo-Nazi skinheads and various far right
vigilante groups during the years 2006–2010, arresting and convicting leaders and
perpetrators to lengthy prison terms, the vigilante violence and hate crimes quickly
declined (Laryš, this volume; Enstad 2018).
Restrictive legislation on vigilantism and police enforcement of such laws does reduce the
leeway of vigilante activities and may even put an end to it. In Hungary, the
Metropolitan Court based on the motion of the Prosecutor General, declared that
the activities of the Hungarian Guard were against the human and minority rights
guaranteed by the Constitution, and that the Guard had to be disbanded. This
decision was upheld in courts, and the Parliament also passed a law that raised the
punishment for participating in a dissolved organization. It is worth also mentioning that even the Criminal Code was amended to prevent such activities in the
future by enacting the crime of “Prohibited Policing Activity”.5 Although parts if
the prohibited Hungarian Guard tried to reorganize under a slightly diﬀerent name,
their leeway for organizing a militia-type organization was now signiﬁcantly
reduced (Póczik and Sárik, this volume).
As will be discussed further below, most countries have legislation to ban nongovernmental paramilitary militias as well as vigilantism and other forms of private
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justice. However, private security companies and certain forms of citizens patrols
under the strict control of the police might be permitted. Vigilante patrols often try
to position themselves as close to the legal forms of citizen patrols as possible
without giving up their autonomy (see Gattinara on the Forza Nuovo in Italy, this
volume). In Norway, it took some time before the police had a consistent response
against the Soldiers of Odin, and implemented the Police Law’s ban on private
operations with the purpose of maintaining public order or any other forms of law
enforcement in public areas. When the Soldiers of Odin were repeatedly ﬁned for
wearing their coveted hoodies with SOO symbols during their nightly walks, this
activity stopped (Bjørgo and Gjelsvik, this volume). The Norwegian Penal Code
also bans the establishment of private military organizations, making paramilitary
militias illegal.
Another circumstance that weakens vigilante groups and activities is the inherent
tendency in extreme-right movements towards internal conﬂicts and splits. Conﬂicts over
leadership, strategies, tactics, ideology and money are recurring themes in many of
the groups analysed in this volume (see e.g. chapters by Gardell; Bjørgo and
Gjelsvik; Archambault and Veilleux-Lepage; Mareš and Milo). This tendency
towards group ﬁssion leads to smaller and weaker units, and also that some split-oﬀ
groups turn to more extreme measures and become easy to take out by law
enforcement.
To summarize: vigilante groups and activities tend to emerge and ﬂourish in settings when there is a convergence of several facilitating conditions and an absence of
mitigating or repressive factors. They fail and decline when the facilitating conditions
are reduced and repressive measured are implemented against them.

External justiﬁcations, group strategies and individual motivations
As proposed in the Introduction chapter, it may be useful to make a distinction
between three types of reasons or drivers behind vigilante activities: (1) External
justiﬁcations, (2) group strategies, and (3) individual motivations. We will explore
each of these types and see how our empirical cases resonate with this typology.
External justiﬁcations are the oﬃcial mission of the group as presented to the
public, the media and authorities: to protect the community against certain crime
threats that the police and other authorities allegedly do not have the capacity – or
the will – to handle alone. These justiﬁcations are typically altruistic, tailored to
resonate with widely held concerns in society (e.g. on migration, crime or terrorism) and issues high on the news media agenda. Literally all the vigilante movements described in this volume communicate via the news media or social media
to the general public – or to speciﬁc external audiences – why they have to do
what they do. Typical messages claim that crime-prone migrants or certain minorities (Roma people in particular) are threatening public safety. According to these
groups, they also sexually harass or rape “our” women. Moreover, illegal migrants
(Muslims in particular) ﬂood our borders and take over our country, threatening
our way of life, culture, social welfare and security. Terrorists are hiding among the
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refugees to inﬁltrate our societies. And the police and other authorities are either
unable or unwilling to do what is needed to stop it (Gardell, this volume). When
the state is not fulﬁlling its duty to protect its citizens, the citizens have the right to
protect themselves through vigilante action in the form of militias, border patrols
or street patrols, they claim. Most of the groups are careful about not challenging
the state power and its monopoly on violence directly, and assert publicly that they
will avoid the use of violence, at least in the present situation. However, some of
the groups argues for the need to be prepared for civil war if the situation deteriorates further, as exempliﬁed by the vigilante militias in Slovakia (Mares & Milo
in this volume), Roma murders by the “Death Squad” in Hungary (Póczik and
Sárik in this volume), or the National-Socialist Society in Russia (Laryš in this
volume). Some of the groups using lethal violence also make justiﬁcations for this,
e.g. claiming that homosexuals threaten the moral order and traditional Russian
values, and that it was necessary to protect children from paedophiles through
vigilante action (Laryš, in this volume). Similarly, lynchings of Muslims accused of
trading meat from holy cows was justiﬁed by the perpetrators and their supporters
as necessary to protect the sacred cows and uphold a fundamental religious value
and one of the pillars in Hindu identity (Ahuja, in this volume).
Group strategies are the internal reasoning for why leaders believe it will serve the
interests of the group to engage in vigilante activities. These reasons are not meant
for public consumption. This dimension is particularly relevant when far-right
political parties or other organizations organize vigilante activities such as street
patrols in order to attract media attention and public support, promote the organization and its relevance, and mobilize new members. Typical cases in this volume
are the Forza Nuova and its “security walks” (Castelli Gattinara on Italy), the
Jobbik party and its Hungarian Guard (Póczik and Sárik), the Golden Dawn party
in Greece (Vrakopoulos and Halikiopoulou), the train patrols organized by the
LSNS party in Slovakia, various innovative vigilante activities by the Identitaires in
France (Castelli Gattinara) and the Nordic Resistance Movement and its vigilante
street patrols in Sweden and Finland (Gardell). These organizations and parties all
used vigilante activities strategically to promote their organizations, get publicity
and new members – although they always justiﬁed their eﬀorts by pointing to their
oﬃcial higher mission, which was to stop crime, rapes or illegal migrants. However, none of these oﬃcial goals were ever met: their vigilante activities were not
really instrumental in stopping any speciﬁc crimes. Other unoﬃcial goals with
right-wing vigilante activities could be to provide exciting member activities to
maintain group cohesion, or as a training activity for paramilitary groups. Furthermore, by demonstrating that there was a need for vigilante patrols because the
police was unable to provide safety for the citizens, far-right political parties used
such vigilante activities to undermine the legitimacy of the government. The Forza
Nuova in Italy, the Golden Dawn party in Greece and the Nordic Resistance
Movement in Sweden are examples of groups employing this strategy.
Individual motivations are the drivers behind individual participation in vigilante
activities and groups. Although some participants may also be driven by motives
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that are congruent with the oﬃcial mission of the group, several of cases studies
shows that many if not most individual members are motivated by quite diﬀerent
reasons than the oﬃcial ones. One example of individual motivations at odds with
the oﬃcial justiﬁcation of the group are the Soldiers of Odin in Norway. The
oﬃcial justiﬁcation for their street patrols was to help making the streets safer by
organizing “walks” in parts of the town where violence, rape and drug dealing was
likely to take place, and to “drive away” unwanted persons. They should observe,
document and report to the police, and only intervene if lives were in danger or
serious harm could be prevented. However, it was striking that a large portion of
the active members and many of the local leaders had criminal records, typically
including violence and public order oﬀences. Most of them were young men in
their 20s and 30s, probably at the end of a youth criminal career. To many of
these, the Soldiers of Odin oﬀered an opportunity to make up for their criminal
past, and be seen as doing something good for society, thereby improving their
tarnished reputation in the community (Bjørgo and Gjelsvik, in this volume). Such
motivations may have to do with a desire to improve one’s personal identity and
status, in particular by individuals who have a tarnished reputation as troublemakers or criminals. Similar patterns, with a large part of the participants in Soldiers
of Odin and other vigilante street patrols having criminal records, have been found
in Sweden and Finland as well (Gardell, Kotonen, both in this volume). Others
may be attracted by the militarism or belonging to a strong group. One striking
example is the Minutemen militia, which oﬃcially is guarding the US–Mexican
border against intrusion of illegal migrants. In reality, they are not permitted to stop
anyone crossing the border illegally, even if the vigilante border patrols would be
more than capable of doing so, heavily armed as they are. They nevertheless continue their guarding activity night after night. Harel Shapira’s close-up study of the
participants, mostly military veteran men in their 60s, shows that what made this
activity make sense to them was that they could relive their military experience and
revive their military identity.
What the Minutemen camp oﬀers them is a chance to put those uniforms
back on. [… What they] are searching for in the desert is not, ultimately, an
illegal immigrant but a lost feeling of respect and self-worth.
(Shapira 2013: 20)
Organizing their camps at the border and their shifts like they used to when they
were soldiers made the rather futile eﬀort of guarding the border nevertheless
deeply meaningful (Shapira, in this volume). Some of the paramilitary militias in
Central and Eastern Europe also attract military veterans, and similar motives for
their engagement are relevant to many of these as well. These groups can also
satisfy engaged activists due to a feeling of their “importance” and the vigilantism
can also play the role of a free-time activity. This is typical of some of the Slovak
Conscripts, for example (Mareš and Milo, in this volume).
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Vigilantism and the state
One of the deﬁning characteristics of a state is that it successfully upholds a claim on
“the monopoly of the legitimate use of physical force” within a given territory (Weber
1968 / 1922), often described as “the state monopoly on violence”. Historically, the
development of the modern state and implementation of the rule of law had as one of
its main purposes to put an end to private justice, which often took the form of blood
feuds, revenge, duels and “might is right”. The state took away the enforcing power of
feudal lords, clans, and local “strong men” or thugs, claiming the state alone had the
sole responsibility of keeping peace and justice, and protect weak and vulnerable
groups in its territory. Vigilantism represents a challenge to this principle (see quote
from the DanerVærn manifest in Chapter 1, p. 8).
However, the extent to which vigilante groups are openly challenging state institutions’ monopoly of force varies from place to place, and diﬀerent actors have different perspectives on it. Most of the vigilante groups described in this volume assert
that they only want to assist the police and border authorities, recognizing the limited
capacities of these agencies. The do not want to challenge or confront the police,
although they might criticize it for not being able – or willing – to do what needs to
be done.
Governmental authorities have rather diﬀerent views on vigilante groups and
activities. Some countries have very strict laws to maintain the state’s monopoly on the
use of physical force in general, by banning all forms of private justice and also by
making it “illegal for any other than the police to organize or participate in private
operations with the purpose of maintaining public order or in any other forms of law
enforcement in public areas” (cited from the Norwegian Police Law § 26). Most other
countries in Western Europe have similar regulations to ban vigilantism. However,
most countries do also have provisions to enable private security companies and other
private groups (e.g. neighbourhood watch or citizens patrols) to do some very limited
form of policing – but only when granted by the police (or other governmental
agencies) and under police control. Examples of the latter are “Dads on Town” in
Sweden (Gardell, in this volume) and the “Night Ravens” in Norway (Bjørgo and
Gjelsvik, in this volume), citizen patrol groups which are in close partnership with the
police. Some European countries, like Italy, have explicitly legalized civil patrols with
the goal of supporting of law enforcement and police services in patrolling the territory. However, the Forza Nuova took advantage of this opportunity but did not
coordinate its “security walks” with the relevant law enforcement agencies (Castelli
Gattinara, this volume).
As discussed previously, there are signiﬁcant historical, cultural and legal diﬀerences between most European countries and the US, with its long-standing traditions of vigilantism, armed militias, and rather permissive legislation for private
citizens’ rights to carry guns for self-protection and to intervene with armed force
(Bellesiles 2000). In some US states, vigilante militia groups like the Minutemen
(Shapira, in this volume) are permitted to carry handguns or semiautomatic riﬂes
on patrol, even in public areas. Vigilante militia groups in European countries may
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have military-style uniforms but they would be strictly forbidden to carry guns on
patrol or parades, although some have access to private weapons and use them in
clandestine training. This is the case of some Czech or Bulgarian vigilantes (see
chapters in this volume). A speciﬁc case are Jewish vigilantes in on the occupied
West Bank, where some varieties are aﬃliated with the military authorities but
operate semi-independently. They are usually armed (due to the local right to carry
guns) and wear some parts of the oﬃcial military uniforms (see Gazit in this chapter).
The degree to which the police and other governmental authorities tolerate – or
tacitly or openly collaborate with – vigilante groups and activities varies considerably between and within the countries covered in our case studies, but also
over time. As discussed above, the change in police response to vigilante killings of
migrants and other minorities from passivity to crack-down after 2010 led to a
sharp decline in such murderous violence in Russia. During the long development
of the Ku Klux Klan in the US, the law enforcement in the South many times
tolerated the excesses of the Klansmen (Blee and Latif in this volume). In Greece,
the Golden Dawn party, which has organized vigilante activities, enjoys strong
electoral support among police oﬃcers. Police oﬃcers have also been directly or
indirectly linked with criminal activities attributed to Golden Dawn members
(Vrakopoulos and Halikiopoulou, in this volume).

Use of violence, threats of violence and the display of violent
capacity
One common feature in deﬁnitions of vigilantism is the use of – or threat of – violence, as in Edoardo Moncada’s (2017) deﬁnition of the root concept of vigilantism
as “the collective use or threat of extra-legal violence in response to an alleged
criminal act” (Moncada 2017). This and similar deﬁnitions do not state that actual
use of violence is necessary to qualify as vigilantism – a threat that violence might be
used against (potential) oﬀenders may be suﬃcient. This points to the idea that such
threats of violence might be intended to serve as deterrence against crime.
In our sample of case studies the actual use of violence is relatively rare. Ku Klux
Klan lynchings are notorious examples, but cases from Russia, the West Bank,
India and several European countries also illustrate that acts of (even lethal) violence is an integral part of some varieties of vigilantism against migrants and
minorities. Many of these cases may also be seen as instances of vigilante terrorism
(see above).
However, more or less subtle threats of violence are more common than actual
violence. Actually, the most frequent pattern in our material is that vigilante groups
do not make any explicit threats at all that they will use violence to punish oﬀenders; they rather display a capacity for violence through a show of force. This may
take the form of paramilitary militias who display their force through numbers,
discipline, uniforms and sometimes even by showing oﬀ their weapons. A prime
example is the heavily armed Minutemen guarding the US–Mexican border. They
are not permitted to intervene in any way against migrants crossing the border
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illegally – beyond shining at them with torchlights and notifying the governmental
border patrols (Shapira, this volume). At the other end of the continuum are street
patrols that claim that they will not intervene against criminals or troublemakers
but only notify the police (unless life is in danger). Their mere presence in the
streets is supposed to be preventive and deterrent by itself. Sometimes this is reinforced by wearing highly visual uniforms or clothes, such as the hoodies of the
Soldiers of Odin. Some of the participants in these street patrols are also locally
known as (former) criminals and violent oﬀenders, bringing with them a reputation
for having a capacity for violence.
Private street patrol groups that are totally devoid of any display of force or
capacity for violence clearly fall outside the realm of vigilantism. Typical examples
are groups like “Dads on Town” in Sweden and the “Night Ravens” in Norway,
often consisting of concerned parents, elderly and women, and operating under the
guidance and control of the local police. It is exactly because these non-intimidating groups of concerned citizens do not in any way challenge the police’s
monopoly of violence and force that they are considered legitimate partners of the
police. In contrast, vigilante patrols display an image of strength, intimidation and a
potential for violence that is unacceptable to the police.

Vigilantism as performance
This brings us to one of the most striking ﬁndings in many of our case studies:
vigilante groups patrolling streets and borders do very rarely, if ever, achieve their
declared objectives, such as stopping acts of crime, sexual harassment of women, or
illegal crossings of borders. Some vigilante groups patrol borders where hardly any
migrants are crossing, as in the case of the Czech group patrolling at the mountainous border to Germany (Mareš and Milo, in this volume). The Minutemen
patrolling the US–Mexican border very rarely encounter any illegal migrants, and if
they do, they have to let them pass by without intervention (Shapira, this volume).
The Soldiers of Odin and other street patrolling groups have been hard pressed to
come up with any plausible examples of incidents where they have stopped or
prevented a rape or another act of crime. The claim from these groups that they
are helping an under-staﬀed police force by being their eyes and ears in places
where the police does not have the capacity to patrol is not credible. Such vigilante
patrols rather tend to tie up police capacity as the police has to keep an eye on the
vigilantes in order to prevent potential clashes with opponents or other detrimental
events. Moreover, the vigilante patrols tend to operate in ways which reduce their
preventive potential but increase their image of strength, such as walking together
in a large group rather than spreading out in smaller teams of two. They oftentimes
patrol in places where there are no migrants or any women at risk of being raped.
Documenting their activity by taking a cool picture of their group is more
important than the preventive impact of their patrolling.
So why do these vigilante groups carry out their patrols when they do not seem
to care very much whether they actually achieve their stated objectives or not? The
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best answer is that such vigilante patrols are mainly performances. These performances have diﬀerent purposes than the oﬃcial justiﬁcations, which are to reduce a
crime problem or a migration problem. These are communicative events but
the communicative purpose may go in at least two main directions: political
propaganda and identity management.
Vigilante activities organized from the top down by political organizations or
parties are mainly propaganda events advertising the organization’s ability and
determination to do something tangible about a problem facing the community.
When organizing vigilante patrols, the organization will often use this as a
recruitment strategy by inviting concerned citizens to join them. A prime example
is the Italian neo-Fascist Forza Nuova which use the “security walks” to build its
public image and root it in local settings by oﬀering a “concrete” help to citizens.
They publicize their initiatives in order to get support from the local community
and visibility in the media (Castelli Gattinara, in this volume). Similar strategies are
used by other far-right parties, such as the Bulgarian National Union – New
Democracy which used vigilante street patrols to increase the visibility of the
organization (Stoynova and Dzkekova, in this volume), and the far-right Jobbik
party, which established the Hungarian Guard militia in 2007 for similar reasons.
At the same time, these right-wing extremist parties and organizations use their
vigilante activities to make political statements, such as claiming that the state is
failing to fulﬁl its task of protecting its citizens, and that their organization is ready
to step in to fulﬁl that role. This communication strategy is exempliﬁed by the
neo-Nazi Nordic Resistance Movement in Sweden and Finland as well as the
Forza Nuova in Italy (Gardell, Catelli Gattinara, both in this volume).
Vigilante activities organized from the bottom up tend to have other drivers.
Although some initiators may be motivated by anti-immigration or anti-minority
sentiments or a genuine desire to reduce a crime problem, the rank-and-ﬁle often
seem to have less political motivations for their participation. A common theme is
identity management (Goﬀman 1956) – although it may vary considerably what
kind of identity the participants want to display through their participation.
Being a vigilante provides an opportunity to assert masculinity – displaying male
strength, machismo and heroism. They are real men, capable of protecting “their”
nation and women (Gardell, in this volume). Vigilante street patrols and militias, in
particular, typically involve a lot of posing, especially when there is an opportunity
to be photographed. However, displaying masculinity may take diﬀerent directions. For some, a form of assertive masculinity may turn into aggressiveness and
violence – especially against categories of people deﬁned as a threat to the community. Another dimension of masculinity may lead participants towards a more
protective expression of manliness – taking care of vulnerable women in particular
(see Figure 16.2, p. 000).
In his study of the Minutemen militia protecting the US–Mexican border
against illegal migrants, Shapira (this volume) points out that the militia members
were almost exclusively military veterans with an average age of 65. To these men,
the patrols and the camp life along the border provided an opportunity to revive
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their identity as military men and perform their patriotism in a semi-military fashion. They displayed a “militarized masculinity”, as Shapira puts it.
Identity management takes a diﬀerent course when it comes to the Soldiers of
Odin in Norway. Many of the most active members had a tarnished reputation,
being known in their local communities as criminals and troublemakers. To many
of them, patrolling the streets with the Soldiers of Odin with the expressed
objective of making the streets safer provided them with an opportunity to be
recognized as doing something good and noble to the community, making up for
some of the bad things they were known for in the past. Unfortunately for them,
they failed in their eﬀort to gain recognition and improve their standing in society,
mainly because their hyper-masculine style was seen as intimidating rather than
providing safety in the streets, and that the Soldiers of Odin were considered as
vigilantes with a tint of right-wing extremism.

Vigilantism and political organizations
One of our research questions concerns whether vigilante activities are organized top
down by existing political parties or other organizations, or bottom up by emerging
more or less spontaneously without any sponsorship from organized groups.
Numerous cases in this volume demonstrate that political parties and organizations on the far right have initiated and organized vigilante activities. Examples are
how Jobbik established the Hungarian Guard as a paramilitary wing of the party
(Póczik and Sárik, this volume), the “security walks” organized by the Italian neoFascist party Forza Nuevo (Catelli Gattinara in this volume), the neo-Nazi Nordic
Resistance Movement’s patrols (Gardell in this volume), the train patrols organized
by the Slovak the People’s Party Our Slovakia (Mares and Milo, this volume),
Golden Dawn’s various militant and vigilante activities (Vrakopoulos & Halikiopoulou, this volume). In these cases, vigilante activities were apparently considered
as a way to get public attention and support for their organization. It could also be
a convenient way to dramatize the impotence and incompetence of the authorities
and the police to provide safety to the citizens and to protect the borders. Thus,
these movements found opportunities in the political situations which they
exploited by establishing vigilante activities. In some cases it might also be a way to
strengthen the ties between the party and the members by providing them with an
opportunity to do something concrete.
When vigilante activities are organized from below, it tended to emerge from
discussion fora on Facebook or other social media in the aftermath of criminal
events where migrants or minorities were (allegedly) involved as perpetrators. The
idea to start vigilante patrols were often inspired by extensive reports in the news
media on such criminal events and vigilante responses elsewhere. The most striking
case was the boom in vigilante activities in the aftermath of the New Year event in
Cologne 2015/2016, and in particular the remarkably rapid spread of the Soldiers
of Odin chapters in around 20 countries within a few months. For these bottomup initiatives, the motivation of those engaged might be more diverse, ranging
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from a political agenda to personal agendas to improve their social standing in
society. It is remarkable that many of those individuals oﬀering their services to
“help” the police to maintain safety and order in the streets are former criminals
(Bjørgo & Gjelsvik, this volume). Other participants are free-ﬂoating political
activists jumping on any new anti-immigrant or anti-Islam movement coming up.
It is also quite common that participants in vigilante groups are members of political parties and party-aﬃliated organizations although it cannot be substantiated
that the party is organizing the vigilante activities (see Ahuja in this volume on
Indian cow vigilantes and their links to the BJP).

Transnational dimensions and diffusion
The transnational dimension of vigilantism has not been deeply researched up to
now. However, there are some relevant similarities with a transnational spread of
similar phenomena – such as lynching (Berg, Wendt 2011) or terrorism (Karmon
2005, Waldmann 1998: 18–19).
We can identify several forms of transnational issues related to vigilantism. As the
“weakest” form of its transnational dimension we can understand the diﬀusion of
vigilantism as a speciﬁc phenomenon – in the sense of inspiration of groupings in
similar situations. Usually it is connected with the speciﬁc character of vigilante
formations. This volume provides a good example of this in the descriptions of the
Hungarian Guard and its impact on similar anti-Romani patrols in East Central
Europe (see chapters by Póczik and Sárik; Mareš and Milo; Stoynova and Dzhekova). Other far-right parties were inspired by the Hungarian Jobbik Party to
establish their own vigilante wings, either in the form of militias or patrols.
Deeper ties are established in the form of cooperation between two or more
vigilante groups from diﬀerent countries. This cooperation can be carried our ad
hoc (as the meeting between the National Guard from the Czech Republic and
the Hungarian Guard in 2007) or it can be more stable (as the Czech-Bulgarian
cooperation). It can range from moral and propagandist support, across logistic
support (collections of winter´s wear by the Czech National Homeguard for the
Bulgarian partners) to common “ﬁeld” activities. Foreigners can also serve in vigilante formations abroad, however, this equivalent of “foreign ﬁghters” is not frequently observed. More signiﬁcant is the participation in paramilitary training
camps abroad. The experience gained from such camps can be useful for vigilante
purposes. An example is the Swedish neo-Nazis who bombed two refugee camps
and a left-wing book shop in 2017 after having been trained by the Russian
Imperial Movement (Huetlin, 2017).
The strongest transnational dimension comes into play when a single vigilante
organization establish subsidiaries in several countries. However, in reality these national
branches usually become relatively autonomous after a while. They were typically
established according to the model of transnational inspiration (see above) with some
direct contact (or after a short e-mail or social media conversation), sharing the name of
the mother organization but will usually soon detach from any organizational
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subordination. On the other hand, hierarchically organized transnational
(respectively supranational) formations are also possible organizational structures
for vigilante groups.
Historically, various branches of the Ku Klux Klan were temporarily established in European countries (from the 1920s to the present). Varieties of
contacts to their American “originals” can be found – from “zero” contacts to
globally and hierarchically led KKK-structures (Mareš 2001). The spectrum of
activities is also very broad – from secret meetings across patrols outside
Romani communities in the Czech Republic in early 1990s to suspicions of
terrorism, as in the recent case of the KKK networks around the nucleus of
the German National Socialist Underground (Koehler 2016: 148).
The most striking variety of a transnational vigilante movement is the Soldiers
of Odin, which spread rapidly from Finland to up to 22 countries within a few
months in 2016, before it declined to eight national chapters by April 2018
(Kotonen, this volume). The Finnish mother organization tried to maintain a
level of control over the national chapters by demanding that they follow the
bylaws of the Finnish SOO, as well as having the right to act as moderators of
national Facebook groups. The Finnish SOO attempted to organize its relations
with the international branches as a franchise, demanding a fee from the new
national chapters for the license to use hoodies with national adaptions of the
SOO symbols, which was the main asset of the mother organization. There is
little doubt that the symbols and dress style, which made for good visuals and
extensive international media coverage, was a main reason for the immediate
transnational spread of the SOO. However, the success did not last long. Most of
the national chapters either failed to establish a lasting street presence, or they
started to dissociate themselves from the Finnish SOO. The main reasons for
cutting their ties to the mother organization varied, from dislike of the dictatorial
tendencies of the Finnish leadership, resisting to pay fees, and dissatisfaction with
the racist and right-wing extremist image of the Finnish mother organization
(Kotonen; Archambault and Veilleux-Lepage; Bjørgo and Gjelsvik, all in this
volume). Another inherent contradiction for such a transnational organization is
that the various national SOO branches tended to have a nationalist orientation,
which was at odds with submitting to a leadership in another country.
Another transnational project was connected with the activities of the Identitarian movement. The Identitarians are less nationalist in the narrow sense, as they
promote a European identity. The common action of members from several
countries, called “Defend Europe”, culminated in the use of a ship called C-Star to
patrol the Mediterranean, with the goal to hinder migrants to reach Europe and
inﬂuence policy through media attention (see chapter on France by Pietro Castelli
Gattinara in this book).
The transnational dimension of vigilantism is also manifested in state patronage
over some foreign groups, usually with the goal to destabilize another state. Speculations in this sense are related mostly to paramilitary formations in East Central
Europe and the Russian inﬂuence (see chapters on Bulgaria, Slovenia and the
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Czech Republic in this volume). However, it is diﬃcult to ﬁnd clear evidence.
According to Hungarian authorities, the leading member of the Hungarian
National Front was an agent of the Russian GRU (military intelligence service)
(Juhász, Győri, Zgut, and Dezső 2017: 23).

Contributions of our ﬁndings to broader research on vigilantism
The authors and editors of this volume were able to collect, to analyse and to
compare an important amount and variety of empirical materials related to vigilantism against migrants and minorities from various parts of the world. Facts and
ﬁndings in our book can improve not only the knowledge and understanding of
the development of this recent form of vigilantism itself, but also interconnected
phenomena as right-wing extremism, paramilitarism, terrorism etc. As our main
contributions to the academic discussion on vigilantism can be mentioned:
1. Adaptation of vigilantism: Vigilante activists in various parts of the world are able to
adapt vigilante strategies and tactics to contemporary opportunities and challenges.
The reaction to the migration crisis in Europe and Canada after 2015 is the most
signiﬁcant example (a similar process with the Minutemen occurred in the US in
previous years). In several countries, the anti-immigration agenda substituted – at
least temporarily – previous main targets of vigilantism (in particular the Roma
communities in East Central Europe).
2. Non-violent vigilantism: Whereas traditional deﬁnitions of vigilantism focused on
the violent, criminal or at least extra-legal character of vigilantism, many recent
vigilante activists declare that they will not use violence and want to act within
the legal framework, and some of them even want to cooperate with governments. Instead of using or threatening with violence they merely demonstrate an
intimidating capacity for violence. However, the subversive challenge towards
recent political regimes remains an important part of their strategy, as they
usually want to present themselves as an alternative to the established political
and security forces.
3. Performative aspect of contemporary vigilantism: The declared goals of vigilante
activities (countering “ethnic crime”, “illegal migration” etc.) are in many cases
only propagandist reasons for the performance of vigilante groups. This performance can serve for political marketing of political parties (in connection to the
power of new social media) or for establishing a speciﬁc cultural environment,
which is important for the self-conﬁdence of the activists involved. A quotation
from Shapira’s study (in this volume) can be highlighted:
Yes, stopping ‘illegal immigration’ matters to the Minutemen, but it matters
ﬁrst and foremost because through it these men have created a culture, a
camp, a set of heroes, a set of enemies, an entire social world, through which
their past is extended, resurrected, and in the case of some, even invented.
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4. Vigilante violence and terrorism still matter: Despite the above mentioned “moderation” of many vigilante groups, violent vigilantism, including vigilante terrorism,
is still an important threat, as the cases of Roma murders in Hungary, the
numerous killings of labour migrants and homosexuals in Russia, the FTL/360
group in Germany, the “cow vigilantes” in India or the Cryptheia in Greece
show. More commonly, violent vigilantism take the form of low-scale violence,
harassment and threats and might be more aptly described as hate crimes rather
than right-wing terrorism.
5. Transnationalization of vigilantism: Although transnational spread of vigilantism is
not new (Ku Klux Klan outside the US), in the past this was a rather slow
process. The contemporary situation shows a new quality of this phenomenon,
with a very rapid proliferation of vigilante modes of operation and even brands,
as exempliﬁed by the “expansion” of the Soldiers of Odin from Finland to other
parts of the world within weeks. There are also multinational vigilante operations, like the crowd funding and crew of the ship organized within the Identitarian campaign Defend Europe. Obviously, the internet and new social media
play a key role in facilitating such transnational cooperation.
6. Varieties of reactions to vigilantism: A broad scope of vigilante activities in various countries
have caused very diﬀerent responses. A comparison shows tolerance to vigilantism
(including its violent forms) on the one hand and hard repressive measures against
vigilantism on the other hand. Some vigilante activities, like hunting migrants or
establishing uniformed militias, have been tolerated in some countries but would be
totally unacceptable and banned in other countries.

Notes
1 See Verfassungsschutzbericht 2016: https://www.verfassungsschutz.de/de/download-ma
nager/_vsbericht-2016.pdf, and https://www.svt.se/nyheter/lokalt/vast/over-90-anlagda
-brander-pa-asylboenden-forra-aret.
2 The most well-known case was from Bulgaria (Cheresheva 2016).
3 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2012/jan/27/hungary-roma-living-in-fear.
4 Similar processes have been addressed with regards to terrorist movements (Jones and
Libicki 2008; Bjørgo and Horgan 2009; Cronin 2009) and criminal gangs (Decker and
Pyrooz 2015), and some of these processes are similar across type of group.
5 According to the amendment in the Hungarian Criminal Code on “Prohibited Policing
Activity”, to establish an organization without legal authorization in order to enforce public
order and safety or to organize an activity with the appearance of such, and/or to fail to
fulﬁl the obligation to cooperate with the authorized organizations, is a misdemeanour
punishable by imprisonment not exceeding two years.
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